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To the Reader

MNY books h,.e been written abont one "peet or another
of the University of Minnesota and many books remain to be written.
No one volume could encompass its multifarious activities. From the
millions of facts and the thousands upon thousands of persons who are
a part of the history of the hundred years of growth of one of the larg
est universities of the world, each writer - historian, scientist, human
ist - must select those which serve his purpose.

The book we are here presenting was written by a man of letters
who has looked on the past of his alma mater with an appraising but
affectionate filial eye. He has selected the men and measures that in
his view have contributed most to the making of the university of the
present. The present he is leaving to the judgment of the future.

In these pages the men and women of the past step down from their
oil paintings and out of faded photographs and brittle, dusty records
and we see their foibles, feuds, and frustrations as well as their vision,
their courage, their dedication to the pursuit of truth and the welfare
of the state. Mr. Gray is master of the revealing anecdote, the telling
phrase. Even those who know the story best will get many a chuckle,
many a surprise, much illumination from its reading.

The university administration in commissioning this centennial his
tory made only these requirements: that it be limited to one volume
of reasonable size and that it be readable by any member of the huge
university family or their friends, wherever they may be.

The university gave Mr. Gray free access to all of its records but
for some periods these were unfortunately very meager. Through his
own efforts he has added much material to the archives and he has sup
plemented written and printed sources with hundreds of interviews
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with people who have intimate knowledge of what really happened.
Great care has been taken to check names and dates and facts but we
cannot hope that no error will be found. Nor do we expect or even
hope that every reader will agree with all the opinions expressed and
judgments made. Every man is rightly his own historian. Many will
feel that their own special interests have been slighted, that less than
justice has been done to their favorite figure. But no one can read the
story from beginning to end without feeling a surge of pride and a
renewal of confidence - pride that the people of Minnesota have ac
complished so much, confidence that they will carry forward into its
second century their unfailing encouragement and support.

THE PUBLISHERS
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Town and Gown

kE "ory of the development of any ptojeet - if, in the end, the
project has proved to be successful- contains always the element of
surprise that anything having an existence so precarious should have
managed to survive at all. America's state universities, created in the
minds of the pioneers out of nothing but their intense belief in edu
cation as the hope of democracy, have shown, each in turn, the same
pattern of struggle.

During the middle years of the nineteenth century, when the pres
sure of circumstances associated with the appalling labor of getting
a new world started was in full operation against the pioneers, these
men stubbornly brought into being one after another of the midwest
ern universities - Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, and
Illinois. Each of them feeble in its beginnings, each obliged to justify
its existence in severe competition with privately endowed denomi
national colleges, each threatened year after year through a protracted
period of trial by the indifference of the public - they all survived to
become substantial witnesses to the sincerity and the sobriety of de
mocracy's belief in education as the universal right of man.

If the history of the University of Minnesota were to be drama
tized in the manner of the moving picture screen, this treatment would
offer a striking study in contrasts between the forlorn look of the
institution in the year of its founding, 1851, when only the ardent
believed that it could "last until spring," and the rugged power of its
appearance in 1951 when it has become a world within a world, the
fourth largest and most independent community in the state.

A montage shot suggesting the changes of a hundred years might
offer glimpses of two commencements. At a very early occasion of
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this kind orations were read by every member of the graduating class
a grand total of two. At a recent commencement a triumph of stage
management made it possible within the stretch of two hours to put
certificates of graduation into the hands of a class of thirty-six hundred.

Or, again, the camera's eye might pick up the first home of the
university, a single structure standing among the trees high on the
bank of the Mississippi River, its pathetic isolation emphasized by
the ruggedness of the landscape, and then sweep on to a survey of the
present scene. The camera would discover that the University of Min
nesota is now indeed "statewide" as its third president insisted it must
become. Its fourteen separate units put a girdle round Minnesota. This
reaches from the northwest corner of the state at Crookston, where
the university has one of its branch schools of agriculture; down
through the Lake Itasca region, headwaters of the Mississippi and lo
cation of one forestry experiment station; on to Grand Rapids and a
second branch school of agriculture; then to the shores of Lake Su
perior, where the Northeast Agricultural Experiment Station and the
Duluth Branch stand near each other; south to Cloquet, site of another
forestry experiment station; down to the cluster of campuses near
where the university had its beginning - the main campus in Minne
apolis, the farm campus in St. Paul, the group of laboratories (includ
ing a major one for aeronautical engineering) that make up the
Research Center at Rosemount, and the fruit-breeding farm at Lake
Minnetonka; still following the outline of the state to Rochester, home
of the Mayo Foundation; on to the southern border, where the Hormel
Institute for research in plant and animal husbandry has been created
at Austin; slightly north by east to the experiment station and branch
school of agriculture at Waseca; and, finally, swinging back halfway
up the west boundary to the branch school of agriculture at Morris.

The camera's eye would not fail to reveal that the activities of the
university have penetrated into every aspect of the life of the people
of Minnesota and that, with the patient persistence of a natural force,
the university has lent power to the purposes of farmers, miners, for
esters, scientists of all kinds in the pursuit of a rewarding way of life.

The founders would find their campus, today, a completely bewil
dering place. They must have thought they had done handsomely by
the university in the matter of choosing a site for what is now the
main campus. The land lies high on a bluff overlooking the Mississippi
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

River. Early records refer frequently and accurately to the charm of
the outlook but just a trifle doggedly to the salubriousness of the
atmosphere, where in winter the plateau has some of the formidable
character of the Nevsky Prospekt.

What the pioneers failed to realize was that this eminence would
one day find itself wedged in tight between the industrial districts of
two growing cities. The tiny village of St. Anthony, of whose local
pride the university was intended to be the celebration and adornment,
was taken over eventually by the even smaller but more enterprising
settlement across the river, called Minneapolis. Down the Mississippi
another center of pioneering effort had been concentrated about a
steamboat landing. Tired at last of being called Pig's Eye (nickname
of the owner of the most flourishing of its many grog shops) the com
munity piously adopted instead the name of the mission church, St.
Paul's. Two towns so close, though they may feel obliged, out of
respect for the convention concerning family hostility, to encourage
a sense of rivalry, actually have complementary interests and are bound
to grow toward each other. Long before the cities were a century old
this process had been completed.

An artificial line now marks the nonexistent barrier between Min
neapolis and St. Paul, and in the swift and incessant stream of traffic
between two busy communities the university has been caught. Com
merce flows all about the campus, through it, even under it, and there
is now nothing that can be done to achieve anything very closely re
sembling academic seclusion. On its slightly inundated island the uni
versity community has had to learn to lift to a high level the scholar's
art of concentration; the intellectual garden must be cultivated in a
clamorous confusion of the grinding, purring, hooting, and blaring of
every known form of transportation traffic.

It would be impossible to imagine a situation more crucially urban
than that which the university occupies. At Pillsbury Gate, where one
enters upon the old campus, railroad trains snort through an underpass
en route to the bridge that leads to the business center of Minneapolis.
Along University Avenue trucks bound for the milling district make
their formidable way, seeming to toss cheerful maledictions of disdain
at Fraternity Row on one side and at Folwell Hall on the other. (In
summer when the windows must be open, under the shattering impact
of this insistent sound the most dedicated of professors have been
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known to surrender their interest in the delicate nuances of theIr sub
jects and the most indestructible of freshmen have been seen to droop.)
Even on the river side of the triangular space occupied by the univer
sity the scene lacks the soft and somnolent quality appropriate to aca
demic communities and to the streams that flow through them. In full
view of the university halls stand the barge docks of commerce with
coal wharves nearby. The symphony of the city introduces in this pas
sage the hoots and warnings of diesel motor craft.

The curious duel between commercial traffic and academic tran
quillity has other aspects. A major line of the street railway system
neatly bisects the campus, along Washington Avenue, and the severed
parts of the Mall have been rejoined by bridges thrown across the
highway. A second streetcar line edges into the campus from another
side. But this is a less violent invasion for it is the friendly, tradition
encrusted intercampus line which links the main unit to that of the
Department of Agriculture five miles away.

Standing on high ground, at the edge of the urban area, the St.
Paul campus manages to keep its look of pastoral withdrawal from
the tensions of society. Beautifully landscaped long ago by a forester
who was also an inspired artist, it has the air of being seasoned and
serene, of having stood for a long time in the confident consciousness
of strength. Though it is by no means true that there never have been
tensions on the farm campus, the present illuminated awareness of pur
pose seems to cast an afterglow of security even over its tormented
past.

The physical situation of the university - spread out through its
branches all over the state, crowded in its central unit by all the pres
sures of urban society - is something quite different from what the
founding fathers foresaw. But today few fail to be aware of the advan
tage of its wide dispersal of interests. The location of the main campus,
too, has its assets as well as its liabilities. Within the circle of workers
and friends these have been discussed many times with the indecisive
ness that characterizes all family arguments. The difficulties are appar
ent; the fortunate aspects need to be pointed out.

If the university were not set down in the very center of a large
urban community, now having a population of approximately a mil
lion, it would not enjoy many of the good things it possesses. It
would not be the home of a major symphony orchestra. It would not
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

have a large public outside the university circle for its convocations,
its student theater productions, its concerts, its lectures by visiting
scholars. Indeed, it would lack the substantial support of a large fol
lowing which seems, in great part, to have forgotten that a hostility
between town and gown ever existed. The university is now an insti
tution in which a great majority of the citizens of the state take con
scious pride. This pleasant resolution of the doubts that plagued the
early years could have come about only on a campus that was directly
under the eye of Minnesota's most influential community, where it
could be observed continuously and where its services could be used
freely. Familiarity has, in this instance, bred a genuine respect.

In an atmosphere of this kind it is not to be expected that much in
the way of old-fashioned tradition would flower. Picturesque eccen
tricity in a way of life finds its most luxuriant growth in isolated
places. On city streets the glare of publicity tends to discourage
sprightly innovations in behavior. With conspicuous exceptions, the
student body even in the earliest days seemed to take a withering dis
interest in such projects as introducing a cow into chapel and putting
a bright red nose on the statue of a founding father. In later years,
though there have been circuses, carnivals, and spontaneous expressions
of the play spirit in plenty, there has been little in the way of either
formal daisy-chain carrying or whimsical goldfish swallowing.

To many a serious analyst there has seemed to be an advantage to
this very lack of tradition. As one observer has expressed the point of
view: "It has helped to preserve our good midwestern informality.
There never has been a place where it was so easy to cut across de
partrnentallines to get help from a colleague." The absence of rules
of protocol, of red tape, of artificial restrictions and theoretical notions
of relative dignity and importance in departments has supported the
spirit of cooperative enterprise. "The head of the department of physi
ology in the medical school is not jealous of his prestige," an admirer
of the Minnesota temper has said. "He has no impulse to show that
he is somehow superior to a physiologist working on the agricultural
campus. Rather he is ready to pool his findings with his colleagues
and to profit himself by the accomplishments of physiologists work
ing in the four independent branches all under the sponsorship of the
university."

Informality, adaptability, independence, and cooperation - these are
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the characteristics of the Minnesota outlook which, in the consensus
of opinion of staff members, have produced favorable conditions of
work. The university never has had a conviction of cultural superiority
with an accent to prove it, or of intellectual uniquity with a manner
to prove it, or of moral immaculateness which has only to be admitted
and need not be proved at all. But its people believe that there is an
intoxicating freshness to the air it breathes even within the fiery circle
of commercial enterprise in which it is caught. Here, they feel, is a
fine aliveness.

What may seem to others like a strange welter of locomotive rails,
Nobel Prize winners, dairies, armies in blue jeans, architectural extrava
gances and austerities, Chaucerian scholars, testing bureaus, dental
clinics, leaders of Shakespearean controversy, atomic research proj
ects, and medical foundations - all this seems to one who has profited
by its vitality and variety like a cordial introduction to the abundance
of the world. Minnesota assumes it to be the duty of the state univer
sity to be receptive to all the ideas, interests, attitudes, controversies,
experiments that are as old as the ages and as new as the atomic age.

The proposals of the pioneers, modeled upon the ideas that domi
nated the thinking of the democratic world in the nineteenth century,
urged that there be created in Minnesota a university where oppor
tunity should be open to everyone, where the idea of service to de
mocracy should dominate, and where the needs of many different
types of citizens-in-the-making should be served. Because the univer
sity's successful leaders have studied these proposals, in each successive
phase, with thoughtful attention to the new meanings that might be
found in them, because they have experimented uninterruptedly with
the means of bringing them to more satisfactory fulfillment, the story
of its development may be said to add a significant passage to the
account of mankind's adventure in ideas.

9
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A World in the Making

k impetuosity with which midwestern pioneers set about the
making of a new society, complete with institutions, traditions, and the
loftiest aspirations, has upon the latter-day observer the dizzy effect of
fantasy. To read the records of the first years of the University of Min
nesota - created in a great flash of altruistic enthusiasm and very nearly
eclipsed within a decade - is to have the impression of having been trans
lated into a world utterly unlike one's own, of being flung precipitately
onto a white-hot star whirling through an unfamiliar element at the very
moment of creation.

In February 185 I, when the legislature thoughtfully stroked its col
lective beard and created the university, Minnesota was a territory. It
had been so for just two years. All but a small eastern triangle of its
lands still belonged to the Indians, though arrangements were being
made for the conference four months later at which the Sioux were
to surrender their lands to the whites.

A world was still to be made. It was as though a fiery particle of
civilization had been tossed off at random. Opportunity existed in a
molten state, hazardous and inviting. The pattern of an ordered social
realm had not revealed itself and it was for the audacious creatures
who managed to cling to this fiery surface to find the means of making
it cool into a design that would prove to be satisfactory to themselves.

There was a tremendous amount of work for them to do. First, they
must, with what show of decorum they could conveniently manage,
get rid of the Indians. Second, they must woo settlers to explore and
exploit the region's resources in agricultural land, timber, and min
erals. Third, they must attract railroads to transport these goods to
the markets of the outside world. Fourth, they must, only nine years
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tier and was a thoroughly good man to have about when a university
was being created.

Franklin Steele was a business intimate of his brother-in-law Sibley,
and he shared with his superb relative a conspicuous place on the board
of regents of the university, serving as its first president. Steele was
a man of restless energy. In 1847, learning that Minnesota lands were
soon to be opened for settlement, he traveled by night and slapped up
a shelter near the Falls of St. Anthony, where resources in water power
must presently be of great value, and greeted tardy comers at dawn
with the fait accompli of possession. It was land on the nearby bluff
that he later offered to the university as a site for its first home.

Fourth in the group of men who were always somewhere in the
foreground of the scene when the destiny of Minnesota was being
shaped was Henry M. Rice. Affable, adept at bargaining, an artist in
the practice of everyday diplomacy (which latter-day Americans
in throngs have sat at the feet of Dale Carnegie to learn), Rice, too,
believed that it was important to create, along with other institutions
and enterprises for Minnesota, a place devoted to learning.

Other names that occur most frequently in the early councils of the
university are those of the Reverend Mr. E. D. Neill, a devoted if some
what choleric lover of the good, the true, and the beautiful; Isaac At
water, conscientious editor and judge; A. E. Ames, physician and public
champion of civilization; John W. North, founder of towns and co
designer of the destinies of several western states; William R. Marshall,
merchant and executive. All of them had come into the territory with a
background of theoretical instruction as rich as the times had to offer
and all of them believed earnestly in the need for an educated citizenry.

The settlements to which they had chosen to devote their talents
were very far from being centers either of culture or of comfort. The
Indians of the Sioux and Chippewa tribes were uncomfortably ubiqui
tous. They not infrequently moved in to take possession of the public
square in the frontier village of St. Anthony for sessions of "gaming,
dancing, and drumming." Once when a group of Winnebagos chose
to disport themselves in this abandoned fashion on the Sabbath, an
editor, forgetting that the mores of the Indians could hardly be ex
pected to conform to his own, protested that this offered a "practical
demonstration of the present demoralization of the tribes." Fredrika
Bremer, the wandering lady novelist from Sweden, who visited Min-
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nesota in 1850, showed herself no more reasonable in matters of
esthetic preference when she objected that the Indians thronging the
main street of St. Paul were painted "so utterly without taste that it
is incredible."

But the settlers themselves were not innocent of the impulse to in
dulge in violence as compensation for the lack of entertainment of any
other kind. They knifed one another in drunken brawls and when a
murderer made his escape Indians were sent after him. These strange
agents of retributive justice were not instructed to modify the tech
niques of coercion that had made torture an art among them.

Housing conditions were so dismal that when someone in whom
boredom had reached a crisis of insanity tried to burn down the frame
structure that served as a post office, he endangered the lives of "the
seventeen persons that sleep in it." These seventeen constituted more
than one per cent of the entire population of the village.

Many of the more fortunate pioneers had managed even in that early
day to create for themselves environments of charm and stimulation.
With books, musical instruments, and objets d'art transported by river
at great difficulty, Ramsey and Sibley had adorned their handsome
and comfortable houses. But the life of the average man was meager.
And it was that meagerness which with the help of a university the
pioneer leaders meant to correct.

The first steps in the creation of the university were modest enough,
yet they were taken with a swiftness that reflected the hyperthyroid
urgency of the pioneer temperament. Less than a month after Congress
had passed an act reserving two townships (46,080 acres of land) "for
the use and support of a university," the two houses of the legislature,
meeting in joint session, elected a board of regents. On March 4, 185 I,

Secretary Isaac Atwater was able to record the sentiment that steps
must be taken "for the immediate erection of a Preparatory Depart
ment." Treasurer John North was authorized to solicit "subscriptions
for that purpose."

The St. Anthony Express hastily borrowed an academic cap to toss
in the air. "We should start," the editor urged, "with the determination
that not a single youth of either sex should be permitted to leave the
territory to acquire an education for want of an institution at home
fully endowed to meet the needs of this class. Nature has furnished
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one of the most beautiful sites in the Union for the establishment of
a university."

By June 14 the regents had accepted the offer of land from their
president, Franklin Steele. Again the Express was in a state of ecstasy.
"The prospect from this spot is most charming.... The building
[will be] only a few rods from the Falls . . . the romantic beauty of
whose banks surpasses that of the Hudson."

The board authorized William Marshall and Isaac Atwater to look
to the erection of a three-story building (including the basement) at
a cost of not more than twenty-five hundred dollars.

In the matter of subscriptions promises outran performances, as in
the long history of such enterprises they always have done with tedi
ous predictability. In the Express of August 23, Treasurer North was
having to prompt his fellow idealists. "Those who have subscribed . . .
are requested to pay in the amount of their subscriptions at their earli
est convenience. The work being already commenced the funds are
needed to meet the payments as they come due."

But there was no diminution of faith on the pan of the sponsors.
They engaged the Reverend Elijah W. Merrill to teach the common
English branches (grammar, arithmetic, reading, and spelling) to such
students as were prepared to pay $4 per quaner; the higher English
branches (natural philosophy, chemistry, astronomy, elocution, his
tory, and physiology) at is a quaner; and an assonment of courses
in Greek, Latin, French, bookkeeping, and higher mathematics to
those who had $6 a quarter to spend on either the refinements or the
practical forms of learning.

On November 6 the building was "so far advanced" as to be ready
for occupancy within two or three weeks; but the Express had once
again to jog the memories of the summer soldiers in the fight for edu
cation: "Would the people of St. Anthony and vicinity see this infant
institution have a rapid and healthy growth let them rally around it
and sustain their sympathy with patronage. It, as yet, has no funds
to sustain it."

School began, nevertheless, on November 26 with an enrollment
of twenty pupils.

Professor Merrill had come to Minnesota under the misapprehen
sion that he was to be paid a fixed salary by the regents, but it was
the view of the latter that he must be content to takes his wages out
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of the students' fees. Having made a bad bargain, this excellent man
anticipated the advice of Abraham Lincoln by "hugging it all the
harder." He devised a plan to liquidate the debt for the erection of
the academy by presenting a series of lectures. For a course of eight
discussions the citizens of St. Anthony and the vicinity were invited
to pay one dollar.

To get things started in the proper spirit, Professor Merrill himself
gave the first lecture on "The Progress of Science." A bewildering
peroration in which the "ascendency of correct principles in the sci
ence of law" was described as passing through a variety of meteoro
logical conditions ("now stretching in dappled beauty across the
heavens and then gathering blackness loaded with fiery lightning,
the cradle of hissing hail") left the editor of the St. AnthO'TZY Express
limp with awe. But the proceeds of the lecture series did not greatly
improve the university's prospects even when Dr. Ames contributed
his talk on "Civilization."

The Express presently felt obliged to address the "friends of educa
tion" again in this at once touching and chilling plea for support: "In
a few years will be gathered [at the University of Minnesota] treas
ures of science which shall endure for ages. And in your last moments
you will have the consoling reflection: Life is past but I have learned
to make myself useful to myself, my friends and society."

Throughout 1852 the editor maintained his optimistic tone about
the university. It had just closed "a most successful term." A new
term "commenced ... with favorable prospects." On June 9, in an
issue that wore deep mourning for Henry Clay, a crisis of enthusiasm
for the good life overcame the editor: "God evidently intended Min
nesota as the masterpiece of all his works, the axle on which the Union
should tum, the sun of our Federal system between which and New
England there could be no other comparison than between Hyperion
and a Satyr."

But if Minnesota in those days had attracted an especial divine love
it was certainly of a kind that felt a duty to chasten. The infant uni
versity, in particular, was afflicted with hazards.

First, the land on which the preparatory department building stood
suddenly became valuable as business property, and Franklin Steele,
who had never given clear title, felt obliged to persuade the regents
that they would be better off somewhere else. For six thousand dol-
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lars a new tract of twenty-five acres (part of the present site) was
purchased and again the dutiful editor of the Express was sure "a more
delightful situation could not be found." Though it was "most con
venient of access" it was "sufficiently removed from the noise and
confusion of business" and had "every requisite desirable to a literary
institution."

Ramsey's successor as territorial governor, W. A. Gorman, held the
same view of the new site. "At no distant day," he told the legislature,
"the institution will commend itself particularly to the patronage of
the citizens of the Southern states because of the unexampled health
it enjoys in all seasons of the year and because of its location within
a plain view of the Falls of St. Anthony."

The Express, to its own satisfaction, settled the matter once for all
in an editorial headed "Influence of the Climate and Scenery of Min
nesota on the Mind." The incomparable advantage in which the state
rejoiced was that "the lassitude so common in other climates is un
known to us."

This preoccupation with scenery and with its uplifting effect was
really more touching than absurd. The pioneer, vaguely but persistently
troubled by the fact that his world possessed few assets that were
immediately and profitably marketable, beat his chest vigorously and
congratulated himself on his own and nature's virility. He seemed to
conceive of nature as a sort of divine girl scout superbly equipped
to conduct the citizens through mass setting-up exercises.

Now the problems of the regents began to multiply rapidly. Pro
fessor Merrill retired, wrapped up, it is impossible not to believe, in
some of his storm clouds of discontent. The experts - Captain John
Rollins and Judge B. B. Meeker - named to select lands for the uni
versity met everywhere with the bitter hostility of the settlers. Seeing
valuable pine lands and farm land pass out of their possible possession,
they murmured defiantly that these resources could be put to better
use than to create an endowment for a university. The Express tried
valiantly to drown out their protest, saying that surely "no liberally
educated man would raise a finger to impede the cause of education
in our midst."

The next disaster sprang directly out of the sanguine hearts of the
regents, who, believing the sky was the limit for the prosperity of
God's masterpiece, committed themselves to the erection of a new build-
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ing which was to cost $49,600. Ramsey, once more in the governor's
chair, protested eloquently that this would prove to be a ruinous ex
travagance but he was voted down.

Next nature turned malevolent. The Rum River and its branches all
but dried up and, as Isaac Atwater ruefully reported to the legislature,
"in consequence . . . none of the lumber cut on the university lands
has been run out and the university has . . . been deprived of the
receipts anticipated."

It remained only for the whole of American society to fall apart,
which in the tremendous financial disaster of 1857 it promptly did.
The Falls Evening News offered a dramatic picture of what ruin looked
like from the very bottom of the heap:

"Never since Minnesota was discovered has money been so scarce
as now. Almost everyone has a pile of bills but the banks which issued
them have suspended or failed and the paper pictures no longer repre
sent the 'tin.' The west was sound, Minnesota sounder and St. An
thony and Minneapolis soundest of all until the great banks of the east
slammed their doors in the long faces of creditors. . . . Men chase
each other up and down the streets to collect bills payable and honest
debtors who have $50,000 of land cannot raise enough money to pay
foot toll at the bridge . . . the beggar and the broker will change
coats before spring without either losing his respectability."

The university's sponsors, being debtors like everyone else in Min
nesota and like everyone else victims of their too expansive imagina
tions, saw their new building rise up in an atmosphere of fatalistic
despair. This structure, the plans of which seemed to call for the kind
of bleak grandeur associated with the palaces of minor monarchs of
the nineteenth century, was designed to introduce to architecture the
principle of the loose-leaf notebook. As the designer intended, it was
to be of five sections: a main portion with wings extending to west
and east, these wings ending in further extensions. The parts were
to be erected one or two at a time as the needs of the university grew.
Only the west wing and its extension were built in 1858. The truncated
end of Old Main, as this building came to be called, was roughly
walled up and there the fragment stood, looking as blighted as the
financial outlook of the times in which it was built.

Still in a reckless mood, the legislature of 1858 had authorized the
regents to issue $40,000 in bonds secured by the university's holdings
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in land. These gave Sibley, North, and Atwater more trouble and
more sleepless nights than all the previous disasters combined. No one
in the eastern market showed great interest in them. It was not even
certain that they would be accepted as state bonds. The contractors at
work on the university building made the only clearly audible bid;
their purpose was to sell the paper at a discount to settle the debts
owed to them. The regents wavered and worried and reproached each
other with every fault of indiscretion.

But the crisis passed. The bonds were officially and legally ruled
to be state bonds. In the final accounting $34,000 was realized from
the sale of $40,000 worth of Minnesota's faith in itself, with the pur
chasers shrewdly withholding the difference against interest.

Bruised by these rude buffetings from fate and the bankers, the
regents nevertheless opened their grandiose fragment on May 28, 1858,
with Professor A. H. Barber in charge as principal. A little variant
on the drama of men and women lent a moment's comic relief to
tragedy. The Falls Evening News found itself straightway in opposi
tion to the professor's program because he had ruled against "the ad
mission of females." The laws of the university, the News pointed out,
stated that the object of the institution should be "to provide for the
inhabitants the means of acquiring education." Are women not inhabi
tants? the News demanded briskly.

Jane Grey Swisshelm, the feminist editor of the St. Cloud Visiter,
took up the controversy with joy. The university must be coeduca
tional, she urged, and she summoned God as her witness to this ines
capable obligation: "The Creator in the family relation plainly shows
the best conditions for bringing up and educating the young. Boys'
schools and girls' schools are alike mistakes and mistakes which have
very nearly proved fatal to all that is good and great in republican
institutions. If you want the boys of today to be good citizens of a
few years hence you must educate them with their sisters and future
wives." Justice and Mrs. Swisshelm prevailed; the girls were admitted.

Despite the many sufferings the state had endured in the days of
its beginnings, men like Ramsey did not lose heart.

"Where in the world besides," he asked his fellow citizens, "have
200,000 people accomplished so much as we have and that, too, upon
a very small capital and at a rate of interest that would grind the very
Alleghenies to powder."
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As proof of the community's idealistic effort, he observed: "We
have churches, schools, academies and colleges superior to any to be
found in the whole extent of the frontier and the educational interests
of our youth have, from the earliest days of our settlement engaged
the attention of our people."

In a stubborn effort to justify this faith the sponsors of the uni
versity struggled on. In 1858 the Reverend Mr. Neill was appointed
chancellor, and this mercurial figure flashed his way up and down the
temperature chart of the institution's hope, resigning because "the
extreme poverty" of Minnesota made it impossible for him to be sup
plied even with stamps and stationery for the conduct of his business,
then immediately withdrawing his resignation to indulge in wild pro
phetic visions of the university's rejuvenation.

Mr. Neill at various times in his life was preacher, builder of
churches, historian, diplomatist, superintendent of public schools,
leader in two quite different religious denominations, head of two
quite different colleges. In the midst of all this strenuosity he found
time to write reproachful letters to the St. Paul papers protesting
against the enormity of allowing a secular concert to be given in the
First Presbyterian Church. The artists involved were the gifted family
of folk singers, the Hutchinsons. Mr. Neill did not "wish to wound
the feelings" of these excellent people, but he made it clear that he had
built the church by his own only slightly aided efforts, and that he
had intended it for no such godless purpose.

It was this very positive person who, after Minnesota had become
a state in 1858, conceived the ingenious idea that Congress owed the
university another two townships of land. The first grant, he argued,
had been made to the "territorial university." But in the enabling act
by which Minnesota was permitted to frame a constitution Congress
referred to a "state university" and to the two townships of public
land that were to be its support. Two altogether different grants
clearly, Mr. Neill protested in many a letter and public document.
Congress was by turn dubious, irritable, and finally, long after Mr.
Neill's time, indulgent. It was the most significant act of his chancel
lorship to present this first act in the comedy of outtalking Congress.

But in the same year the eclipse of the university became nearly
complete. Professor Barber's experiment lasted only six months. Im
poverished settlers were reluctant to send their sons to any school and
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there was little in the way of fees to nourish his effort. In 1859 another
attempt at reorganization was made but it reached no such positive
state as reopening the school. By 186 I it had become dismally clear
that any possible registrants would be preoccupied for a long time to
come with more urgent matters. So indeed were the regents them
selves. Chancellor Neill resigned to become chaplain of the first Min
nesota regiment of volunteers in the Civil War, and late into the sixties
Brigadier (finally Brevet Major) General Sibley was exclusively con
cerned with the Indian uprisings at home.

The end for the university seemed really to have come. Old Main
stood empty, a refuge for squatters and for small boys who practiced
on its walls their hackneyed efforts to enrich the literature of ribaldry. I
The St. Paul Pioneer and Democrat reported: "The whole building
is going to ruin . . . all the doors being open and the snow drifted
in ... it melts on warm days through the floors. . . . That's the way 1
the money goes."

For a bitter moment this was all that was left of a proud impulse
that would not die.
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Father of the University

HE BEGAN by ,bowing a bu~ne"lTh1n's proper and impersonal
concern over a bill of $5.50 owed him by the University of Minnesota
"for locks, nails, and iron" used in the construction of Old Main. He
ended by willing the university back to life when everyone else had
decided that it was quite hopelessly defunct, by donating a building
that cost him $I50,000, by giving to the university's service, gratis,
one third of his time and much more than a third of his vast supply
of creative energy.

This is, in outline, the story of one of the most curious and appeal
ing records of paternal pride in Minnesota's chronicle. It is the story
of how John Sargent Pillsbury came to be regarded as "the father of
the university."

His statue, by Daniel French, stands facing the old library building,
now Burton Hall. The sturdy, stocky, frock-coated figure presides,
a half-century after his death, over the goings and comings of the
campus population with an air of paternalistic benevolence that, to
one who knows his personal history, seems comfortingly appropriate.
No one has a better right than John Pillsbury to stake out here his
claim to immortality. For during his lifetime not a day passed that he
did not walk from his home (now the official residence of the presi
dent of the university) to consult with the president of his day about
matters of university policy. And often on pleasant evenings in spring,
or on nights in the coldest January, students saw him walking along
the university paths almost as though he had come to see that every
thing was locked up properly.

At a memorial service held in honor of this man, who was, if not
the "only begetter" of the university, at least its most effective early
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guide, President Northrop permitted himself to face for a moment,
with an air almost of awe, the question of "why he did it." The an
swer is no harder, and no easier, to find than the explanation of why
any man submits himself voluntarily and wholeheartedly to the domi
nation of his daemon. In a way that never led him into eloquence, or
even into very great expressiveness, Pillsbury was inspired by the idea
that it was his duty to keep the university alive.

Perhaps one reason that he set such store by education was that he
himself had had little formal instruction. In New Hampshire, where
he was born, he had worked hard for a living from the age of fifteen,
first as an apprentice printer and later as a clerk in his brother's store.
But through these hard-pressed years he maintained a vigorous pro
gram of self-instruction.

In 1855 when he was twenty-seven years old, Pillsbury reached Min
nesota and established himself in the hardware business on St. An
thony's Main Street. Building tools were urgendy needed by a society
that was in the process of creating itself out of a wilderness, but they
were hard to come by. Stock must be transported slowly and uncer
tainly up the Mississippi River. The farsighted Pillsbury had just laid
in a large supply of hardware when his store burned to the ground,
leaving nothing to show for this providence but a debt of some
$38,000. This disaster was all but completely paralyzing because it
occurred in the very midst of the financial collapse of 1857 when no
one was disposed to be helpful about putting a man once more on
his feet.

But Pillsbury never had depended upon assistance other than his
own. Nor was he a man who felt any passive inclination to collapse,
as many another victim of the panic had permitted himself to do, into
the protective embrace of bankruptcy. For six years he lived a life
of stringent austerity, going light of food and threadbare in a pre
panic coat while he paid off his debts. One of his creditors in Boston
held a note for $1200. Pillsbury could manage payments against it of
no more than twenty-five dollars at a time, but the installments ap
peared regularly. At last the head of the Boston firm sent the notes
themselves, endorsed to "J. S. Pillsbury, Agent for Collection." This
was a superb theatrical flourish of trust - inviting J. S. Pillsbury to
collect from J. S. Pillsbury. When next the struggling merchant from
St. Anthony went on a buying trip to Boston, he found that he had
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earned a unique reputation and unlimited credit. The head of the
wholesale firm, speaking to his clerks, offered this verbal accolade:
"Whatever Mr. Pillsbury wants let him have it. And if you haven't
got it send out for it. If they want to know anything about Mr. Pills
bury in New York tell them he's one of the best men on earth."

In 1863 his position had become once more as solid as his reputa
tion. It was inevitable that the reluctant guides of the ruined institution
should tum for expert advice to one who had so successfully struggled
up out of ruin.

Actually the indebtedness of the university to Pillsbury was much
greater than the item of h.50 for locks, nails, and iron. He had taken
notes from the contractors for Old Main in exchange for other sup
plies. With interest this debt amounted to more than $1000. He was
in a mood to sue the regents when, instead, he became one of them,
indeed supplanted them all in the struggle to keep the university alive.

In the period just before Pillsbury was persuaded to assume charge
of the university's affairs a very unhappy board of regents had failed
to find any solution for problems which they had inherited from their
predecessors in office. Some of them professed bitterly to find evi
dence of sharp dealing, but they were wrong. The earlier regents
simply had allowed their overstimulated imaginations to see St. An
thony as the Athens of the West. They had been too hasty in tossing
up their temple of learning on the local Acropolis.

But innocence of intent could not liquidate the university's debt
of $80,000. This consisted of a $15,000 mortgage against Old Main;
$40,000 in bonds, secured by the land grant; $16,000 in notes issued to
the contractors but held by many individuals, including J. S. Pills
bury - all this plus interest rolling up its tornado of liability at the
rate of one, in certain instances two, per cent a month.

On March 8, 1862, a start was made toward rescuing the university
from its ambiguous position as a sort of underage orphan held account
able, somehow, for the criminally negligent behavior of its parents.
The legislature authorized the regents to "compromise or liquidate
any existing indebtedness." But Uriah Thomas, secretary of the board,
found this easier to order than to accomplish. All he had to offer
creditors were the lands granted by Congress. At $3.50 an acre these
might have been attractive even to bondholders in New York, Wash
ington, D.C., and South Carolina had it not been for the fact that, at
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that very moment, Minnesota was being shaken by disaster. General
Sibley had ridden out against Indian uprisings and the very possession
of these lands was in question.

Mr. Thomas, it is clear, would have profited from a course in the
psychology of salesmanship. It cannot have been a good idea to speak
of "the hopeless condition of the university's finances" in a letter that
urged creditors to take a generous view of the problem. After a year's
struggle which involved him in hopeless arguments with tough-minded
lawyers and in pitiful discussions with indigent gentlewomen wholly
dependent upon investments in university bonds, Mr. Thomas gave
up. To the board he reported: "I do not see what further can be
done.... Liquidation ... would consume the whole grant of lands."

One man did give Thomas genuine help. Richard Chute, acting for
the St. Anthony Water Power Company, agreed to adjust financial
problems between his firm and the university (problems left unre
solved since Franklin Steele's time) by surrendering hooo worth of
notes and taking the difference in lands. Then, in an abrupt volte-face
of the kind that enlivens the record of the frontier, Chute, as he sur
rendered the notes, picked up Mr. Thomas's surrendered responsibili
ties. He became secretary of the board of regents, eager to try his
hand at the "prudent management" which, as he assured the legisla
ture, might still save the university.

The first thing that needed to be done in this campaign, as Chute
outlined it, was to conduct a raid on the camp of the enemy, kidnap
J. S. Pillsbury, and turn him into an ally. In the hardware store on
Main Street the two men met and Pillsbury heard with amazement
that Governor Swift was ready to make him a regent. The nomina
tion was entirely appropriate. Pillsbury had concerned himself in the
public affairs of the community almost from the moment of his arrival.
He had been a member of the city council of St. Anthony. He had
helped to organize the First, Second, and Third regiments of Minne
sota volunteers sent to the Civil War and had been one of several
citizens who cooperated in raising and equipping a mounted company
for service in the Indian uprisings.

Pillsbury's first response was that he was "not fit" for such an
assignment. He meant no doubt that a man without a college education
must feel as insecure as a child when he sits in the councils of men
whose names are bright with the ornaments of academic titles. But
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it may surely be claimed for Pillsbury that his self-education was both
sober and solid. His contemporaries reported of him that, after he had
become a powerful entrepreneur with interests in milling, lumbering,
and real estate, his private life continued to be completely simple.
When he returned from his walk to the university, he was likely to
spend the rest of the evening alone in his library. Pillsbury's letters
were laconic almost to the point of parsimony. One of the longest in
the file of the year he died is addressed to Messrs. DeWolfe and Fiske,
booksellers of Boston, and orders by name seventy-seven different
items, including the Works of Ruskin, Green's History of the English
People, Trees and Tree Planting, Henry Esmond, the Memoirs of
W. T. Sherman, The Mill on the Floss, a volume called Eating and
Living, and a set of biographies of assorted monarchs. It is a list that
testifies to the catholicity of taste in the chooser and also, in its eccen
tricity, to the honesty of that taste.

Fortunately Richard Chute was both persistent and shrewd. This,
he suggested, was not a time for making gestures of either humble or
lordly renunciation. A local institution was in danger and "if the citi
zens of St. Anthony did not care enough to act as regents" who could
be expected to do so? The argument of a neighbor's responsibility suc
ceeded where that of abstract duty had failed. Pillsbury accepted the
assignment.

At last the orphan was in good, conscientious hands. Those hands
presently were strengthened by enlarged opportunity. In the fall of
1863 Pillsbury was elected to the state senate. It was now his clear
duty to rescue the university and he brought to the problem of extri
cating it from ruin exactly the same mixture of shrewdness and con
scientiousness that had helped him, less than ten years before, to rise
up out of the wreck of his own hazards.

The first of Pillsbury's many walks to the university must have
been disheartening. He went with a committee of the legislature to
see exactly what sort of untidy problem he had introduced deliberately
into the neat design of his days. The news was very bad indeed. Old
Main was in the quite illegal possession of a group of casual folk who
became surly at having their privacy invaded. As the committee mem
bers entered one room turkeys flew at them in bewildered excitement;
in another the squatters had improvised a barn loft; in the central hall
the floor had been ruined by wood-splitting operations. Yet in that
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moment there seems to have taken fire in the mind of a quietly per
sistent man the almost willful determination that the university should
not go down.

If he was to be free to make the quick decisions that the situation re
quired him to make, he must, Pillsbury decided, act under a less com
plex authority than that of the old board of regents. In its place he
wanted only two advisers. On March 4, 1864, the legislature passed a
bill creating this temporary arrangement. The Roman triumvirate set
out to drive back the barbarian hordes and save the university. The
menace of the barbarians was not imaginary. At one time a group of
the less enlightened citizens, seeing Old Main empty and their own
lives complicated by the needs of insane relatives, made a resolute effort
to tum it into an asylum. It required the determined efforts of Pills
bury and his associates, Captain Orlando C. Merriman and Senator
John Nicols, to avert this disaster.

Back and forth across the state, back and forth between Minnesota
and the eastern creditors, these men traveled, offering a new plan of
adjustment. Unlike his predecessor, Pillsbury did not try to persuade
holders of bonds to exchange them for lands. He sold the lands and
then compromised the debts. This was not quite so difficult as it had
seemed to Uriah Thomas. The triumTirate, shrewdly sorting over the
crises of recent years, had become aware that most buyers had paid
no more than a quarter of the face value for the bonds. Bank failures,
public sales, and a succession of subsequent trades accounted for the
difference. And if buyers had benefited by disaster in acquiring the
bonds, the university must now be allowed to profit in the settlement.
On this basis they negotiated. Adjustments that would be fair to every
one were what the triumvirate sought.

They often despaired. Senator Nicols, who had been gently coerced
by Pillsbury into accepting the appointment as special regent, had a
bad moment on a hot, dusty July day as the two men drove toward
Northfield to see a particularly difficult creditor.

"I'm afraid," Nicols has been quoted as saying, "that you will never
realize what you anticipate in making this institution what you expect;
for Fate seems to be against us."

Even as the tormented, and self-tormenting, oratory of a hot July
day, this is not quite believable. But there is the ring of authenticity
to Pillsbury's reply. "I'm still not giving up," he said;
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In 1867 he had the satisfaction of reporting to the legislature: "Gen
tlemen, the last claim against the university has been paid. . . . The
university's slate is clean."

A final accounting showed that of the original land grant less than
sixteen thousand acres had been sacrificed. There remained the build
ing, the campus, and thirty thousand acres of the bounty of Congress.

In this moment of good feeling, the triumvirate hastily asked for
an appropriation of fifteen thousand dollars with which to make repairs
and to launch a new preparatory school. The legislature responded
handsomely, and on October 7, 1867, the building was reopened with
all the signs of its bucolic interlude swept, scrubbed, and polished away.

Richard Chute, having helped to apply the pulmotor to the nearly
dead institution, now applied a kind of transfusion of his own blood
to further its recovery. He brought his son Charles home from the Mili
tary Academy at Chester, Pennsylvania, hoping to see him enrolled as
the first student of the reopened preparatory department.

W. W. Washburn, the newly appointed principal, was delighted to
honor the request, especially as there were no other students in sight.
Teacher, father, and son sat down in the shadow of Old Main and
consulted together. Where were the students to come from? Profes
sor Washburn asked anxiously. Well, young Charles said, there were
at least a dozen boys of his own acquaintance that he could persuade
to attend. And he went off to fetch them. When the session opened
there were actually thirty students and before the first term ended,
stragglers had increased the number to forty.

Once more the question of coeducation arose. The opinion of edi
tors like Mrs. Swisshelm had prevailed with the regents and they in
sisted that girls must be admitted on equal terms with boys. The
faculty, made up of Gabriel Campbell (Latin and Greek) and Ira
Moore (mathematics and the English branches) dissented vigorously,
but their protest was set aside.

Pillsbury's influence with his foster son was now secure and he
promptly began to expand his ambition for the university. To have
given it back the breath of life had seemed to be enough in 1867; in
1868 he wanted much more. He began to covet for it the exclusive
right to train young people. The annals of an institution called the
Agricultural College of Minnesota put a new idea in his head.

These annals were "short and simple" almost to the vanishing point,
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for the college itself was imaginary. It never got far outside the mind
of John Harrington Stevens, whose creation it might have been had he
not allowed himself to become distracted. In 1855 Stevens had moved
from St. Anthony to what seemed to be the greener fields of Glencoe
and from that village he was sent to the territorial legislature for the
session of 1857-58. There he learned of the project of Justin Morrill,
congressman from Vermont, to donate a very large acreage in public
lands for the support of colleges designed to teach "such branches of
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts." An in
spired early defender of the idea of soil conservation, Morrill knew
that resources were being squandered and that farmers must be taught
to operate scientifically. Farming, Morrill said, should become "a
learned, liberal and intellectual pursuit." Stevens wanted to get the
land grant for Glencoe.

When it was first passed by Congress in 1859, the Morrill bill was
promptly vetoed as unconstitutional by President Buchanan. A curi
ously passive relationship to his own good intelligence made it possible
for Buchanan to make a mistake very nearly every time he made a
decision. But Morrill, under the spur of conviction that disaster would
follow eventually upon inertia, introduced his bill again and again. It
was passed in 1862 and its final terms allowed to each state 30,000 acres
of land for each member of its delegation in Congress. Minnesota with
two senators and two representatives was entitled to receive 120,000

acres.
Glencoe and Stevens were happily convinced that the college

would now be brought to reality. But it was not until 1867 that all red
tape had been finally unwound and the state auditor was given title to
the lands. Meanwhile the outlook of everyone concerned had changed.
Colonel Stevens had fought the Indians, wearied of the frontier, and
returned to the comparative security and civilized grace of Minne
apolis. The legislature, feeling depleted by the demands made upon its
resources by national and local wars, was lethargic about creating a
new institution to teach farming "as an intellectual pursuit" when there
was so much humble pushing of plows to do.

But Pillsbury was not lethargic. Minnesota, he had decided, must
not try to support two weak schools. The university must have the
field to itself. It had become the habit long since for public men to
decide, in any issue before the state, that Senator Pillsbury must be
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right. So in the end the Agricultural College of Minnesota was ab
sorbed by the university.

To justify the idea that the university had become a place where
agriculture was taught as a science, the regents felt obliged to acquire
an experimental farm. Pillsbury promptly made over a tract that he
had bought for himself, taking no profit. These one hundred and twenty
acres straddled what is now University Avenue and reached from a line
represented quite accurately by Oak Street to the edge of Prospect Park.
The regents' report for the year 1868 comments hopefully that "the farm
is composed of a good variety of soils."

What they still had unhappily to learn was that in all that variety
of soils there was none that could be tilled profitably. But as an invest
ment the farm had a qualified success. When it was sold as useless
for experimental purposes, purchasers of the land for home sites paid
nearly twenty times the original cost.

The vagueness of the regents in their first attempts to sponsor agri
cultural education foreshadowed a long history of hostility between
the university and the farm community that was to plague the admin
istration for fifty years. The regents of the triumvirate were not to be
blamed for taking a slack view of their theoretical responsibility toward
agriculture. They thought of a university as a place for instruction
chiefly in the humanities, and Justin Morrill's prophetic view of land
care as a science and its use as an art must have been completely bewil
dering to them.

But men of prophetic insight existed in Minnesota as well as in
Washington. In the middle 1850S Oliver H. Kelley had already be
come a sort of agricultural John the Baptist, preaching in the wilder
ness the need of a plan. He had yet to conceive the idea of the National
Grange but as a pioneer farmer he had organized an agricultural society
for Benton County. He wrote to Sibley, inviting him to attend a meet
ing of this group: "In organizing these associations at so early an age
while Minnesota is yet in her childhood a ground work is laid . . .
[for] a lasting edifice which will grow with her growth and be the
means of turning the attention of our farmers to the science of farm
ing."

But the man who was preoccupied with the austere necessities of
the day of small things was not ready for this kind of leadership. If
he thought of education for his sons, he, too, yearned after refine
ments and graces. The academic world and the agricultural world
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understood each other so little that when a dear old lady of an early
faculty tried her hand at a song for the farm school she produced this
acutely embarrassing quatrain:

So, it's back to the farm, boys, for luck, luck, luck.
Hear the neighing, mooing, and the cluck-cluck-cluck.

Our sheepskins wrapped by Ceres will be our mascots true;
Our motto: Scientific farming, cock-a-doodle-do!

It is not difficult to imagine with what sullen ribaldry the sons of
the farm who had worked hard for a living from the time they could
walk rejected such giddy, patronizing sentiments. This psychological
distance between the men who had undertaken to build up an educa
tional institution and the great majority of the people who were to
use it produced inevitably an awkward and, for the moment, irrecon
cilable tension. For this state of nerves the agricultural community was
more responsible than were the businessmen turned legislators and
executives who worked to create a good school. For years the agri
cultural community did not know what it wanted of the university,
but it wanted a nebulous something with an unreasonable and some
times bitter persistence that was baffling to the regents.

Perhaps the most dramatic aspect of the story of the development
of a large state university lies in this slow growth of understanding
between the mind of the practical worker on the farm and the theo
retical worker on the campus. In the end the partnership became a
rich and rewarding one, based upon the unshakable congeniality of
mutual dependence. But first the academic world had to build up a
laboratory for research into problems of wheat rust and the diseases
of cattle, and second the agricultural community had to be persuaded,
by dint of an effort that included all the patient practices of diplomacy,
that it needed and wanted such a laboratory.

In 1868 only a dim foreshadowing of the possibility of such a profit
able congress of minds had been achieved by the hasty purchase of an
experimental farm. Pillsbury, a conscientious father who did not know
his son intimately, had done his best.

A firm but gentle paternalism characterized the whole of Pillsbury's
admirable career as a public man. During the next three decades he was
father to the whole state. When the grasshopper plagues came during
his service as governor, he went, incognito, into the stricken communi
ties, saw what was needed, and sent food, clothing, seed. When Min-
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nesota threatened to repudiate bonds issued for railroad expansion, he
held firm to principle. Charges of corruption flew about like sparks
from a recklessly big fire on the family hearth. Plausible jurists insisted
stubbornly that the state need not respect obligations put upon it by
rascals. But Pillsbury saw the problem as one of personal ethics. "I
have come to live in this state and bring up my children in it," he
said, adding grimly, "I will not live in a repudiating state." The bonds
were honored.

As his personal interests broadened, became complex, stretched
across the nation and on into the international world of business,
Pillsbury still thought of his duty to the university as being the first
of all. Once when mighty plans were being considered by international
figures of the milling industry, he broke off negotiations, saying that
he was due at a regents' meeting. There the potentates of business sat,
feeling, no doubt, that the tides of empire were washing them out to
sea in that lost moment while Pillsbury went off to consider profes
sors' problems.

He was neither an eloquent nor a sentimental man. When he went
to his native town, Sutton, New Hampshire, to be present at the dedi
cation of the town hall for which he had given the money, he brushed
aside all the personal aspects of the occasion to read a paper, staccato
with statistics, celebrating the rapid progress of the United States.
That was how he dramatized himself: as the patient, quiet, persistent
agent of progress.

In this peaceful relationship to a world in the making no phase of
his work pleased him so much as his service to the university. At the
dedication of his statue he said:

"There is no spot on earth I more prefer to be remembered in than
on this campus. There are none by whom I more desire to be held in
remembrance than by the young and educated classes who have been
and will continue to be the students in this University.... There is
no factor that can do more for the state and the nation than the Uni
versity with its wide open doors ever welcoming all to enter."

But in 1868 he was simply a successful man in the hardware business
who had somehow conceived it to be his duty to fetch a university
up out of the ruins of speculation and to reinforce both its physical
and spiritual structure with all the very considerable supply of nails,
bolts, and iron at his disposal.
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Pursuing the Future

HE IS interested in everything from Plato to hog cholera."
This was the judgment made upon the infinite variety of William

Watts Folwell by a colleague who evidently experienced in contem
plating such catholicity of taste a dizzy sensation mixed of admiring
impatience and envious despair. No dilettante, the man who became
first president of the University of Minnesota was well trained to teach
Latin, Greek, mathematics, and engineering. He could have had a chair
in any of these subjects simply for the word of agreement that the
heads of several colleges longed to hear. At Minnesota he was librarian
as well as president. When his executive assignment was ended he
became a teacher of political science. In retirement he still disciplined
his days rigorously and, having taught himself the methods of the
objective historian, he produced the first thorough, candid, and im
partial study of the development of the state of Minnesota. He had
just completed the last of these four volumes when he died, exhausted
of nothing but the power of the cells to reproduce themselves, at the
age of ninety-six.

Folwell offered in the opinion of many who knew him a most im
pressive and at the same time most beguiling image of the full man.
Of average height but solid structure, he carried himself with a superb
dignity that seemed to raise him to heroic size as he strode, uncom
plainingly, through all the vicissitudes and ironies of chance. He looked
out of fine eyes with a challenging candor that was mellowed by the
captivating glint of a quizzical and tolerant humor. His forthrightness
sometimes damped the exuberance of the sentimental or shattered the
delicate nervous systems of people who had taught themselves to be
lieve that honesty is the worst policy in social intercourse. As a young
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man writing to his father-in-law about the birth of a child, he dis
cussed the duration of labor and had nothing to say about bundles
from heaven. But this lack of concern with Victorian niceties of con
vention paralleled no lack of genuine sensibility. Folwell was the
complete man also in the warmth and depth of his emotional identi
fications with others. His attitude of mind bespoke the man who re
mained, in a day which failed entirely to understand his philosophy, a
stanch and unintimidated champion of the scientific spirit.

It was in a modest farmhouse in Seneca County, New York, that
this attractive embodiment of the independent temper was born. But
the whole climate of the family life seems to have been favorable to the
growth of deep devotions both to persons and to intellectual values.
Indeed these concerns became so inextricably intertwined that love
for brother or sister took the form of running before to open doors
upon the world of learning. In his own last year at college, Folwell
undertook to prepare a younger brother who as a worker on his
father's farm had had no time for advanced study of any kind. When
he became president of the university he brought a much younger sister
to complete her education at Minnesota while she lived under his roof.

Another sister had married Thomas Lounsbury, who was to become
the brilliantly distinguished professor of English at Yale's Sheffield Sci
entific School. Shortly before that career began these brothers-in-law,
with an attractive innocence of fervor, plotted to raid some educa
tional institution accessible enough and sufficiently unguarded by an
cient tradition to be encompassed by their young strength so that one
or the other (it seemed hardly to matter which) should become its
president and between them they should make it a stronghold of "the
new education."

At Hobart College, where Folwell was first student and later teacher,
he filled the nooks and crannies of his spacious vitality with sideline
studies of the law, the violin, and the science of sailing.

In 1860 he was twenty-seven. There were few interests left untasted
at Hobart's table of scholarship. But dishes to suit a gourmet's appetite
were available at European universities. Folwell sailed for Germany
to study Sanskrit and Arabic and to make a pilgrimage to a serene
and beautiful old seer, Jacob Grimm, whom he called "father of the
fathers of modern philology."

But the German professors did not please him. "I cannot endure
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to have learning piled on me," he wrote. "I do not want to be in
structed but to be informed." He worked at his education privately
with only general guidance from the too rigidly regimented teachers.

A disquieting shadow was being cast across his student life, even
in this far retreat, by the events that were moving fast toward war at
home. Americans coming together in Berlin salons could discuss noth
ing but the election campaign, Lincoln's speeches and those made for
or against him. There was the sharp edge of original discernment to
everything that Folwell set down in his European diary about the ap
proaching Civil War. He anticipated the sober judgment of time by
writing of one of the utterances of Wendell Phillips: "A wild harangue!
Phillips has a wonderful method in his address. He is a bright man,
a man of brilliant talents, but not wise."

With a young man's mixture of sober integrity and gaudy delight
in the unexpected, Folwell felt that he should be at home if war came.
He cut short his studies in Berlin but still, hastily exploiting oppor
tunity, gave himself before he returned to America a curtailed version
of "the grand tour" - the isles of Greece, the cities of Italy, with con
versation and meditation all the way.

The Civil War seized the next four years of his life and ground
them into fragments of frustration. But at least Folwell was not suscepti
ble to boredom. Everything interested him even here. Because he was
a lover of craftsmanship, the expert turning of a wagon wheel served
to remind him of the wrought-iron gates of Santa Maria de Fine in
Florence, which Michelangelo had said were beautiful enough to be
the gates of Paradise. His appetite for experience digested the danger,
drama, and drudgery of war, along with its dullness, so that his Civil
War diary seems in a wholly inoffensive way both wholesome and
hearty. Because of his training in mathematics he became an army
engineer. He built his bridges so well that he entered the army a lieu
tenant and came out a colonel.

Four years more were to pass, much less profitably, before his career
as educator could begin. In the midst of the war he had married, and
with a child as well as a wife to support, he felt obliged to take the
first means he could find of earning a living. Released from the army,
Folwell went to work for his father-in-law, a man of small affairs and
large ambitions who had flung the ragged edge of his little empire out
into Ohio. There at a village which he called Venice, in wistful antici-
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pation of glamorous things to come, he had built a gristmill. Folwell
knew nothing of milling or of business and he was not even first in
this "little Iberian village," for he did not supplant the professional
manager. He began to yearn after the academic world.

Five colleges had been wooing him. But the one that interested him
most was the least well established. He could not resist the desire to
become a Jehovah in homespun, saying in his own small world, "Let
there be light."

At Hobart in 1860 Folwell had made a close friend of George Leon
ard Chase, a young man almost as eager and as experimental as him
self. (Once when Chase had tried his hand at book illustrating, Folwell
had sat to him as model, and tried, with amusing unsuccess, to mask
over his normal poise with the perfervid ecstasy appropriate to the
narrator in Poe's "The Raven.") The two young men had married
sisters. In the interval between 1860 and 1869 Chase had become an
Episcopal clergyman, taken his delicate wife into what he assumed
to be the sustaining climate of Minnesota, become a widower despite
his solicitous efforts as nurse, and remained in Minneapolis at Geth
semane parish.

Three circumstances came, then, into fortunate conjunction: George
Chase wanted friends about him; Folwell wanted a creative job in a
university; Minnesota wanted an energetic head. The only difficult
thing was to persuade the regents that in Venice, Ohio, there was
a restless, precariously situated business executive of thirty-six who
was just their man.

The campaign began modestly when Chase wrote to Folwell in
February 1869: "We have a State University at St. Anthony of which
I know little." He believed that the policy was to build up a "grand"
institution "like that of Michigan." It might need a man who could
teach one or another of the subjects at which Folwell was adept.

Soon Chase's enthusiasm had run far ahead of this modest hope. He
called on many representatives of the university and persuaded him
self not only that Folwell could have anything he wanted but that
he would be able to nominate friends like Lounsbury for other posts.
The regents appeared to him to be amiable amateurs eager for guid
ance. He wrote to Folwell: "You know the change in the requirements
and the methods of Education that is now taking place. You want only
an opportunity - plastic material. . . . Would you have it here? Ay
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merry! ... I'm sure you would be at once 'the power behind the
throne'."

Lounsbury joined the idealistic conspiracy. He realized that there
were objections "against going so far west." But what took his imagina
tion completely was the thought that "in a little time we could run the
institution." There was nothing selfish in this hope. These knights errant
felt themselves to be dedicated to the task of choking off the last poi
sonous breath of the tired old dragons of tradition that the "new
education" might be free.

Eloquence invaded the province of persuasion as Lounsbury warmed
to his task. "It is the veriest sacrifice of yourself, your opportunities,
your usefulness, and your prospects for success in life to stay away.
. . . I shall regard your refusal to go, not as an exhibition of duty
but as one of weakness . . . no man has a right to sacrifice his future
for any but the most all-convincing of reasons."

The regents were by no means ready to accept Folwell as their
inevitable fate. Some of them entertained nebulous, uncritical notions
of what was needed. General Sibley had a brother-in-law, R. W. John
son, whose claims to the presidency he advanced in the interest not
of nepotism but of economy. General Johnson, Sibley reminded his
fellow regents, had retirement pay and could afford to take the job
for very little salary. Governor Marshall, the spell of Michigan's glit
tering reputation upon him, thought well of the idea of inviting to
Minnesota the very man, Henry Philip Tappan, whom the Michigan
board had unceremoniously discharged. There were other local favor
ites, among them the ubiquitous Mr. Neill, once chancellor of the
territorial institution.

But Chase persevered. From distinguished educators like James Kent
Stone of Hobart and Andrew White of Cornell, he obtained impres
sive testimonials to Folwell's ability. The regents were moved but still
cautious. Pillsbury would have considered no one less famous than
Charles W. Eliot an adequate head for the institution he had adopted.

However, events began to get dutifully into line and to take their
orders from George Chase. Washburn, principal of the preparatory
department, at once removed an obstacle and created an emergency
by resigning outright. An executive was needed and on August 23,
1869, the regents elected Folwell president. The knights errant of the
new education had won their first skirmish in the West.
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But one of them went down. Lounsbury was lost to Minnesota
when the board, having elected Folwell, yielded to political expedi
ency. They rejected his candidates and passed out professorships to
the people at home.

The school year began on September 15 in 1869 but it was not
until December 22 that Folwell stood up in the hall on the third floor
of Old Main and read his inaugural address. In it he outlined clearly,
emphatically, and with a young man's audacious wit exactly what he
meant by "the new education."

Essential to his program was the belief that a university is not
"merely an overgrown college" but rather "a federation of profes
sional schools" in which men and women who have reached the ma
turity of serious concern with exact training come together to learn
the techniques that they must possess in order to make excellent use
of their various talents. He quoted Ezra Cornell as saying that a uni
versity is "an institution in which any person can find instruction in
any subject." The impulse behind this search for exact and thorough
instruction was, he pointed out, the scientific spirit.

"Such a federation of schools . . . embracing potentially all sub
jects of practical interest, teaching always with reference to principles,
occupying ever an attitude of investigation, knowing no favorite sub
jects, thoroughly imbued with the scientific spirit: that is the Uni
versity."

These might have passed for the usual polite generalities about edu
cation (indeed some somnolent ones in Folwell's audience must have
taken them so or they would not later have been so profoundly shocked
to discover that he meant what he said) if the new president had not
stated unequivocally his belief that there must be a break between the
traditions and methods of the college and those of the university.
The college should exist to prepare for the more advanced later work
of the university. It might well assume the burdens of discipline and
encouragement in an intimate relationship to the immature. The uni
versity should have no such responsibilities. Its students should be
men, ready for adult effort. A college might well be denominational;
a university must be secular.

As Folwell himself expressed it: "With the establishment of the
university on its proper ground a reform will inevitably be demanded
in its organization. A few of the older and richer institutions will
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assume the university character, as some have already done. But the
greater number, without doubt will be forced to return to their
original and natural character as secondary schools. . . . We should,
therefore, have a three-fold scheme of education: first, the common
schools; second, the colleges or secondary schools; third, the univer
sity."

Folwell's inaugural insisted upon the inevitability and the propriety,
too, of the elective system when the university level of instruction
had been achieved. It was idiotic to require a mature person to learn
his needed techniques at random. Folwell spoke of a gifted extem
poraneous preacher who once said ruefully he had acquired his skill
"by ruining half a dozen good congregations." And it was equally
absurd to compel a student "to drudge and agonize over any study as
a mere gymnastic. There should ever be held out a worthy reason, a
noble and practical motive for all the lessons and exercises of a school."

The duty of the university to take the lead in research projects was
urged strongly in Folwell's inaugural address. "We purchase a tele
graph, the photograph, a new motor, the spectroscope, the lucifer
match, or cWoroform at the price of fifty years of seemingly fruitless
laboratory work. . . . The university should be the natural resort and
resource for counsel and information."

It should be, as well, a cultural center for its whole community,
offering a storehouse of information in its library, of dramatized in
struction in its museums, and of beauty in its art galleries.

An institution of the kind he wished to call into existence, said
Folwell, must be not merely of the people but for the people. Indeed,
it was the sovereign people he called upon to found the university.

"I do not care," he said, "to insist that the state is bound to endow
the university for the reason . . . that university education is abso
lutely essential to the existence and preservation of free institutions.
I am content merely to urge that the university is essential to the well
being, rather than to the being of the state."

And if the sovereign people were to found the university, then they
must be generous with it. If its work in the many branches that F01
well had outlined were to be executed properly, the sovereign people
could not afford to be niggardly; too much of their own immediate
advantage was at stake. Let the state therefore "first count the cost
and take the million for her unit."
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It should not, of course, be claimed that these attitudes were all
original with Folwell. He was throughout his life in lively and earnest
correspondence with educators everywhere - with Matthew Arnold,
with Charles W. Eliot, with Andrew D. White. He took from each
what seemed reasonable and just and hopeful and offered in exchange
many suggestions which they were glad to credit to him. But he was
an educational statesman among the educational statesmen of the world,
fit to offer counsel and able to receive it.

That he was ahead of his time is made abundantly clear by the fact
that his inaugural contained at least half a dozen anticipations of atti
tudes some of which have become the commonplaces of our time more
than three quarters of a century later and with others of which the
world has still to catch up.

During the whole of his presidency Folwell probably did not have
a finer hour. He said what he believed and knew that what he be
lieved was a synthesis of the credos of the most conscientious of edu
cators. It must have seemed to him that he was launche9- upon a creative
task in a world that had need of his energies and that would give wide
scope to their expression.

George Chase had a more discerning vision of how his friend's
career was likely to end. In August, just before the choice of a presi
dent was made, he wrote to Folwell suggesting that it might be well,
after all, if he was not elected.

"The first president of our university," he wrote, "- I might say
of any university - must occupy a position of extreme delicacy and
difficulty. Impossible things are likely to be expected of him and exag
gerated ideals are entertained of what a president ought to be and do.
There will be impatience to have Rome built in a day - false standards
of criticism must be expected to be employed. Now in order that any
man shall succeed in running this gauntlet, he must be able to say to
the Regents: 'You satisfied yourselves that I was the man. Now trust
me.' Any man elected by a bare majority may have the minority or a
part of it hunting up petty indications of a want of high success to
disaffect those unacquainted with the genuine article and unaccus
tomed to discern the in esse in the in posse. So after working hard
and well for a few years, he might find his room to let and another
man entering into his labors and enjoying their fruit."

The prophetic soul of George Chase proved to be sadly accurate.
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The founders chose a site high 011 the bluff overlooking the Mississippi
(From a sketch of Minneapolis and St. Anthony in 1857 by Edwin \Vhitefleld)
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The village of St. Anthony in /857, looking down Second Street
Southeast tor;;.'ard the university

Another view in the same period, St. Anthony on the left,
Minneapolis across the river
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William UTatts Folwell as a colonel at the close of tbe
CivillVar and as "Uncle Billy" to many students

Maria Sanford, a woman of striking classic
handsomcness, grew marc impressive with e'l-'ery year shc lh'cd



Iabez Brooks fought with
Folwell on many issues

101m F. Dowlley became
the first Arts College deall

---,
I

Charles H T

• Rellton came in
/879 to teach Frellch

lohll C. Hutchimon
taught classics for forty years
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Sketch of the campus in the early eighties - Old Main at the right, old Agricultural building at the left
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A side view of Old Main

The Coliseum, a drill and assembly hall, burned
soon after it was built



The girls of Kappa Kappa Gamma on the lawn of Governor Pillsbury's home,
1887. Seated in front, Martha A1lkeny, Sarah Pillsbury, Susan Olmstead; second
row, Nellie Cross, Clara Blake, Olivia Porter, Bessie Sheldon, Gertrude Tucker,
Frances Wilcox TVashburn, Alice Adams; sta1lding, Priscilla Gilbert, Blanche Berry,

Edith Phillips, Isabel Gale, A1lna Shillock.

An early Medical School group in front
of the university dispensary





Troubadours of tbe eighties
Charles L. Edwards, W. B.
Holmes, f. Paul Goode, Dow S.
Smith, and ]. G. Cross serenad
ing Gratia CouJltryman, Lucy

Baker, Flo Gideon, and
Mary Smith

MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY



TVhile "the gentlemen" complained against the obligatio71 to take drill

certain "ladies" clamored for the privilege, and Company Q
71:as orga71ized on their behalf

COURTESY OF CLEORA WHEELER



President Northrop's faculty in 1890

From row, Matilda J. C. Wilkin, \Villiam \Vatts Folwell, \V. S. Hough, Barr, \Villiam R. Hoag, O. J. Breda, John S. Clark, Henry F. Nachtrieb,
John G. IVloore, Prcsidcnt Northrop, Christopher \V. Hall, Henry Pratt James A. Dodgc; back row, \Villiam A. Pike, Albert 1. Jones, Charles W.
Judson, John F. Downey, George E. MacLean; second row, Hcnry T. Benton. Folwell, who had resigned frolll the presidency in 1884, served
Ardley, Maria Sanford, Charles F. Sidener, Frederick S. Jones, John II. on Northrop's faculty until 11)06.
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The campus as it looked in '9°4 from the corner of University Avenue and Fourteellth Street Southeast. Looming high at the right
is Old Main. At the left of Old Main may be seen the roof of the old library, now Burton Hall. In the cellter is the many-gabled
roof of the old Mechanic Arts building, now Eddy Hall. The buildings now kno·wn as Wesbrook Hall, Nicholson Hall, Jones Hall,

and Pillsbury Hall are at the left.



This avenue of buildings v:as the pride of the campus at
the tllrn of the ce1ltury

A spectacular fire on September 24, /904, destroyed Old Main, which had
been erected in 1858 as the first permanent university building
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A class in floriculture under Samuel B. Green

Early experimellts in agronomy - JVillet H. Hays at right,
Andrew Boss standing at rear



Theophilus L. Haecker taught the art and science of buttermaki7lg

Bicycle races provided excitement at the School of
Agriculture's first annual field meet ill /893 at

the Minnesota State Fair Grounds



""But a Lion"

DURING the ,87'" the young people who went daily in and
out of Old Main seemed much more like a large family than like the
student body of a university. There were three hundred of them now,
ranging in age from the mid-twenties down to thirteen. While Folwell
waited for his "federation of professional schools" to come into exist
ence, he was obliged to accept all available human material. Only half
of his students were enrolled in the "collegiate department," a smaller
number received preparatory training in the "Latin school" while a
fringe of boys and girls who could not be classed at all required in
struction in the rudiments of such basic subjects as arithmetic and Eng
lish grammar.

Since the only homogeneity the group possessed was like that of the
family, there was nothing to do but treat them as though they were
living under a father's roof. They were all expected to report for
chapel at eight-thirty and if they failed to do so they received demerits.
Classes were crowded into five short periods during the forenoon, the
rest of the day being given over to work and study. There were no
classes on Monday for fear the dilatory might be tempted to violate
the Sabbath with attention to secular matters.

Life in Old Main was austere. Folwell reported bluntly to the re
gents that it was "about as ill adapted to its purpose" as a schoolhouse
could well be. It had a "narrow, tortuous, ill-lighted stairway," at
once a bottleneck and a fire hazard. Heat was supplied by forty-three
wood stoves "of various dimensions," none of which threw their
warmth very far into the Siberian stretches of the recitation rooms.
(Climbing to chapel, one of the most devout members of the faculty
was once heard to exhort another: "Pray short, John; it's going to be
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cold up there.") Old Main had no ventilation system. The library had
no reading room. Laboratory facilities were rudimentary.

Nonetheless, Folwell undertook to be a good paterfamilias. In the
first year after the reorganization, dormitory rooms had been provided
for a few students on the third floor of Old Main. For three dollars
a term, these were provided with "stove, mattress, bedstead, washstand,
table, bookcase, and chairs." By 1870 this space was needed for class
rooms. But the president still held that it was the duty of the institution
"to make it possible for a young person to live decently on $3 a week."
He himself walked from door to door with students in search of
boardinghouses, urging the neighbors of the university to take them
in. A frequent result was that a boy, straight from a farm where he
had worked until ten o'clock at night and then tumbled into an unmade
bed, thought himself in the midst of luxury when he found a room
over a "wagon shop" or a store, provided with "bedstead and straw
tick," and was sometimes invited to supper by the "jolly Germans"
who were his hosts.

Folwell's partners in the task of bringing up this family were men
of spirit, some of whom submitted humorously, others with smolder
ing scorn, to the necessity of vibrating between kindergarten and semi
nar in the daily task of teaching. Dr. Jabez Brooks had been himself
the president of a university - Hamline - and he had very strong opin
ions about everything that had to do with education. Folwell called
him "a courteous and genial man with whom it is pleasant to associate"
but fought with him on every sort of issue from methods of teaching
Greek to methods of organizing a university.

The Reverend Gabriel Campbell, who taught moral philosophy and
German, was a highly contentious gentleman with whom Folwell had
many clashes. (A brother of Campbell once imagined that he had been
appointed librarian; so did another faculty member. The first locked
the door against the second and the second promptly knocked it in.
Folwell, arriving upon the scene, assumed the role of arbiter. Neither
man, he said, could consider himself appointed. The president would
serve as his own librarian.)

Edward Twining's subject was chemistry, which he taught in the
not precisely ardent faith that it could be made profitable "if care
is taken to avoid on the one hand attempting too much and on the
other requiring too little." Versal Walker, whose Latinity appears to
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have been sound, limited his comments on university matters to fre
quent reiterations of the plaint that "the vital want ... is a supply of
pure air in the recitation rooms." Four other less colorful men com
pleted the faculty roll.

But despite the fact that he had to fight out the immediate problem
of education in the arena of humble routine, Folwell never lost his
vision of "the genuine university." His "Minnesota Plan," adopted
unanimously by the regents in 1870, was an elaboration of principles
outlined in his inaugural address. It called for a system having three
clearly marked phases: that of the Latin school (the elementary grades
of today); that of the collegiate department in which prescribed
courses offered the discipline required as a background for higher edu
cation; and finally that of the professional colleges, shown in his dia
gram as springing from the collegiate department like branches from
a trunk.

Folwell's interest, as president of a university, was centered in the
high citadel of education. He was neither an intellectual snob who
scorned the lower levels of instruction nor a visionary dreaming of the
impossible in a young, untutored world. He was simply a theorist with
strong convictions who knew what he wanted to see come about in
his own institution.

His proposals for redesigning the university were several. So long
as the elementary department still provided the school with many of
its students it was to be allowed to exist and was also to be treated with
respect. But no artificial nourishment was to be provided and it was
to wither away as soon as possible. To this everyone agreed and it was
soon accomplished.

The second step was to broaden the curriculum of the collegiate
department, "throwing the usual work of freshmen and sophomores out
of the proper University course and merging it into the old prepara
tory department." Folwell was convinced that a theoretical boundary
line, having the inescapable authority almost of natural law, separated
the work of "secondary and superior instruction." Such a division of
work and of method was "felt" by every reflective college officer.
"The close of the sophomore year," Folwell said, "is a well-marked
era in college life. Grammar, drill, paradigms, construing, blackboard
drudgery are over; a new field of humanizing, literary and reflective
subjects opens. At this point the optional studies, if they can be af-
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forded, come in to vary the old and dull routine. Thus even the most
conservative colleges recognize the consummation of a former epoch
and the opening of a new one."

This, too, might have been well enough as theory. The "rant of the
wild educational mutineer," as Folwell was later ironically to call these
early expressions of faith, might have been endured if the president
had not insisted upon showing that he meant precisely what he said.
After having built up the collegiate department to the point of being
a credit to his own and to his faculty's efforts, he meant to slough it
off.

"The third step in our enterprise," he wrote, "was, after having
separated our superior and inferior instruction, to provide for getting
rid of the latter in order to use our resources for the development of
the proper University work."

Only a modest gift of empathy is required to understand how
heretical these views must have seemed to men who were having a
hard enough time catching up to nineteenth-century ideas of education
without being asked to take a blind leap into twentieth-century theory.
Many in Folwell's faculty wanted no more than that the university
should be a nice, respectable, little New England college in the West.
They hoped to keep it small, conservative in program, paternalistic in
temper. To build up a good college only to destroy it a little at a
time seemed like madness or, what was worse, madness tinged with
malignancy. To "get rid of" those blameless sophomores and freshmen
could be regarded by conservatives only as a prospective slaughter of
the innocents. Inevitably some anguished cries of protest issued from
the sepulchral depths of the most august beards of the faculty. The
first open and organized attack upon Folwell's ideas came in the third
year of his administration, 1872.

Seeing rebellious men all about them, the regents invited the faculty
to put their objections into writing. Most of the men came forward
reluctantly, protesting that their admiration for Folwell survived
their disesteem for his plan. Only Gabriel Campbell was bitter. There
had been, he said, a "tendency to lay too much stress on the president."
This "centralization of power" might bring about such a revolution
as had shaken the University of Michigan. The university's success,
such as it had been, could be attributed only "to the efficient work
in their several departments of the men who were not prepossessed
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by the plan of organization." Personal spite against Folwell boiled under
the surface of Campbell's theoretical objections.

Brooks, less personal in approach, was no less devastating in judg
ment. The president's plan had created "confusion" and had made
students "restless." In a moment of unhappy inspiration the good man
anticipated discovery of the twentieth-century technique of damning
whatever one dislikes or fails to understand by calling it "un-American."
The old system, Brooks insisted, "was born, bred, and matured in
America." It would "never be radically changed." The idea of the
"junior college" implicit in Folwell's plan seemed to him to "degrade"
public education and to encourage the development of the denomina
tional schools, the growth of which must inevitably rebuke and de
stroy Folwell's mad experimental spirit. "We cannot afford to lose
our young men," Brooks cried out in panic. "When Professors have
built up classes from the foundation it cuts the sinews of our courage
to have these classes depleted for trifling or speculative reasons."
Finally, the prophet fell into the full swing of biblical style. Elemen
tary instruction must be continued "for a time the end of which no
man seeth." The hope of creating the kind of school Folwell dreamed
of was "vain and illusory."

Three men came to the president's support, one timorously, one
eagerly, one belligerently. The last of these, Twining, pointed out
sensibly that "a new institution without a past, having only a future"
should try to keep its sympathy with the future alert.

But Folwell was his own best advocate. He demolished Dr. Brooks
by pointing out that no such thing as an American system of educa
tion existed and that since it had still to be created, a plan for a uni
versity should conform to the realities of the situation. Fundamental
to any scheme must be acknowledgment of these facts: that America
had shown "a great awakening to the supreme importance of educa
tion"; that the old colleges did not meet the demands of the great
number of young people "preparing to be engineers, merchants, ar
chitects, chemists, miners and metallurgists, pharmaceutists, dyers,
manufacturers, navigators, journalists, naturalists, astronomers ... hor
ticulturists and agriculturists"; that hundreds of young men went
yearly into "voluntary exile . . . to foreign countries in search of
that culture not to be had on this side of the Atlantic"; that our society
showed "a powerful tendency in the direction of comprehensive
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state and national control of education"; that "the State University
should be so organized as to form an integral part of a State system
of education" and be, of course, its crown.

To his support on that July day, the whole sweltering length of
which was devoted to the discussion, Folwell summoned, by proxy,
many of the distinguished educators of the time. Noah Porter, presi
dent of Yale, wrote that he had been impressed by the Minnesota
Plan, by "its adaptation to the wants of a new state . . . its just recog
nition of the value of literary, scientific and professional culture."
President White of Cornell, President Runkle of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, President Angell, then of the University of
Vermont, all applauded the courage that had prompted a young man
to try to storm the future and bring back some of its educational tech
niques.

He seemed, quite brilliantly and dramatically, to have succeeded.
The regents at the end of the session were still willing to agree that
"Folwell was master of the situation." Undoubtedly they were im
pressed by the shadows of the giants standing at his side. If their sur
render was reluctant it was none the less gracious. A unanimous vote
sustained Folwell and the dissenting members of the faculty were
required to sign a promise to maintain the academic peace. This time
Folwell was able to keep in his pocket, unpresented, the letter of
resignation with which he had gone into the meeting, and the day
ended with a display of cordial feeling from everyone with the prob
able exception of Campbell.

With this much of an endorsement to strengthen his unwavering
resolution, Folwell set out to preach his gospel wherever he could
make his voice heard. In the month of his trial before the regents
he sent out a circular to all high schools and grade schools of the state
inviting cooperation to the end that there might be established "a
complete, continuous and effective system of schools" ready to "offer
every child in Minnesota a liberal education." A month later he ad
dressed the convention of county and city school superintendents
meeting in Minneapolis, urging upon them that they join with the
regents "in an endeavor to bring about a vital, organic connection
between the University and the High Schools." He observed that
"in our blind attempts at developing a system of public instruction

. we have left a great gulf between the common school and the
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University." He recognized the justice of the point of view that
the high school must be concerned with "the great body of youth
who . . . cannot carry their education into the College or University
sphere." This must not be slighted. But "happily, as we believe, the
high schools while carrying it on with utmost efficiency can at
the same time undertake advantageously and with economy the
preparation of students looking forward to the University."

Many times in his career as university administrator Folwell was
dismissed lightly as a tilter at windmills. But his vision was clearer
than that of his critics. He rode with lance raised against the strong
hold of apathetic conservatism. He had the satisfaction of knowing
in the end that his stubborn determination to create a carefully articu
lated system of statewide education gave Minnesota the distinction
of being the first state to provide free secondary instruction in public
schools for all qualified pupils within its borders.

In 1873 the university presented its first graduates to the world
Warren Clark Eustis and Henry Martyn Williamson. The citizens of
Minneapolis gave a public banquet to celebrate the occasion. F01

well's talk of that evening contained a characteristic reference to his
faith that standards must be kept high and that a university degree
must be protected from any corrupting taint of the commercial spirit.

"Mr. Chairman," he said, "we intend to deserve your encourage
ment. Had we pursued a different policy heretofore we could have
shown you a greater number of graduates today. We prefer to fall
back on the principle of the old Greek fable. . . . A wolf upbraided
a lion for bringing forth only one at a time. 'Yes,' said the lioness,
'one - one, but a lion!' We present you twin lions of whom we have
no reason to be ashamed."

The seventies proved to be a time of slow, precarious, but by no
means discouraging development. Folwell's "energy and zeal" were
applauded by the regents. They were happy that their old friend
Ramsey, now a United States senator, had managed at last to get the
second land grant confirmed. This added two more townships for
the state university to the 46,080 acres originally granted to the "ter
ritorial" university. If this was a legal quibble which gave Minnesota
more than it quite deserved, the mistake, as one senator suggested, hon
ored a good purpose. The university was on its way.
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Year after year the president let enthusiasm multiply his duties. He
taught political economy. He served as librarian. A student remem
bered, long after, finding him one day in his shirt sleeves unpacking
the boxes that contained the twenty-five hundred volumes of H. P.
Tappan's collection. He corresponded widely with other educators.
He designed buildings. He worked over student budgets, discovering
in 1873 that it would take five dollars a week to see a young man or
woman through the academic year if one allowed such items as $ I 6.84
for books and $I .88 for "society expenses."

A friend wrote: "I am sorry you are so driven with work. . .. You
may require a straight [sic] jacket before long to save you from a
premature coffin."

He cheated the premature coffin by drawing upon his extraordinary
reserves of creative vitality. Happily he had equally great reserves of
personal dignity which later kept him from seizing upon the martyr's
crown as the ironic reward of service.
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Bounty of the Morrill Act

LE bounty of the Morrill Act h,d helped to save the univernity.
In the awkward moment of reorganization, Pillsbury had gathered up
this federal support and added it to the resources he was husbanding
so devotedly. Acceptance of it, of course, imposed an obligation. This
was to maintain a college "where the leading object shall be ... to
teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and me
chanic arts . . . in order to promote the liberal and practical educa
tion of the industrial classes."

To further the new enterprise the regents had purchased their first
experimental farm and, with an enthusiasm as high as their inexperience
was deep, announced a rich and varied curriculum for a two-year
course of study. The professor of chemistry was to discuss the "nature
and origin of soils . . . the chemistry of animals and vegetables . . .
fertilizers ... food ..." Instruction in botany was to include "hor
ticulture and pomology ... arboriculture ... weeds." The spacious
ness of the subject of zoology was to be made hospitable to the special
interests of "stock breeding and veterinary science." Into the port
manteau of "mechanics" were crowded such matters as "tests of farm
implements and fencing." These listings were liberally sprinkled with
"etc. . . . etc. . . ." It was clear that, honest and idealistic though the
regents wished to be, they were, as designers of courses in agriculture,
"in tune with the indefinite."

To attract students, entrance requirements were established which
required virtually nothing except that a candidate be sixteen years old.
In 1869 the regents found an excellent man to serve as their chief
"professor of agriculture." Daniel A. Robertson had been at various
times, like many another protean figure of the pioneer period, editor,
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soldier, and practicing farmer. To the Granger movement he had lent
his very considerable creative enthusiasm, serving as author of its pro
spectus. The objectives that he outlined were those of dignifying the
farmer's profession, collecting statistics with regard to crops and mar
kets, establishing depots for the sale of produce, and protecting the
community of farmers against exploitation.

It was to advance these same purposes that Colonel Robertson wished
to take up teaching. Unhappily no students applied for instruction and
there was nothing the "professor of agriculture" could do to justify
his existence except give a lecture or two before a student body that
made no effort to conceal its sullen resentment at being forced to
attend. At the close of one year Robertson resigned.

After this false start the regents made no immediate effort to solve
the problem. Economy seemed to require that they use their resources
to satisfy existing needs. The professor of chemistry was still ready
to teach any candidates that might appear. The name of Dalston
Strange, "Instructor in Agriculture and Natural Science," occupies
the space otherwise left guiltily blank in early faculty lists under the
College of Agriculture.

The issue of agricultural education ceased to exist except as a foot
ball to be kicked languidly about in a halfhearted political game. A
regent dallied with the idea of getting himself elected to what he called
the "Chair of the Ag't Dep't." By way of qualification he was able
to offer only the suggestions that he had "an extensive acquaintance
with the laboring classes" and that he was himself "thoroughly west
ern." He asked Folwell to tell him "frankly and cordially" what he
thought of this idea.

The president'S response was neither as frank as he would undoubt
edly have liked to make it nor as cordial as the regent must have
wished it to be. No such nomination ever was made and the only
result of the episode was that Folwell had made another enemy. It
was this same regent who later opened the door on further protests
against the Minnesota Plan.

This squalid little event served simply to indicate how ready in
those days everyone was to exploit agriculture and how ill equipped
to understand its needs. On the arid soil of the university farm nothing
was sown but dissension and nothing reaped but problems.

Folwell kept an eye fixed conscientiously on the duty to serve the
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state, of which the duty to serve the purposes of the Morrill Act was
only a small part. As he pointed out in 1873, it was humiliating to the
university that "not a single young man has come here desiring to
learn the Science of Farming"; but a much more serious consideration
was that, for lack of proper education, farmers were wasting the
natural resources of the land. Our soils, Folwell said, were "being
robbed to feed the millions of other regions; soon they would need
the aid of science to enable them to yield paying returns."

Similar difficulties tormented educators everywhere. Institutions in
other states were being asked to account for their stewardship of the
land grants and Congress was in a mood to conduct inquiries of its
own.

In April 1874 Folwell once more warned the regents that "numerous
indications . . . point to the necessity of developing . . . the genuine
agricultural education called for by the act of 1862." He protested
that the university's intentions had been honorable and that it had
refused to cheat discreetly by enrolling as "agricultural students" all
young men in the scientific courses. Other institutions, similarly bur
dened with a duty that no one asked them to perform, had been driven
to this subterfuge. The university's problem was simply that "we have
not at any time been able to show what we could do. Without a
laboratory, without a plant house, without an imposing apparatus, it
has been impossible to convince the people that we were ready to do
anything, whereas the fact is that we have always been ready to teach
the essentials."

Hopeful and energetic as always, Folwell had a program. Charles
Y. Lacy, a graduate of Cornell, had been appointed to assume charge
of the farm and to offer practical instruction in agriculture. The build
ing then in the process of construction would give to agricultural sci
ence a local habitation as well as a name. Faced with the solid
respectability of brick and mortar, able to touch new equipment and
to receive the familiar reassuring smell of livestock, the farming com
munity might be persuaded to surrender its doubts and enroll its sons.

Meanwhile the instruction must be made as practical as possible.
Finding a new variation to his theme about the importance of teaching
what a student needed to know in order actually to take up his life
work, Folwell pointed out that "no one who valued a reputation for
sanity" would propose to ask law students or medical students to con-
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centrate on "orthography or syntax or the binomial theorem." Simi
larly, agricultural students should be invited directly into the realm
of their own interests. He proposed a shon course of one hundred
working days to be offered between November and March, when
young men were least needed on the farm. Into it were to be wel
comed any and all young men "actually engaged in some branch of
agriculture." They were to be offered lectures on a variety of subjects,
some to be given by the university's own staff and many more by
imported experts. The lowest possible rates for board and room were
to be arranged for visitors from outside "University town."

But the response of the community was still nothing more than
a half-stifled yawn. Professor Lacy was touchingly busy during the
six years of his association with the university in an effort to woo "the
agricultural classes," but still they turned silently away. He posted
notices of his proposed lecture series in all post offices, but no one
enrolled. He sent out five hundred post cards all but offering rewards
for the capture and delivery alive of students, but only "a few direct
answers were received." He invited the State Grange, the Patrons of
Husbandry, the State Agricultural Society, and the State Horticultural
Society to visit the farm. They came and went, but in 1878 the Hon
orable L. B. Hodges was still declaring it to be "a lamentable fact"
that "thousands of farmers and farmers' sons" did not know even that
the university offered instruction in agriculture. All that Charles Lacy
could do was to cultivate his garden for what its sandy soil would
grudgingly yield and send to the state fair each year exhibits that were
progressively more and more creditable and more and more neglected.

His reports about enrollment were characterized by the grim,
matter-of-fact fatalism associated with the nursery rhyme about the
mortality among ten little Indians. Lacy never had more than three
students at a time, and these tended to be picked off by various ail
ments of apathy and inconstancy. In 1876 there were, to begin with,
three students under Professor Lacy. One attended as an elective only
the lectures on horticulture; one left after the winter term; and one
changed to another course. In 1877 two students enrolled for the
courses How Crops Grow, How Crops Feed, and Farm Drainage.
One of them, evidently feeling himself to be personally threatened by
the drainage problem, "withdrew from the university" before it could
ovenake him. At last Professor Lacy resigned, deeply discouraged over
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his failure to attract students, and in 1880 the theme of the "little
Indians" reached its final resolution: "And then there were none."

Folwell, whose sharp mind cut through the confusion of many an
intellectual perversity to find the heart of its mystery, felt that he had
found the secret of the farmer's neglect of his science. The difficulty
lay in the stubborn insistence on the raising of one crop, wheat, with
out considering how seriously this might injure the soil. Until the
farmer had learned to diversify his crops he could not be expected to
realize how much he needed to improve his techniques.

The haze of the regents' bewilderment descended upon the uni
versity farm. Through its enveloping veil vague figures could be seen
doing things that seemed to have little point. A new superintendent
of the farm continued to raise such vegetables as the deteriorating soil
would produce. A few students, working at twelve and a half cents
an hour, assisted him. But the end was approaching for the long
drawn-out story of frustration on the first experimental farm. As
General Sibley reported to the legislature:

"A part of the ground occupied by the farm has become too valu
able for such use and the extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railroad diagonally through it has materially diminished its
availability for farm purposes. It would be well for the Legislature to
authorize the Regents to sell certain portions of this farm and invest
the proceeds in lands better adapted to the experiments in the agricul
tural department."

While they awaited a new inspiration that might breathe life into
the College of Agriculture, the regents soothed their consciences by
taking over an experiment begun by the State Horticultural Society.
They assumed responsibility for the fruit farm at Lake Minnetonka
and sponsored the experiments of Peter Gideon. This developer of the
Wealthy apple (named for his wife, whose parents were curiously
inspired in the choice of Christian names) was many different kinds
of a genius. A frenzy of nonconformist originality stirred up in him
a fascinating welter of ideas about fruit and woman's suffrage (of
which he approved) and about liquor and beards (which he detested).
Even beardless, Gideon looms like an Old Testament prophet in the
university records.

In 188 I the idea of agricultural education woke from its "big sleep,"
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yawned, stretched, and rose to make another effort. Edward D. Porter,
who for thirty years had been at Delaware College, brought his undi
minished vigor to Minnesota and started shaking the apathy out of
everyone he could lay his hands on. Experimentation, long neglected,
was begun once more, and when Porter found the land quite useless
he persuaded the regents to sell what remained of the old farm and
buy a new one.

Now Pillsbury's foresight seemed to be vindicated. The huge profit
from the sale of the old farm equipped the new with "buildings, water
supply, implements and stock." The "old Bass farm," beautifully situ
ated "on the Como Road," became the regents' pride. No less hand
some today, the St. Paul campus justifies their final judgment.

Professor Porter, at fifty-two, had a boyish enthusiasm which was
supported by a serviceable physique. For eight years he juggled the
interests of a many-sided existence with agility and adroitness: manag
ing a model farm, supervising a great variety of experiments, building
up the agricultural plant from the first stone, cultivating influential
leaders as assiduously as he did his own garden.

To draw support to the College of Agriculture Porter revived the
idea of the lecture course to which Lacy had been unable to attract
even one patron. At the first warm word of the new director apathy
began to melt away. The regents had agreed to sponsor the series only
if thirty persons enrolled. Porter presented them triumphantly with a
list containing the names of two hundred and fifty-five candidates for
instruction.

The authorities cooperated handsomely to lend prestige to the proj
ect. Charles Loring, United States commissioner of agriculture, visited
Minnesota to pay his respects with dignity and enthusiasm to a belief
in the infinite expandability of American industry. He was followed
by men who read papers on every kind of topic from diseases of the
fourth stomach of cattle to the mysteries of mulching.

A kind of homely wisdom ran through the discussions, serving to
remind a latter-day follower of the course that human understanding
is spread in a thin layer over the surface of the globe and divided evenly
among the centuries. There, in a frontier state, at the baptism of an
institution of learning that had still to prove whether or not it could
survive the trauma of birth, men stood up and expressed ideas that
anticipated many of the faiths of the future.

H. W. S. Cleveland warned his audience of the immediate and acute
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need to protect the timber supply. He urged the creation of an experi
mental forest where, side by side, tracts of unimproved land and ones
under proper culture could reveal to the public mind the difference
between waste and husbandry. "Thus schools of forestry would be
called into existence by the natural course of events."

J. S. Harris urged attention to fruit trees, suggesting a little unctu
ously that "A farm without an apple orchard is a poor place to raise
children who will honor their parents."

R. W. White was deeply concerned with the obligation of Minne
sota to train its own veterinary surgeons.

All these became, in fact, preoccupations of later directors of agricul
tural education at Minnesota, but those early prophets were sufficiently
well in advance of the time so that some of their proposals had to wait
seventy-five years for fulfillment.

Having launched his program interestingly and maintained it on this
level through two academic years, Professor Porter was curiously in
spired to kill it with calamitous success. He imported from New York
a lecturer on cooking, Miss Juliet Corson, who attracted to a series
of homely discussions some eleven hundred students, most of them
women. It is startling to find the earnestness of the annual report of
the Department of Agriculture interrupted by gay accounts of Miss
Corson's lectures. The treble cry "Our lesson this morning is cream of
salmon" seems somehow out of place. Armed with a stirring spoon,
Miss Corson gave the coup de grace to the Farmers' Lecture Course.
What had begun as a serious attempt to give practical instruction to
working farmers had been transformed into a popular entertainment.
As Folwell later wrote, "So, diverted from its true purpose, ended the
Farmers' Lecture Course." For having sacrificed prestige to popularity,
the experiment saw its popularity also wane and perish.

But good came of her appearance in the end, for Professor Porter,
analyzing the success of these sessions, observed that most of her audi
ence came from the immediate vicinity of the farm campus. It occurred
to him that if the university, instead of waiting for the community to
come to it for instruction, were to take instruction to the community
it might be welcomed. And so began the series of farmers' institutes
that traveled about, carrying the news of agricultural experimentation
into the most remote communities.

The Department of Agriculture had begun to trust its voice and
to know what it had to say.
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Life and Death of the Minnesota Plan

DURING the whole of Folwell's administration, the univetsity
presented to the world the look of a family group among whose mem
bers loyalties were deep, intentions honorable, and hostilities unac
knowledged but omnipresent.

The regents, regarding themselves as guardians of immature children,
supervised the smallest details of management. When a professor of
chemistry required a piece of equipment for his laboratory it was a
matter for ceremonious action by the board. Until Folwell succeeded
in getting the regulation set aside, faculty members were "elected"
at the end of each academic year for the one following and tenure of
office was perilously insecure. On the theory that there was much
"discord among the professors," curious disciplinary measures were
adopted. Teachers suspected of stealing students from one another
were warned that "such interference . . . shall be considered as an
offense of such gravity as to warrant displacement from . . . the fac
ulty." With the stubborn tension of exaggerated conscientiousness, the
regents clung to responsibility for the trivia of the day's work.

One molehill out of which they dug a mountain of petty annoyance
was the problem of Professor Campbell's salary. With the pertinacity
of a wronged child, this expert in moral philosophy kept reminding
the board of a half-promise made long before that someday he might
hope to receive a salary equal to that of a full professor at Michigan,
the beau ideal of all just and worthy universities. Let the board an
nounce any plan for improving the institution as a whole and there
would be Professor Campbell raising once more his stricken cry. If
Minnesota had become as rich as all that, surely now it could give him
his due.
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Their other molehills were many. Students were permitted to de
mand the attention of the board, as a kind of supreme court, in appeals
from routine decisions of discipline. When the time came to replace
the forty-three wood-burning stoves with a central heating system, the
regents did everything but carry the old equipment out of Old Main
on their backs. Whether a new course in logic was to be established,
a gas-lighting system installed, a professor's salary cut, or the teaching
load prescribed, these much tried citizens superintended every opera
tion. The minutes of their meetings in the early days are enlivened by
curious entries like the one in which a subcommittee reports at great
length and in the most cautious legal language that the university can
not hold itself accountable for A. E. Dickerman's lost overcoat.

In this harried, sometimes hysterical, atmosphere, development of
the university was as wavering and uncertain as was the development
of any midwestern family facing the unstable conditions of its environ
ment. Enrollment fluctuated with the times - now good, now bad, now
indifferent; but the regents were not always aware that the same thing
was happening to other institutions. In 1875 a drop of thirty-four per
cent brought an accusing glare into the corner where Folwell worked
devotedly at his problems. The testimony of an impartial observer,
David Burt, state superintendent of public instruction, was required to
make the board understand that this was far from being a poor record;
the population in many universities had dropped by sixty-nine per cent.
In 1879 the sloughing off of the subfreshman class brought another fall
in enrollment, and again everyone was unhappy.

Insecurity and inability to achieve good conditions of work kept
faculty members in a state of tension that seemed - and often was
mutinous. Particularly garrulous about his wrongs was Samuel Peck
ham, who knew that the world was his enemy because he lacked proper
facilities for teaching chemistry and physics. A vessel of wrath, with
a talent for bringing himself to a boil on the slightest provocation, he
was forever giving the regents moments of bitter misgiving. Teacher's
hand was raised against teacher for misguided, and nonexistent, rea
sons. Dr. Charles Hewitt, professor of public health, was distrusted
as the official favorite because he had been Folwell's college classmate
and Civil War companion. What his colleagues chose to forget was
that during his long years as nonresident faculty member, Hewitt re
ceived no salary at all but left his private practice in Red Wing at
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regular intervals in order to perform what he considered to be a public
duty.

The ambivalence of family life showed itself in the many quixotic
gestures of devotion to the university that balanced the gestures of
hostility. In 1878 Charles Reeve, treasurer of a farmers' insurance com
pany and a Yale M.A., volunteered to teach rhetoric and eloquence
without "remuneration of any kind" but simply "for the pleasure and
profit of the associations." His services were accepted and found to
be good.

So, while its querulous members scolded and its gentle ones soothed,
while the selfish clamored for whatever privileges might be found and
the sacrificial worked for nothing, the university family survived in the
usual way of families.

But before it could assume its proper character as a people's uni
versity, the feud between two theories of education had to be brought
into the open. After nearly a decade of smoldering under polite protes
tations of loyalty, the men who believed that an institution of higher
learning should train the few to be adornments to polite society rather
than to train the many to the service of the professions, were ready
once more to start a major fight. "The Bourbons," as Folwell in a rare
moment of spite called them, presented to the board of regents in Janu
ary of 1879 a chaotic and ruinous report designed to overthrow Fol
well and his ideas of a university. More than anything else the Bourbons
wanted to establish the point that institutions of higher learning existed
to teach Latin and Greek and that their concern with the natural sci
ences and the social sciences was of no great urgency.

The regents were completely baffled by the Bourbons' plan, but
they made a pretext of the general unrest to start a small revolution
of their own. The desire to economize made them glad of an oppor
tunity to wipe out two departments. They hit, almost at random, on
physics and history.

This pleased the Bourbons well enough as a compromise but it did
not please the community at all. A group of citizens promptly pro
tested against this "retrograde movement" j it would destroy two de
partments which "as the exponents of the ripest modern thought are
now placed in the front rank in the largest and most enterprising insti
tutions."

A correspondent to the St. Paul Pioneer Press snorted derisively,
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"One man in chemistry and physics and three, with the half time of
a fourth - or three and a half men - in Latin and Greek!"

Another saw the dark encroachment of the Middle Ages upon the
bright promise of the university that had come, overnight, to seem like
something of his very own: "The rapid growth of our university dur
ing the past five years is mainly due to the departments that have been
created during that time . . . [those] which recent action of the
Board either cripples or destroys. The result of this every man can
foresee - the university . . . will do only the work of ten years ago."

The regents, however, were firm. "The revenues of the university
require a reduction of expenses," they observed with elliptical empha
sis. Folwell sighed, "What the Regents will do next ... can only be
guessed."

The crisis of 1879 proved to have been merely a dress rehearsal for
a full-scale revolution a year later. A committee of alumni presented
to General Sibley, as president of the board, a resolution requesting
that inquiry be made "into the fitness of all teachers in the University
for their places and the manner in which they are performing their
duties."

The adherents of Professor Campbell were behind this new cam
paign and Folwell was its intended victim. Again the lines were being
drawn between the old and the new. Tradition was fighting for its
life against what it considered to be the suffocating invasion of bar
barian interests. Professor Campbell's allies had no doubt that his fitness
would shine like a pure thing in dazzling rebuke to the shabby insuf
ficiency of all the others.

The regents' response, however, was so sweeping a repudiation of
the university's faculty that the issue was obscured. These intensely
honorable men, serving the university's interests with a steadfast but
limited view of what those interests were, smote about them hip and
thigh, striking down both the classicists on the right and the radical
scientists on the left. When they retired from the field after two days
of concentrating their fire on the faculty, there were found to be six
casualties, teachers of Latin and Greek and teachers of civil engineer
ing going down together in a confused tangle of broken allegiances
and truncated principles.

Ironically, Professor Campbell himself was a victim. His resigna
tion had not been demanded, but he unwisely chose this moment to
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make another ultimatum about salary. The regents with the decisive
ness of desperation decided to let him go with the rest.

It did no good now for the president to suggest that a better way
of eliminating the deadwood of the faculty would have been to take
out a few timbers at a time and shore up the rest of the structure
instead of pulling the whole house down at once. Without his knowl
edge, the regents had re-established their old rule of electing faculty
members for only a year at a time and they presented him with the
fait accompli of a faculty cut in half.

He went at once into the academic market place to shop for half
a dozen teachers of assorted patterns. On a month's breatWess jour
ney - one day in Madison, two in Chicago, and, of course, two in Bos
ton - he gathered up a group of five men and a woman, half of whom
were to be associated with the university for the rest of their academic
lives.

This was the first time that Folwell had had an opportunity to

choose his lieutenants. His first faculty had been presented to him
whole, chosen by the regents chiefly from among the company of
ex-clergymen whom they took to be the most reliable repositories
of culture. Some of these men had proved to be able teachers but
others were pathetically unsure of their qualifications. Lacking confi
dence, they can hardly have inspired it. The regents had improvised
with the material that they found readily available; Folwell brought
back the university'S first faculty of professional teachers.

Having neither money nor prestige, Folwell could trade only in
enthusiasm. To ambitious educators he offered the same kind of oppor
tunity that had taken him to the West. The average age of these men
was thirty. The average salary with which Folwell managed to entice
them into new adventure was fifteen hundred dollars. The new teach
ers were graduates of Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. Many of them
had studied in Europe. One was a Heidelberg Ph.D. Another had lived
in Syria and spoke Arabic as fluently as he spoke French and English.

In many ways the most remarkable of the group was the woman.
Maria Sanford had been a professional teacher for twenty-four years
when she reached Minnesota at the age of forty-three. Her work was
companionship, recreation, and sacred mission all in one. To instruct
students in the principles of the good life at the same time that she
instructed them in the principles of sound rhetoric and proper elocu-
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tion, Professor Sanford rose early and labored long through more than
eighty years.

A woman of striking classic handsomeness, for all the severity of
her dress and style, she grew more impressive with every year she
lived. Folwell called her "Minnesota's apostle of culture and patrio
tism." Generations of students called her "the best loved woman in
Minnesota."

It was for no softness of temperament that she was so regarded. Her
sense of duty was prodigious, infinitely exacting. Once after she heard
a former student speak in public as a candidate for mayor, she rose
earlier than usual the next day to hurry to his office and point out
a mistake in grammar that had slipped into his speech and to tell him
how he might use his voice to better advantage. Another former stu
dent, turned journalist, sent her a copy of a tribute he intended to
publish. She returned it without comment but blue-penciled with
corrections of style in almost every line.

She was a woman of many tribulations, which she carried as proudly
as she carried her own fine head. In a moment of enthusiasm she fol
lowed the example of a student who had had fabulous success in real
estate investment. Professor Sanford's chief interest was altruistic, for
she had always lived close to students and she wished to see them well
and comfortably housed. Her New England friends did not hesitate
to commit their savings into her hands and with the thirty thousand
dollars collected from them, she bought land and built houses. Then
the boom collapsed just in time to leave Professor Sanford ruinously
in debt. Her friend Governor Pillsbury, who would never have fol
lowed such advice himself, urged her to go into bankruptcy. Indig
nantly she refused. Through the rest of her life she worked at removing
this mountain a pebble at a time, living austerely all the while. And at
eighty-odd she had the satisfaction of knowing that the last cent had
been paid off.

The university did not always cherish her sympathetically. In the
midst of her ordeal, the regents (one of whom was her creditor) cut
her salary and listened to the complaints of students that worry had
undermined her ability as a teacher. But she survived humiliation as
she had survived every other disaster, including hunger. She became
an enormously popular public speaker. Schools were named for her.
The university celebrated her eightieth birthday as it has celebrated
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few events of its history. President Vincent called her the "retired pro
fessor who has never found out that she was retired." Oscar Firkins
read the best of his occasional poems, ending:

Praise her not with smug obeisance
Sleek and millinered complaisance
Save your peppermint and raisins

For the dupe of sugared lies
Praise her, travel-soiled and dusty
Praise her, vehement and gusty
Praise her, kinked and knurled and crusty,
Leonine and hale and lusty,
Praise her, oaken ribbed and trusty

Shout "Maria" to the skies.

The men whom Folwell brought back from the 1879 excursion were
John Downey, teacher of mathematics and astronomy who later be
came first dean of the Arts College; Charles Benton, who became a
prominent exponent of French culture in the United States; William
A. Pike, shaper of the engineering program at Minnesota; James Al
bert Dodge, the Heidelberg Ph.D., whose subject was chemistry; and
Alexander Ormond, who left Minnesota after only a short stay. (His
great respect for Folwell had enabled him to foresee that the president
would be deposed. He preferred to return to the East without waiting
to see this happen.)

These "young and vigorous workers" at their first appearance on
the campus put to rest the fears of the student publication, Ariel,
that "the vacancies might be filled in a hasty manner which would
prevent a careful consideration of qualities requisite to a professor in
a western institution." (Students, like the more mature citizens, cher
ished their westernness with a kind of regional snobbery that appears
not infrequently in early Minnesota history.) A period of "great pros
perity," the editors now were sure, must immediately follow.

But it did not. In 1880 enrollment began to plunge - from 386 to
304; in the next year to 271; then to 253; and finally in 1883 to 223.
The regents were distressed; the legislature looked disapprovingly
down a collective nose that seemed to have become very long and
blue in wrath; the newspapers brooded about the condition of the
university.

Folwell thought he knew where the difficulty lay. The denomina
tional schools by which the university was surrounded received the
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tenderest care and the most generous support from devout and affluent
friends. The state institution had no such friends. Indeed it had ene
mies who tried often to suggest that its godlessness constituted a danger
to the community. Ariel had once protested:

"If students who have reached mature age before entering college
are liable to be led astray at a University within sight of twenty church
spires it is a sign that something is radically wrong with the influences
that surround them at home. The affairs of the University are man
aged by men in full sympathy with the best elements of our popula
tion and there is no valid reason why it should not receive the full and
hearty support of every citizen."

Faced with competitors having so many special blessings, the uni
versity could hope to survive only by demonstrating that it had valu
able services to offer. In the 1880s few had deep faith in its prestige
and in its possibilities. Just as farmers refused to believe that it could
teach agriculture as a science, so the rich men of the community re
fused to believe that it was equipped to open the door on cultural
advantages. The troubles of the university - first financial, then aca
demic - had left serious doubts; only a program of patient wooing
could dispel them.

Folwell was not a patient wooer. His intuitions were sound; his
abilities as planner were distinguished. But he was an architect of the
future, and when this proved to be far beyond his grasp he grew rest
less - dissatisfied with himself as well as with others, blunt in criticism.
In all important ways he continued to be cooperative and energetic.
Nonetheless he knew, and the regents presently began to understand,
that an unbridgeable psychological distance lay between them.

Several crises widened the gap in sympathy. On a December day
in 1881, he profoundly disturbed the peace of a regents' meeting with
the suggestion that the university be moved to a better site. How
could a great university hope to expand, he asked, on a bit of land
smaller "than is thought necessary for many a private seminary?" The
very shape of the campus was monstrous: "a scalene triangle with
obtuse angles and [with] one of the acute angles sheared off." Its
rural charm had already disappeared. Five lines of railroad track ran
down the ravine "which formerly so beautifully diversified" the scene.
Folwell, with his usual clear-eyed view of reality, foresaw a time when
the university would be "a thoroughfare of trade and traffic" and
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when "elevators storing grain" would "loom across our front." He
urged the purchase of new land "for the University of the Twentieth
century" where all departments could be together in the midst of a
forest, by the side of a lake, with a stream to supply water power.
He knew of just such a place at Lake Minnetonka; but this he did not
mention to the regents.

They were, of course, impressed by the possibilities and appalled
by the difficulties. The idea was tossed about like a red-hot rivet that
no one really wanted and finally was doused in a succession of resolu
tions - taken, reconsidered, tabled, and forgotten. Pillsbury, who said
nothing, had "looked a great deal," his paternal disapproval evident.
Folwell, acting that day as secretary, did not even record the episode.
On the manuscript of his statement to the regents, he noted that he
would make no further mention of the matter. "I freed my conscience,"
he once commented, "and that was all I meant to do."

With his building program for the existing campus he had no better
fortune. Just when he had persuaded the legislature to allow the uni
versity thirty thousand dollars a year for six successive years with
which to create the university of the twentieth century, the capitol in
St. Paul burned to the ground. All other plans were forgotten until
the state government could put a roof over its own head.

The long delay ended in 1883 when work was begun on a drill hall.
Folwell himself designed a simple structure, hoping to save the bulk
of the appropriation for more important buildings. Suddenly civic
pride woke in the hearts of Minneapolis citizens. A coliseum that would
seat thirty-five hundred people was what the community needed and
what the university must be asked to supply. The president protested
that he could not take fifty-five thousand dollars from his meager
budget to gratify the vanity of frugal politicians. But a combination
drill hall and coliseum was what he got nonetheless. The university
had used it for just ten commencements when its ugly, unpainted
wooden surface burned quite away, leaving the useless iron frame.

A third misfortune befell Folwell the builder after he was no longer
president. As librarian, he designed a pleasant, useful little structure
to hold books. But his blueprints underwent the delusion-of-grandeur
treatment and what arose, at last, was a Greek temple full of large
and impressive offices. On opening night a regent purred in Folwell's
ear that this must be, for him, a joyful occasion - the dedication of a
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fine new library. "Library!" Folwell snorted. "We have no library.
We have an administration building with a library in the corridor."

Folwell's last effective contribution, as administrator, was to take
the first step toward the creation of a medical school. No one, he had
always sworn, could force him to sponsor a hastily contrived program
of instruction to which ill-prepared boys would be admitted indis
criminately. That would be simply to confer authority upon the low,
the almost nonexistent standards that had made so shocking a scandal
of the nineteenth-century practice of medicine. Private schools, de
pendent for existence on the fees of pupils, had accepted all comers
and then had loosed cynically upon the public a grossly incompetent
army of quacks. Moving in an atmosphere not much clearer than that
of the savage world of black magic, they carried death by infection,
or by actual malpractice, to many more than they managed by chance
to cure. This was, of course, not true of the instruction given to
apprentices in the office of a conscientious doctor. But far too many
antisocial men exploited public innocence and were loath to see stand
ards raised (even to see literacy made a requirement) because that
would mean a sharp decline in enrollment and a depressing loss of
revenue.

Instead of creating, overnight, another medical school that would
lack prestige and experience, Folwell proposed to offer the state a new
kind of service. In order that "examinations for degrees in medicine
[might] be separated entirely from the teaching of its theory and
practise," the university would assemble a faculty of five trained men
to act merely as a licensing board.

Dr. Hewitt perfected the details; the legislature accepted the plan.
The state had now an impartial body of examiners before whom can
didates from private schools must appear before they could be licensed
to practice. None of the men on this first medical faculty received a
salary of any kind. From Winona, Red Wing, Stillwater they came,
occasionally even at their own expense, to attend to duties which social
conscience had invented for them.

Circumstances had been at work throughout the I880s in a pe
culiarly frivolous way to undermine Folwell's usefulness to the uni
versity. In one of those awkward lunges at idea that are characteristic
of undisciplined adolescence, a group of students decided that the
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democratic principle entitled them to control university affairs. Think- ~
ing, perhaps, that Folwell as a former army officer was too exacting l
a taskmaster, they began a campaign of resistance to his demerit sys- !

tern. When they failed to intimidate him they took the next obvious 1
step, which was to try to bait him into intemperate action. A succes-
sion of low-comedy scenes, involving cruelty as well as buffoonery,
revealed the pattern of their plan. Folwell's horse, docked of mane
and tail, was forced up four flights of stairs into the chapel. The gates
of neighboring houses were unhinged and piled in the president's front
yard. Presumably the symbolic content of this inspiration was to say:
"There shall be no more barriers. Freedom is the word." When Fol
well still refused to be ruffled by these childish exercises, the students
were unhappily inspired to raise doubts in the minds of Folwell's ene
mies among the alumni. A resolution was put before the regents de
claring the president to be an inefficient executive.

A group of conscientious men had put their names to this protest,
along with the angry and the vengeful. Folwell attributed their attitude
to "misunderstanding of the high school matter." In order to relieve
the university, as soon as possible, of having to offer preparatory train
ing, he had persuaded the regents to adopt the rule that they would
accept no applicants for the "Latin school" from towns where there
were high schools to give such instruction. The result had been another
loss in enrollment and certain loyal graduates had chewed upon these
statistics with the morbid hunger of frustration.

The climax of this restlessness was reached on a night in May 1882.

Revealing their strong taste for the fraudulent in drama, a group of
poor students lately disciplined by the president blackened their faces,
put on Ku Klux Klan costumes, and set out to redress the wrong of
having received more demerits than they really cared for. Professor
Moore and Professor Pike, hearing that there was to be a demonstra
tion, went to be at the president's side. Mrs. Pike, who had her own
sense of drama, persuaded her husband to carry a pistol with him on
this errand. Outside the president's house there were excursions and
alarums in the dark and the miserable outcome of the episode was that
Professor Pike inadvertently shot a student in the leg. The president
had the boy carried into his house, tending him solicitously until his
trifling wound could be treated by a doctor.

Moved by a childish delight in scandal affecting those in high places,
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the community insisted upon dragging out the drama long after its
climax. The mayor of Minneapolis, whom history regards as no monu
ment to civic virtue, decided to be outraged, perhaps just to see what
it was like. He himself swore out a warrant against the university men.
It was then the turn of St. Paul to be outraged and one newspaper pro
tested bitterly against a "wanton and brutal outrage" that had disgraced
Minnesota's "highest educational authorities ... before the world."

It was scarcely an exaggeration to speak of a widespread humilia
tion. The national press, going on the assumption that when professor
shoots student - that is news, carried the story far across the country.
The only result was to bring Folwell votes of confidence from Michi
gan, Georgia, New York-from old Civil War companions-from
teachers everywhere. With this judgment Minnesota's alumni in gen
eral agreed, firmly dissociating themselves from the excitable element.

But leadership must walk in the sun and a strong man, when he finds
himself in the shadow of doubt, must make the final gesture of cour
age, which is to forgo his claim upon high place. Folwell resigned.

The epilogue to his history as president was enacted appropriately
in the home of George Chase, who had foreseen so clearly what might
happen to a knight errant of education in a new, unformed world. The
regents had asked Dr. Chase to say on their behalf that they thought
"a different kind of man was needed as president."

Again, even after the resignation, votes of confidence came from
everywhere. Most gratifying of all must have been that of Governor
Marshall, who wrote: "You offered your resignation . . . with a spirit
that commended you to the esteem of all the Regents in a higher de
gree than the very favorable regard in which you had before been
held." The trouble, Marshall suggested ruefully, was that in a struggle
for survival any leader is likely to disappoint "the inexperienced and
impatient expectations ... of the governing powers."

In the judgment of latter-day educators Marshall was right. Fol
well did not fail as a leader; he merely disappointed "impatient expec
tations." In all his administration he did not offer a plan, a policy, a
theory that was not in sympathy with present-day ideas. But his am
bitions ran too far ahead of his time and his eager enthusiasm was not
enough to persuade his associates to gather up their coattails and run
to join him in the future. He was forever evolving troublesome new
theories about "the genuine university." In their concern for immediate
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issues, the regents found these convictions difficult to live with. Unlike
Calvin Coolidge, of whom H. L. Mencken once wrote, "He had no
ideas, but he wasn't a nuisance," Folwell had ideas and he was a
nuisance- agreeable, admirable, honest, idealistic, intelligent, and sound,
but a nuisance like any man of vision.

To suggest that this was a tragedy would be to violate Folwell's
self-esteem. He did not allow himself to be destroyed. With almost
unexampled candor, he acknowledged that, in the circumstances, the
regents were right. Professorships in two other colleges were imme-
diately offered him but he declined them, preferring to accept instead 1
a post in what he still regarded as his own university. Though students 1
had betrayed him, he never wavered in his affection for the great body
of the young. In a footnote to one of his printed addresses he paid trib-
ute, much later, "to the burning desire of young men and women [in
the West] for good learning, their . . . power to work and their aspi- 1
ration towards noble character."

After his resignation from the presidency Folwell mined out of the l
richness of his concern with learning the materials of two subsequent
careers. From 1884 to 1906 he was a useful and much loved teacher. At
the age of seventy he launched himself in retirement upon a project
which was to keep him active for another quarter of a century, his
distinguished four-volume history of Minnesota, based upon a minute
examination of thousands upon thousands of original documents.

One thing among many that is admirable about the history is the
evidence it offers of an intelligence as incapable of subservience as it
was of rancor. Folwell slurred over no moral shabbiness in recounting
the history of men and institutions in Minnesota, but he withheld ad
miration from no honest effort. Though he had been personally con
cerned in not a few of the enterprises that he analyzed and though he
might easily have considered that some of the figures of the drama had
misused him personally, no confusing mist of hostility seeps through
these pages. It was not merely that he regarded these old associates
with the determination to do them justice, but he brought to the exami
nation of their characters the generous mind and the perceiving eye.
The art of appraisal, as he practiced it, was one which demanded the
greatest fastidiousness of discrimination. One could not betray its rules
without the loss of values that only a fool would willingly throwaway.
This was perhaps what made him a significant figure in the tradition
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of Minnesota: his view of society was broad; his intuitions were sharp;
his sympathies were deep. Even on the printed page communication
from Folwell about any aspect of the human condition satisfies one's
desire to see justice done coolly and at the same time to feel that hope
has been nourished solicitously.

His eccentricities as he grew older offered entertaining evidence
of his high-hearted temper. He insisted that his editorial assistant, climb
ing the steps of the library with him, walk sideways because that was
the manner in which nature's wise, simple creatures, the cows, con
served their strength. He never thought of himself as venerable and
in his nineties had the habit of referring to a man many years his junior
with humorous impatience as "that stubborn old man."

Affection for him grew greater every year until veneration inevi
tably was added with longevity. He was "Uncle Billy" to many genera
tions of students. Every day, almost to the very end of his life, they saw
this slight, stanch figure cross the campus with an air of soldierly reso
lution going to work at unfinished business in the library. He became
for them the embodiment of the good life: to live for ideas, taking
strength from their strength and giving back that gift in steadfast
devotion to their interest.
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A Man of Good Presence

Em fifteen ye.tS the nnivetSity hod ron hte.thJes,;ly " the heels of
a pacemaker. In the midst of the confusions of the eighties, the regents
decided that, by way of contrast, they wanted a peacemaker. In Cyrus
Northrop, the second president, the university found a guardian angel
with a gift far more striking than that of the ordinary smoother of
the way. He understood that most mysterious of all aptitudes - the art
of inspiring devotion.

Northrop's contemporaries were always eager to offer him the
large, loose endorsements that are presumed to support a man's claims
to sainthood. But for a latter-day observer to subscribe dutifully to
such appraisals would be to ignore the evidence of his correspondence
that he had a full set of the vanities of this world. He loved praise and
sought it with an innocent and often beguiling determination to have
his due. As a young man he had fought the devils of self-indulgence
and tried, with only indifferent and intermittent success, to give up
smoking. As president of the university he banned pipes and cigarettes
from the campus, but at his own fireside he surrendered, with a much
less than half regretful sigh, to the slightly sinful pleasure of his after
dinner cigar.

In arenas of mental struggle where some men must fight grimly to
win understanding, Northrop seems simply to have taken what he
needed with graceful adaptability. As a man of religious faith he ac
cepted Christian orthodoxy and had to endure, neither in his youth
nor in his maturity, the creative man's straining after an original flash
of insight. He never suffered the compulsion of Elinor Wylie's "eagle
of the rock" to stare into the sun.

The intimate human relations of Northrop's life were deeply shad-
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owed by tragedy. His wife was a chronic invalid; his son suffered from
a physical affliction that made it impossible for him to mature; only
with his much loved daughter did he have a richly rewarding friend
ship. Perhaps because of these insufficiencies, his capacity for emotion
tended to be diffused rather than to be canalized deeply and urgently
toward particular persons. Always he showed something of the charac
ter of the universal uncle, with a wealth of geniality and comparatively
few outlets for its expression. This easy availability made him attrac
tive to students, teachers, fellow citizens, distinguished visitors, indeed
to the great majority of those whom he met daily, occasionally, or only
once. He was kind, his correspondents told him in a copious outpour
ing of gratitude. What many may not have realized was that this kind
ness was great because into it went more of paternal warmth than the
average man has to give casual associates after his family has taken a
proper share of his resources. In Northrop's domestic circle formal
dignity and humorous indulgence replaced ardent sentiments, and he
had a great deal of himself left over to expend in the small change
of geniality.

It might be said, without injustice, that in his professional life, too,
formal dignity and graceful indulgence replaced ardent sentiments.
When he came to Minnesota as president of the university one item
of his very brief profession of faith was that he had "no pet theories."
His letters indicate that at no time in his career was he given to the
consideration of theoretical matters. On many a day the newspapers
exhausted his interest in reading and family correspondence exhausted
his margin of time for writing. As president he proved to be precisely
what he had been as teacher - profoundly reassuring and easy to live
with.

But Minnesota knew the rigorous mind of the theorist in education
and it wanted a change. For more than a quarter of a century after his
arrival, Northrop produced out of his own adaptable and conciliatory
spirit the even temperature in which the university could thrive and
grow in response to the inner impulse of its strength.

Whenever they found themselves in need of advice, the Minnesota
regents turned to Michigan with something of a young brother's wor
ship of an elder. In answer to a request for the name of a possible suc
cessor to Folwell, President James B. Angell wrote that the choice
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would be difficult because so many gifts were needed "to experiment
prudently ... in adapting the University work to the needs of these
Western states." But he had heard good things said of Professor Cyrus
Northrop of Yale. "He is," Angell wrote, "a ready speaker and a man
of good presence."

Immediately Judge Greenleaf Clark of the board of regents was dis
patched to New Haven to interview this possible candidate. It was said
of the judge by an intimate that he was a man who when he wanted to
drive in a tack used a sledge hammer. He took the sledge hammer along
with him on this mission. Northrop was so overwhelmed with ques
tions about six other supposed candidates that he was left groggy and
quite unaware that he himself was the only man in whom Minnesota
was seriously interested.

Judge Clark was profoundly impressed. He reported to the regents
at home that Northrop was a handsome man nearly fifty years old, of
medium height, sturdily made. He had lived enough in the world,
knowing both failure and success, to have a reassuring air of flexibility
rather than the forbidding look of a high priest of education. After his
graduation from Yale he had followed an experimental young man's
course through a variety of activities, trying out his talents as cham
pion of causes, as politician, as editor. He had stumped for the abolition
forces in New England; he had worked as a clerk in the offices of a
lawyer and been admitted to the bar. His talent as a speaker had made
him useful to the Republican party and he was rewarded for industry
and loyalty with two appointments, first as clerk of the Connecticut
house of representatives and later as clerk of the senate. In 1862 he
and a partner bought the Palladium in New Haven and Northrop won
the reputation of being the most brilliant young journalist in the state.
But the year as editor had been a lean one (the Civil War had made
costs ruinously high) and Northrop had been glad to accept an assign
ment as teacher of rhetoric and English literature at Yale.

As a teacher he had to make his way through terra incognita, for no
one at Yale had undertaken previously to make a critical approach
to the study of English literature. Northrop was an explorer of a kind
and he cut his way through the opulent country of the imagination,
turning a part of it into a tidy formal garden. He was a popular teacher,
and many years later his students remembered with a still filial affec
tion his kindness, his geniality, and his wit.
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But later colleagues criticized his methods severely. The scholars
among them were impatient with what they considered to be an ami
able slackness in his desire to leave well enough alone. The conflict is a
familiar one. In premillennial society the scholar and the "inspirational"
teacher must ever be lion and lamb. But the lambs have their value in
the market place and there can be little doubt that Northrop was an
asset to Yale. For twenty years older brother eloquently urged upon
younger brother the intense desirability of sitting at Northrop's feet
and fathers dreamed of the day when they should have sons to put
under the influence of his civilizing courtesy.

Northrop made the migration to Minnesota with the greatest re
luctance. New Haven was a pleasant place in which to live. His con
spicuous success as an orator made him a much-sought-after man. His
party put him up for Congress, and though he was not elected, he
had received a compensatory plum. Grant made him collector of the
port of New Haven and he had very nearly doubled his income by as
suming the second responsibility. In 1882 the post had gone to some
one else but the years of affluence had given him security enough so
that he had been able to start building a fine new house. Then one day
four men from Minnesota appeared on his doorstep and, with an air of
converging resolutely upon him, announced that he had been drafted
as president of the university.

The distinguished group was headed, of course, by Pillsbury. Left at
the hotel was a fifth member of the delegation, Judge Clark, who was
still self-conscious about his use of the sledge hammer. The next day he
added his characteristic persuasions. Northrop, protesting that he could
not leave Yale, nevertheless consented to visit Minnesota.

The pilgrimage had a result which surprised its principal figure as
much as it gratified the eager hosts. Northrop arrived still skeptical.
He attended chapel sitting anonymously among the faculty rather than
on the platform because he wanted to give no flutter to unjustified
hopes. He thought the university's surroundings a little "dun and
dreary." But at a reception given in Pillsbury's house he had a tre
mendous personal success. Regional self-love innocently unmasked it
self and everyone told Northrop that they knew he would be at home
in Minnesota because he "seemed like a western man." The spontaneous
invitation from a large public began to have an influence with a man
who had always enjoyed the platform and his resolution wavered.
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However, in the matter of salary he was obdurate. Only if he was
given as much money as he had received from two posts in his moment
of affluence would he be persuaded. Pillsbury decided to dig deep. "We
have had to offer Northrop $6,000 a year to come," he wrote, half
apologetically, to Sibley. This was nearly twice as much as any other
president of a midwestern university commanded.

It was in a positively sultry blaze of optimism that the new president
arrived in August of 1884. The Northrop family was established in the
house of former regent Richard Chute. Pillsbury himself had been in
and out of it for days doing all but the laying of the carpets. So the
genial regime began.

Northrop must have had his moments of panic-stricken misgiving.
One of the charges brought against Folwell by those who could not
admire him was the fact that enrollment had failed to grow. Now, just
as the era of good feeling began, the number of registrations took a
sickening plunge. At the end of the preceding year the university had
had 288 students; fewer than 100 greeted the new president. Northrop
was at once distressed and gratified to learn that students might be ex
pected to drop in at any time during the year and that, among irregu
lar students who were not candidates for degrees, a sizable accretion
might be expected.

With a minimum of soul-searching and a maximum of briskness, the
old issues between the president and the board, as well as those between
the president and the public, were written off. First went the Min
nesota Plan. This resulted in no spectacular change, since Folwell's
scheme had existed only on paper as a design for the future. In the
interim between the university's existence chiefly as a preparatory
school and the emergence of the "genuine university" there had been
nothing to do but improvise and Folwell's improvisations looked very
little different from those of his successor.

The second step was to eliminate the regulation with regard to the
high schools. Again the university would take all comers. The Minne
apolis superintendent protested that this would "disembowel" the sys
tem. Northrop replied that such a result would be the schools' own
fault. For his part he proposed to attract as many students as he could
of whatever age. Enrollment once more began to climb.

The third step was to show that the university was not "a godless
institution." Northrop approved a public statement by a Presbyterian
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minister that at last - Heaven be praised! - the university had come
"under the control of evangelical religion." The word evangelical
troubled certain citizens, among them a Universalist clergyman who
protested against the university's becoming a center of "extreme ortho
doxy." "Mischievous results," he said, might follow if the president
were to accept complaisantly "the taint of this particular kind of sec
tarianism."

What actually followed was a most correct and ceremonious inquiry
into the nature of faith. The ministers of several denominations were
represented and all were in earnest. But they followed the rules of
ethical conduct so scrupulously that the blood of no martyrs stains the
record of this controversy.

In the end the Presbyterian explained that, in speaking of evangeli
cal control, he had meant merely that President Northrop submitted
himself to it; not that he had made the university itself subject to it.
The Universalist agreed that it would be sad to see "the University di
vorced or opposed to Christianity." He regretted any discomfort he
might have caused. So finis was written to the episode.

But its significance was evident. Northrop had laid hands upon an
old, gnarled, and thorny issue and disposed of it once for all. The god
less institution seemed now to lie in the benevolent shade of his own
faith. Conway MacMillan, salty-tongued professor of botany, once ob
served that the president's chief service to the university was that he
"sanctified the whole place." The comment implied no adverse criti
cism. Throughout a long association these two unlike men managed to
be close friends. What was scintillantly secular in MacMillan attracted
Northrop as much as what was luminously spiritual in the president
attracted the teacher. It was this ability to reconcile opposites and to
tame hostilities that made Northrop a useful executive during the
quarter of a century and more of placid growth over which he pre
sided.

His inaugural address, written actually before his arrival in Minne
sota, reads like a guarantee that the president would try merely to be
sufficient unto the day and that there would be no more flirting with
the future. "There must be stability," Northrop said, "... a settling
to honest work . . . undistracted by the perpetual apprehension of
change and revolution." Clearly addressed to the regents, over Fol
well's shoulder, was the soothing suggestion that "radical changes .
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prove most clearly that no perfectly satisfactory system of education
has yet been devised." That Northrop had misread his predecessor's
program this blunt rejection reveals: "Those . . . who tell us that
there is so much to learn that we must . . . begin with the immedi
ately useful, meaning thereby that we must omit the time-honored
training in mathematics and languages . . . exhibit something worse
than midsummer madness." His acknowledged intention was to exer
cise a benevolent paternalism, because, as he said, "Our students are
less mature . . . than are the students in German universities. They
cannot . . . wisely be allowed . . . absolute freedom. . . . The influ
ences about them ought to be of such a kind . . . as will conduce to
the formation of the best character." Finally his declaration of faith
must have brought a symphony of relieved sighs from his long-worried
audience: "I am not an agnostic and I do not propose to be the instru
ment of making agnostics of others."

Northrop's university was to be "a kind of family"; its policies were
to be characterized by a "wise conservatism." And it was as a gentle
patriarch that he presided placidly over the councils of faculty and stu
dents. He believed in his own authority but he believed that this au
thority was vested in him from above - from God and the regents, and
he exercised it with as little arbitrary willfulness, and with as little ex
ertion, as possible.

The inaugural address was not delivered until the end of Northrop's
first year as president. In the chapel of Old Main he stood on that June
day in 1885 among people who already had become devoted to him.
Dr. Jabez Brooks, the biblical prophet who had thought Folwell's
ideas "vain and illusory," spoke for the faculty, stressing the comfort
that Northrop had brought with his "courtesy ... patience ... re
spect for the opinion of every member." A member of the graduat
ing class, James Gray, spoke for his generation, saying that in a year
President Northrop had "won not only the heads but the hearts of the
students."

Both the garb and the manner of the patriarch became Northrop.
He emphasized the formality which he considered essential to his role
by wearing a black frock coat between the lapels of which there
showed an expanse of snowy, starched linen with a diamond stud
gleaming in its center. He emphasized the casualness of the family at
mosphere by conducting the affairs of the university from behind a
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long, unpretentious table in a room that housed also the registrar. The
faculty might visit him as they liked without appointment. He settled
issues like a wise father ruling among his devoted sons. He had no tele
phone and to begin with no secretary. His wastebasket was his filing
cabinet. No copies of letters were kept because, as he said playfully, it
was convenient to be the supreme and only authority, at any given mo
ment, about what had been planned or promised. He spoke, both in
chapel and at public meetings, extemporaneously, and there was never
any clutter of notes to give bulbous swellings to his pockets. Both in
his grandeur and in his relaxed coziness he seemed like a man who had
been born to be called "Prexy."

Occasionally he seemed to be guilty of a slip of mind that made him
read "pixie" for "Prexy." He liked to corne up behind his registrar and,
covering the latter's eyes with his hands, make him guess who it was.
He found an innocent satisfaction in observing, after he had indulged
in such a pleasantry, that there was probably not another president of
a university in the country who would so playfully have discarded
dignity.

But usually his unexpected descents from Olympian reserve had
method in them. During a faculty meeting he once asked for sugges
tions, to be passed on to the legislature, as to what buildings were
needed. A woman member of the faculty suggested that the university
was in the situation of the naked man who needed everything. Nor
throp's eyes glittered with wicked inspiration. "Then," he said, "if
someone will tell me what building represents the pants I shall know
what to ask for first." To hear a Victorian patriarch not merely utter
ing an audacity but expressing it in the vernacular delighted his hear
ers. It made adoration comfortable.

The desire to build up a loyal clan inspired many of Northrop's
choices of faculty members. At Yale he had had a student, Frederick
Jones, of whom he was fond. Corning on the young man one day as he
sat sunning himself on the senior fence, Northrop climbed up beside
him and fell to talking idly. What was the young man going to do after
his graduation? Had he any plans? Would he, if nothing else offered,
not like to go to Minnesota as a teacher? The new president might find
himself lonely. It would be pleasant to have someone he knew "on
hand." More than a little startled, Jones asked what he would be re
quired to teach. "Well," Northrop said, "I suppose you know as little
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about one thing as another. We will put you on the faculty first and
find something for you to do afterward. . . . All I ask is that you do
your best and stand by me in my work."

This kind of artless improvisation seemed to work well under Nor
throp's relaxed hand. His young friend Jones "stood by" him in his
work through a long period, and the work found for him to do took
shape at last as the deanship of the College of Engineering. Frederick
Scheetz Jones returned finally to Yale as its dean but not before he had
put the stamp of his emphatic individuality on many features of Min
nesota life.

Out of the Yale Divinity School Northrop called another son, George
E. MacLean, who headed the English department for twelve years be
fore he began a pilgrimage which took him to many important posts.

Harry Pratt Judson joined the Minnesota faculty long enough to
revive the department of history and to create the first courses in edu
cation, called "pedagogics" in the president's report. John Dewey was
another short-term member of the Minnesota faculty in Northrop's
time. When in 1884 the legislature passed a special bill creating the de
partment of Scandinavian languages and literature, the president found
an excellent man to fill its chair. Olaus Jensen Breda was a brilliant
scholar in the field of etymology and also an attention-attracting teacher
with an aptitude for the kind of histrionic tantrum around which the
tender vines of memory grow.

Just as he had gathered up his student at Yale to make him a teach
ing ally, so, at Minnesota, Northrop advanced his graduates to profes
sorships. Henry Francis Nachtrieb and Oscar Firkins were dissimilar
but equally noticeable products of the Northrop system.

Nachtrieb came to Minnesota from Ohio in 1878 with an already
well-developed interest in trapping animals, not for sport, but for pur
poses of investigation. His entrance examinations showed him to be
well advanced in mathematics and classical languages but suggested the
advisability of his taking the subfreshman course in rhetoric. And so
began a lifelong war with the English language.

In the academic atmosphere he flourished and, after postgraduate
years spent at Johns Hopkins, he returned to Minnesota to head the de
partment of animal biology. His interests were many and soon the stu
dent publications were full of his pronouncements. The task of faculty
adviser on athletics drew off some of his vitality as he defended Min-
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nesota's reputation against traducers, describing her as "snow white
with clear and unbleared eye." (The war with rhetoric went on.) Later
he devoted himself to the organization of the Alumni Association and
stood at Northrop's side in every important academic battle.

Nachtrieb worked at problems of research and corresponded volu
minously with fellow investigators. Once a stiff-necked teacher wrote
protesting that the scientific method of constant questioning must be
wrong; surely there were authorities among zoologists whose word
was no more to be questioned than was the word of Christ. Nachtrieb
replied gently that it was perhaps a mistake to try to draw Christ into
the discussion, for "that is quite another sphere." As zoologist of the
State Geological and Natural History Survey he published a study of
Minnesota leeches without yielding to any temptation he may have felt
to refer to the academic kind.

In his late years Nachtrieb developed a passion for simplified spell
ing. Private correspondence and official reports bristled with curious
symbols, "yu," "ar," "shal," and "hav." The war with language had
reached its final phase.

He became in the end the archetype of the "grand old man" - in
spired teacher, devoted defender of his trust. When he returned for
occasional visits as professor emeritus, he looked like a monument to
himself - granitic and firm, yet with noble geniality, generosity, se
renity.

Firkins, frail, partially blind, showed even as an undergraduate a de
termination to make up in intellectual activity for physical disabilities.
In every issue of Ariel his intense need to express himself broke out in
three or four places. He considered every kind of problem from that
of treating animals kindly to that of limiting the suffrage discreetly. He
competed for oratorical prizes. No university event passed without
his turning poet laureate to clothe it properly with significance in an
elegant costume of classical allusions. Quietly he crossed the threshold
into the faculty circle and continued as before to write poems, plays,
reviews, volumes of criticism, with uninterrupted pertinacity. In each
form he made the English language dance a ceremonious pavan, styl
ized, elegant, and witty. He became at last Northrop's biographer. His
study of the progress of a peacemaker allows sentiment and judgment
to perform a discreet and engaging pas de deux.

This progress led Northrop in 1888 past two milestones: the cre-
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ation in September of the College of Law (in a less ceremonious period
it became simply the Law School) and only a month later of the Col
lege of Medicine (later the Medical School).

One of the stern requirements of Folwell's Minnesota Plan was that
when the professional schools came to exist there should be admitted
to them only applicants who had had two years of preparatory work
on the college level. No such students knocked at the gates and the es
tablishment of these departments was indefinitely delayed. The doctors
and the lawyers of the community were not pleased. They thought it
smacked of intellectual snobbery to set up on the frontier regulations
so much more exacting than those that prevailed elsewhere.

When the news got about that the Minnesota Plan was dead, the
doctors and the lawyers began to clamor insistently. The latter group
were agreed that it was enough to ask of a candidate for instruction in
law that he be eighteen years old, that he be of good moral report, and
that he be able to satisfy the teaching faculty that his "general educa
tion" provided an "adequate background" for the new studies.

So the standards were made flexible. Under the great-hearted admin
istration of William Sullivan Pattee they presently earned for the Col
lege of Law at Minnesota the reputation of being a comfortable refuge
for members of the football team from the more severe disciplines of
other colleges.

Northrop's new dean was the sort of man he liked to have about
him. Pattee had struggled hard for a living, worked his way through
Bowdoin College, taught Greek at a small midwestern seminary, be
come superintendent of schools at Northfield, Minnesota, studied law
in his leisure, entered private practice, and served in the state legisla
ture.

The two men might have been brothers, so alike were many of their
characteristics. Their temperaments were blended of Olympian gran
deur and paternal geniality. The habitual wear of each was the black
frock coat, the stiff shirt, the formal white tie, the splendor of the en
semble accented by the glitter of jeweled stud. Each liked to have his
photograph taken in profile. Under the well-cut nose, the bushy white
mustache conceals the mouth, its ragged line emphasizing the chin's
assertion of power. Northrop regarded Pattee as his alter ego, and
when he could not keep an engagement to speak it was the dean of the
College of Law whom he sent in his place as a trustworthy exponent
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of his philosophy. The dean understood this and did his fluent best,
though he privately regretted the lack in himself of the president's
ability to modify the austerities of faith with an occasional touch of
homely facetiousness. Both men regarded the "boys" under their charge
as sons. It was Northrop's unconscious, but inescapably clear, inten
tion as the professional schools were created to give each a facsimile of
himself as head.

It was said of Northrop that he liked to have men of good presence
about him. As an ironic observer has expressed it, "Minnesota once had
the greatest collection of male pulchritude in the academic world." But
the impulse to bring together a faculty of demigods in frock coats was
generous. It was Northrop's wish that his university family might show
an appropriate family resemblance among its members.

Having found the man he wanted to head the College of Law, Nor
throp left him alone to work out his problems. These were many and
exacting. The new unit had to be self-supporting. The university gave
it nothing but a roof over its head. Even this home was modest - a
basement room previously used by the student orators of the Hermean
Society.

When the College of Law opened its doors only thirty-two appli
cants appeared. With fees for residents set at $40 a year it was disturb
ingly evident that the dean would have the greatest difficulty in mak
ing up the salary of $z500 a year that had been promised him. Pattee,
however, was used to working twelve or fourteen hours a day. He
solved his first crisis in a characteristic way by organizing night classes
which drew still another group of students to the university.

The spirit of family cooperation had many manifestations. The uni
versity could not afford to supply a law library. Pattee made his private
collection available to students. He stained a rough packing case, fitted
it with shelves, filled those shelves, and invited students into the dean's
office to use the books at their convenience.

Lacking funds for permanent appointments of other faculty mem
bers, the College of Law depended on the amiability of distinguished
members of the profession in the Twin Cities to enrich its program.
Among visitors to the Hermean Room were Charles Bunn and Frank
B. Kellogg, en route to their glittering distinctions as world powers of
the law. But these appearances were irregnlar and uncertain. For years
Pattee was the law at Minnesota.
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His original course covered only two years. Within his time it was
extended to three years for the regular daytime student and to four
years for candidates in the night classes. Graduate instruction at last
was added. In 1889 the apprentice period of the College of Law ended
and the legislature gave it a home of its own.

Pattee continued to declare eloquently that "God wills" the law;
"man's duty is to discover and establish it." His contribution toward
the end of establishing the law at Minnesota was as earnest an opera
tion as any in which Northrop's family engaged; its limitations were
the inevitable limitations of the time.

The debut of the university as teacher of medicine was made in an
atmosphere of tension more suggestive of the family quarrel than of
the scene of family unity over which Northrop presided so well. One
of the members of the medical faculty created in 1883 by Folwell and
Dr. Hewitt as an examining body was Dr. Perry Millard of Stillwater.
He had become dissatisfied with the functioning of this group and in
1887 had been instrumental in persuading the legislature to create an
independent board of medical examiners in which was vested the ex
clusive right to admit men to the practice of medicine in Minnesota.
This was the first act of its kind to be adopted by any state and it did
much to elevate standards of instruction and practice. Almost auto
matically it eliminated the "windmill" schools that had for so long
given comfort and protection to quacks.

Having set his foot on the path of the reformer, Dr. Millard found
that there were further inevitable steps before him. The next was to
bring together as one school having the official sanction of the state
the several private ones then in existence. He began his work as re
cruiting officer by persuading the Minnesota Hospital College of Min
neapolis and the St. Paul Medical College voluntarily to surrender their
charters and to accept absorption into a new department of medicine
sponsored by the university. On February 28, 1888, representatives of
the two faculties appeared before the regents and made their proposal,
which was accepted immediately. A month later the Minnesota College
of Homeopathic Medicine decided to join the group. This left as the
only private school of medicine in Minnesota the Minneapolis College
of Physicians and Surgeons, which presently became the medical de
partment of Hamline University. The arrangement continued briefly
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and when this department, too, was absorbed by the University of Min
nesota (though for a time students coming to it from Hamline received
Hamline degrees) the complete unification of medical teaching was ac
complished at last. The campaign of 1888, however, achieved only the
first step. It did not even bring medicine directly to the campus. The
building of the Minnesota Hospital College was leased and for five
years instruction was offered there.

No sooner had the regents announced their intention of sponsoring
a medical school drawing upon the facilities of these institutions than
shouts of protest burst from a great many competent lungs. In absorb
ing the private schools and giving them a kind of official status, the
university was thought by certain excitable members of the medical
profession to be entering into unfair competition with their own ef
forts. Northrop, who saved few letters, preserved among his personal
possessions one which may have taken his fancy as a contribution to
the literature of abuse. The men who had foisted the private schools
off upon the university were called "bribers and robbers." What had
they to offer "except an unsavory reputation that would cling to the
university for decades to come"? Was the state so needy that it must
"baner away . . . its honor"?

Such outbursts were evidence of nothing but that pioneer high
spirits still lingered on. To disagree was to shout and abuse. The men
of the first faculty were all of them distinguished. The names of Ab
bott, MacLaren, Fulton, Bell, Greene, and Ritchie are written large in
the history of medicine in Minnesota.

Standards of admission, however, were depressingly low. A high
school diploma won entrance automatically. Even without this dubious
token of educability applicants were admitted if they could write an
acceptable English composition of two hundred words, translate a prose
passage from Latin, French, German, or one of the Scandinavian lan
guages, pass an examination in elementary algebra, plane geometry, or
botany and another examination in elementary physics.

Nonhrop thought these requirements "shamefully inadequate." But
if Harvard could not make its requirements more stringent, could Min
nesota? Lured on by opportunities and prodded by importunities, the
president could do nothing but hope for the best. He left the subject
with this far from ardent expression of faith: "If the generosity of the
state shall prove to be such as to enable the regents to locate a Medical
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Department on the campus and equip an institution as it ought to be
equipped, there is no reason why the institution should not become a
most important part of the University and one of the most desirable
medical institutions in the country."

In 1890 the president may well have looked about him at commence
ment time and been gratified with what had been accomplished. The
"beggar" institution to which he had come reluctantly had changed its
"dun and dreary" look. The company of students had grown from 300

to 1000. On the eminence above the river, where one building had
stood, a bleak rebuke to the promise that this was to be a federation of
schools, there were seven large structures full of strenuous men with
ambitious plans.

Across the river was Northrop's ward, the College of Medicine, full
of high-spirited young men who applauded the teachers they liked and
regarded with the cold eyes of Nordic gods of retribution those they
did not like. They enlivened the day's proceedings by dropping dead
cats into the desks of their instructors and distracted themselves from
their duties in the dissecting room by introducing "stiffs" into faculty
seSSIOns.

But on his own campus Northrop's paternal influence had had an
ameliorating effect on pioneer ribaldry. He could end even a quite
promising riot simply by walking among the contestants. On one occa
sion students planned to see their football team off at a railroad station
wearing their nightshirts. Such violations of decorum were offensive to
Northrop, and he knew exactly how to cope with the rebel spirit. On
the day before the mild little Saturnalia was supposed to take place,
he sent for the student leader who was responsible for the idea and led
him to the chapel platform. A few Whispered words were exchanged
and then the student arose dutifully.

"About those nightshirts," he began. "I proposed the plan, but Prexy
does not like it and what he says goes."

Bland, benign, adaptable, and unprovocative, Prexy knew how to
listen to the voice of his time and to give utterance to its desire. Be
cause he chose never to say anything revolutionary or disturbing, what
he did say always went.
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Hope and the Hatch Act

EARLY in hi, ,dmini<tration Northrop found him<elf oblig,d to
plunge deep into the mist of hostility that enveloped the problem
of agricultural education and to lay groping hands on some kind of
solution. The fanning community continued to regard the university's
efforts as inadequate to the point of absurdity. In Northrop's first year
at Minnesota one student registered for the agricultural course; in the
next year there was none at all.

Professor Porter bore the burden of this disesteem. Though he en
gaged in many experiments, made voluminous reports upon them, sent
demonstrations to the state fair and to national expositions as far away
as New Orleans, practical fanners rejected him bitterly. One baiter
even rose up in chapel to protest that he had found pigeon grass in the
beans and "a hen's nest - two or three of them - right in the side of
the grain stacks."

But Porter did not fail for want of trying. He emerged from each
uneven struggle with the agricultural community as cheerful as ever,
anned with a new plan. In the spring of 1886 he offered the idea of a
school of practical agriculture. It was to have no academic pretensions
of any kind - no "regular studies," no recitations. Young men would be
introduced to the practical problems of the field "to illustrate the in
struction of the classroom and laboratory." Students would be paid for
work, according to desert, at rates of five to fifteen cents an hour, and
these earnings would be used to pay for board and room.

This proved to be only another false start. Ten young men reported
for instruction. Some, housed in a coach bam, did not like their accom
modations and said so with the vigor of sovereign democrats. Certain
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farm publications took up and advertised their plaints. Another black
mark was entered in the depressing record.

A step of major significance was, however, about to be made toward
a permanent solution of the problem. For years one man had sat alone
on the experimental farm trying to justify his existence by laboring
many hours a day. Now the United States Congress began to discuss
the possibility of making such centers of investigation function more
adequately by supplying federal funds for the support of a full staff.
In 1887 the Hatch Act was approved at last and the University of Min
nesota farm became one of the experiment stations to receive its aid.
In the field of agricultural education it became not merely legal but ob
ligatory to conduct research. Twenty-five years were to pass before
the rest of the university caught up with this point of view. The Hatch
Act may be credited with having launched research in many an Amer
ican university and with giving it the same long head start on many a
farm campus.

It was now possible for Porter to gather a staff about him, and, with
the shrewd insight of a collector, he brought together some very fine
specimens of the teacher as apostle. Samuel B. Green had been a stu
dent of agricultural subjects con amore. His city-bred father had looked
upon him as a changeling but had taken an indulgent view of a strange
passion and sent him to the Massachusetts Agricultural College at Am
herst. After being for a time superintendent of a Connecticut farm,
Green had worked at intensely practical matters in the fruit and vege
table nurseries of the Boston market. He came to Minnesota as horti
culturalist and made himself responsible for creating the great beauty
of the farm campus. A man who works with love at his task may be
both an exacting teacher and a popularizer of his subject. Green
was both.

Willet H. Hays, farm bred and reared, had had his education at Iowa
State College and had worked for a year as editorial writer for the
Prairie Farmer. He was devoted to research and his enthusiasm was of
the highly inflammable kind. It fired many a mind and scorched a few
that were sluggish. But his generous humanity healed any wounds that
his exacting demands may have caused.

Otto Lugger, son of a professor of chemistry in Westphalia, brought
to the young institution the standards of German education as well as
those of Johns Hopkins and the United States Department of Agricul-
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ture. He had so entertaining a way of opening up the mysteries of
entomology that practical farmers began to elbow students in eager in
vasions of his office.

Other excellent discoveries were Otto Schwankopff, instructor in
veterinary medicine, a Prussian whose luxuriant beard was parted in the
middle with a magnificent air of making a good thing doubly good,
and Daniel Sprague, accountant, whose longhand records were master
pieces of calligraphy.

Now Professor Porter had to face a new irony. In the estimation of
the farming community he was outshone by his staff and his inade
quacy to the task of conducting the experiment station was made the
more evident by the fact that he had brought together so many excel
lent men.

An open revolt broke out among leaders of the Grange movement
and of the Farmers' Alliance. The only thing to be done, many urged,
was to insist on the immediate and final separation of the Depanment
of Agriculture from the university. The dogged reiteration of the dis
senters was that the snobs and theorists of the campus were diverting
to their own use funds that had been given to the university for the
purpose of teaching the agricultural arts. The critics chose to ignore
the facts that through Governor Pillsbury's guidance the university
had acquired a well-stocked farm which had cost the state very little
and that the university had honestly and patiently persisted in the ef
fort to find an acceptable formula for instruction.

This was precisely the sort of critical situation in which Northrop,
the great conciliator, shone. He began the year of decision, 1887, by
making an address before the State Horticultural Society in which he
set the considerations of common sense against those of lofty, but la
bored, indignation. Minnesota had proved herself to be adaptable. Find
ing it impossible "to divert any of the stream of students" into the
study of agriculture at the college level, it had "tapped the stream
nearer its source" by accepting students in agriculture with only very
modest entrance requirements. If Minnesota had not graduated many
students in agriculture, neither had the other highly praised schools of
agriculture at Brookings, South Dakota, and at Ames, Iowa.

It was not as head of the university that he opposed separation, he
said. The university could do very well without the agricultural school,
one way or another. But the agricultural school, bereft of the advan-
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tages of the university proper, would be meager in curriculum and im
poverished of the facilities of library and laboratory. The state would
be put to great expense to maintain two separate institutions. Heavier
taxes without corresponding benefits would inevitably result.

In his Reminiscences Northrop admitted that he was "sparring for
time" in this presentation of the problem. The politician had come
cheerfully to the aid of the president. He said the right things to worry
his opponents, however, and three weeks later, when the legislature
met, it refused to take action that would have resulted in the trunca
tion of the university. It did not, however, vindicate the university or
endorse its practices. Time was all that Northrop had gained.

He used it advantageously. Gathering about him friends and ene
mies, Grangers, educators, politicians, and above all practical farmers
from various parts of the state, he prepared to confront the next legis
lature with a perfected plan for agricultural education that they could
not fail to like.

What emerged from this cooperative effort was a unique institution,
one that the regents might have called, borrowing from their contempo
rary, W. S. Gilbert, his gift of literary emphasis, "a right-down-regular
regular-regular" School of Agriculture. The basic idea of offering
practical instruction at a level below that of the college was inherent
in the pattern of Porter's unsuccessful school of practical farming. Of
this design Dr. David L. Kiehle, state superintendent of public instruc
tion, made an elaborate and detailed extension, accepting further sug
gestions from Grangers W. S. Chowen and James Bull. In a moment of
completely original thought, these men had achieved a program for
agricultural education, at the level of the secondary school, which was
to serve as a model for many imitators.

The School of Agriculture (so called to distinguish it from the Col
lege of Agriculture which had had such difficulty in attracting stu
dents) offered a two-year course open "to such boys as aspire to become
successful and intelligent farmers, overseers of farms, veterinary sur
geons, entomologists, agricultural chemists, botanists, lecturers . . .
who have already had some experience in farm work together with a
good common school education." The plan took reasonable account of
the times of pressure in the farmer's year, opening the school in the
middle of October and closing in the middle of April so that boys
might be at home on the farm when their help was needed. A summer
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session was provided for those who wanted firsthand practice under
instruction. They were permitted to work for their expenses at twelve
cents an hour.

In the first year the courses consisted of English, arithmetic, alge
bra, accounting, physical geography, botany, physics, woodwork, and
mechanical drawing, together with lectures on farm management, farm
architecture, and horticulture. In the second year, students followed a
program which, besides further study of the first year's subjects, in
cluded civil government, political economy, agricultural chemistry,
and animal physiology. There were additional lectures on grains, soils
and fertilizers, livestock and dairying, horticulture, and veterinary sci
ence. It was to be an institution of exacting standards on the high school
level.

Though he had little to do with the actual making of this plan, Nor
throp's share in using it as a weapon of defense to save the university
from truncation was significant. It was he who overcame the hostility
of the legislature. The men who designed the School of Agriculture
suffered from suspicion of "guilt by association" with wearers of aca
demic garb. At the 1889 session the representatives of the farming com
munity were not at all sure they liked what had been going on behind
their backs. In April the senate considered a resolution to separate "the
institutions known as the State University and the Agricultural Col
lege."

But if the senate could play at Solomon and threaten to split a
quarreled-over infant in two, Northrop could play the role of the
shrewd parent who knew how to outwit the ruler. At the height of
the session, he led Governor Pillsbury out of the capitol one day dur
ing the luncheon adjournment and as they walked about the neighbor
hood reminded him of an old promise that he would sometime make a
large gift to the university.

"I think the time has come," Northrop urged.
His point was that the legislature found itself embarrassed by its in

ability to find the money for a"science hall." If Pillsbury would come
forward with the very large difference between the cost and what the
legislature could appropriate toward it, the president felt sure that
gratitude would soften the spirit of the legislators and the university
would be "saved from embarrassment and dismemberment."

Pillsbury agreed. "I propose to erect and complete Science Hall,"
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he told the houses meeting in joint session, "and all I ask is to know that
these land grants will be kept intact and this institution . . . firm and
strong in its maturity."

In a fine flurry of whereases the legislature accepted the gift, sa
luted the donor, and offered "solemn assurance . . . that the unity of
the several departments will always be preserved."

And so Pillsbury Hall (as it was inevitably called) rose up on the
campus - a fine example of the heavy-shouldered solidity and dignity
of the Richardson style of architecture.

Coming out from under the shadow of a threat to the very existence
of his job, Professor Porter went to work with his usual sun-drenched
enthusiasm to bring together a faculty for the school as good as the
staff he had already assembled for the experiment station. He wanted
the work of school and farm to articulate neatly and in this he had ad
mirable success. The testimony of students suggests that seldom has
so attractive a group of teachers cooperated on a difficult project.

W. W. Pendergast, who had had a large share in the creation of the
school, became its first principal in 1888. He had grown up as a mem
ber of a huge, farmer's family in New Hampshire and the gentle chaos
of a happy domestic atmosphere was so sympathetic to him that he was
able to extend his affections to include all the boys who lived along
with his own student son directly under his eye in the Home building.
He was well equipped with patience, intellectual curiosity, and the art
of communicating enthusiasm. He cajoled his students into an interest
in politics with dramatic stories and beguiled their evenings with songs
and recitations.

Like Pendergast, H. W. Brewster, assistant principal, was a product
of the self-discipline of a huge family and like him he had earned his
way through primary and secondary schools by working on the farm.
Even after he had become a teacher he maintained a close interest in
agricultural affairs. His school in St. Paul was near the university farm
and he spent such time there as he could spare from his own double
duty as instructor in the grade school and student of the classical course
on the main campus. After he was graduated in 1887 he taught high
school for a year at Little Falls and then returned to what he must have
regarded as his home at the university. He and his wife lived in the
dormitory. With their intense interest in ideas they were good people
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in whom to confide either intellectual difficulties or emotional prob
lems.

Brewster inherited full title as head in 1894. The six years of his
principalship constituted a time of almost millennial peace for the school.
Men and women who were students in that fortunate period believe
that two people can never have been more successful than were the
Brewsters in establishing an ideal harmony between the interests of edu
cation and those of character-building influence. A scholarship created
in Mrs. Brewster's name testifies to the warmth of affection in which
her memory is held. For a decade in a significant moment of the school's
history these people played their roles as educators with spontaneous
grace and wisdom.

The highly trained men from the experiment station made up the
rest of the faculty, and almost from the beginning the school was a
success. But not, unhappily, for Professor Porter. He found himself
still under fire from men who could not forget the pigeon grass in his
beans, and in 1889 he resigned to go to the University of Missouri. A
succession of short-term men filled his place, but the school, even un
der uncertain direction, grew of its own inner strength.

By 1890 enrollment had risen to more than one hundred. The stu
dents needed room and the legislature was now eager to provide it. The
Home building, once thought large enough to satisfy requirements for
all time, had become pitifully inadequate and a combination dormitory
and classroom building was erected. Pendergast Hall (as it is called to
day) seemed like a monument to future ambition. Presently it too was
overcrowded. A new dormitory rose up and after it a veterinary build
ing, a chemical laboratory, and a drill hall. The strong-featured profile
of a campus emerged clearly.

Professor Green kept the walks attractive. He called forth flower
beds, labeled trees and shrubs with their common and their botanical
names that the interests of instruction might be served along with those
of beauty. There on its eminence, high above the two cities, at once
aloof and available, the farm was well placed. The Grangers, the legis
lators, and the farmers knew that their sons were in good hands.

The important event of 1891 was the arrival of Theophilus Levi
Haecker to head the Dairy School in the Department of Agriculture.
A moment of significant change had come to Minnesota's farming com
munity. Until then tillers of the soil had counted recklessly on its
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bounty. They had concerned themselves with the production of grains,
chiefly wheat. But the indulgence of nature was becoming strained;
diversification, as Folwell had pointed out many years before, was the
necessary next step toward recovery of favorable conditions.

Haecker was the prophet of an important branch of agricultural
skill. Minnesota, known today as "the bread-and-butter state," owes
much to him in the development of the second phase of this role. With
an enthusiasm that contained the best elements of eloquence he preached
the need of making the scientific approach. Indeed, the temper of his
dedication was such that he thought of science as being half an art and
half a religion. He rejected all glib conclusions and devoted his life to
piling up evidence to support every tenet of his belief. So well did he
succeed in establishing his authority that the results of his studies in
milk production and animal nutrition became known as "the Haecker
standards."

Yet he was a man of humor, too. He used to say to his students: "Be
gentle with the cow, boys. Remember she's a mother and a lady."

His first act as head of the Dairy School was to tour the state study
ing the habitual practices of farmers in their relations to this lady. He
found them to be, in most places, quite deplorable; but in Freeborn
County he discovered a group of cooperative creameries that were in
a flourishing condition. One at Clark's Grove particularly impressed
him. It was modeled on the Danish plan and controlled by an agree
ment written in the Danish language. An internationalist in the art
religion of science, Haecker preached the gospel of the Danish co
operative and had the satisfaction, before his retirement, of seeing the
number of such organizations multiplied several hundred times over.
The volume of their business had lifted them to a high place among
the industries of the state.

The question of coeducation, which had been settled early as far
as the university proper was concerned, had to be fought out all over
again on the farm campus. In 1891 President Northrop told the legis
lature there was "a real demand" that girls be given an opportunity
"to prepare themselves for their duties in farmers' homes." But six years
passed before the resistance of the regents could be broken down.

Their objections were several. Poverty, first of all. How could the
legislature which had lately provided a dining hall for boys be asked
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so soon to build a dormitory for girls? There was, second, the desire
not to disturb the serenity of the farm campus. After many trials and
errors, after many years of being on guard against accusations of bad
faith, the regents wanted peace. In the I890S enrollment reached and
began to pass a gratifying three hundred. The course had been extended
to three years. The boys were doing well under an admirable faculty
of men. Let girls learn their work at home without trying to invade
this world of men without women. Casting its shadow over the whole
subject was the Victorian concern for decorum. The regents, who
still took an intensely paternal view of their responsibilities, had no
desire to become, besides all else, watchful chaperones.

They received, however, no comfort from the farm faculty. This
closely knit family was used to the idea of having daughters about and
saw no reason why they should not be made welcome in the school.
Clara Sheppard Hays, wife of Willet Hays, was herself a lecturer
on cookery and an enthusiast for women's right to education. S. B.
Green supported the idea and Haecker wrote one of his spirited pam
phlets urging admission of girls. The Grange was once more militant
in its determination to see justice done; wives and daughters of several
of the original designers of the school took up the struggle for recogni
tion of the distaff rights on the farm campus. It was with a fine show
of family solidarity and resolution that these able men and women
prodded at the reluctance of the regents.

Inch by inch, these cautious men gave way. In 1894 they opened
a summer course in agriculture and home economics for women. The
course ran for six weeks through the late spring. Any farmer's wife
or daughter was welcome provided only that she bring with her a zeal
for the good life and three dollars a week for her board and room.
She was taught in the morning the latest techniques in cooking, sewing,
and dairying, and in the afternoon she listened to more theoretical lec
tures on entomology, chemistry, and hygiene. "The whole plan," its
sponsors announced, is "for increased economy, comfort, and happi
ness in the home. All the work given aims not only at utility but at
suggestiveness for funher self-training possible to every energetic stu
dent."

This approach attracted more students each year. In 1897 the re
gents, having found that no melodramas of the "Way Down East" or
"Desire under the Elms" kind cast furtive shadows across the threshold,
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decided to admit women to the full course on equal terms with men.
Though the catalogue continued to be concerned chiefly with crises
in the fields of forestry and veterinary surgery, words like cooking,
sewing, and even laundering began to lighten the dedicated severity
of its tone with hints of interest in the wholesome commonplaces of
existence. In the same year the legislature gave the women students a
new dormitory.

The work of the experiment station had begun to proliferate in
many directions. The legislature midway in the decade authorized the
establishment of two substations. James J. Hill, president of the Great
Northern Railroad, lightened the task of bringing one of these into
existence by donating three quarters of a section of land near Crooks
ton for which he had no need except to reserve a right of way through
it for his line. The citizens of the community volunteered to do the
necessary work of drainage. An early issue of the Farm Students' Re
view hails Mr. Hill as benefactor with the further news that he had
provided free transportation to farmers to view his "munificent gift"
and the work to which it was dedicated.

Another farm of four hundred and fifty acres near Grand Rapids
was purchased in 1896 and placed in charge of Warren W. Pender
gast, Jr.

This young man was the son of the first principal of the School
of Agriculture. His tragically short but quietly dramatic history illus
trates how a way of life for the farm student had evolved at last during
the decade between 1887 and 1897. Warren Pendergast was the first
graduate of his father's school. He remained on the farm campus as a
student in the College of Agriculture, receiving his degree in 1896.
During this time he had been active in the university'S two worlds. His
name appeared frequently in Ariel, the sonorous organ of the Arts
College; comments on his activities, however, were not limited to the
ever so slightly patronizing column of farm news called "Rural Ram
blings." Pendergast, Jr., was an orator in good standing even among
students of the classical course.

Immediately after his graduation, this young man became superin
tendent of the substation at Grand Rapids. Before the year was out
he had had a serious accident and died of the results. From beginning
to end his life had been lived under the influence and spur of agricul-
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tural education at Minnesota and it had been a good life despite its
tragic final scene.

A clear pattern of instruction had emerged at last and it was drama
tized in the career of young Pendergast.

The School of Agriculture received young people in their teens and
early twenties to train them for the practical routines of the farm. In
its early days the work of the school was restricted to the secondary
level.

The College of Agriculture accepted graduates of its own school
or of other high schools and provided training on the advanced level.

The experiment station, created to explore all the resources of ap
plied research in the agricultural field, drew upon the skills of all fac
ulty members and passed on the results of their investigations to the
people.

The term Department of Agriculture refers to all these units and
activities in combination.

Of the hundreds of young men who went through the School of
Agriculture, in the early period of its development, no more than
twenty elected each year to go on into the college. Of the twenty col
lege students only two or three stayed long enough to be graduated.
But those who did receive the college diploma were all, like Pender
gast, Jr., young men of substance. They went directly to important
posts as superintendents of experiment stations, teachers in agricultural
schools, state entomologists, experts in the United States Department
of Agriculture. Far across the continent from Rhode Island to Colo
rado they carried good accounts of their training.

Folwell had said of his first graduating class in the Arts College that,
though it had but two members, he was proud of his young lions. In
the College of Agriculture that early history was now repeated. Each
year it had a useful young lion or two to present to the world.
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The Technique ofBenevolence

As FIRST citizen of Minnesota in the field of edue,rion, Presi
dent Northrop found that a curious multiplicity of functions had been
loaded upon him. He was asked to be father confessor, unofficial chap
erone, unpaid employment agent, public sustainer of the spirit, and one
man committee on student loans (from his own pocket). It is not
unimportant in considering his success as president of the university
to realize that not only did he cheerfully undertake this complex assign
ment but he managed to give eminent satisfaction in each of its tender
and exacting scenes.

Friends of friends were forever writing to Northrop to say that a
certain farmer living near Stillwater, Minnesota, or Huron, South Da
kota, was considering the possibility of sending his much loved seven
teen-and-a-half-year-old daughter to the university. Since she was likely
to be lonely and homesick, would the president not volunteer to give
her his personal care? And in a surprisingly large number of cases he
did.

Men who felt that they had taken the wrong turning in their careers
wrote asking for advice. One who had been in business longed even in
his middle years to train himself for the pulpit. His wife, he con
fessed, was hostile to the idea, lacking a deeply spiritual turn of mind.
With a pathetic air of making a clean breast of a bad matter and at
the same time offering a loyal defense of his wife, he added, "She is a
Unitarian (though a very good mother)." The Northrop correspond
ence does not contain a copy of the president's answer to this appeal
for help, but one is sure that he made some comment that was both
sane and elevated in tone. He was above all else a neat discriminator
between one's obligations to Caesar and one's obligations to God.
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If the family atmosphere created by Northrop had charm, it had
also its tensions. Men were intensely loyal to the university and to
their jobs, but they had to maintain this loyalty a little grimly - some
times in the face of slack indifference, sometimes in the teeth of oppo
sition. Frederick Jones, whom Northrop had transported so casually
to Minnesota to look for "something to do," before reaching the emi
nence of his deanship in Engineering, had taken physics as his subject.
Being a conscientious man with a passion for "making difficult prob
lems clear," he was determined to fit himself properly for his career.
Minnesota's apparatus for instruction consisted of a few odd pieces of
equipment that had been bought of a traveling lecturer in "Natural
Philosophy" who had visited St. Anthony in the 18705 and become
stranded. Jones, eager to explore complexities more intimately than
seemed to be possible in this laboratory, went abroad to study with
Helmholtz in Bonn, with Kundt in Berlin, and with Weber in Zurich.
The regents let him go with the cautious warning that he must not
consider that a position was guaranteed to him on his return. But he
did return to Minnesota in 1889 to chaperone the physics department
through twenty years of patient growth toward the prestige it was
finally to achieve.

Happily he was able to create an equable climate of the mind in
which original talent flourished. John Zeleny, a Minnesota graduate
of 1892, returned to the campus as instructor after a short period of
high school teaching. Eventually he followed Jones to Yale, but for
twenty-five years he served his alma mater well, making no complaint
about a salary that climbed slowly from $300 to a peak of $1800.

His study of the velocity of ions produced in gases by Roentgen
rays was pioneer research of importance. Closely identified with the
Midwest, he lent his knowledge to the service of the agricultural com
munity's needs. While at Minnesota he became the inventor of two
electrical instruments of commercial importance: one to gauge the
temperature of grain in storage and the other to estimate the amount
of moisture contained in any sample of corn. The United States Bureau
of Soils profited by his studies of the transportation of soil by the
wind. Zeleny offered an early example of the mental trait that has been
said many times to characterize the intellectual temper of Minnesota:
a readiness to cross departmental lines to collaborate with any col
league.
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His brother, Anthony Zeleny, followed him into the department,
becoming in the end one of its patriarchs, an earnest man remembered
for his three annual lectures on the sins of drinking, smoking, and the
universal pastime known at Minnesota as "riverbanking."

The College of Medicine (first of its several names) moved to the
campus in 1892 to occupy the first Millard (now Wulling) Hall. There
the ambivalence of the love of alma mater did not merely simmer, it
boiled with passion. The university found itself obliged to rule over
men in medicine, pharmacy, and dentistry who quarreled mightily
among themselves. The allopaths and homeopaths were not ready to
let their ways meet, and both regarded the dentists as butchers and
considered the pharmacists to be quite a few levels beneath contempt.
Dean Millard wrote out, in his villainous, illegible hand, directives
which the other deans, who felt themselves to be codictators with him,
regarded as little more than gages of battle. President Northrop sighed
over their disputes and there were moments in which he regretted the
amiability of temper that had made him take them into the university
family.

Fear of competition from the newly created University of Chicago
made ambition run high and tempers hot. Dr. Thomas G. Lee explained
to the president again and again that the College of Medicine must have
better facilities if it was to keep pace. His colleagues Dr. Richard Old
ing Beard of physiology and Dr. J. W. Bell of medical chemistry were
the only other full-time teachers. The staff included many prominent
practicing physicians who came and went as special lecturers. "All hon
orable men," they were intensely disputatious about their rights. Space
in the new building was seen to be inadequate before the sawdust had
been swept away and the doctors wrestled together in contest over
every square inch of it.

Yet despite hostilities, frustrations, and resentments over promises
that were inadequately fulfilled, the doctors worked together with suf
ficient harmony to build the foundations of a good school. Dr. Abra
ham Flexner offered incontestable proof of this when in 19 I 0 he made
his famous report on the state of medical instruction in America. As a
result of his devastating account many an institution had rather hastily
to put up its shutters, so strong was public indignation over the cynical,
nearly criminal practices he had exposed. Minnesota, however, received
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high marks as one of the most capable and conscientious of medical
schools then in existence.

One can account for such success in the midst of adversity only by
recognizing the power of creative enthmiasm in the individual mind.
The founders of the university built often with bare, raw, unaided
hands. The story is told of Folwell that when repairs in Old Main were
being rushed to permit the reopening of the school under his adminis
tration, he was seen in his shirt sleeves among the workmen handling
brick and mortar. Similarly when funds ran low and it appeared likely
that the Medical building could not open on schedule without help.
Dr. Millard advanced sixty thousand dollars or more out of his own
pocket to finish the job. What was chiefly important was that an ideal
should survive, and in the history of the university one frequently finds
angry men silencing their own complaints against a dictator with the
thought of his animating devotion to a purpose. In the man of idea
other men of idea can forgive a long calendar of sins of irritability for
one flash of the superb courtesy of the intellect.

When Dr. Frederick Wulling came in 1892 to create the College
of Pharmacy he had much to overlook in the way of slights. He had
had admirable training at Columbia, but no one in the medical depart
ment wanted him for a neighbor because he was "only a pharmacist."
The little dean had to carve his way resolutely through a granitic dis
regard of his rights.

Wulling brought out of his native Brooklyn little of its traditional
ruggedness. He looked like a diminutive grandee in his neatly barbered
beard. But though his version of the high aristocratic style was limited
by his physique, his gentle persistence in the pursuit of duty knew no
limit at all. Gradually he wore away the stony indifference of his
mightier colleagues and succeeded in establishing claim to a few square
feet of laboratory room in a temporary structure, called because of its
architectural unimaginativeness "the bowling alley." Here he set up a
one-man operation for which he received, in salary, exactly half of
what he had been tentatively promised. As a one-man department he
could not, the president explained, reasonably expect more.

But the dean persevered. He had an insatiable intellectual curiosity
and a genuine love of the graces of life. An executive by day, he be
came a law student - finally a graduate - by night. He played the vio
lin in string quartets, helped to organize the Minneapolis Institute of
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Arts, bought the work of local painters. The regard of active workers
in his profession rewarded his devotion, and from one successful drug
gist Wulling enticed a large donation for the College of Pharmacy. He
lived to see his unit established in a home of its own. A moment of
happy irony rounded out his career when his own name was given
to the building from which on his arrival he had been contemptuously
excluded.

The intellectual vortex of the University of Chicago drew to its cen
ter many men who had been attracted to Minnesota by the fact that,
under a blandly avuncular president, the opportunity lay open to them
to create their own methods. Judson was one of these and Minnesota
felt his loss. He had convinced the regents at last that history was a
subject of some account and they looked anxiously for an able man to

take his place. Minnesota had begun to profit by its own tradition and
a graduate was found who could take on Judson's role without seem
ing to be breathlessly overwhelmed by his own temerity. Willis Mason
West wrote American history with the literary grace of a Parkman;
he wrote it also in a way that commanded the respect of his colleagues.
Even after the success of his books had made it possible for him to
resign and live the life of a gentleman farmer, he continued to have
a vicarious existence on the campus through his huge family of sons
and daughters, most of whom became its students. To a campus punster
it appeared that the university both rose and set in the Wests.

James Rowland Angell was another recruit to the university faculty
who made what might be called the full midwestern circuit before he
reached the eminence represented by the presidency of Yale. Northrop
had known Angell's father as president of Michigan and once had
made one of his ready little jokes about sitting on the platform with
him "a little lower than the Angells." The son joined an institution to
which he was in a sense related by ties of brotherhood. He entered
the philosophy department though his subject was really psychology,
then in the process of trying to achieve independent existence. Angell
was, even in his early twenties when he paused in Minnesota, a witty,
original, and fairly startling teacher. He rushed on, at the end of one
year, to the University of Chicago. But his destiny still was entwined
with that of Minnesota. For when George Edgar Vincent resigned as
dean of faculties at the University of Chicago to become president of
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the University of Minnesota, it was Angell who became dean in his
place.

The university chose as Angell's successor the son of a well-known
Minnesota family. Harlow Gale had studied psychology in Germany
and he came home so imbued with the love of its culture that he was
ever after afflicted with an acute inability to remember the English
word. In his personal diary he could not refer to the fact that his chil
dren had eaten porridge for breakfast without using the German equiv
alents for both porridge and breakfast.

Gale introduced into the Minnesota story one of its tragicomic chap
ters. He was in many ways a man ahead of his time, particularly in his
desire to help psychology become a laboratory science. He made elabo
rate studies of the physiological correlates of feeling, kept a log of the
development of his infant children, enticed his friends into confessional
correspondence which he then undertook to interpret in the psycho
analytical manner. These experiments troubled the president deeply.
Gale's teaching, too, seemed to wink at human vagaries and this defi
nitely alarmed Northrop, whose chief purpose in life was to surround
young people with influences "conducive to the formation of the best
character." The indulgent seldom meet with an indulgence equal to
their own, and eventually Gale was forced to resign.

But he continued to be a campus figure. Separated from wife and
family, he lived until he was eighty in a bachelor apartment near the
university. There in a welter of books, skulls, musical instruments, and
unfinished manuscripts, he entertained rebels among students and fac
ulty. Chamber music and long discussions of the less inflammatory
forms of social revolution filled the evenings in his studio. For nothing
that he wrote could either originality or distinction be claimed; but
brilliant men in his field respected him as a high-hearted adventurer
and pioneer.

The university, never quite comfortable about the influence of this
wiry, perennially youthful little man, decided to leave him alone. The
golden boys and girls of the student body who flirted away their after
noons over chocolate sundaes in the Oak Tree were unaware of his
existence on the floor just above. The reasonably busy and well
adjusted students, making up the majority of any student body, who
go through their days preoccupied by immediate necessities - finishing
a term paper, getting the right date for a dance, finding a plausible
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excuse for asking for more money from home - were equally indiffer
ent to him. But the intellectual fringe owed him much. To the sad
young men he offered an occasional glimpse that made life seem less
unintelligible, and for the soulful, dissatisfied girl there were many eve
nings of escape from loneliness in Gale's world of vision.

Also in 1893 there came to the university, at the suggestion of Dr.
George MacLean of the English department, a genuinely distinguished
scholar in Old English and Middle English. Frederick Klaeber, born in
Prussia and educated with exhaustive Teutonic thoroughness at Leip
zig, Halle, and Kiel before taking his Ph.D. at the University of Berlin,
never had heard of the University of Minnesota when he received his
surprising invitation. He went, of course, straightway to the nearest
library to look it up. He found nowhere any reference to such an un
likely institution, and barely succeeded in locating Minneapolis on the
map in the center of a vast unknown continent.

But with the courage of a man who had overcome Beowulf and the
curiosity of a man who was an intimate of Chaucer he came. Through
a long professional career at Minnesota he used the scholar's gift of pa
tience as a precise instrument for weighing and evaluating knowledge.
There were undoubtedly many men in the learned world who thought
of Minnesota as the place that had managed to attract the great phi
lologist Klaeber. It is strange and a little touching, therefore, to discover
that one of the few references to him in the minutes of the board of
regents is contained in a resolution which urges, just a little sternly,
that Professor Klaeber should leave off dabbling with philology and de
vote himself strictly to the teaching of English.

This was not, happily, the final estimate of his value to Minnesota.
When he retired there was added to the enveloping respect of those
who knew exactly why he was distinguished an atmosphere of mys
terious awe emanating from those who did not know quite what he had
done but knew that it was something unique. He went back to Ger
many, choosing to ignore the fact that his country was then in the
hands of the Nazis. There came from him thereafter a few brief com
munications. In one he expressed his gratitude that he was being al
lowed to lecture on his old subjects (without pay, of course) at certain
universities. In another of much later date he expressed an even deeper
gratitude to a former colleague who had sent him a warm sweater and
a suit of long underwear. The pinpoint on the map in the center of
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North America must have had a strange glitter of light for his eyes in
those days.

The year 1894 brought another distinguished teacher to Minnesota.
F. J. E. Woodbridge headed the department of philosophy until 1901
when he went to Columbia to become, at last, its dean of the graduate
school. Woodbridge was, all unconsciously no doubt, a pioneer in the
movement to win from students recognition of professors as members,
in good standing, of the human race. Though he was never the type
of teacher who puts on a turtle-neck sweater and screams himself into a
satisfactory semblance of hysterics at football games, he showed through
out his career a fine aptitude for understanding the student point of
view. During his years at Minnesota he served on the board of athletic
control and participated conspicuously in every kind of campus ac
tivity.

After his departure he returned for frequent visits and on one occa
sion when the regents needed a new president they were agreed that
Woodbridge was the man. He appears to have considered the invita
tion seriously and refused it at last only because he was so largely re
sponsible for the inauguration of educational reforms at Columbia that
he felt morally obliged to see the task through.

Minnesota drew again on its own manpower in 1896 when Jennings
Litzenberg's name was added to the faculty roll. He was a graduate of
the university and made his teaching debut as assistant physical direc
tor. His own Herculean strength seemed tacitly to endorse the appoint
ment, even to make it inevitable. But Dr. Litzenberg had subtler tasks
to perform before he was through. His significant contribution was to
revolutionize and modernize the technique of obstetrics as practiced in
Minnesota and in the nation.

Charles Peter Sigerfoos was a man who knew what he wanted and
knew as an undergraduate that he had found it at Minnesota. He re
mained all his days on the campus, entering the faculty as assistant
professor in animal biology and becoming at last professor of zoology.

Sigerfoos was the very embodiment of self-sufficient tidiness in his
approach to any problem. During most of his regime, the university
"science requirement" for graduation sent him huge classes. Many of
his students had no aptitude for the laboratory and looked with a mix
ture of panic and chagrin upon all tasks associated with microscope
and dissecting tool. Sigerfoos treated them all with an aloof justice that
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managed somehow to be solicitously paternal. He was a "hard marker"
but his classbooks offer touching proof that this was only because his
standards were incorruptibly high. He delighted, as many notations
show, in the progress of the gifted student; but quite as evident was
his concern for the inept English major who sat reluctantly at his feet.
Of such a student's work he noted in his private record book during
the first week of an introductory course in animal biology: "Poor . . .
clumsy"; later, "Poor but improving ..."; later still, "Mediocre but
conscientious"; and finally, as though with a sigh of relief, "Grade:
C plus." The joy in heaven over the repentant sinner had its equivalent
in Sigerfoos's pleasure at being able to blow away a little of the mist
that enveloped the unscientific mind.

In all his long career he never forgot a student. Twenty years after
he had had in a huge class one of those "mediocre but conscientious"
students, he was able to recognize her, speak her maiden name, and
recall her undergraduate history. As they talked together for a moment
he seemed to be noting on a mental catalogue card all that she said of
new associations, births, and deaths. If anyone man may be said to
embody the best of the sternly just, paternal tradition in teaching, that
man was probably Charles Sigerfoos.

As the century drew toward its close there were three thousand
students enrolled in all the university's departments, and the demands
for a larger staff began again in all departments. To philosophy there
came, under Woodbridge, a man who was to influence the department's
development for nearly half a century. Norman Wilde seemed in the
mild authority of his classroom presence to offer living testimony to
the existence of an ethical basis for life in which he stanchly believed.

In the same moment the English department became, with the debut
of Richard Burton, as vivid and variable as the theater of spectacle. He
had begun his teaching career decorously enough as instructor in Old
English at Johns Hopkins, where he had taken his Ph.D. But his tem
perament was of the kind that sizzles over the flame of contempo
raneous interests as readily as over the banked fires of literature. One
of his popular courses was the Bible as Literature but he was quite as
passionately responsive to Browning, to Maeterlinck, and to Rostand.
He taught modern drama, lectured sympathetically on the fiction of
the day, less sympathetically on modern poetry, and, indeed, took the
whole world of literary expression as his domain. He served many times
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on Pulitzer Prize juries for both novel and play, interrupted his aca
demic career now and again to serve as editor for publishers or to de
vote full time to the indoctrination in literary taste of women's clubs
from Maine to California and back to Florida. At Rollins College he
became a frequent lecturer on leave from Minnesota.

"Dicky," as he came inevitably to be called, was more than a lover
of drama; he was drama itself. Praying in chapel, he could say with an
air of quizzical reverence, "We would not, oh Lord, appear to dictate
to Thee." He was on familiar terms with the arts of rhapsody and apos
trophe. His lectures were interrupted by surprising moments when, in
apparent access of passion, he would clasp his hands, roll up his eyes,
glittering behind the professorial pince-nez (on a black ribbon of
course), and exclaim: "Oh God! How I love literature! j, He would
summon the younger Bernhardt out of the past and address to her fer
vent declarations of devotion.

The "inspirational teacher" is a phenomenon of every campus and
Dicky Burton offered an example deserving of respect, for his enthu
siasm was genuine, his heart was high, and his good will enormous. He
did exactly what he meant to do, which was to open the door for the
many on the world of esthetic pleasure.

Over all these developments Northrop ruled with an authority that
was loose but likable, slack but sufficient. Departments had become
autonomous. Their faculties had developed a technique of being self
renewing. When a member left, the remaining ones met together to
find a successor, though this was not generally the custom of the day.
The routine ran along comfortably in an atmosphere that invited every
teacher to do his best so that a tradition worthy of his own ambitions
might evolve. To the public Northrop was already a "grand old man."
If his big job was to sanctify the university, one hardly less important
was to make his activities seem sensible. And this he was eminently well
equipped to do.

Though he himself cared little for games it was none the less ap
propriate that the great athletic field which was opened in 1900 should
bear his name, for Northrop and football were equally popular among
the students. It was his way to endorse what aroused unanimous enthu
siam in others even if it roused little in him. The absorption of the
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Medical School offered one example of this; the dedication of Nor
throp Field another.

He was on the platform, of course, on that occasion. The address
of chief importance was delivered by the mayor of Minneapolis, the
same James Gray who as student representative had shared in the wel
come to Northrop as president.

"We are here to do honor to a grand old sport," Mayor Gray said.
A roar of appreciation greeted this beginning. It seemed to the speaker
a little extravagant even for a crowd in holiday mood, for surely it re
quired more than a hint that football was the theme to evoke so per
sonal a response. Before the mayor had turned around to discover the
cause of the excitement he knew what had happened, for he, too, was a
man who loved comedy.

And it was as he thought. Northrop was on his feet bowing gra
ciously to right and left in pixie-ish pretense that he had taken himself
to be "the grand old sport."
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ON THE beautiful farm campus there continued to develop
during the last twelve years of the Northrop administration an almost
completely autonomous institution. The president tacitly granted this
degree of independence by accepting the appointment, as first dean of
the Department of Agriculture, a member of his board of regents. This
dual assignment gave Colonel William M. Liggett status in his realm
equal to that of Northrop's own, and he was able to push the claims
of his department vigorously.

Liggett was precisely the sort of man to whom Northrop could re
sign his task and still keep his conscience. Former teacher, soldier, and
public official, "with a bent toward politics," he was a firm but diplo
matic disciplinarian who knew how to control the jurisdictional dis
putes between school and college. Because the legislature approved of
him as a man it was always ready to give him what he asked for as an
executive.

During his regime ten new buildings took their places in the hand
some panorama of the farm's high ground. Livestock pavilions and labo
ratories, dormitories and power plants - these added facilities brought
new supporters to farm campus projects. One of these, the Farmers'
Short Course, anticipated the "adult education" or "continuation study"
idea by offering dirt farmers a ten-week survey of improved techniques.
Practical men began to respect the theorists, and their enthusiasm pushed
the total enrollment in 1900 to more than half a hundred.

Though life in the school was not an uninterrupted idyll and after
Pendergast's benevolent rule friction sometimes enlivened (even as it
destroyed) faculty relationships, the design continued to be, for far the
greater part of the time, solid and serviceable. When the regents were
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happily inspired in 1902 to select Dexter Dwight Mayne as principal
of the School of Agriculture another era of perfect peace began and
this was to last for twenty years.

Mayne, born in Wisconsin, had the proper western touch and to his
native aptitude for teaching he had added the benefits of graduate study
in a variety of fields: psychology with James at Harvard, economics
with Ely at Wisconsin, and sociology with George Edgar Vincent at
Chicago.

The result of his wide exploration of the interests of the human
mind was that he was able to broaden the view of the world offered to
the students of the school. He enlarged the curriculum, created elec
tives in a variety of fields introduced for the first time into the program
of an agricultural school, emphasized the importance of the social sci
ences in the development of a rewarding way of life for rural com
munities, and evolved business courses intended to increase the farmer's
earning power. He was the originator of the home-project idea which
made a boy's own farm the laboratory in which he carried out experi
ments suggested by theoretical study in the school. A long line of
academic descendants testify to the vitality of this plan.

The benign climate of success encouraged the flowering of new
projects in every corner of the state. Professor Hays, always eager to
promote the idea of carrying education to the people, seized upon this
opportunity. An original member of the staff of the experiment station,
he had left it for a year and a half in 1891 and 1892 but had returned
with the promise that he would be given complete authority to develop
branch experiment stations and secondary schools of agriculture wher
ever they seemed to be needed.

His close look at the personal histories of students in the School of
Agriculture showed that most of them came from homes lying within
a radius of approximately seventy-five miles. Families in distant corners
of the state were not sending their sons and daughters to the school,
presumably because the cost of travel was too great and also because
both parents and children hesitated to break the link with home so
early. The school, Professor Hays decided, must go to the students
in those areas from which they could not be expected to come to the
school.

He developed a plan, which he hoped to see adopted throughout
the country, based on the creation of many adequately equipped rural
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consolidated schools. These were to provide well-prepared students for
secondary schools of agriculture to be established on farms of several
hundred acres, one, perhaps, to a congressional district, each with its
own schoolrooms, dormitories, laboratories, and barns. To supply teach
ers for the consolidated rural schools special courses in agriculture were
to be introduced into the normal schools. The crown of the system
was, of course, to be the agricultural college in which teachers could
be prepared for work in the secondary schools and also to do research
work in the experiment stations.

Professor Hays' own enthusiastic sponsorship of the idea wherever
he could find an audience resulted in the introduction in Congress of
bills for the support of agricultural education. In his own state Hays
was more immediately successful. The School of Agriculture began
putting forth branches luxuriantly under his tireless husbandry.

The first, at Crookston, was a further development of the experi
ment station already established there. Residents of the Red River Valley
felt that nature had a special character in their neighborhood, abundant
and wayward, and that its habits needed to be studied on the very soil,
not far off in St. Paul. Professor Hays had always meant to make a start
there and in 1905 he persuaded his friends in the legislature to intro
duce a bill for the establishment of the school. He succeeded in getting
an appropriation for a building but nothing for maintenance. The citi
zens of Crookston made up the difference to carry the school through
the first year and thirty-one students straightway enrolled. This was
virtually as good a start as the mother school had had. Crookston's de
velopment continued to parallel that of St. Paul.

The next branch came rather more readily into being. An Indian
school at Morris had fallen almost entirely into disuse. The tribes in the
neighborhood had dwindled and there were almost no students. In 1909
Senator Moses E. Clapp introduced a bill into the United States Senate
ordering the transfer of this federal property to the state of Minnesota
and this was presently passed. The state legislature, finding that the land
was good and the buildings - school, dormitory, hospital- sound, ac
cepted the gift and in 19IO the school was opened.

Other projects that seemed to spring full-fledged from the brows of
the imaginative men of the farm campus were the Summer School
of Forestry at Itasca State Park and the Division of Agricultural Ex
tension. The first of these offered instruction for six weeks each year
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to young men, sixteen years or older, in the elements of forestry sci
ence. The extension division, created in 1909 by the legislature, was a
further development of the idea of carrying education to the people.
Cooperating with the already existent farmers' institutes, under the lead
ership of their superintendent, A. D. Wilson, the new division conducted
"comprehensive elementary courses in the various phases of husbandry."
Specialists in livestock, in home economics, in every phase of farm work
offered demonstrations in the field, supporting their practical exercises
by the distribution of the printed bulletins of the experiment station.

The creative energy of the farm campus did not express itself merely
in the production of branches and services; it produced teachers and
specialists to fill its own ranks. The first faculty had been borrowed
from older institutions and the farm was fortunate to have been able
to attract such men as Harry Snyder, who became a distinguished ana
lyst of soils, teacher of dairy chemistry, and in collaboration with the
federal Department of Agriculture investigator of the nutritive value
of various foods.

Now former students of the school began to take their places as fac
ulty members beside their old teachers. Andrew Boss came to the uni
versity as the result of a homely comedy of chance. He was a young
man of twenty-two working on his father's 360-acre farm when a state
legislator, S. M. Emery, took shelter from a sudden thunderstorm and
stayed the night at the Boss farmhouse. Next day, Emery suggested
casually that so enterprising a farmer should be able to send one of his
sons to the newly created School of Agriculture. And in that moment
a career was born.

Boss, with just ten dollars in his pocket, enrolled in the School of Ag
riculture in the fall of 1889 and arranged to pay his fees and to maintain
himself by milking the cows. At the end of the year he had a balance
of thirty-five dollars to his credit with the farm authorities. Another
year saw him through his formal training but the university farm had
become a congenial place and he decided to stay on as foreman at forty
dollars a month. Later he became assistant to Professor Hays, develop
ing two of his own courses, one in farm machinery and another in the
farm dressing and curing of meats.

The attraction of the farm proved so great for Andrew Boss that
presently he persuaded his brother William to join him. The younger
boy had left home early "because there was no money there" and had
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supported himself as a carpenter. Already an experienced worker, Wil
liam knew what he wanted and refused to take prescribed courses. There
was talk of disciplinary action but presently it was discovered that as
a firer of boilers the young man was very nearly indispensable. There
was no more talk of discipline. Instead William was told that if only he
would stay on he could take whatever courses he liked.

From 1891 to 1910 he held various posts as instructor in carpentry,
steam engineering, farm structures, and farm mechanics. Eight years as
head of his own manufacturing business interrupted his service on the
farm campus, but in the end its attraction proved to be irresistible and
he returned to round out a long career as teacher.

Perhaps the most representative all-Minnesota scholar of the entire
list is Edward Monroe Freeman, who was graduated from the Arts Col
lege of the university and who became the first dean of the College of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics created in 1917.

He entered the university in 1894 to study botany under the extraor
dinary Conway MacMillan, whose eccentric charm had recommended
him to President Northrop despite the fact that he had a ribald tongue.
MacMillan had his own firmly held preferences and among these were
superior students to whom he devoted his time so effectively that he
developed more distinguished men in the field of plant pathology than
any other teacher of his time. Minnesota gave Freeman his M.A. in
1899 and his Ph.D. in 1905. He studied for a year in England and when
he returned received an assignment from the College of Science, Liter
ature, and the Arts.

In 1905 Willet Hays left the farm campus to become assistant to the
secretary of agriculture. His project was to study the disastrous epi
demic of wheat rust of the year before and he persuaded Freeman to
go with him to Washington.

Two years later the Congress was once more in a generous mood.
Through the influence of Minnesota's Senator Knute Nelson, the Mor
rill Act was amended to provide additional funds for the land-grant
colleges. The Nelson Act required that part of the new revenue be
spent for the "special preparation of instructors" in the teaching of ag
ricultural subjects.

Minnesota immediately put its share to work in creative projects.
Freeman was invited to come home and use some of the money to cre
ate a course in vegetable pathology, the first of its kind to be offered
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in the United States. On the fann campus he found an atmosphere that
was sympathetic toward new ideas and toward new approaches to old
problems. Freeman worked closely with Green, the strenuous creator
of the Summer School of Forestry; when Professor Green was sud
denly taken ill and died at Itasca, Freeman inherited many of his re
sponsibilities. For thirty-five years and more his mind proved to be
fertile ground for the nurture of new plans and purposes. He may be
said to have embodied the tradition of Minnesota, showing as much
vitality and adaptability as any figure of its history.

The look of the farm campus in 1910 was reassuring, for it testified
to the fact that sober thought can solve the most baffling of problems. It
had an excellent plant and it was rich in men of energy and originality.
Its enrollment in all branches and projects was close to fifteen hundred.
After an uncertain start it had achieved stability as a well-launched en
terprise.

And still it was curiously organized. In theory the School of Agricul
ture represented one sort of educational enterprise, open to boys in their
teens without benefit of high school diploma, and the College of Agri
culture, quite another sort of enterprise on a higher level. But in practice
the lines of demarcation had never been finnly established. It was often
convenient to let students in school and college enroll for the same
courses; for them both groups received the same credit. Control at the
top was efficient but rigid and not always in complete sympathy with
the college temper. There was need, now that the whole undertaking
was vigorously on its feet, to discipline its liveliness and to put it in
proper academic dress. A group of leaders of whom Freeman was one
stood ready to perfonn exactly this task.
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As WITH m,ny ,nother large 'nd growing bmily, rhere had
to be a great deal of uncomfortable doubling up in President Northrop's
university household. Adolescent children seldom like to be tucked into
the upper bunks of elder brothers and this was exactly the position in
which some uncherished departments of the university found them
selves. The group of colleges that finally came together in 1935 as the
Institute of Technology for many years suffered the physical ills of
undernourishment and the psychological ills of insecurity. Paterfamilias
Northrop was forever stepping into crises to bring confusion out of
chaos.

The "early sorrow" of Engineering resulted from the fact that it
directly paralleled the unwanted condition of the Department of Ag
riculture in its first days. Indeed the two were born twins and continued
for two years to be linked as the College of Agriculture and the Me
chanic Arts. But, though the Morrill Act required the university to set
up programs of instruction in these fields, appreciative young citizens
failed to present themselves to have their minds and their aptitudes im
proved. In the years between 1870 and 1885 the courses in civil engi
neering and mechanical engineering produced between them a grand
total of sixteen graduates, or 1.07 students a year.

During all that time ardent and imaginative men had worked hard
to solve the problem. Arthur Beardsley produced an admirable college
on paper but a pathetic measure of its reality is to be found in his gloat
ing announcement: "Towards the middle of the third term a compass
and chain were procured and the class [in surveying] received as much
practise in the field . . . as could be obtained without going out of
hearing of the recitation bell. . . ." After Beardsley's resignation Mitch-
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ell Rhane struggled on, with two or three students each year until 1880,

when William Pike, an energetic graduate of the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology, took over. He instituted what, in those prerevolu
tionary days, it was not indiscreet to call "the Russian system," which
placed the emphasis of instruction upon principles and processes rather
than upon mere proficiency in a trade. His free evening classes in in
dustrial drawing advertised his department successfully to young me
chanics, and his colleague W. F. Decker created an artisans' training
school which also offered night classes in shop work.

Classes still were small, but by 1886 the activities in engineering had
become sufficiently diverse and useful- at least as far as the prestige
of the university was concerned - so that the legislature was persuaded
to give the department a home of its own. The Mechanic Arts building
(now Eddy Hall) secured to the college - though only for a happy
moment - a sense of its inviolable identity. Pike became the director;
after four years of strenuous creativity, during which time he added
instruction in a variety of subjects ranging from electrical engineering
to wood carving, he became dean in 1890.

Two years earlier there had been a great clamoring at the gates among
citizens who believed that it was absurd for a state like Minnesota, with
its wealth of mineral resources, not to offer instruction in mining. The
regents, a little wearily, agreed and forthwith "passed" one of their
parliamentary miracles creating, on paper, a School of Mines. Nothing
further happened because, as Northrop observed in his Reminiscences,
"The University was at a loss to know what to do because the school
if started at all must be fashioned by one man . . . it being impossible
to provide a complete faculty at first." But the president's luck held
and presently the "one man" appeared. William Remsen Appleby, a
graduate of Williams College who had done advanced work at Colum
bia, applied for a post and Northrop invited him to draw up a plan for
such a modest start in the new field as the university could afford. The
regents looked upon Appleby's work and saw that it was good; Nor
throp looked upon the author and saw that he was "a most affable
gentleman." Appleby came to Minnesota as professor of metallurgy.

In 1892 Pike resigned to enter private practice as a consultant. He
continued for a year to be a part-time lecturer. A new beginning had
to be made and the regents seized upon the occasion to make bedfel
lows - not precisely strange and yet not sympathetic - of engineering
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and mining. The College of Engineering, Metallurgy, and Mechanic
Arts appeared in the catalogue.

The new dean was Christopher Webber Hall, a Vermont product of
the harsh-necessity school of education. He took pride in his protean
adaptability, and from the time of his university debut in 1878 he had
presented himself to students in triplicate, as teacher of geology, min
eralogy, and biology. He had been an eloquent agitator within the
faculty for a school of mines and it was inevitable that an economy
minded board of regents should make him a present of it along with
his score of other interests and responsibilities.

Hall made many valuable contributions to the reorganized college.
From the businessmen who had demanded the creation of a school of
mines he was able to demand, in his turn, something besides lip service.
They gave him five thousand dollars with which to build and equip
an ore-testing plant. Revenue improved with enrollment, though by no
means in equal proportion. Apparatus for instruction in civil engineer
ing rose above the primitive level and the dynamo room began to throb
with the basic equipment for the study of electric power. Good men
joined the staff, among them H. T. Eddy, later to be first dean of the
Graduate School.

But engineering and mining continued to wrestle together in the un
happy intimacy of their forced relationship. Appleby, creator of the
School of Mines, could not, in all cordiality, accept the authority of an
energetic jack-of-all trades in the sciences. The trend toward a high
degree of specialization was declaring itself in all departments; the de
nial of this right by official decree produced what Northrop himself
called "the seeming chaos in this college."

Conditions reached the stage of crisis in J897. In one sweeping ges
ture, the regents, at the president's suggestion, divorced the School of
Mines from the College of Engineering; split up the work in chemistry,
some of it to be continued in the School of Chemistry and some in the
Arts College; accepted the resignation of Christopher Hall; abolished
the deanship; and made the president himself the responsible executive
of the college. Hall took a year's leave of absence and upon his return
became a professor of mineralogy. A polite fiction of the kind that
usually glosses over family feuds in universities stated piously that he
wished to return to his "more studious interests."

But the end of disputes was not yet in either of the divorced col-
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leges. In December of 1897 the regents, growing a little tight-lipped
with impatience, required the heads of the departments of mining and
metallurgy to take "all matters pertaining to the school" directly to the
president for arbitration. At last in 1900 Appleby was made dean and
the rest of the Mining School's history under his direction was serene.

A colleague said of Appleby after his death that he was a "kind and
understanding man" who "taught most valuable lessons in human rela
tions by mere example." This was not simply the correct rhetoric of
the obituary. The young men who went directly from Appleby's super
vision into the practical work of their field were convinced that his
patient but exacting method of instruction had laid a solid foundation
for success. It was Appleby's theory of engineering education that no
sterile routine of solving "type" problems could train a man for the un
expected emergency, for the entirely new problem of daily practice.
He insisted upon "a thorough grounding in basic principles" followed
by as much practice as possible.

In everything the pioneer, Appleby was the first man on the campus
to insist on having a telephone. When a group of young women en
rolled in his course in assaying (mistaking it for one in advanced ge
ology) he ordered them to put on overalls. This dress reform was,
however, ahead of its time; the only effect was to put the women sci
entists to rout, leaving the assaying course exclusively to men.

The School of Mines was given its own home by an act of the legis
lature in 1901 but not by the act of moving into completed quarters
until 1904. From then on its log was uneventful until 1913, when fire
seriously damaged its quarters. The one benevolent feature of the uni
versity's history of fires is that all have occurred at night and there has
been no loss of life. Circumstance showed a further bit of generosity in
the instance of the Mines fire; most of the expensive equipment was
saved. The fire, starting on the ground floor, swept up a shaft and satis
fied itself with the upper floors, leaving the balances and other valuable
apparatus untouched in the basement. The legislature provided a new
building in 1915 and the old structure, rebuilt, became the University
High School.

A close association developed early between the School of Mines
and the people of the state who were specifically interested in its field.
First, in 1909, the Tax Commission asked that "some member of the
corps of professors" should review the estimates offered by the mining
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companies of their resources in iron ore and tonnage. This disinterested
appraisal satisfied the commission so well that the arrangement was
made permanent. The mining companies, next, having experienced the
judgment of the university in a way that may have seemed negative to
them, decided to ask for positive help. In 1911 the School of Mines ex
periment station was established "to work in cooperation with the min
ing companies of the state on the beneficiation of low grade ores."
With the loss of resources in high-grade ore, hastened by two world
wars, the work is of enormous significance to the future of the state.

The troubles of the School of Mines had ended when its internal af
fairs were turned over to the faculty under the supervision of the dean.
After the appointment of Appleby, Northrop waited through two more
years of "chaos" to find a similar man for Engineering. Curiously he
had been there all the time. The man the president finally named as
dean was the adaptable Jones whom he had plucked unceremoniously
off the fence at Yale. From 1902 to 1909, when he was called back to
Yale, Jones devoted himself, with the aid of a fine pair of lungs and an
aptitude for getting on with young men, to the task of putting Engi
neering's house in order.

There were in fact two houses, for in 1901 the legislature had sup
plied the rapidly growing departments of mechanical and electrical en
gineering each with its own building.

The third college of the group that eventually came together in the
Institute of Technology - Chemistry - was not developed as an inde
pendent unit until 1902. Its work had been done under the Arts Col
lege. For a decade it had been ready and willing to offer instruction on
a level both higher and broader than that to which any of its students
could aspire. Its development had been retarded by the lack of a de
mand for advanced training. But at the tum of the century there began
to be, throughout the country, a lively interest in industrial research.
Willis R. Whitney had become director of research for the General
Electric Company and his accomplishments had shown that practical
service to the people and abstract service to scientific knowledge (to
say nothing of profits to corporations) advance together. At Kansas
University, Robert Kennedy Duncan had assumed leadership in the
movement to improve the public service function of the college by in
stituting a system of fellowships designed to push toward solution in
dustry'S problems in the field of chemistry.
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Happily, Minnesota had a man who was eager to playa role in this
drama. Dr. George B. Frankforter had been a professor of chemistry
since 1893. Ten years later its program had expanded so broadly as to
justify independence of the Arts College. Under the deanship of Frank
forter the school developed resources both in teaching and in research
which distinguished graduates have saluted gratefully.

Frankforter was a man of curious and complex individuality. He
managed to be at once as genial as a deacon and as aloof as a monk. His
students felt intimately acquainted with him in the lecture hall. His en
thusiasm was unfailing and intoxicating. Year after year he brought
to his lectures in organic chemistry an intense feeling of adventure as
he opened up the problems in this field. He commanded immediate
respect as a creative man whose own respect for the chemical successes
of the past prodded him on to utilize a small margin of private time in
seeking solutions for the problems of the future.

Yet outside the lecture hall this friendly, even ebullient, man became
baffling and unapproachable. It was out of this contradiction in tem
perament that there sprang, later, the legends that were to give him
trouble. The record of his success, however, is written ineradicably in
the personal histories of the scientists his college produced and in the
printed testimony of their loyalty to his teaching.

A man of broad cultivation and generous nature, Frankforter touched
the life of the university at many points. At the University of Nebraska
where he had begun his teaching career after taking a Ph.D. at the
Royal University of Berlin, he had been "instrUctor in chemistry and
music" before he settled down to being exclusively a professor of ana
lytical chemistry. He never lost his passion for his own instrument, the
violin, and at Minnesota he continued to be preoccupied with his "mi
nor." It was through his influence that Emil Oberhoffer was brought to
the university to teach music and indirectly through him again that the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra came into being with Oberhoffer
as its first conductor.

The college in the years before the century had reached its teens
was composed of a family of instrUctors and professors living together
in the greatest intimacy, though not, unhappily, always in perfect amity.

Miss Lillian Cohen was for so long one of its teachers that she was
thought to have achieved immortality and did in fact miss it only by
the narrow, though decisive, margin of physical mortality. Because she
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had a magnificent gift for friendship, she was able to guide hundreds of
students and young instructors through all the early crises of their per
sonal and professional lives.

One such young man - twenty-eight when he received his Ph.D. at
the university-was Francis Frary. No one could have been a greater
asset to a struggling institution which was obliged to find compensation
for a lack of financial backing in the intellectual and moral resources of
its individual men. An early associate of Frary has recalled his habit
of "racing down the stairs with a long gangling lope from the attic
storeroom, his arms full of dusty, broken condensers, distilling flasks
and what-not - all of which he would carefully repair for further use
because he was frugal as well as industrious ..."

One of Frary's early publications was a Laboratory Manual on Glass
Blowing. This represented only one of the many by-paths of his field
down which he found time to scurry. An early catalogue of the col
lege lists fifteen courses which he had taught during one academic year.
Their range is wide - from electrochemistry to the theory and practice
of photography and photographic reproduction.

Frary's ability to maintain such a program was based on his inex
haustible physical energy. The university rejoices in the possession of
a picture of the Strong Man's squad of 1903 which in intercollegiate
contest defeated both Harvard and Columbia. There in the splendor
of his nineteen-year-old indestructibility stands Francis Frary.

During his Minnesota years, this investigator made many important
scientific contributions both in the field of abstract study and in that
of the practical application of new discoveries. He produced a shower
of research papers written in collaboration with anyone who had a
lively idea, all the way from his dean to the more enterprising of his
students. One of his Minnesota discoveries will perpetuate his name
permanently, for it was given to a group of new products, the "Frary
metals." Working with Sterling Temple, Frary discovered that rela
tively small percentages of the alkali-earth metals, mixed with lead,
produced hard alloys which were suitable for all the uses that previ
ously had been found for antimonial lead but which could be employed
in a great many new ways, so sturdily adaptable were their properties.
Five patents were granted on these discoveries and the Frary metals
put their solid weight into the record of the school's early achievement.

In his Minnesota years, also, Frary became an authority on alcohol.
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For his doctor's thesis, he had investigated the equilibriums in certain
systems containing alcohol, salts, and water and developed a new method
of alcohol analysis which depended on the critical solution limits of
potassium fluoride and mixtures of alcohol and water. But, because his
postgraduate experience in Germany had disgusted him with student
debauches, Frary took no interest at all in the more familiar, extrascien
tillc mixtures of alcohol and water. He never had to face a "critical so
lution" in connection with their social uses. Indeed he revealed himself
to be the complete idealist: a man who could distill alcohol out of al
most anything and give it to others at the same time that he invented
a program of total abstention and kept abstention for himself.

When the legislature was persuaded to give the School of Chemis
try its own home, Frary straightway drafted himself to do much of the
work not merely of design but of actual construction. A man of dedi
cated spirit, whether the immediate job had to do with test tube or
Stillson wrench, he found no assignment too menial. As a result of his
work on the Chemistry building he was whimsically awarded a new
degree, that of "Pipe-fitting Chemist," for he alone seemed to under
stand the intricacies of the all-important piping system, much of which
was installed by his own hand.

The mood of dedication appears to have been infectious, for all the
young men in the department worked with similar fervor. William H.
Hunter who had come from Harvard to teach organic chemistry con
served his mental resources within a shell of seeming lethargy. But his
brilliant mind and his passion for research lured many an undergrad
uate back to the laboratory after hours for long nights of devotion to
organic formulas. One of these former students, Junius David Edwards
(later Frary's assistant director of the Aluminum Research Labora
tories), remembers that such rituals usually ended at one in the morn
ing with an excursion into the nearby Faculty Club to raid its resources
for a leftover slice of apple pie and a glass of milk. The family atmos
phere which Northrop had done so much to encourage was preserved
in such homely ways as leaving the icebox available. By such means the
School of Chemistry managed to keep the loyalty of the young assist
ants who called themselves "the $10 faculty" because that was their
monthly stipend. There was a "$20 faculty" to which the more per
severing young men might aspire and on a dizzy peak of grandeur a
"$50 faculty" of genuinely brilliant part-time teachers.
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Most dedicated of all was Dean Frankforter himself, whose weight
of administrative duty made it possible for him to seize time only on
Saturday afternoon and Sunday to work at his own problems with test
tube and still. It is a tribute to the scientific spirit of the school that out
of this struggling institution, pathetically understaffed (and each mem
ber almost tragically underpaid), there came in uninterrupted proces
sion a group of well-trained graduates, M.Ao's and Ph.Do's, many of
whom have held the highest posts in the gift of the teaching world, of
the research world, and of industry.

A major figure of the last decade of the Northrop administration
was Alfred Owre, dean of the College of Dentistry. Diminutive of stat
ure he was none the less a giant in achievement and also in individu
ality. So enormously effective was he in elevating the standards of his
profession that Minnesota became known to people who had no other
association with it as the place where they really un<:!erstood teeth.
Dentists in Paris have been known to go into Gallic rhapsodies at the
very mention of the name of Owre.

A sympathetic colleague once said of Owre, "Of course the other
faculty men distrusted him because he wore Norfolk jackets, liked to
take long walks, and collected cloisonne." This by no means exhausted
the catalogue of his eccentricities. He did not marry until he was forty
five. Though he had the palate of an epicure and knew more about
Persian honey than most men know about their lifework, he had strange
dietary notions, breakfasted on fruit, lunched on water, dined without
meat, and limited his intake of food to two thousand calories a day. He
was a lover of literature and made intimates of poets. He was a pacifist.
He hated sham. Altogether a very odd fellow. But between 1905 when
he became dean of the College of Dentistry and 1916 when he was
called to Columbia, he affected life at the university in more ways, and
all of them for the good, than did the labors of half a dozen other deans
taken together.

He was born in Norway of parents who were naturalized American
citizens. They were at the time on a long visit to their homeland. Brought
back to America at the age of fourteen, he supported himself through
the years of secondary school and continued to work in a Minneapolis
hardware store until at nineteen he had collected enough money to put
himself through college. A year later he had prepared himself for the
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entrance examinations, passed them successfully, and entered the Col
lege of Dentistry.

Dentistry had made its debut at Minnesota as one of the medical
sciences in 1888. Three years later it achieved status as a separate unit
under its first dean, Dr. W. X. Sudduth. One other dean, Dr. W. P.
Dickinson, guided the college through its formative years before its
great figure took possession in 1905.

It had been Owre's first ambition to be a surgeon, and he did, in
fact, finally take degrees in medicine and surgery. His decision to switch
professions offered an early demonstration of his single-mindedness as
idealist. Medicine, he observed, had made tremendous progress since
the days of its crude enthusiasm for bloodletting. Dentistry had lagged
behind. Training was still "scandalously inadequate." Long after medi
cal schools had ceased to deserve a bad name, institutions that were
supposed to prepare dentists for service continued to be merely "com
mercialized diploma factories." Scolding would do no good. "Someone
must create a practical program. . .. The program must . . . start
with what was at hand and proceed toward the ideal." Owre decided
to join the company of militant idealists and be a leader in this field.

His first step in improving the outlook for dentists was, characteris
tically, to broaden his own. He enrolled in a variety of classes in the
College of Education in order to give himself the benefit of the latest
developments in the technique of instruction and he sat at the feet of
his friend Oscar Firkins in all of the latter's classes in literary criticism.
His own students, Owre insisted, must become men of broad cultiva
tion, and he startled their intellectual curiosity into life by prodding
them into the study of such books as Matthew Arnold's Culture and
Anarchy, William Morris's News from Nowhere, Adam Smith's The
Wealth of Nations, Herbert Spencer's Education, and Thorstein Veb
len's Theory of the Leisure Class.

Steadily the requirements for admission to the College of Dentistry
and for graduation rose. In 1902 when Owre became dean, two years
of high school work sufficed, together with a credit in manual training.
Owre insisted on the second of these conditions because he knew that
dentistry was an art as well as a science and no amount of ability to ab
sorb academic knowledge could compensate for a lack of manual dex
terity. If an applicant had no high school training with saw and plane
he must go to a basement room and demonstrate before the dean's own
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eyes that he could handle a hammer with precision. By 1906 a high
school diploma was required for admission or, in place of it, the ability
to pass exacting examinations.

Also in 1906 the optional six-year course was created. Three years
of this time were to be spent in the Arts College. After a fourth in the
College of Dentistry the bachelor's degree would be awarded and after
the sixth year a degree as doctor of dental surgery.

Working under crowded conditions which were made all but unen
durable by two serious fires that sent the whole department looking for
a home, Owre clung tenaciously to his ideal that dentistry should be
recognized as "the equivalent of an oral specialty of medicine." He did
battle daily with the enemies of high standards both outside and inside
his own field. The antagonism between medicine and dentistry particu
larly distressed him because of his view that they should be allies, but
he was eloquent in his reproaches to his own people who lacked what
he considered to be "professional self-respect."

"Dentistry is neither a political patty nor a secret society," he once
wrote. "It is not an organization of dentists, conducted by dentists, for
dentists. It is an accredited agency for public service, open to public
inspection, subject to public regulation, and subservient to enlightened
public opinion."

Owre was Northrop's appointee and felt himself to be linked to the
president in a tie even more intimate than that of professional follower.
When the president resigned, Owre wrote to him: "Your true paternal
and brotherly attitude toward me, my faculty, and cause has been and
will be our inspiration as long as we live. We are all your boys."

It must, however, have been a gratification to him to realize that his
attitude toward his work as an agency of public service anticipated
the view that Northrop's successor was to take of the work of all col
leges. Under Vincent, Owre had only to continue in his own way to
fall readily into the mighty stride of the new administration.

A late addition to Northrop's loose cluster of professional schools
was the College of Education. Its history wavered back into the past
interestingly, but followed no clear line of progress. Judson had lec
tured brilliantly on "pedagogics" during his brief moment at Minne
sota. Dr. D. L. Kiehle, the superintendent of public instruction who
had done much to help Minnesota solve the problem of agricultural
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education, undertook to organize a program of teacher training by cre
ating a two-year course which he himself headed. This survived un
til 1899 when it was allowed to dwindle into a few electives offered
to junior and senior students. In 1902 KieWe resigned. His successor,
George James, became first dean of an independent College of Educa
tion in 1905.

Growth by proliferation of professional schools was nearly a com
pleted process at the end of the Northrop administration. There re
mained to mark the year 1909 the establishment of the Training School
for Nurses. This innovation was imponant; now, for the first time, a
program of instruction for nurses had been instituted under the con
trol of a university. The College of Medicine exercised parental super
vision; at the end of a three-year course a graduate received not a
college degree but a nurse's diploma.

Richard Olding Beard was the school's panicular friend and it had
need of one. Both academic and medical groups looked down their
noses at the experiment as impractical. They subscribed to the vague
belief that the nurse was in grave danger of becoming an overtrained
automaton. To this elderly cliche, Beard responded with spirit. Any
nurse who gave the impression of being overtrained, he said, was "ini
tially and irredeemably unfit for training." More education was needed
to make her a person conscious of her duty and of her opportunity as
a public servant.

The original plan called for a preliminary four-month introductory
course, examinations in which must be successfully passed before the
candidate could be admitted to a second probationary period of two
months' practical work in the hospital. Having met this test satisfac
torily, she was admitted to a further two-and-a-half-year course of
general instruction.

Between the spring of 1909 and the fall of 1910 the School of Nurs
ing conducted its affairs under the guidance of the medical faculty.
Then, at long last, Miss Louise Powell, late of Teachers College, Co
lumbia, became superintendent and the solid entity of the school was
assured.

When Miss Powell arrived in September 1910 the hospital consisted,
as she herself once recalled, "of one three-story building on Washing
ton Avenue which later became one of the many nurses' residences. In
this building were 25 beds for patients, an operating room so crude
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that it would be hard . . . to believe that good surgery could be ac
complished in it; a delivery room and one room for the two internes.
. . . There was a . . . large kitchen in which food for patients could
be heated, a very necessary procedure as the food itself was prepared in
a house several blocks away."

Patients had to be carried to and from the operating room in the
arms of interns because the stairs were not negotiable by any other
means of transportation. Nurses, graduate and student, were housed in
a dreary "flat" four blocks away from the hospital, and when they
made their way there for breakfast at six-thirty, they often had to
plough through drifts of snow that had fallen in the night. The super
intendent was housekeeper, dietitian, buyer of foodstuffs, instructor in
practice nursing (quite without equipment), and quiz mistress on all
lectures given by the doctors. Often in the beginning the lectures were
given at night because this interfered less with the doctors' private
practice.

In 1911 the Elliott Memorial Hospital was opened and finis was writ
ten to one aspect of this history of ludicrous improvisation. But there
still were many problems. In the early years only a handful of appli
cants presented themselves because standards of admission were kept
high. Yet of these Miss Powell would accept only the best material. Her
committee interviewed each candidate personally and those who were
admitted entered on a provisional basis. During a preliminary course
the student paid a fee for tuition, found her own quarters, met her own
living expenses and her expenses for books. There was, of course, no
hospital duty during this period. .

The course, however, was exacting - anatomy, physiology, bacteri
ology, chemistry, hospital economics, materia medica, and physical ed
ucation. While the group continued to be small, the nurses were intro
duced, just a little stealthily, into classes of the home economics depart
ment. That the superintendent might regularly inspect the unfolding
of the mysteries of "personality" she met the whole group once a week
in a class called History of Nursing. All who survived the breathless
exactions of this first semester entered the nurses' residence, were given
the school uniform without bib or cap, and went on hospital duty for
four hours of each day. The textbook subjects of the second semester
were Principles and Practice of Nursing, Dietetics, Personal Hygiene,
and Nursing Ethics.
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Twenty per cent of all applicants for the nursing program were,
despite Miss Powell's careful screening method, casualties of the first
year. Those who persevered were given two years and four months
more of instruction in all clinical subjects by the graduate nurses in
charge of the several clinical departments. The choice of these head
nurses involved another major task of sifting, for the nurse's education
in that day offered little theoretical instruction in teaching method.
Miss Powell had to be content with natural genius for instruction.

For the first seven years of her association with the school, she kept
the cool, appraising eye of a Roman matron on all its activities, per
mitting no young woman who lacked essential equipment for nursing
to settle the weight of a minor skill upon the profession, and greatly
broadening the opportunities of instruction for those who deserved
them.

The School of Nursing had acquired not merely solid entity but aca
demic respectability as well.

Of the making of many schools within the university there was now,
not quite an end, but an interruption. Cyrus Northrop in his role as
Solomon had let them grow up about his feet struggling as they must
and thriving as they might out of their own inner strength. It was the
task of the next administration to improve their soil and give them
richer nourishment.
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Men around Northrop

~E las' decade of the Nonhrop admioistration ('<)OO-w) was a
time of deep and, as it seems in retrospect, almost unbelievable serenity.
Indeed, it was, all over the world, a moment of calm before the clamor
of violence that was to shatter the nineteenth-century dream of the
perfectability of man and the twentieth-century dream of universal
order.

Northrop himself sensed this gratefully and wrote in his Reminis
cences: "Year after year passed peacefully - one very much like an
other." The president had seen the university grow in enrollment from
three hundred to nearly six thousand and in physical plant from five
small structures to forty buildings scattered over two campuses.

The relations of the president to students, faculty, citizens of the
Minnesota community, all were intimately affectionate. Except in the
instance of one long-drawn-out battle with the legislature (considered
with a similar crisis of the Coffman regime in a later chapter) his public
policies were all endorsed on faith. The peacemaker had justified the
regents' faith in his fine personal gifts.

Minnesota's way of life in this period has been described by a bril
liant graduate and former faculty member. In 1892 there came to the
university as a freshman the daughter of a regent, the Honorable S. G.
Comstock of Moorhead. Ada Louise Comstock lived at the home of
her father's great friend, Dean Pattee, and she recalled many years later
the decorous yet lively and hopeful atmosphere through which she
moved across the campus. Her high collar jabbed at her chin and sand
burs gathered around the hem of her long skirt. She called the young
men "Mr." and they called her "Miss." Laughter rolled readily over the
surface of the student mind and confidence in the good life lay in
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stratum under stratum beneath it. In 1894 Miss Comstock left the uni
versity to take her B.L. at Smith and her M.A. at Columbia. Presently
she returned to Minnesota as instructor in rhetoric to find circum
stances no less gracious than before. Dicky Burton was riding his
esthetic hobby, as President Northrop said, "like a cavalry leader." The
students believed that "science and the machine were transforming
civilization in an entirely benevolent way" and that railroad stocks
would yield seven per cent forever and ever unless perchance they
began yielding eight per cent.

In 1907 Miss Comstock, having been advanced to the rank of assist
ant professor in her own department, became dean of women. As offi
cial champion of the academic rights of her sex, she fought the odious
word coed and tried to establish the faith (long since accepted, of
course) that a woman's dormitory in a university should be no annex
of Nora's "doll house."

Miss Comstock left Minnesota in 19U to become, first, dean of
Smith College, later president of Radcliffe, and finally, after her retire
ment, the wife of Wallace Notestein, who had been her colleague at
Minnesota. Comstock Hall, the second of Minnesota's two dormitories
for women, salutes her as a distinguished member of the Minnesota
family.

In the mid-nineties there came to Minnesota from Gloversville, New
York, another student with a family claim on Minnesota. Joseph War
ren Beach had been drawn to the Midwest by his uncle, President Nor
throp, and for Minnesota teachers he wrote his first poetry and his
brilliant undergraduate papers. Following his graduation in 1900 he be
came an instructor in rhetoric and thereafter for many years he moved
back and forth between Minnesota and Harvard, alternating periods of
teaching with periods devoted to scholarship and to the acquisition of
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees.

Slender, intense, sensitive, this young teacher had the figure and face
that are usually called poetic. But there was a wiry strength to the one
and a strongly marked individual character to the other that make the
sentimental description seem inappropriate. The young Joseph Beach
was a poet with an aptitude for the most rigorous exercises of the mind.
When he read poetry aloud he swayed emotionally before his audience
as though he felt the rhythms in his very muscles and nerves. But his
early letters reveal, along with all the eager enthusiasm of the esthete,
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a skill at dialectics which was presently to make him one of the most
distinguished critics of his time. The title of his first published volume,
Sonnets of the Head and Heart, foretold his history. Head and heart
were ever to be in close cooperation and neither was to assume exclu
sive domination over the other.

Ina Firkins came into the university circle by an approach that her
brother Oscar had made smooth. A graduate of the year 1888, she be
came an assistant in the library the year after. "If there are to be any
shows of temperament," her highly self-disciplined chief, Dr. Folwell,
instructed her, "let them be on the other side of the counter." And so
it was always, during Miss Firkins' long discipleship. She protected the
reading room as though she had mistaken its entrance for the gates of
paradise. Swift eviction awaited any son of Adam or daughter of Eve
who dared to enter into whispered communication under her eye.
She was the last of the breed of librarians that considered its ancestry
to be a long line of avenging angels.

The association with the university of Arthur Upson's name is one
of intense and touching drama. He came to Minnesota with his family
from New York State in 1894 and entered the university as a mem
ber of the class of 1898. But his precarious health made it impossible
for him to work uninterruptedly and he never fulfilled the require
ments for a degree. This was awarded to him, nonetheless, after the
publication of one of his distinguished volumes of poetry. In 1906 he
became a member of the English department of the university, teach
ing through a year while he was constantly unwell. Two years later,
still under the stress of preoccupying ill-health, he went to one of his
beloved lakes in northern Minnesota to finish a play in verse, and there
he was drowned.

Richard Burton once called Arthur Upson "an aristocrat of verse"
and suggested as notable characteristics the "sweetness and sanity of
the song." He was impressed also by the range between the delicacy
of the sonnets and the robust quality of the plays. In his own time Up
son was a writer's writer and among men of letters his reputation still
survives.

Upson was the author of the second verse of the university hymn,
"Minnesota, Hail to Thee." The original work, composed by Truman
Rickard in collaboration with the Reverend E. W. Shurtleff, had a sec-
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ond verse which was written as a personal tribute to Northrop. At the
president's suggestion it was replaced by the Arthur Upson lines:

Like the stream that bends to sea
Like the pine that seeks the blue

Minnesota still to thee
Thy sons are strong and true.

From thy woods and waters fair
From thy prairies waving far

At thy call they throng
With their shout and song

Hailing thee their northern star.

But if earlier alumni are likely to be ignorant of the Arthur Upson
tradition, later ones and undergraduates today cannot be. When the
present university library was opened in 1924, Ruth Shepard Phelps,
who had been a member of the literary circle to which Arthur Upson
lent his vividness and vitality, asked for the privilege of furnishing and
equipping a room which would bear his name. This place, where stu
dents may read for pleasure but where they may not study, honors the
memory of one who would have said that in a university where there
are many shrines to scholarship there should be one shrine reserved for
the innocent enjoyment of art.

In the days of the Northrop benevolence, David Ferdinand Swenson
came to the university first as student and, on a long return engage
ment, as teacher. Born in Sweden in 1876, he had, like so many others
from Scandinavia, become well acclimatized to Minnesota when he
entered the university in the class of 1898. His graduate studies, which
he began at Minnesota, were completed at Columbia.

Gentle and serene, Swenson had, in his later years, the air sometimes
acquired by those whose hearing is impaired of seeming to bubble over
a joke a little too precious to share. But of his philosophical illumina
tion he was ever ready to share what anyone would accept. He was the
acknowledged authority in America on Soren Kierkegaard, whose
close adherent he was. "The fading of wonder from the mind" was, in
his estimation, the pitiful result of a misdirection of logic in our times.
He invited man to confront God himself "rather than his gifts" and so
to recover "an amazement so profound that every suggestion of an im
perfectly realized idea is excluded." In his view, "it is only for the re
ligious man that all things work together for good - science and art,
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sorrow and joy, success and frustration, life and death. And if this is
true it follows clearly that it is he also who is wise."

Peculiarly a Minnesota product was Alois Kovarik, who came to the
university from Spillville, Iowa, where Anton Dvorak had lingered
long enough to gather the themes for his New World Symphony. Ko
varik belonged to the Czech community which had attracted the com
poser, and his parents were of the pioneer stock whose adventure in
making a new culture Dvorak's music was set down to celebrate. Like
another Minnesota product in the field of physics, John Zeleny, Ko
varik eventually followed his dean to Yale.

Josephine Tilden was graduated from the university in 1895 at the
moment when Conway MacMillan was exercising to the full his benevo
lent tyranny over the minds of others. She joined the faculty of the
department of botany and proceeded to become, through a succession
of enterprises that blended a strong sense of drama with devotion to
scholarship, one of the world's leading authorities on algae. The most
remarkable of these adventures was her organization of a scientific ex
pedition to the South Seas in search of rare specimens. In 1935, toward
the close of her academic career, Miss Tilden gathered about her a
party of ten graduate students and sailed from New York through the
Suez Canal to tum all of the southeast coast of Australia into an open
air laboratory and afterward to do the same in Tasmania and finally
in New Zealand. The graduate students waded and dived after sea
weed and sent home great packing cases of material to become part
of the Tilden herbarium.

C. O. Rosendahl, also a product of the Conway MacMillan school
of botany, impudence, and independence, worked as an undergraduate
cartoonist on the Minnesota yearbook, the Gopher. Following his
graduation in 1901, he took his Ph.D. in Berlin and then returned to
Minnesota for a long career as teacher, executive, and writer. His
works done in collaboration with a colleague, F. K. Butters, have made
important contributions to regional studies in botany.

Dr. Thomas Sadler Roberts did part of his undergraduate work at
Minnesota before returning to his native Pennsylvania to receive his
M.D. Northrop persuaded him to return to the university as "pro
fessor of the diseases of children." Dr. Roberts had other interests that
absorbed his leisure. In Minnesota's academic realm, which seemed to
be peculiarly free of rigidities, these developed into a second profes-
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sion. He was a lover of natural life and a student of the rich variety
of Minnesota's fauna. The state's lands, which had been a wilderness
so short a time before, still had a fringe of wild country into which
one penetrated only by the old canoe routes. Dr. Roberts became the
very embodiment of the educational idea that a knowledge of this form
of wealth should be preserved to the people. As director of the Mu
seum of Natural History he made a career of what had been a hobby.
His two-volume study of the Birds of Minnesota represents a major
contribution to the state's record of its wild life.

By no means all of the able men and women around Northrop were
products of the university's own training. A fine representative of the
period at its best is A. B. White, who came to Minnesota in 1899 bring
ing the disciplines of Yale and Leipzig to his work as historian. His
course in English constitutional history proved to be something of an
"ordeal by fire" to indifferent students even after his strikingly bril
liant text, The Making of the English Constitution, had clarified the
complexities of the subject. But if, as Professor White has observed,
the course "turned many a young man who had been idly contemplat
ing the law as a profession into a useful real estate agent or office ex
ecutive," it created also many a fine scholar. No one ever knew better
how to lead the serious student into the antiseptically purified arena
where "battles long ago" are fought once more.

The last year of Northrop's administration brought into the faculty
one of its most attractive figures, the same Ruth Phelps who was later
sponsor of the Arthur Upson Room. A graduate of Smith (later, for
advanced work, of Columbia and the University of Chicago), she re
turned to her native city, Minneapolis, and found its literary life
rewarding. There was the Bellman, a weekly magazine of genuine dis
tinction to serve as outlet for her poetry, critical essays, and studies
of Italian culture. There was the circle of which Joseph Beach and
Arthur Upson were stimulating members. And finally there was the
university itself and the excellent Romance language department for
which she created many courses in the Italian language and literature.

Looking always like a Dresden figurine and speaking always with
the perfection of style suitable to a lover of Petrarch, Ruth Phelps
developed extraordinary qualities of originality and resolution. Her
scholarship was vigorous and stimulating; her values as critic, creative
artist, and human being were characterized by an unyielding inde-
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pendence. She lived, after her marriage to Paul Morand, once of the
Romance language department at the university, in the international
community of writers in Paris, New York, and Mexico City. Her name,
along with a modification of her husband's (he became Morane to

distinguish him from the conspicuous French novelist Paul Morand),
was put to several works of fiction and verse. It was a little as though
a character created by Mrs. Gaskell had managed to stray into the
haute Bohemia of twentieth-century society. But the piquancy of con
trast between her temperament and her way of life stirred, in later
friends, only an intense admiration, just as her fine qualities had stirred
respect and affection in undergraduates at the university.

Minnesota seemed even in its early day to provide solid ground
from which to take off on far flights into the upper reaches of the edu
cational world. In Northrop's time a long list was put together of
former students and teachers who became presidents elsewhere. Ken
dric Babcock, before he returned to the Midwest as dean of the arts
college at Illinois, had been president of the University of Arizona.
George MacLean became a collector of high responsibilities, first as
chancellor of Nebraska and later as president of Iowa. Judson went
from Minnesota to the University of Chicago, eventually to become
its president, and Angell paused in Minnesota en route to Yale. Frank
McVey was another collector of presidencies, first of North Dakota,
second of Kentucky.

This omnipresence of the Minnesota influence once struck a group
of men at Columbia as having an almost mystical character. They were
talking of the previous careers of distinguished educators at a moment
when John Dewey chanced to cross the room. "There's another former
Minnesota man," one of the professors commented. A look of awe
crossed the face of another. "Is there anyone who hasn't at some time
been at Minnesota?" he asked. "Is it some kind of divine law?"

There were many others who made the campus scene lively. Wal
lace Notestein came in 1907, bringing with him so keen an insight into
the trend of British influence on contemporary affairs that, after 1914,

he was regarded with the deference owed to a prophet. He had long
been saying to unbelieving and ardendy protesting audiences of lay
men that he expected, within a decade, to see a major struggle between
England and Germany for the domination of markets. He scrutinized
his world with intense admiration of the British and with complete
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objectivity about the shape of things to come. Meanwhile he lived as
though one of the most important of all possible human goals was the
building up of a fine faculty at Minnesota. His extraordinary knowl
edge of the manpower of the academic world made him a kind of
ambassador without portfolio whose assignment, self-made to be sure,
was to attract able teachers to his own campus. Before he himself left
eventually to become Sterling professor of history at Yale, he had
succeeded in prompting deans and using all the arts of enticement on
professors greatly to enrich the Minnesota faculty.

This was something of the way in which Minnesota developed dur
ing its period of being an overgrown New England college of the
West. What it possessed of inner strength prompted its expansion.
There had been no precise direction of its affairs, but the relaxed at
mosphere of its program encouraged every imaginative faculty mem
ber to be, on his own responsibility, a designer of theory, a widener
of horizons.

For two years, between 11)08 and 1910, President Northrop toyed
with the idea of resigning. There was nothing roguish in this dalliance.
He went so far in that first year of wavering as to present a brisk five
line letter of resignation to the regents, but at their request he with
drew it immediately. The impulse obviously sprang from his feeling
that a man three quarters of a century old is entitled to sit in the sun
and improve his soul. The willingness to stay came, quite as obviously,
from the feeling that if his friends still wanted him, he could con
tinue for a time to bear responsibilities which he had ever borne lightly.

No one in the faculty, except a restless young revolutionary here
and there, wanted him to go. No one in the legislature or in the state
at large could even get a clear image of what a university might be
that did not have the benign face of Northrop at its head.

Even after his second resignation had been regretfully accepted by
the regents, the people of Minnesota considered that Northrop be
longed to them and that he was sturdy enough still to be offered high
place. He belonged so intimately to everyone that the Democratic
party somehow conceived the notion that this lifelong Republican
Inight be theirs. One of Northrop's regents remembers being in his
office when a delegation from the Democratic party waited upon him.
The regent offered to retire but the president urged him to stay and
watch a little comedy of misplaced confidence. The spokesman for
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the group of politicians assured the president that he was far too good
a man to be allowed to disappear into private life and that they were
empowered to offer him the nomination for the governorship.

Northrop heard the spokesman out solemnly. "That is very inter
esting," he said at last, and turning to the members of the delegation
he asked, "Is there anything any of you other gentlemen would like
to say?" A munnur assured him that he had the unanimous endorse
ment of all the representative Democrats of the state.

"Then, gentlemen," said Northrop, "this is my answer. If you will
just get me the unanimous endorsement of both parties, I'll be glad
to make the run."

With many similar little jokes slipping readily from his tongue he
did retire to sit in the sun for another decade and more. Heavy per
sonal sorrows came to him in that time and in the end a great lone
liness. He filled this "shallow abyss" (Henry James's phrase) with the
casual interests of an intense neighborliness and with the dinner en
gagements at which he spoke out with the whimsical authority of an
old lion. He continued to make public addresses and was preparing
for such an occasion when he died.

A fonner colleague who was to speak on the same program called
on the president emeritus to plan a pattern for the thought of the
evening. Northrop's attention wandered. Leaning forward he whis
pered, "My boy, how old are you?" The professor named his age.
"Ah, but you mustn't comb your hair that way," said Northrop. "It
makes you look older."

The next day, reading his newspaper, he fell asleep and died.
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In Hoc Signo Vincent

~ vivid and virile person'lity of George Edg,r Vincenr," " ,
colleague once described this delightful phenomenon, brought to Min
nesota one of the most animating influences the university has ever
had. It is difficult for the estimator even to list Vincent's many excel
lences without seeming to fling himself recklessly into the rhetoric of
fatuous eulogy. The task may be come at obliquely by recalling what
one United States senator said to another on the occasion when Stet
tinius appeared before their body for confirmation as secretary of state.
"There!" the infrequently overawed gentleman exclaimed. "¥ou see
what God can do when He really tries!" It was in this mood of in
credulous pleasure that most men received their first glimpse of Vin
cent.

He was above all else a man who breathed the atmosphere of civili
zation, not at its most rarefied and precious but at its most generous
and bracing. His flexible, probing intelligence never failed to find the
center of an argument, a cause, a purpose, and it was his usual way to
express what he had discovered in the form of wit. A sturdy, trust
worthy kind of grace characterized the movements of his mind.

Integrity seemed next to identify him. In Vincent this was no rough
granite block of virtue. Rather it was a work of art chiseled with
fastidious taste, as smooth and pleasant as it was unyielding. Early
training had confirmed in him a devotion to character as the basis of
all human achievement, and the demands he made of his own charac
ter were the complex and subtle ones of a fine, completely mature
spirit.

Creative vigor was another asset that defined his unusual quality.
Every assignment to which he put his hand (and in the course of his
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life he touched many) felt the throb of its impulse and became, under
his influence, a more forceful version of itself. Administrative skill
seldom has had a more stout and at the same time attractive container.

The distinguished quality of his contribution to the Minnesota tra
dition cannot be questioned. One blunt observer had said that he made
the university over from an institution "without much special char
acter into a body with intellectual life and freedom and spirit and
dignity." Another less blunt but equally discerning appraiser, Guy
Stanton Ford, has written that he "knit a loose federation of disparate
colleges into a self-conscious, cooperating, and purposeful institution
of higher learning."

His coming, as Ford has said, "was a second founding of the uni
versity."

Vincent's accomplishments were many. One by one he overhauled
the several units - Law, Medicine, Graduate School, Education, Exten
sion - methodically yet imaginatively re-creating each according to the
best design of the day. Completely renovated, recharged with vitality,
each was fitted into its proper place in an instrument of neatly articu
lated pans. The university, Vincent insisted, was not many schools
but one.

Believing that the spirit of a university is the sum of the attributes
of its men, Vincent concentrated on drawing gifted educators to Min
nesota. Circumstance, working sympathetically with him, provided the
opportunity for many new appointments. Five of the deans he ap
pointed became acknowledged leaders and innovators of ideas in na
tional councils of education.

He broadened the base of the university's operation, insisting that
its influence must be statewide and that that influence must be earned
through service to citizens everywhere. Upon the solid substructure
of the closely joined Arts College and professional schools he built an
institution that reached vertically to the peak of university effort. Re
search, neglected before his time, found its creative energy released
by his enthusiasm.

The paternalism that had served the university well enough in its
period of early struggle was not suitable to a complex modem insti
tution. Vincent ended it immediately upon his arrival. He gave the
institution its first budget, its first nourishing taste of a carefully bal
anced program. That the spirit of the refounded university might be
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completely democratic, he created advisory units through which the
will of everyone from deans to undergraduates might be expressed.
The faculty was given its voice in the University Senate and the stu
dent body in the All-Student Council.

Where there had been a loosely sprawling accumulation of educa
tional interests, some of them proudly aloof as was the Medical School
and others plagued by a sense of being wronged and isolated as was
Agriculture, Vincent founded an institution which is dedicated to the
idea that the educational function is multiple and systematic. The vari
ous aspects of its working must be harmonious and cooperative. In his
philosophy, the very life of a university depends on the acknowledg
ment of the interdependence of its parts.

Though Vincent's administration as president was to last only six
years (1911-17) it succeeded in establishing the point of pride on
which the university's activities have turned ever since: the systematic
cooperation of its departments.

It was not easy to persuade Vincent, or anyone else, to become
Northrop's successor. The rumor had got about in the academic world
that the Minnesota regents planned to make the second president one
of their number for life. It was thought that his shadow would con
tinue to hang over any man who took his place. Though interested
advisers tried to disabuse candidates of this idea, it died hard. One by
one the conspicuous men eliminated themselves: Woodrow Wilson,
then hearing the first far call of the destiny that was to take him to
the White House; A. Ross Hill, who decided to stay at the University
of Missouri; John Finley, at that moment president of the College of
the City of New York but soon to become editor of the New York
Times; and James Parker Hall, who could not be persuaded to leave
the deanship of the law school at the University of Chicago.

Vincent was no less doubtful. On March 10, 1910, he wrote to
President Northrop: "After several days of earnest reflection during
which I have tried to study every aspect of the problem, I have de
cided that I must not be considered as a candidate for the position of
which we spoke."

But that was, after all, not the end of the matter. The candidate
in-spite-of-hirnself had failed to take into account the persuasiveness
of John Lind. The president of the board of regents and former gov-
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ernor of Minnesota was a man of such resolution that though he had
only one arm (the other had been lost in an accident suffered in boy
hood) he had once walked into the office of a newspaper editor with
whom he had a crucial disagreement and knocked him down. He was
quite as efficient at picking men up, and he was determined to have
Vincent. His prescription for the man needed at Minnesota called for
one "who is radical in ideals and strong and conservative in action . . .
who knows that the world has changed rapidly in the past few years
and who is capable of leading the new order." Vincent satisfied the
requirements too perfectly to be able to escape his destiny.

When he came to Minnesota from the University of Chicago, the
new president was not quite forty-seven years old. Standing for his
photograph with his two venerable predecessors he looked like a young
man. His height and sturdy erectness contributed to this effect. In
addition to all other attractions he had the advantage of seeming to
be the very model of the academic statesman. It is perhaps not too
fanciful to suggest that his face was composed as aptly as one of his
own public addresses. The dark eyes looked out thoughtfully from
under brows that were deep and rugged without being shaggy. The
nose was large but of that perfect shapeliness that one associates with
the portrait busts of Roman senators. The long upper lip revealed a
vulnerable sensibility; the generous proportions of the mouth as a
whole testified that sensibility was under the strict discipline of will.
Somehow the lines, even of the unsmiling face, hinted at humor. If
Vincent was a Roman in spirit, some touch of southern sunniness had
mellowed his mind early and brought it in maturity to perfect ripeness.

The readiness of Vincent's tongue was, for all his associates, an
uninterrupted delight. Charles Flandrau, the literary essayist often
praised for the delightful spontaneity of his style, was driven finally
to protest that the only spontaneity he had ever possessed came "from
sweating blood for forty-eight hours at a stretch." Vincent was one
of the rarely blessed literary artists who could count on the inspira
tion of the moment to be immediately delightful and quotable after
ward.

He called one day on an old friend, a woman whose conversation
was voluble but vague. Three of her children sat about her and she
kept referring to this one for a date, to that one for a name, and to
another for a quotation. "This is absurd," she said at last. "To a man
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like you of orderly mind how incoherent all this must sound!" "Not
at all," said Vincent graciously. "You are working in the best aca
demic tradition. You use your children as your footnotes."

He presided one day as chairman over a group of men whose dis
cussion of a point at issue had become discursive and acrimonious.
Vincent listened patiently for a time to their rambling querulousness
and then rapped sharply for order. "Gentlemen," he said, "I'm sure
you will agree with me that this argument has degenerated into a cat
fight and I shall end it by putting the question to a vote. All those in
favor say Miaow."

At Chicago Vincent's rise had been rapid. Lured from his work at
the original Chautauqua to help develop the university's program in
sociology, he had become dean of the junior colleges at thirty-six and
dean of the faculties of art, literature, and science at forty-three.
Straight through his deanships he had continued to be a popular
teacher despite the fact that he was an extremely able and willing
witherer of undergraduate pretension. Upon one young man he con
ferred a kind of immortality by saying of a bemused recitation, "The
variety of your misinformation is almost an excuse for its being."

This glittering creature began to light up the Minnesota sky from
the moment of his arrival. To the chapel exercises at which he was
presented as president-elect there came so large a crowd of students
that not all of them could find seats. Many perched on the ledges of
windows. Vincent greeted his audience: "Mr. President, members of
the faculty, students and - incoming students."

One of the many things about Vincent that attracted the under
graduate imagination was that he seemed to have swallowed a machine
gun. He spoke, with never a moment's hesitation, at the rate of two hun
dred fifty words a minute. Students responded to his combination of
warm humanity and splendor that was somehow more than human
splendor. As one of them remembered after the president had died:
"To hear President Vincent begin an address, 'Men of Minnesota,'
was to have conferred upon one, all in an instant, the privileges of man
hood, a prideful awareness of one's position as student and a sense of
responsibility toward both."

To members of the faculty Vincent's coming was a signal for a
new burst of energy and enthusiasm. The older men who stood for
the traditions of the past respected him as a figure whose personal
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heritage was honorable; the nucleus of younger men who were in a
hurry to get on into the future saw in him a supporter and abettor
of their favorite ideas. He was, as one of them said, "a professor's ideal
of a president."

Contemplating the chaos of administrative affairs with which he was
obliged to deal, Vincent said to an intimate, "I feel like a man who
finds that he has an unknown number of blank checks out against his
account."

The difficulty was that under the old regime the economy of the
university had had no plan. The deans applied in person to the presi
dent for their allowances. The first, or most plausible, got what they
asked and the rest were obliged to take what was left. Those whose
budgets were skimped complained hopelessly against the group of
favorites whom they called "the robber barons." There was little
awareness that a huge institution had grown up on the campus or
that the day of homely improvisation had passed.

Vincent decided that a university with an enrollment of six thou
sand students could not conduct its affairs so casually. He began to
call in the blank checks.

The first step was taken even before he arrived on the campus.
Every member of the faculty was asked to give a full account of his
relationship to the university: his training, accomplishments, expecta
tions, and with these a statement of any promise about advancement
that had been made to him. Almost the first act of the new president
in office was to summon from his old university a financial expert,
who spent ten days working on a budget. From the University of
Chicago, Trevor Arnett had brought charts, graphs, and all the latest
equipment for designing a reasonable way of life for a great institu
tion. From that moment the university settled down to the reassuring,
if not rosy, prospect of living within its means.

An incident that occurred just at the moment of Vincent's assump
tion of office indicated clearly how essential it was that such a system
be instituted. A gentleman who had been for many years the trusted
treasurer of the university had appeared one day in the office with his
hair appropriately tousled to announce that en route to the bank he
had been robbed, near the River Road, of some fourteen thousand dol
lars of the institution's money. Since this would have been a feat to
make the James brothers glow with pride, no one thought it very
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plausible that it had been accomplished in broad daylight by a single
assailant making an attack within hearing of a city's traffic. The re
gents did not hesitate to use the word defalcation but an effort at
legal action against the treasurer resulted in his acquittal. In the end
much the greater part of the sum was repaid by sympathetic friends
and relatives of the unhappy official and the regents were glad to write
finis to the episode. Vincent, however, was determined that no more
imaginative treasurers should be encouraged to invent feeble scenarios
when their accounts were faulty. Since his time there have been no
such dramas of misplaced confidence.

The inaugural did not take place until October. Six months earlier
the Vincent family had arrived and taken up residence in the former
home of Governor Pillsbury (the house later to be presented by his
heirs to the university) and immediately it became such a center of
liveliness as the community of teachers and students never had seen
before. Mrs. Vincent created a ballroom on the third floor and here
undergraduates were turned free of official restraint to dance to the
music of a player piano. At other times of the day the dance floor
became a basketball court onto which stately, sometimes reluctant,
faculty wives were driven by Mrs. Vincent's resolute devotion to
exercise.

This happy temper was the reflection of the president's belief that
a university should be a place for the free expression of the creative
spirit. With his arrival the two campuses became scenes for an endless
succession of plays, games, parties, fairs, and bouts of public speaking.
Within its first full year the new administration seemed to have spon
sored more public events of a combined social and cultural character
than the whole of the university's previous history could show. Mrs.
Vincent had appeared as Queen Elizabeth in a tremendous May fete
which is still remembered, four decades later, with astonishment and
delight. The traditional coolness between the two academic worlds had
had its chill removed permanently when the farm faculty and stu
dents became hosts to visitors from the main campus at a beautifully
planned and genuinely gay fair. Vincent had spoken with provocative
enthusiasm and teasing wit at every faculty or student gathering to
which he was invited - and invitations came almost nightly.

Another innovation of the first year was the change in chapel tra
dition. In Folwell's time attendance had been compulsory and demerits
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had been dispensed for too many absences. During the Northrop ad
ministration chapel exercises had been held daily and, though under
graduate devotion to the president had removed any hint that the
occasion was to be regarded as punitive, nonetheless it had the same
ness of routine.

Vincent put an end to the institution of daily chapel. This session,
held at nine-thirty, the second hour of the academic day, had begun
to lose its popularity in 1905 when, as the Alumni Weekly reported,
a movement was "warmly advocated" by instructors to change the
hour or do away with the exercises altogether. "Long-winded speakers,"
they complained, encroached ruthlessly upon the time of third-hour
classes. But President Northrop had announced succinctly that there
would be "no change."

With the beginning of the new administration exercises were held
at noon on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Later, Tuesday, Thurs
day, and Saturday were substituted. In theory one of these sessions
was to be religious in tone, one would present a distinguished speaker,
and one would be concerned with problems of student life.

As the university community grew large and diversified, exercises
of a strictly religious character came to be regarded as the province
of the many denominational groups that set up active programs on
the periphery of university life. So the Tuesday gatherings began to
wither away. Saturday afternoon tended to become more and more
sacred to the great American weekend. As chapel on that day also lost
its popularity, the tradition of eleven o'clock convocation on Thursday
gradually emerged. The great voices of the day were heard at these
sessions. William Howard Taft, Louis Brandeis, Shailer Mathews,
Georg Brandes, brought to the student body news of a wider world
than they had ever known before.

When the inaugural was held at last it proved to be a handsome
affair. To it leaders in the university circle, grateful for a touch of bril
liance after so long a time of following homely routine, made eager
contribution. The president had no difficulty, however, in dominating
the occasion. Like Edwin Arlington Robinson's Richard Cory, he "glit
tered when he walked" and more particularly when he talked. His
inaugural reflected all his gifts.

Vincent never failed to use his wit as an instrument of precise
judgment. The climax of his first important address at Minnesota
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offered a brilliant amplification of the statement made by President
Van Hise of Wisconsin that a true university should be an expert
adviser to the state. Opportunities for service, Vincent said, multi
plied each year. Then in a series of flashing epigrams he caught every
facet of the general suggestion.

"We are coming to realize that good farming is no longer a robbing
but a compensating of the soil; that it costs as much to plant bad seed
as good; that sometimes cows are pensioners instead of producers; that
bad highways are the heaviest road tax; that cheap schools are the most
expensive; that public health is national capital; that juvenile delin
quency comes less from depravity than deprivation; that industrial
accidents are not lawyer's perquisites but costs of production; that
all idleness is not due to indolence; that social legislation is not an
amiable avocation but an exacting profession; that municipal govern
ment should not be so skillfully designed to prevent bad men from
doing harm that it keeps honest and efficient men from doing good;
that the United States must trust less to 'manifest destiny' and more
to constructive purpose. In these changes of theory and method there
is need of accurate knowledge, carefully interpreted experiment, and
authoritative advice. If the University is true to its mission it will put
all of its resources and its trained experts at the service of the com
munity. Amid the conflicts and rivalries of many interests, parties,
sects, sections, professions, social groups, the University must never
waver from the position of the unimpassioned, unprejudiced seeker for
the truth, all of it and that alone."

In the same address Vincent recalled the description of the "College
of the Seven Days Works" contained in Francis Bacon's utopian fan
tasy, The New Atlantis. From this center of learning, the president
reminded his audience, Bacon had imagined "merchants of light" going
out to travel the world over "in search of ... all the latest discov
eries."

This was the role that Vincent chose for himself. And it is as a
"merchant of light" that he is remembered at Minnesota.

An alumnus after listening to the inaugural address commented:
"Now the university must take a new motto: In Hoc Signo Vincent."
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Exit the Shade ofLincoln

LIE progress of education in America has faltered over no per
plexity more perverse than that which sometimes prompts men who
should be the advocates of high standards to offer themselves, for rea
sons of vanity, as eloquent defenders of low standards. For many years
there were substantial members of the legal profession who fought
every effort to raise the requirements for admission to the bar. When
ever they did so the ghost of Abraham Lincoln stalked through the
conference hall. What was good enough for the greatest American
must still be good enough for any honest American. Since Lincoln had
trained for his career simply by "reading law" under his own direction
in the village of New Salem, the tradition that produced him had be
come sacrosanct forever.

Such apologists actually were defending their own prestige. Many
of them had prepared for their bar examinations by reading law in
the offices of established men. Their stubborn loyalty to the past held
back development of an educational system adequate to the needs of
the modern world. Though they began in the eighties to clamor for
law schools, they seemed to feel that these should, out of respect for
Lincoln and themselves, be conducted in as modest and casual a manner
as possible.

In the end the American Bar Association, with the help of William
Howard Taft, secured from the profession endorsement of very high
standards indeed for the law schools of the country. Taft's geniality
deftly removed the nettle from the rebuke he offered to obstruction
ists and he laid to rest forever the most overworked and exploited shade
in all American history.

But it was into the atmosphere of suffocating reverence for the past
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that Vincent strode when, as a first step in his administration, he under
took to reform the Law School. At the moment of the new president's
arrival Dean Pattee's department was still the refuge of the football
players. Many members of the law faculty were unhappy that this
should be so. "Jimmy" Paige, "the last of the Covenanters," as his
colleagues called him, took rigid Calvinistic stands about eligibility
when he was appointed to the athletic committee. But Pattee's benevo
lence was overpowering and the football team had grown muscular,
if not learned, under his indulgent eye.

It is the essence of the tragedy of change that a man who has aspired
honorably to be a leader must, if he survives long, become a laggard.
Pattee had created the Law School out of little besides the firm de
termination of the profession. He had no tradition, no faculty, no
financial support except what he himself could produce. Yet he wished
to follow the best inspiration of the day and he had instituted at Min
nesota a casebook system of instruction which he believed to be a
modification of the system set up at Harvard by Christopher Colum
bus Langdell. In this method rehearsals of actual cases, followed by the
judgments of distinguished jurists, invited students into the atmosphere
of the courtroom and required of them original thinking in the com
parison and evaluation of precedents.

Unfortunately, the casebook which Dean Pattee compiled and of
fered for the free use of his students vitiated the essential purpose
of the system. Before each series of similar cases there appeared, in
heavy black type, a theoretical statement containing what the dean
believed to be not merely the law but the gospel. His work had there
fore much more the character of a textbook than of a casebook. Bright
students, knowing that his statements contained what he wished to
have given back in discussion or in examination, never read anything
else. The view of the law's realm which the average young man ob
tained through the dean's eyes was of a vast plain, sketchily settled,
having as its most notable landmarks huge monuments to the Christian
virtues.

Isolated on his frontier, lacking the benefit of close association with
other educators, this self-made lawyer and self-taught teacher could
follow only his own blameless but uninspired way. Much loved for his
many human excellences, Pattee died in April of 1911 just at the mo-
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ment when Vincent was taking over the responsibilities of the presi
dency.

The urbane gusto with which Vincent approached a creative prob- .
lem had no happier manifestation during the six years of his presidency
than in the expert reversal of the trend of affairs in the Law School.
His choice for the deanship was William Reynolds Vance, a tall, thin
native of Middletown, Kentucky, as gaunt and chivalrous as Don
Quixote but with wit, charm, worldly wisdom, and a great cluster
of academic degrees added to the gentle knight's equipment. He had
received his education at Washington and Lee University, where, be
tween 1892 and 1897, he had taken the A.B., M.A., Ph.D., and LL.B.
a rate of procedure through the upper reaches of higher education
which suggests that Vance must have anticipated the principle of jet
propulsion. His widower father had resigned to each member of his
huge family of children the problem of getting an education and
Vance had had to support himself throughout this extended program.
He had served as instructor in English while he took his M.A. and
PhD. degrees, and after his graduation in law he had become a pro
fessor in that department. For two years he was dean of the law school
at Washington and Lee before accepting a professorship at George
Washington University in Washington, D.C. In 1905 he became dean
of law at George Washington, resigning to become the Augustus E.
Lines professor of law at Yale in 1910.

Vance's unusual background gave him many advantages over the
rigid ritualist of the law. His professional philosophy and his personal
outlook as well were nourished by a thorough knowledge of the hu
manities. On the lecture platform his style was richly allusive and
flavored with wit. This approach to the intellectual problem often
delights the informed and piques the interest of the curious while it
antagonizes only the sluggish. Among Vance's students there seems to
have been no such third group, for his personal charm managed to
make even wit acceptable. In private conversation he had a gift of
improvisation that was enormously attractive to hearers of every de
gree of sophistication - children, undergraduates, learned colleagues.
His wit was seldom of the kind that exploded in a quotable mot. He
understood the art of fesprit de situation - the grave-gay contempla
tion of the human scene which manages to enclose its absurdities in an
atmosphere of civilized indulgence.
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Vincent, who was sociologist, administrator, and man of letters, was
bound to be attracted to a colleague who was lawyer, administrator,
and man of letters. He invited Vance to join his faculty.

At George Washington University, Vance had had two professors
with whom he felt particularly congenial, Edward Sampson Thurston
and Ernest Gustav Lorenzen. Thurston, a Quaker of great personal
dignity and reticence, earned the gratitude of his students by the
clarity and orderliness of his lectures. Lorenzen, German-born, had
been brought to America as a child and later had returned to his native
country to study at Heidelberg and finally to take his degree as doctor
of laws "with the highest distinction" at Gottingen. These two men,
with Vance, made up a team which was held together through more
than three decades of teaching at three institutions: George Washing
ton, Minnesota, and Yale.

Thurston was the first to arrive at Minnesota. He came from the
University of Illinois, where he had gone after the George Washing
ton period. Lorenzen rejoined the team in 1914 and the Law School
which had been amiably torpid so long came to life under the influence
of men who believed that the laws of insurance, contract, and equity,
together with the conflicts rising out of those laws make up one of the
most vivid dramas in the entire realm of human experience.

The first crisis of Vance's career at Minnesota had its start even
before the dean-elect had arrived from Yale. Its inciting cause was
the suggestion that the night law school be discontinued. Only half
as many hours of instruction were available to its students as were
required of regular daytime candidates. Vance was sure that an insti
tution of distinction could not be brought into existence "so long as its
degrees can be won in ordinary course by attending night classes."

An immediate protest went up from alumni of the night classes, who
felt their prestige to be threatened. Vance was accused of "fostering
undemocratic principles," a lapse which seemed to his critics to be
particularly offensive "here in the broad West." Shrewdly and effec
tively, the dean-elect seized the initiative and responded in kind. What
could be more undemocratic, he asked, than that students of law should
demand for themselves advantages that were not offered to students
of medicine and dentistry? The night law course represented "a pe
culiarly insidious form of special privilege." There was only one justi
fication for a law school: "the expectation that by reason of its activity"
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laws would be "better made and better administered." It would be a
"misfortune for all . . . citizens or any large part of them to be tech
nically trained for the practice of law or medicine." The Law School's
function was "to prepare a relatively small and select body of young
men" who possessed the necessary "moral and intellectual fitness."
Minnesota was no longer a pioneer state. It could not justify careless
improvisation on the basis of pressing need. The time had come to rec
ognize the truth that in institutions as well as in the market "the cheaper
value will drive out the dearer . . . Minnesota will have to elect be
tween its day school and its night school."

A compromise with circumstance had, however, to be endured.
Vincent urged that the dean, without sacrificing principle, bow to a
sense of justice; faith must be kept with the men already enrolled in
the night course. Under a new arrangement with the Extension Divi
sion, the faculty of the day school assumed responsibility for instruc
tion. Relief came at last when during the years of World War I
registration in the night law classes shrank from week to week and the
regents, on the recommendation of the law faculty, allowed the course
to wither away.

One item of faith shared by Vincent and Vance was the belief that
a university's great need is for men who are capable of breathing
vitality into instruction. Each wanted to make teaching a legitimate
profession and a full-time job. Grateful as an institution might be for
the help during a pioneer period of visiting lecturers from the ranks
of the profession, it seemed clear that in its mature years a law school
must have men whose absorbing passion is for organizing the ma
terials of instruction to give them order, balance, and continuity. Pat
tee's distinguished allies had been the first to acknowledge that this
was something they, coming tired and distracted from the courtroom
for intermittent appearances, could not hope to do.

Vance set immediately about "increasing the manpower of the fac
ulty." He wanted lecturers of "force and efficiency in the classroom."
Lorenzen represented his ideal, a man of "vigorous and picturesque
personality ... an inspiring teacher ... a tireless investigator."

The bulk and impressiveness of this man was Bismarckian. In his
Minnesota years, even after long residence in America, he spoke with
a trace of his native German accent and he seemed to be the embodi
ment of all the qualities of thoroughness and indefatigability that are
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associated traditionally with German scholarship. A colleague once
said of him that he possessed a superlative gift for Sitzfieiscb, of which
the equivalent in "the American language" is the ability "to apply the
seat of the pants to the seat of the chair." Lorenzen demanded a like
assiduity of his students and for this he had their immediate curses and
their eventual gratitude. His driving technique made even the nags of
his classes take intellectual hazards with a show of mettle.

After many years of bachelorhood Lorenzen took a wife in Min
nesota, and it was shortly after this event that a colleague met him on
the steps of the Law building at the close of the day. Lorenzen carried
on his long, sturdy arm a green bag of the kind that used to be the
distinguishing mark of the professor, and this was distended to its
ultimate capacity with works of reference.

"Gus," the colleague exclaimed. "It's six o'clock. You are going to
be back here the first thing in the morning. All those books! Just for
tonight!"

"And every night," Lorenzen responded solemnly. Then his eye
brightened with a rare display of tenderness. "This year," he added,
"in honor of my wife I do not work Sundays."

An important feature of life in the Law School during Vance's time
was the energizing rivalry that flared between Lorenzen and a young
teacher who was having his first exhilarating experience in the class
room. Edmund Morris Morgan was chosen perhaps (a letter from
Vance to Vincent suggests as much) to soothe local pride, which had
been a little ruffled by so many importations to the "broad "\tVest"
from the presumably narrow East. At the time Morgan was in private
practice at Duluth, where he had served now and again as city attor
ney. But actually he was making a long detour from Harvard back to
Harvard. He had taken his degrees (A.B., M.A., and LL.B.) there and
was eventually to return to Cambridge as a teacher.

At Minnesota Morgan created a brilliant course in the practice of
law, the first of its kind to be offered by any American institution.

He came to the Law School in the fullness of his aggressive vitality
at thirty-four ready to do battle against all comers for his own pre
eminence and that of his subject. He collided head-on with Lorenzen
and so began one of the most curious and dramatic rivalries in the
history of teaching.

Morgan was Napoleonic, rather than Bismarckian, of figure. When,
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during World War I, he was given a commission as major (later
colonel) to serve in the judge advocate's office, he felt for perhaps
the first time in his life like a child as he stood up to be sworn in
wearing the unaccustomed uniform. And that was how he looked to
others. Into the midst of the ceremony blundered a very young officer
whose associates had been in the habit of referring to him as "the
Kid." Back into the corridor the young man dashed and from it his
voice rang out loud and clear: "Hey, fellows, you'll have to stop call
ing me 'the Kid' now. They're swearing in a Boy Scout in there."

But despite his lack of stature Morgan was a very competent driver.
"That little octopus," Lorenzen used to say, his mind divided between
affection and hatred, "he is so little - so little - but he manages to be
everywhere."

They waged uncompromising warfare over such things as how
many series of cases each should be permitted to require his students
to read. Each wanted the whole time, the whole vitality, the whole
interest of the young men at his feet. An atmosphere in which teachers
believe their work to be the most important in the whole realm of
human activity and where they act as though the lecture hall were
an arena to test fitness for survival is bound to be a stimulating at
mosphere. Lorenzen and Morgan made it so at Minnesota.

There was another feature of life in the Law School under Vance
that immediately and dramatically broadened the horizon of the stu
dent. Just as Vincent believed that the chief obligation of the university
as a whole was to send back to the service of the community citizens
with a sense of state, so the dean of the Law School believed that his
duty was to communicate the sense of state to young lawyers. In a
talk called "Law and Politics," Vance referred to the concept of a
"real state university" outlined by "that wonderful seer, Thomas Jef
ferson."

"His idea," Vance said, "was that in the University of Virginia
young men should be taught law in connection with the science of
government so that they might be qualified not merely to care for
clients but be fitted to lead the people wisely and well in the never
ceasing struggle that mankind are inaking to give better expression to
the higher rules of social cooperation in the rules of law."

This was, with Dean Vance, no pious formality to be set down
and then to be filed away in the oubliette of excellent purposes. He
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established in that moment a precedent which was to be followed faith
fully by his successors in the Law School: that of working from the
sheltered strategic position of detached adviser toward the moderniza
tion of law through such powerful agencies as that of the Bar As
sociation.

Vance's first step along this route to social cooperation was the
establishment of a Legal Aid Bureau in connection with the Associated
Charities. Here the underprivileged and uninformed could turn for
help to find Vance's seniors ready to steer them through the bewilder
ing and frightening uncertainties of this new element, the law. The
experience gave students a plunge into actual practice. For the poor
of Minneapolis an escape had been provided from the most appalling
of all fears, that of the unknown.

It was for this and for many similar services to the entire commu
nity that Morgan once called Vance "a chief citizen in his city and a
power on the bar of the state."

Vance's intense interest in manpower for his faculty inspired the
choice of Arthur C. Pulling as librarian for the Law School. So thor
ough had been his training under John H. Arnold of Harvard that
Pulling was able to lift almost to the level of genius the librarian's gift
of clairvoyance. He bought so wisely that his acquisitions often quad
rupled in value within a few years of their purchase. He made polite
but persistent raids on the desks of his colleagues to prevent valuable
pamphlets and offprints from being swept into wastebaskets. He had
the enthusiastic collaboration of Lorenzen, whose knowledge of Con
tinental material helped to create, during the time of Vance's admin
istration, a law library that was generally recognized as being one of
the five best in the country.

Another of the dean's contributions was the creation of the Law
Review, a publication so dignified yet lively in tone that it offered
a very proper sort of notification to the American bar that Minnesota
had passed out of the phase of carpet-slipper sluggishness in the conduct
of its legal affairs. Vance's own contributions and those of Thurston,
Morgan, and such vigorous-minded members of other faculties as Ce
phas Allin of political science were supported, in each issue, by the
work of distinguished members of the Minnesota bar, men like Charles
Bunn, Andreas Ueland, and Stiles Burr.

The Law Review has the almost unexampled experience of paying
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its own way from the first issue. This was due in large pan to the
enterprising management of James Paige, who had served the Law
School in many emergencies. Paige became for many generations of
students the embodiment of righteousness, and it cannot be claimed
that they loved him for this distinction. A colleague has said that. it
was possible to estimate the number of years an alumnus had been out
of Law School by his attitude, reflected in his conversation, toward
"Jimmy" Paige. The nickname might be spoken with still smoldering
rage, with forgiveness, with mellowness, or with a kind of reverence.
For the severity of Paige's outlook upon all problems of conduct took
on in the end the reflected glory of absolute integrity.

While he was a member of the faculty committee on athletics he
never permitted himself to attend a football game. In retirement he
went to many and roared himself hoarse. To associates it became
touchingly clear that he had denied himself pleasure for fear that
admiration for an individual player might weaken his resolution in
enforcing the rules of eligibility.

He had, within what appeared to be the iron firmness of his code, a
curious adaptability. Jimmy Paige did not believe in woman suffrage.
His wife, Mabeth Hurd Paige, campaigned on behalf of "the cause"
all over the state. He did not believe in women's occupying public
office. His wife ran for the legislature and was elected again and again.
He did not believe in women's driving cars. His wife's admirers pre
sented her with an automobile and he rode at her side on many an
election campaign. Step by step he was led tactfully and kindly deep
into the country of his prejudices and he enjoyed each journey in turn,

admiring his wife the more for her discreet defiance of his attitudes.
Mrs. Paige's legislative district included Bridge Square, the part of
Minneapolis in which it is least pleasant for a woman to linger. Night
after night, during campaigns, Jimmy Paige made his way from saloon
to flophouse canvassing for his wife's candidacy. Great was the delight
of an unregenerate student, or former student, of law to come upon
Paige in one of these improbable settings and to shout to the whole
gathering, "Jimmy, fancy meeting you here."

All these interests and activities made Vance's Law School a dra
matic place which appealed to young men of superior intellectual
qualifications and could appeal to them only. What has been called
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"the revolving door policy" admitted many applicants but promptly
rejected the unfit. The fit flourished mightily.

In 1917 Yale began what seemed like a predetermined policy of
raiding the Minnesota law faculty. Lorenzen and Morgan were invited
at the same time to go back to the East. Morgan accepted immediately;
Lorenzen pondered.

"Well, how is it to be, Gus?" one of his colleagues asked one day.
"Are you going to New Haven?"

Lorenzen sighed deeply. "I don't know," he said. "I think about it
all the time and I still can't decide. I've begun even to dream about
it. Last night I dreamed that I was in New Haven and everything was
wonderful. Students filled my classes. They read all my cases. They
read whole series of cases for me without complaining. I woke up. I
was happy. I whistled. I sang. Then, while I was shaving, the truth
came over me. I said out loud, 'But, damn it, Eddie will be there!' "

Nevertheless he and Morgan set out together in 1917, the final year
of Vincent's administration. In 1919 Thurston followed. So eventually
did Vance.

To colleagues and friends who had the right to use his given name
Vance was not William but Reynolds. His wife did not like either
name and referred to him always as "the dear man." News of this
whimsical tenderness got about and, first in audacious impudence, later
in forgetful spontaneity, Vance became "the dear man" to a great com
pany of associates. It was exactly as though he had been so christened
in baptism.

The evidence is perhaps not unimportant. For when scholarship
and charm lie down together, when exacting standards and personal
worth in the eyes of students are at peace, when administrative effi
ciency and lovability meet, it may be thought, wonderingly, that the
academic millennium has come.

Before returning to Yale, Vance, with unconscious foresight, had
supplied the Law School with an admirable successor to himself.
Everett Fraser, after taking his A.B. degree at Dalhousie College in
his native Canada and his law degree at Harvard, had been a member
of the famous team at George Washington University. In 1917, even
as that group began to break up at Minnesota, Vance persuaded Fraser
to rejoin its survivors.
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Happily for the Law School, Fraser remained at Minnesota until
the time came for his retirement. For thirty years he was closely iden
tified with all the major interests of the university both inside and
outside of his own department. His name will recur frequently in these
pages as he plays his several roles: scholar of the law, defender of
academic freedom, creative intelligence in the development of educa
tional theory.

The remodeling of the Law School brought down the curtain on
its first triumphant phase in the time of Vincent and Vance. The
homely improvisation of the pioneer period had been put away firmly
and finally in the interest of the scientific spirit.
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Operation Buzz Saw

CIRCUMSTANCES which h.d collaborated so comfortahly with
Vincent in his reorganization of the Law School proved to be less
sympathetic when the time came to give a similar treatment to the
Medical School. Indeed after one difficult session the president, mak
ing one of his rare excursions into the vernacular, commented that he
wished it might never have been necessary to put his fingers into "that
buzz saw."

In undertaking what might nowadays be called "Operation Buzz
Saw" Vincent was prompted by the same principle that had guided
reorganization of the Law School. He wanted to enlarge the nucleus
of trained, full-time teachers, because, as he believed, even the most
gifted and conscientious of practitioners who came to the lecture hall
for only an hour a day could not follow the progress of students as
closely as could the man who was free of the manifold obligations of
private practice.

Unwieldy and overmanned, the medical faculty seemed to invite
experts to tumble over each other. At one time there had been eight
full professors of mental and nervous diseases, a situation that threat
ened to induce on the campus crises of the nerves dangerously like
those the doctors came to analyze and alleviate. As Vincent could not
resist the temptation to say, the roster read like the classified section
of the telephone book. Such excessiveness reduced to absurdity the
principles of a liberal education; it was time to institute a program
of wise penuriousness.

Ritualistic devotion to past tradition had produced other conspicu
ous examples of waste. In 1888, when the private medical schools had
come together under the wing of the university, homeopathic medi-
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cine had commanded a modest following. But as scientific method ad
vanced, sectarian medicine lost adherents. After the turn of the century
no more than five per cent of Minnesota's physicians called themselves
homeopaths. Yet the university was obliged to maintain a faculty of
twenty-six men of this persuasion. They gathered their dwindling army
of students about them with the firm resolution shown by the guard
ians of the pass at Thermopylae.

In 1908, when the situation was already hopeless, the dean of the
College of Homeopathic Medicine was astonishingly inspired to ask
for expansion of his unit. He wanted a separate building and labora
tory to which homeopathic doctors could "send their specimens."
With only three candidates for degrees enrolled under him he pro
posed to add heavily to the cost of medical education estimated even
then to be $7500 a year for each student. In this he was not indulged.

Yet the regents continued to placate the homeopaths tactfully and
expensively. In May 1909 they voted that the university must continue
to furnish instruction but that "in lieu of the present Homeopathic
organization ... there be appointed two professors of Didactic Ho
meopathy." These men were to receive $2000 a year each and were
to have, in addition, $500 a year for equipment.

Hoping to speed up the withering process, the regents made two
requirements. Students must reach, no later than the beginning of the
second year, a final choice between the regular course and that of
homeopathy, and they must take the same exacting preclinical courses
that were required of other candidates for degrees.

Since homeopathy no longer offered a smooth path to professional
status, no students in the years 1909-10 and 1910-11 elected its course
and none registered for its electives. During all that time hours were
assigned f~r the lectures of the professors of didactic homeopathy and
these were kept free of conflicts. Week after week they would appear
in the empty lecture halls and then, having ceremoniously signalized
their readiness to give instruction, retire in all dignity and decorum,
draw their salaries, and depart. All that was needed to make the opera
boutte complete was a background of mock heroic music by Sir Ar
thur Sullivan.

Finally in April 19II Vincent was able to have the last rites said
over the College of Homeopathic Medicine.

Yet the men who were glad to see this dead tradition properly in-
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terred continued to feel that the other private schools absorbed by the
university at the same time had a right to autonomous existence. They
felt - and said - that the president, in assuming responsibility for the
Medical School, was behaving like an uninformed and reckless inter
loper. One aggrieved doctor observed, "Mr. Vincent ... is too new
in Minnesota and too out of touch with our situation to know what
is best."

Nevertheless, with the firmness of which he was abundantly capable
when an issue of academic administration demanded solution, Vincent
began in January 1913 to appear regularly at meetings of the medical
faculty. Elliott Memorial Hospital was then quite new but already it
seemed cramped and the heads of several departments were engaged
in a spirited fight for space. The president said bluntly that he had not
come to Minnesota "to be a construction engineer." Departments must
be rearranged within the buildings as they stood; "the alum treatment"
judiciously applied to those that seemed to be swelling uncontrollably
would "make them shrink." The sessions, marked by exchanges of
humorous courtesies, nonetheless exposed an essential and deep-seated
antagonism toward the president's attitudes.

The old order and the new had many points of disagreement. One cen
tered on the problem of research. It was the philosophy of Dean Frank
Wesbrook that an interest in investigation, while it undoubtedly did
credit to the intelligence of the man who found time for such indul
gence, was still a luxury which the school itself could not afford to
sponsor. If a scientist could do original work and manage to get his
findings into print, he was to be congratulated on his industry in ad
vancing his own reputation. But at Minnesota the principle had been
established that working at independent research was exactly like tak
ing private patients. A man might honorably do either but he must be
sure that such concerns did not interfere with the teaching duties for
which he was paid. In such an atmosphere, chilling without being com
pletely inimical, research could not be expected to flourish.

Several men in the department were so dominated by the creative
spirit - the urge to add something new to the wealth of human knowl
edge - that they could not, at any cost, deny themselves the satisfac
tion of doing original work. Dr. John Black Johnston relieved the
congestion of a mind that teemed with ideas by pouring out a stream
of papers for the Journal of Comparative Neurology and Psychology.
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Dr. Elexious T. Bell was making, in that moment, a significant contri
bution to the practice of medicine by insisting on the importance of
the autopsy. His vigor as an investigator captured the imagination of all
his associates, and the fact that he was a much loved teacher alleviated
the sternness of sessions in which he forced physicians to look at their
mistakes, made irrevocable by death.

Despite the influence of these rebels of thought and others like Dr.
Richard E. Scammon, the only type of experiment encouraged by the
Medical School in the pre-Vincent period was that which promised to
show some immediate usefulness. Dean Wesbrook himself had worked
at the bacteriological diagnosis of diphtheria and was credited with
having rid Minneapolis of "winter cholera" by discovering, as its cause,
the practice of turning dirty water from below sewer outlets into the
city water system. Dr. Thomas G. Lee's more detached concern with
the placentation of the ovum in rodents communicated its interest to
his students chiefly in the form of healthy outdoor sport, for they were
encouraged to make an afternoon's fun of shooting gophers to be used
in his experiments.

It was to speed up the tempo of the transition phase - between such
homely and desultory exercises and the significant work which the
Medical School was later to do - that Vincent instituted a reform
movement. Early in January of 191 3 he performed a bit of precision
bombing, intended to bring an already explosive situation to a decisive
crisis. He asked for the resignation of every member of the medical
faculty.

This was not intended, of course, to be a movement of mass suicide.
The president immediately appointed a committee on reorganization,
composed of men about whose continued connection with the school
no one raised any question, together with impersonal advisers chosen
from the state's fraternity of practitioners. This group nominated heads
and staff members for a compact, workable teaching staff in each of
the departments.

Nothing resembling open revolt followed this attack, but the fac
ulty sessions were characterized by the restive grimness that broods
over occasions when all the boys of the eighth grade are kept in after
school. His plan, Vincent insisted, was in no sense disciplinary; initia
tive in making appointments would remain with the faculty. But,
inevitably, the doctors associated with the old private schools felt that
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obliterating discrimination was being leveled against them; their past
services were to count for nothing. This was not Vincent's intention
and no such result followed inauguration of his plan. Indeed, two men
who in the reorganization lost their assignments as heads of depart
ments stayed on to have long careers under new leadership. There
was no serious jostling of the school's work program.

But now at last circumstance began to conspire with Vincent to
smooth the way for his new effort. Within a few weeks of the crisis,
Dean Wesbrook was invited to become president of the University of
British Columbia at Vancouver and his resignation was accepted. There
can be no doubt that everyone involved felt gratified by this fortui
tous solution of a difficulty. Wesbrook was spared the necessity of
putting into effect a program with which he could not be expected
to have full sympathy and he went to an appointment which his gifts
of personal style and diplomatic suavity covered amply. Vincent was
able to make a new appointment to a post of strategic importance in
his campaign. Amenities between these two men were kept to a high
level of civilized grace throughout their lives. When Vincent in his
tum resigned, Wesbrook acknowledged the occasion in a letter which
speaks of "the recognition the University has received through you."

When Vincent began to look for a successor to Wesbrook his eyes
fell first on Dr. Clarence Martin Jackson, then dean of the medical
school of the University of Missouri. Already this man who was to
become one of Minnesota's finest figures had shown qualities of dis
tinction as executive, teacher, and investigator. But Jackson had had
enough of deanships. He preferred to come to Minnesota as head of
the department of anatomy with the guarantee of being allowed to

pursue his work in research.
Born in the Iowa town What Cheer, Jackson seemed to retain in

his own character souvenirs of its pioneering hardihood. He was tall,
of fine physique, and possessed of a temperament that relegated all
excess of feeling to a place of decent concealment behind a screen of
reserve. This shyness deceived no one who was associated intimately
with him. Colleagues knew Dr. Jackson as a man who worked day and
night in the service of science, who endeared himself to them by taking
thought for their personal difficulties, who alerted their talents by
giving them work they liked to do, and who spent hours each week
with them in the solution of research problems.
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His own interest lay in the study of physical growth. The book
which contains the results of his lifelong concern with scholarship
appeared in 1925: The Effects of Inanition and Malnutrition upon
Growth and Structure. Of it Dr. Ancel Keys has lately written that
it remains "the source book of information on all morphological mat
ters associated with malnutrition ... Jackson's analysis is so com
plete that it stands today without essential alteration."

He drew about him men of like mind and interest. The most dis
tinguished of these was Richard E. Scammon, whose own researches
in problems of growth made Minnesota a leading center of such study.
With the names of hematologist Hal Downey (son of Dean Downey
of the Arts College) and neuroanatomist A. T. Rasmussen added, the
list of the university's anatomists dazzled the professional world. How
had it happened, research men wondered, that so many men wearing
the stars of scholarly distinction then conferred by the editors of
American Men of Science had gathered in one institution? The answer
was that Jackson created the kind of atmosphere in which conscien
tious men could work as they liked, knowing that rewards went to
thoroughness, to orderly observation, and to sober criticism.

Having refused the leadership of the Medical School for himself,
Jackson offered as substitute the name of Elias Potter Lyon, whom he
had known as dean of the medical school at St. Louis University. The
two men entered the university together. Through many years they
were intimates and neighbors, sharers in the work of investigation and
in the pleasure of the bridge table. Yet such was the ceremonious tem
per of the time that through all this congenial collaboration they con
tinued to be Dean Lyon and Dr. Jackson to each other.

Lyon had had the varied experience of a pioneer by temperament
and drive. To put himself through college he had worked at delivering
milk through the mean streets of Chicago's West Side. He had fitted
himself for a career as bookkeeper in a small commercial college when
a chance encounter with botany opened a more stimulating world to
him and he trained himself all over again in the new field. To finance
his graduate work at Chicago he taught in what was then the univer
sity's preparatory school. This phase he interrupted to go as experi
mental biologist on one of Frederick Cook's expeditions to northern
Greenland.

At Chicago Lyon had worked under the German physiologist
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Jacques Loeb and had been imbued with the latter's spirit of dedi
cation to science as religion. Loeb frequently quoted the words of
Pasteur: "Heureux celui qui porte en soi un dieu, un beau ideal, et
qui lui obeit." It was in this spirit of elation that Lyon worked long
at Minnesota. He served the inner god with so little effort that he man
aged even to be unaware of the tensions of divided loyalty that nagged
at the minds of some of the men about him. He was able to say at the
end of his administration that all accomplishment of the period must
be attributed to his team of fellow workers. There had been, he said,
"no cliques, no schisms." This was much too good to be true. Yet in
the summing-up, hostilities counted for so little and cooperative effort
for so much that the Medical School today retains the pattern of his
design. Its position among institutions of its kind rests solidly on the
far-reaching plans outlined by Vincent and Lyon at the time of re
organization.

It was not merely the memory of Lyon as Loeb's gifted student at
Chicago that made Vincent eager to draw him to Minnesota. At St.
Louis, Lyon had already fought out and won the battle of full-time
versus part-time instruction. It was the academic struggle of the mo
ment and the new dean had both the experience and the resolution to
fight it once more on a new field.

But in the beginning it was not possible to push the "theory of full
time" to the limit of its logic. In fields like medicine and surgery few
men except active practitioners were equipped to teach practice. In
1913 neither Harvard nor Johns Hopkins had full-time teachers of
either of these two clinical branches. Though the other important posts
in Minnesota's new faculty were filled by professional teachers, in
these two, brilliant part-time men, Dr. Charles Lyman Greene and Dr.
J. E. Moore, retained their old appointments.

For a moment after the reorganization plan was put into effect,
peace seemed to have settled on the Medical School. But this was for
only a moment. There began presently one of the most vivid, eventful,
and protracted of all the fights of its history. This concerned the ques
tion of whether or not the university should become affiliated with
the Mayo organization at Rochester, a matter which agitated the entire
Minnesota community for nearly a decade.

When Vincent became president he discovered to his great grati-
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fication that the board of regents was made up of powerfully effective
men whose presence at meetings ensured the spontaneous generation
of ideas, challenges, jocularity, indeed every kind of liveliness for which
meetings of boards are not generally notable. Among these men were
Fred Snyder, whose first wife was the daughter of John Sargent Pills
bury (from the days of his service as alderman in the Minneapolis city
council, when he arranged to have the campus walks paved, Snyder
had been the indefatigable friend of the university); Pierce Butler,
later to be justice of the United States Supreme Court; and Dr. Will
Mayo of the Mayo Clinic. There were many exchanges of courtesy,
in the eternal warfare of lawyer against doctor, between Butler and
Mayo. Butler concluded one such tilt by observing: "There is a vital
difference between doctors and lawyers: when two doctors get to
gether in consultation they back up one another's blunders, but in a
trial lawyers show up one another's mistakes."

Between Vincent and Mayo there sprang up an affinity of purpose
that made them able to withstand, in defense of an idea upon which
they had collaborated, an unremitting barrage of criticism and corro
sive doubt. The idea was, in essence, that the university and the remark
able institution at Rochester should pool their resources for offering
advanced instruction in medicine.

The Mayo Clinic today is so firmly established in the world mind
as a kind of medical court of last appeal that it is a dull twenty-four
hours that does not find on its list of patients a princess of Egypt, a
glittering movie star, an Australian banker, or a maharaja or two. In
1914, though it had not yet such an unclaimed and undesired reputa
tion among the laity for making magic, its work was already well
enough known so that European scientists were identifying Minnesota
as the home of the Mayo Clinic. Physicians of the Twin Cities were
sometimes unhappy to be asked on their travels abroad if their homes
were not "somewhere near Rochester."

The success of the clinic had been marked enough so that the Doc
tors Will and Charles found themselves possessed in 1914 of a surplus
fund of a million and a half dollars which they regarded as a kind of
public trust and which they proposed to use as such, for the advance
ment of science.

In the normal course of expansion they had developed what amounted
to a graduate school of medicine. Shortly after the tum of the century
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laboratory facilities had been improved for staff members who wished
to engage in projects of investigation. By 1912 the Mayos found that
they had all unconsciously become committed to the practice of offer
ing postgraduate instruction to medical scientists and clinical interns.
Surrendering to the inevitable they organized a formal three-year pro
gram in pathology, clinical medicine, and surgery. Late in 1914 a neat
little unit with twenty-eight students had evolved.

It was a year of crisis. With the outbreak of W orId War I, the
practice among ambitious men of going to European centers for post
graduate study came abruptly to an end. New facilities had to be
provided for those who realized that the body of knowledge had be
come too vast to be encompassed by one man and who wished to do
intensive work in specialized fields.

Because Vincent believed it was a university's duty to teach a man
his lifework not as a trade but as a profession, he was earnestly dedi
cated to the idea of developing at Minnesota a graduate school of the
first order. Students, he insisted, should be encouraged to learn the re
finements of their work after they had mastered its rudiments, so that
they could go on to make their own discoveries and contributions. In
the phrase of one of Vincent's lieutenants, "It was all path-making
work," for the country of specialization had been only sketchily
mapped at the university.

"The truth is," Vincent observed regretfully, "that a man is a spe
cialist when he says that he is. Many of the best specialists have been,
by force of circumstance, self made. Success has depended more upon
native ability than on systematic training.... Not only does the pro
fession lack standards, but the public has no way to judge as to the
competency of special practitioners."

The time had come to end all that. For the protection of the public
authoritative standards must be established. This could be accomplished
only by putting graduate study in medicine under well-organized and
exacting discipline. With the aid of Dean Lyon and of the new dean
of the Graduate School, Guy Stanton Ford, Vincent set about the
task of establishing such a discipline.

At the moment the lately reborn Graduate School was supervising
the work of only half a dozen students of medicine. Affiliation with the
Rochester institution promised to offer not only an immediate stimulus
to interest in this field but also the development, at last, of "a graduate
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school which will stand absolutely alone in the sphere of medical edu
cation in America today." What Rochester had to offer was "a large
volume of clinical and laboratory material." By combining their facili
ties the university and Rochester could improve the training of spe
cialists, stimulate medical research, and unify medical education in the
state.

Anticipating the criticism that it would be improper for a state insti
tution to enter into any kind of partnership with a private commercial
organization, the suggestion was made by proponents of the plan that
a corporation be formed, to be called the Mayo Foundation for Med
ical Education and Research. This was to be as nearly as possible a
distinct entity, closely related to but independent of the Mayo Clinic.
When this separation of the active practice of medicine from the de
partment of investigation and instruction had been achieved, Dean
Lyon made the first formal suggestion to the administrative board of
the Medical School that the question of affiliation be considered. The
academic year was made memorable with the clamor that followed this
suggestion.

Dr. Will Mayo was fond of saying about any man who allowed him
self to be carried away by emotion in the consideration of a theoretical
matter that he "made a balloon ascension." He could not have antici
pated the spectacular number of balloon ascensions that were made as
soon as this plan was announced. The Hennepin and Ramsey County
Medical associations went up en masse, with only a few individual
members left tugging at the strings from the ground. Some members
of the legislature hurriedly followed them into the air. One distin
guished member of the medical faculty took off with a party of his
followers and attained the greatest height of moral indignation reached
by anyone in all that hysterical traffic.

It is difficult to understand today why there should have been so
extravagant a response to what seemed to detached observers like a
sound plan for improving the university's facilities. In the course of
the negotiations many details were changed and the effect of each
of these was to give the university more authority in the administra
tion of graduate teaching and research at Rochester. But the features
that remained static throughout were these: The foundation was to
provide an endowment of one and a half million dollars, the interest
on which was to be allowed to accrue until the sum had reached two
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millions; in the meanwhile the clinic would pay the foundation's yearly
operating cost of approximately $100,000. The suggested trial period
of six years could be brought to an end at any time upon a year's
notice.

What had been altered under fire from opponents was the original
plan that the creators of the foundation - all members by blood or
marriage of the Mayo family - should appoint an administrative board
to manage the affairs of the foundation. The final contract altered this
provision to give the board of regents of the university the right to
appoint professors, instructors, and staff members.

The total warfare against the affiliation plan was conducted simul
taneously on several different levels. There was first the direct and
dignified approach of those who clung to the strictly orthodox view
that it was a misuse of the university's standing to allow an alliance
with a private medical clinic. Among the men who held to this opinion
were several whom it embarrassed the regents to have to face. The
two former presidents were united against their successor. Folwell
wrote to the president of the board of regents: "Go slow on the Mayo
proposition. . .. If the Rochester corporation desires merely to con
tribute to the advancement of science . . . let them receive accredited
graduates of the university, give them their training, and award cer
tificates of proficiency." Northrop vigorously repudiated the idea that
the Mayos had offered the university anything of value.

Worst of all was the opposition of Dr. Charles Lyman Greene. He
followed the line that his honored colleagues of Rochester would be
"welcome . . . as members of our faculty if they would do their
teaching in our wards and within the precincts of the university" but
that it would be "a departUre from sound policy" for the regents "to
delegate . . . teaching functions [of the university] to a private cor
poration, grant credit for work done there, and issue its own diploma
on the basis of such credits." These were honest doubts, held too rig
idly and too close to the eyes, perhaps, but held in response to con
scientious scruple.

There was, however, a second and more devious level of approach
to the discussion. A group of men, once of the Medical School faculty,
who had failed of reappointment at the time of the 1913 reorganiza
tion, began to "imagine a vain thing." Their old wounds smarted again
under what they took to be another attack upon their professional
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integrity, and they saw the reorganization and the affiliation as parts
of one maneuver. Vincent and Mayo had been planning the affiliation
from the start, they thought, and the reorganization had been arranged
to eliminate the men who would oppose their purpose.

It was a sprightly melodrama but, like many another that a man
dreams in interesting agony by night, it should not have seemed plausi
ble in the light of day. One of the men who had been demoted by the
reorganization and still felt the greatest bitterness about it was an
active proponent of affiliation. One of the men who had engineered
the reorganization, as a member of the advisory committee of practi
tioners from outside the medical faculty, was extremely voluble in his
denunciation of alliance with the foundation. The idea of collusion
had no support in fact.

Along a third level came the hysterics who seem simply to have
got the smell of battle in their nostrils and wished to join the more
aggressive side. They made reckless charges. The whole plan, they
whispered or shouted (each according to his temperament), was a
great ugly scheme on the part of the Mayos to get around the medical
profession's stern ban against publicity and advertising. The clinic was
purchasing respectability, a title of nobility, like any globe-trotting
heiress. When its purpose had been gained it would terminate the agree
ment, leaving the university poorer in reputation. Again, the purpose
was merely to promote the Rochester community where the money
of the foundation would be spent to the advantage of everyone from
doctors to real estate speculators but to the grave disadvantage of the
university which would have sold its birthright for the curious privi
lege of watching others eat the mess of pottage. Or still again the pur
pose in attracting graduate students to Rochester was simply that of
obtaining cheap labor for the clinic. The more imaginative men among
critics of affiliation devised extraordinary scenes, depicting students of
the foundation herded into the basement of the clinic, where like en
slaved troglodytes they were employed in "labeling different speci
mens" and given "no opportunities in clinics or surgical departments."

This noisy war of nerves did not demoralize the Mayos. They kept
their poise admirably, making dignified answers to undignified ques
tions, frustrating vociferous complainers by refusing to echo their
excited accents.

Throughout the spring of 1915 the fight continued. The Guilford
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bill, designed to prevent affiliation, was presented to the legislature and
in April the university committee held open hearings on it. Speaking
for the regents, Snyder assured the state that the board had relinquished
its authority to no one but remained free to establish requirements for
graduation. Lyon, representing a majority of the medical faculty, tes
tified that affiliation would greatly broaden opportunities for students.
Vincent offered one of his characteristic epigrams, saying that oppo
nents of affiliation wished to keep the university a "cloister" while its
adherents saw the university as "the center of statewide life and move
ment."

Outside the capitol tongues wagged angrily and recklessly. Every
one who felt that he had a quarrel with the university brought it once
more into the open. In this feverish temper the senate passed the Guil
ford bill. But the matter was left still undecided at the close of the
legislative session, for the house did not receive the measure in time
to act upon it.

The regents had gained time in which to present a modified plan
that the legislature might not wish to forbid. A strong objection to the
original proposal had been the provision that all resources of the foun
dation were to be spent in Rochester. The Mayos now agreed to give
the regents power to spend a part of the fund wherever they wished,
even outside the state.

But a public hearing held by the board brought forth the same
clamor of charges and countercharges. Opposing sides belabored each
other with the deadliest of cliches. There was much talk of the uni
versity's needing to be like Caesar's wife, above suspicion. There was
also much talk about not looking a gift horse in the mouth.

There was, however, no reason why the regents should not follow
their own will until the legislature should expressly interfere. On June
9, 1915, they signed an agreement with the foundation which made its
students members of the Graduate School of the university, subject
to its regulations as candidates for its degrees.

At the same meeting the board was unhappily inspired to rebuke
the faculty members who had opposed affiliation. In a resolution that
betrayed their tight-lipped anger they declared that "the best interests
of the University require that the new plans ... should not be op
posed by any member of the medical faculty." They further under
scored their meaning by accepting the resignation of Dr. Greene.
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Another flurry of revolt promptly followed. Members of Dr.
Greene's department met secretly and there was talk of a strike against
what the doctors took to be an attack on freedom of speech. Deter
mined to keep his team together and its spirit high, Dean Lyon wrote
to President Vincent: "It is my understanding that no abridgment of
academic freedom is intended and that all members of the medical
faculty who are willing to give the plan a fair trial may continue as
members of the faculty with complete self-respect."

Still more than a little tight-lipped, Vincent responded: "The Re
gents authorize me to say that your interpretation is officially sanc
tioned."

But the fight was not yet over. The legislature could still intervene
to prevent the plan's being put into operation and the die-hards pre
pared another bill for that purpose. This time hostility seemed to have
lost its force and Dr. Will Mayo was able to write to Snyder in April
1917 that he did not believe the measure would pass.

"I hope," he added, "that ... we may not have to go through this
disturbance every two years . . . although I must say . . . that the
effect on the university as a whole has been good. The publicity has
focussed attention on the value of advanced work . . . and has brought
the faculty together in defense of the school."

In this mood Dr. Mayo went before a meeting arranged by the St.
Paul Association of Commerce to make his own comment on the pend
ing legislation. To the great majority of his listeners he seemed in that
hour to lend the homely eloquence of conviction to the simplest and
most honorable of causes. As neighbor to neighbor, he spoke of what
"my brother and I" hoped to accomplish. Before the overpowering
strength of this complete guilelessness all doubt of the purposes of the
affiliation went down. Along with it went the prospects for the second
bill. It died of inanition on the committee room table.

All of Vincent's purposes in the reform of the Medical School be
gan to justify themselves in the eyes of his colleagues. Although Dr.
Moore's department was one in which even the president and the dean
had supposed the principle of full-time teaching could not be put into
effect, the head of surgery himself volunteered to make the test. He
wrote to Lyon: "I wish to tender ... to the Administrative Board
the whole of my time. . . . The trend in medical education seems to
be toward the full-time clinical teacher and this move will afford the
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university an opportunity to try out this principle without expense.
. . . I shall expect no increase in salary."

In the same year a separate department of pediatrics was split off
from surgery, to which it had been arbitrarily linked, and the head
of that division also asked to be considered a full-time appointee. Dr.
James Parker Sedgwick asked only that he be given the privilege of
private consultation. A new formula came into existence with the estab
lishment of this precedent. Full-time members of the faculty, with the
permission of the head of the department, may accept on a consultation
basis a limited number of private patients referred to them by other
physicians.

Four decades after the affiliation fight was waged with so much pas
sion and eloquence few can remember why the prospect seemed to
threaten evil. A civilized and humorous member of the faculty who
at the time was ready to strike in defense of the profession's honor tes
tifies today that no defiling monsters lurked in the shadow of the plan.

The immediate effect of affiliation was to bring many distinguished
men to the foundation as teachers and as fellows. The fear that the
university might have its strength tapped and diverted proved to be
illusory; its own work in research has gone on at an intensified pace
as Vincent had shrewdly foreseen that it would. If the university has
not profited financially by the arrangement, the state of Minnesota has
profited in all the ways that Vincent listed: in the establishment of the
highest, the most exacting standards for all who work toward advanced
degrees in medicine; in the abandonment of the cloistered atmosphere
so that the laboratory itself has become statewide; in the unification
of practices and procedures to the end that service to the people might
be efficient, thoughtful, and securely based on firsthand investigation.

In the work of re-creating the university Vincent had completed
two major tasks. That of regenerating the Law School, thorough
though the operation was, had been conducted in the atmosphere of
universal understanding and good will. Many hours devoted to Med
ical School affairs had been surcharged with tension and the time as
a whole had been one of exhausting effort. But the accomplishment
was in the end no less satisfying. In place of the fragment of nineteenth
century tradition which the Medical School had been, Vincent had
brought into existence an efficient modern institution closely integrated
into the work of the whole university.
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AT THE mom,nt wh'n Notthrop clo"d 1m administration, an
able popularizer of scientific subjects, Edwin E. Slosson, published a
volume called Great American Universities. The bouquet of pleas
antries presented to the University of Minnesota in this study con
tained one sharp thorn.

"Comparatively little," wrote Slosson, "has been done in research
except in agriculture. . . . The graduate school was first definitely or
ganized in 1905 and then the Regents permitted it only on condition
that it was not to cost anything."

The situation was, in fact, rather more curious than this comment
suggests. Dr. Henry T. Eddy of Engineering, first dean of the Gradu
ate School, once confided to a colleague that the regents had intimated
quite clearly that it was to be his job to "sit on the lid" and to let as
little as possible happen in this department.

Advanced degrees had been awarded from time to time but these
had gone to men who insisted stubbornly on having them. Before the
Graduate School had become a department even in name Dr. Jabez
Brooks of the first faculty had guided a handful of students through
some widely scattered undertakings. (The first master's degree had
been earned in 1880, the first doctor's degree not until 1888.) After
Dean Eddy's regime began he did not sit on the lid so tightly but that
several men who became distinguished in the university's history man
aged to escape with advanced degrees: Edward M. Freeman (plant
pathology) in 1905; Hal Downey (hematology) in 1909; and one man
each year in physics, John Zeleny in 1906, Anthony Zeleny in 1907,
Henry A. Erikson in 1908, and Alois Kovarik in 1909.

Still Northrop's final report as president had absolutely nothing to
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say of the Graduate School. It had been suffered, to the end, in the
name of academic respectability but not encouraged even enough to
have its achievements listed.

Here Vincent had a world to create from the very beginning. With
in a year of his arrival, Eddy retired as dean emeritus and again cir
cumstance collaborated with the president to give him a fresh start.

It was inevitable that Vincent's eye should be directed toward Illi
nois in his search for a new dean. President Edmund James had been
just a few steps ahead of Vincent in the work of overhauling a uni
versity and gearing it for modem service. The men who had been
James's allies were of the type that Vincent wanted.

At the opening of the fall term in 1913 the man the president had
chosen to be his new dean of the Graduate School appeared on the
campus for the first time. He had a profile that would have looked well
on an ancient Roman coin and above his high brow he wore a plume
of prematurely gray hair. At forty, he was already the sort of person
to whom young newspaper reporters refer as "venerable." But Guy
Stanton Ford had twenty-eight years of energy to give the University
of Minnesota. He spent them doing first the creative task to which
Vincent had called him and afterward a great many more creative
tasks that he invented for himself.

What young reporters missed when, dazzled by Olympian dignity,
they called Ford venerable was the variable drive of his temperament.
This had shown itself in his youthful passion for baseball; in the adapta
bility that endeared him to the young pupils of his first school when
he undertook to coach their football team; in the devotion to the
theater that had made him and his father rivals for honors as imper
sonators of comic figures in amateur plays. Ford and Vincent shared
many things, one of which was a superb aptitude for the platform. In
each this seemed to be the final flourish of a completely creative indi
viduality.

As scholar, Ford seemed to be from an early age engaged in the
relaxed pursuit of absolute perfection. At thirteen he had passed, with
high honors, an examination intended to test the fitness of mature
men and women for teaching posts. At Upper Iowa University marks
of 100 dotted his reports. (One awe-struck but slightly stubborn teacher
gave him a 99 Yz in Logic.) In 1892 he transferred to the University of
Wisconsin, where President Adams was engaged at the time in build-
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ing up a graduate school, where Richard T. Ely was exercising his tre
mendous influence on the teaching of economics and daily inventing
new legislation for Robert M. La Follette to sponsor, and where Fred
erick Jackson Turner was expounding his theory of the frontier
psychology as a dominating force in American history. To a highly
responsive young man it must have seemed that Wisconsin itself con
stituted the frontier of ideas.

Ford left the University of Wisconsin knowing that history was to
be his own field. He financed a program of graduate study by work
ing for three years as superintendent of schools in a small Wisconsin
town. In Marburg and Berlin he narrowed down his sweeping view of
the world to specialization in modern European history. At Columbia
where he went at last to take his Ph.D. he learned that Latin was an
absolute requirement for all candidates. Having eluded it at Upper
Iowa he proceeded quite unabashed to make up the omission by self
instruction, chanting conjugations on long walks by day and grinding
declensions between his teeth in sleep at night.

Having established himself as a kind of modern pioneer in his own
field, Ford was called in 1906 to the University of Illinois to assume
the newly created professorship of modern European history. There,
in the words of his chief, Professor Evarts Greene, he "left a definite
mark on the department, the college, and the university."

There, too, Vincent found him and broadened his scope by giving
him a completely free hand in the development, at Minnesota, of all
the creative devices he had learned from Adams at Wisconsin and from
James at Illinois.

Something of the joy of Chantecler in crowing up the sun echoes
in Ford's first pronouncement on his new job. In his report to the
president, he wrote: "With the organization of the Graduate School
upon an independent basis, the University of Minnesota may be said
to have attained its majority. By this act it gave notice that it would
henceforth take its place, not as a parasitic institution, living upon the
scientific productions of other institutions and other times, but as a
contributing member in the advancement of science - the highest func
tion for which universities are organized."

With this brave declaration of faith there had to be made, how
ever, the tacit admission that an entirely new climate had to be created
before the faculty could survive in the rarefied atmosphere of advanced
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study. "It has been at Minnesota, it seems to me," wrote Dean Ford,
"the policy to let graduate work develop out of the growing strength
of departments and colleges, rather than to impose it upon the present
academic organization with its own funds and personnel." This was,
of course, a discreet way of commenting upon the fact that genuine
contributions to the store of knowledge had been made only by those
men who could not resist productivity because ideas would go on
germinating in their heads. The rest had been given neither opportunity
nor encouragement to follow the creative life. Loaded with teaching
schedules of fourteen to seventeen hours, they were "in danger of
being lost to the scholarly world."

The design for reorganization established, as adviser to the dean, an
executive committee made up of seven members, one for each of these
spheres of learned interest: social sciences and law; physical science,
mathematics, and engineering; biological sciences; philosophy, psychol
ogy, and education; language and literature; medicine; and, finally,
agriculture.

The establishment of the Graduate School under a man who was
determined to light fires in human minds proved to be a tremendous
impetus to productive scholarship. The first years of Dean Ford's ad
ministration of the Graduate School saw the beginnings of many dis
tinguished careers in research. Richard Scammon embarked upon his
enormously important studies of growth. The year 1916 found him
engrossed with "the topographic anatomy of the late fetus and new
born child." In the same year other members of the medical group
were engaged in significant studies: C. M. Jackson in the effect of
inanition on the ductless glands of albino rats; E. T. Bell in the bacte
riological study of pneumococci; A. D. Hirschfelder in the pharma
cology of infectious diseases.

The men of the history department were in an uninterrupted state
of ferment. William Stearns Davis, Albert Beebe White, and Wallace
Notestein developed so extraordinary a set of facilities for the study
of seventeenth-century parliamentary history that only the British
Museum had better.

With Ford's encouragement Minnesota's group of energetic men
in physics became more active than ever even after their number had
been depleted by Yale's persistent raids on the faculty. New men in
Romance languages, Everett W. Olmsted and Colbert Searles, began
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their important studies of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century French
and Spanish literature. Frederick Klaeber was touchingly delighted to
discover that his scholarly concerns had become not merely respectable
but even admirable in the eyes of the new regime.

Alfred Owre and Thomas B. Hartzell set about the original work
in dental research that was to make the name of Minnesota known
wherever in the civilized world the teeth are treated with respect.

Certain interests of an intensely practical importance to Minnesota
were recognized in Ford's statewide laboratory. Edward Van Dyke
Robinson made a significant study of early economic conditions in the
development of agriculture in Minnesota. This foreshadowed the role
the university was to play through its economists in the analysis and
solution of agricultural problems. The Graduate School may be cred
ited here, too, with pioneer work in opening up the services of the
institution to the people of the state.

The concerns of the new Graduate School which were of so many
varieties, practical and theoretical, became in one instance as concrete
as concrete itself. For several years Franklin R. McMillan worked in
dustriously at experiments which, as the Graduate School was pleased
to announce, "will contribute largely to our knowledge of reinforced
concrete in floors."

From Beowulf to concrete floors, by way of the ducdess glands,
the Graduate School had taken the first lap of an adventure in learning
that was entirely in the spirit of the new university. It was interested
in everything that might be expected to contribute to the enrichment
of human life.

Between 1912 and 1917 enrollment of students in the Graduate
School increased from one hundred and fifty-nine to four hundred
and sixty-four. In the college year 1913-14 half of its students were
Minnesota graduates, another fifty-three came from colleges whose
rating was so low that extra undergraduate work was required of the
candidates to make up for the deficiencies, and the rest came by ones
and twos from a scattering of other colleges. In 1917 only about a third
of the graduate students held A.B. degrees from Minnesota, and there
were many from Harvard, Chicago, Columbia, Michigan, Pennsyl
vania, Johns Hopkins, and other major institutions.

The high representation of Johns Hopkins among graduate students
at Minnesota was of course the result of the affiliation with the Mayo
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Foundation. So, too, was the great preference for surgery. These can
didates made up one tenth of the total number of the university's gradu
ate students.

One of Ford's important duties as dean was to work out, with the
board of scientific directors of the foundation, a new formula for
advanced study and instruction in a quite unprecedented experiment.
For the fellows at Rochester an informal but highly exacting program
was evolved which is still in operation. All students have regular duties
in one or another of the clinic sections and in the allied hospitals. In
struction in clinical subjects is entirely a matter of conference between
candidate and teacher and no formal classes exist. The major in medi
cine or surgery must be supported by a minor in a laboratory subject.
Only those whose theses have been accepted are eligible for final ex
amination. Examining committees, both for the reading of theses and
for the conduct of oral examinations, are drawn from the faculty
groups of the university and of the foundation. No Mayo fellow is
passed without being subjected to the searching questions of the uni
versity faculty and no university graduate student in medicine can
elude the appraising eye of representatives of the faculty at Rochester.

"It is a long step," Ford once pointed out, "from the early days
when a clinician almost assumed that anyone who had worked with
him ought to be accepted on faith or as a matter of professional cour
tesy to the present day when, even if apprehensive, he views with
reasonable objectivity the mowing down of his favorite by civilian
pathologists or an upstart colleague of lower rank in his own or the
other faculty. He no longer roars, he only grumbles subterraneously
when his candidate stubs his toe on the language requirement. The
evolution has been accompanied by better teaching and more definite
attempts to see that the peak of the pyramided specialization has a suf
ficiently broad foundation."

A major concern with Ford was, from the very beginning of his
deanship, that of raising the standards of teaching in all departments.
He disliked seeing the Graduate School operate as a kind of part-time
employment bureau. Too many of its enrollees were men and women
who had been brought to Minnesota as instructors, in a few instances
even as assistant professors. Ford urged repeatedly that the standards
for appointment should begin with the insistence that a teacher be
already equipped for his lifework by the completion of his graduate
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study before he could be considered for the faculty. He should be
"free of the guild" and ready for service before making his debut as
a teacher.

Ford's insistence on this point of academic honor certainly may be
counted as a maturing influence. In the days of the university's familial
atmosphere it had been a source of legitimate pride that so young an
institution, struggling for survival on education's frontier, was able
to do work solid enough so that its graduates could straightway become
its teachers. Many an excellent man came into the faculty by the direct
route from student's chair to podium.

But Vincent had no taste for the concepts of family solidarity and
"splendid isolation." He insisted on the university's taking its place
in the larger academic community. He wanted a lively commerce in
brains and favored, except in rare instances, the principle that appoint
ments to posts of responsibility, if they were to go to Minnesota-trained
men, might do so only after these men had met the challenge of earn
ing advanced degrees in the graduate schools of other institutions. It
was part of the contribution of Vincent and Ford, working as collabo
rators, to give Minnesota a new pride, no longer that of the parish
which delights in the local boy who has "made good" but that of the
world community which considers that the choice of a teacher must be
made on the principle that only the best available intelligence will do.

Ford was alert to seize upon any opportunity to further the interests
of the Graduate School and he saw in the development of the summer
session such a chance. The idea of providing facilities for study in the
interval between regular terms of college or university was nearly a
century old in America. It had first been suggested in 1840 by two
zealots of education, Emerson and Alcott, though it was not until much
later that the Concord School of Philosophy and Literature actually
materialized out of their vision. In 1869 Harvard had made a start in a
similar direction with the summer classes of Professor Louis Agassiz
at Buzzards Bay. The Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole
was a lineal descendant of these, and next in direct line was the Chau
tauqua movement (with which, as a later chapter will show, Vincent
was in intense sympathy). Ford was convinced that the Graduate
School should take the initiative in building up the infant summer ses
sion. Among its students there must always be many public school
teachers intent upon improving their technique, as well as their chances
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of promotion, by doing advanced work. As chairman of a special com
mittee he reported to the president in February 1915:

"In planning the work of the summer session especial consideration
will be given to the needs of those who can utilize such opportunities
only during the summer session. . .. First among these classes are
teachers,school superintendents, supervisors and instructors in agricul
ture and domestic science."

During his first years at Minnesota Ford established the habit of
leading a multiple life which has remained with him always. In addition
to his work as administrator of one important school of the university,
with its sideline task of developing plans that affected all divisions of
the institution, he had a full schedule as professor of history. All stu
dents from freshmen to graduates came under his eye, sometimes in
classes a thousand strong. He participated in an introductory course
in medieval and modern history, lectured on national movements in
the age of Bismarck, and for another huge group of students traced
the outlines of Prussian history. At a time when he was helping to
rebuild the university from its foundations, he had the vitality to carry
on a schedule that would in itself have seemed a full program to any
less ardent lover of his job.

Then in the spring of 1917 solid ground slid with a rush from under
the feet of American complacency. The movement was made audible
on the campus in the slamming of many books as half the male popu
lation walked out of the classrooms en masse to enlist in the war "to
make the world safe for democracy." It was made audible in a more
specific way in the impromptu lectures of professors who could no
longer keep their minds on the works of Sir Francis Bacon or the ab
sorption of beta and gamma rays by gases but must have their word
about unrestricted submarine warfare.

Ford himself was in immediate demand in Washington:' He had writ
ten his Ph.D. thesis on Prussian history, he had taught classes in con
temporary European problems. The government needed a man with
such a background to interpret to the public what was going on, and
Ford left with all the young volunteers on May 17, 1917, to go into
the service. He became, under George Creel, chief of the Division of
Civic and Educational Publications of the Committee on Public In
formation. And there he stayed until January 1919.

It should be observed parenthetically that in a moment when pa-
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triotism recklessly deposed common sense, when serious CritiCS and
scholars gleefully infected themselves with poison and went about
screaming that Beethoven was the essential Teuton beast and Goethe
the Antichrist, Ford continued to concern himself with an objective
interpretation of war issues and urged his associates to write nothing
of which they would be ashamed twenty years later.

The great interruption to the work of the world interrupted the
development of the university, too. But before Ford went to Washing
ton he had the satisfaction of knowing that the Graduate School which
he had helped so significantly to create was in firm possession of entity
and integrity. It had been responsible for the production of work that
could not have been done without its backing.

It is perhaps appropriate to suggest, in anticipation of the complete
story of the growth of the Graduate School, that one reason for the
success of its dean lay in his ability to take a broad view of its duties
toward every department. As Vincent once wrote: "He strengthened
the bonds of common scientific interests between the investigators on
the main campus and the research workers in the departments at the
University Farm."

When he was about to succeed Ford as president of the university,
Walter Coffey, until then dean and director of the Department of
Agriculture, enthusiastically underscored that statement:

"You have interested yourself in many phases of the work of the
University during your years of distinguished and fruitful service....
Again and again, we of the Department of Agriculture have profited
by your support. . . . It is not too much to say that the Department
. . . is one of the top-flight agricultural institutions of the country in
graduate study. Our high standing has been attained in cooperation
with you, and a large share of it belongs to you."

Because he was able to take so inclusive a view of the university's
needs as a whole, Ford had, indeed, helped it to grow into its full
maturity.
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~N he app,",ched the Arts College with h~ chatactet~tic
intrepidity Vincent was determined to accomplish nothing less than
its complete rebirth. As a first step toward that end he wished to take
a fresh look at the fundamental purposes of this unit of the university
to discover whom it was supposed to educate and in the light of what
philosophy. Again, circumstance collaborated with him to supply both
the man and the occasion for just this sort of exploration.

On November 13, 1913, there stood up before a faculty dining club
to read the paper of the evening a shy, sensitive-looking man whose
air of perennial youthfulness tended to deny him the authority of his
forty-five years. The lines of the mouth seemed tacitly to confess to
boyish questioning and the eyes to the fear of being misunderstood.
The light hair parted in the middle leaped in uncertain cascades to right
and left, giving the face a look of mild surprise.

But the surprise of the evening was for Dr. John Black Johnston's
hearers. For he had not chosen to talk on his own subject, comparative
neurology, but rather on "University Organization," and he had some
quite unexpected things to say about it.

His chief point was that universities suffer not so much from the
autocratic domination of presidents as from the intellectual sluggish
ness of bureaucratic department heads. Young men with ideas could
not make their voices heard because they were not professors. Yet
young men were the only ones likely to have anything of importance
to say.

"Let it not be thought," Dr. Johnston added, "that the writer has
any personal interest in this aspect of the question. He has passed the
time when he can be expected to produce any new ideas."
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He went on to insist that the glacial unreceptiveness of universities
to the enthusiasm of reformers ensured conservatism "but not prog
ress." "It means," he said, "that the university never adjusts its ideals
to the times but is forever denying itself the information which its
individual members could supply."

It was ironic that Johnston should have been so sure, on that eve
ning, of having reached the stage in his academic progress of "the lean
and slippered pantaloon." The fact was that he had before him more
than twenty years of vigorous activity as reformer, during which time
his ideas were to dominate the thinking of his own university and later
to influence the thinking of the entire academic world in America.

What he was recalling in these bitter words was the memory of
eight years spent as a teacher of zoology in a small southern university
where he had been acutely unhappy. Letters from an intimate adviser
written during that period comment with surprise that, after so many
reckless encounters with campus politics, Johnston should still have
his "official head ... on his shoulders."

But if he fatalistically expected decapitation after uttering heresy
before his dining club, Johnston must have been agreeably shocked to
find that many of his colleagues were delighted. One in particular,
Frank Maloy Anderson of the history department, noted that this was
a man of independent spirit and said so to the president. Anderson had
the temperament of a king-maker or at least of a dean-maker. Two
men came to high posts in the university through his direct influence:
Johnston and Ford.

Vincent had his own sharp eye for men of quality. He discovered the
fine intelligence of Cephas Allin and advanced him rapidly in the de
partment of political science. He created a one-man department of com
parative literature for Oscar Firkins to occupy in splendid, if somewhat
antisocial, isolation. (In answer to a routine question from his dean,
Firkins once answered witheringly: "The Department of Comparative
Literature has no summer school classes and its disinterest . . . is com
plete.") Well aware of Johnston's interest in the university as a whole,
Vincent had asked him, two years before, to write a revised version of
the history of the institution for a new edition of the Cyclopedia of
Education.

Johnston's changes are significant. The earlier sketch had said: "The
full development of the un.iversity did not come until 1884 when Cyrus
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Northrop was elected president." Folwell was ignored completely.
Johnston's article devoted eight of his eighty lines to the achievements
of the first president. Clearly, in his own later work, he wished to throw
a bridge back to the early beginnings and to restore a feeling of con
tinuity to the development of educational theory. Vincent, too, felt an
affinity with Folwell; this shared enthusiasm made him and Johnston
good collaborators.

The president had not heard Johnston give his paper on organization
but he read it when it appeared a few months later in the magazine
Science. He wrote in appreciation of its quality: "Accept my thanks
as colleague for raising fundamental questions in this clear, straight
forward fashion. . . . I want to have a full and frank talk with you
about the whole subject of university administration."

The talk when it took place a few weeks later proved to be decisive
as well as full and frank. Its final effect was that on April I the regents
voted to name Johnston dean of the Arts College to succeed John F.
Downey.

In 1903 when this first dean had been appointed Kipling had just en
riched the literature of adolescence with his stories of an English public
school, Stalky and Company. Inevitably, knowing ones among stu
dents, faculty, and alumni borrowed a phrase from it to apply to the
Arts dean, calling him "a Downey bird." The function of this genial
bon vivant was, in the words of the Alumni Weekly, "to remove to

some degree the burdens of President Northrop." Downey was, indeed,
another of the president's alter egos, a willing delegate to meetings of
the Association of State Universities and an indefatigable listener to the
addresses of other deans. His own chief task was to "stand by" his
chief and to maintain the peace in an atmosphere of enveloping senti
ment. He had a lively appreciation of good taste in the realm of the
humanities and took a strong stand against the pigmentation of statues
(no matter what the Romans did).

Deans of the old school, like Downey, were not unhappy when their
time for retirement came after the close of the century's first decade.
The academic world had changed, become complex. A chief cause was
the sudden rush of students into all the arts colleges of the country.
The pattern of social life in America was changing, too. With the
growth of industry and the solidification of the position of a privileged
class new demands were being made of education. Administrators who
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had walked so long the path of casual paternalism found themselves in
the dilemma of "the old woman who lived in a shoe." They were glad
to give way to successors who had ideas about what to do with this
superfluity of children or, as the new deans themselves would have
said, were ready to apply the techniques of the modern educationalist
to the problem of training a whole people for the service of democ
racy.

So it happened that the man who said, at forty-five, that he was
past the time when he could expect to produce new ideas began, at
forty-six, to father new ideas with the greatest regularity.

Johnston's basic belief was that "everyone should be educated in
proportion to his capacity, limited only by the economic resources
of the nation." Society might expect as a return on this investment the
production of a citizenry with enriched and ripened minds ready not
merely to solve its specific problems but also to lend to its way of life a
finer flavor.

To justify the trust that had been reposed in it the university must
not be content simply to throw all its matriculants into a great educa
tional hopper and grind doggedly away, pulverizing many and reject
ing them as failures while it turned out as graduates many more upon
whom it had put the stamp of a stereotyped mediocrity. To award its
degrees, with the same kind of uncritical complacence, to the solemn
drudge, to the erratic student of talent who had never taken the trouble
to work up to the level of his capacity, and to the brilliant potential
scholar was, in his estimation, to make a brazen admission of failure.

The task of the university as Johnston defined it was threefold: to
produce learned men for the professions, capable of advancing the stand
ards and the techniques of each; to supply the community with teachers
for all levels of instruction; and to return to "the large-scale laboratory
of social intelligence" men and women of disciplined mind, prepared
to engage honorably and under the spur of awakened imagination "in
the everyday work of the world."

As microcosm of the larger university realm, the Arts College touched
all these interests. Two thirds of its instruction was designed for the
professions. This figure rose to eighty-five per cent of the teaching
load if the credit hours devoted to preprofessional and preteaching re
sponsibilities were added. The rest of the Arts College schedule was
concerned with students who were making their way, with very little
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guidance, through the first two years of the "general culture" course.
Most of its students were in their late teens or early twenties, and as
they struggled along difficult paths so widely divergent they needed
urgently to be given a sense of direction. This exceedingly difficult
traffic required some sort of discipline which, until then, no one had
attempted to offer.

The twenty-three years of Johnston's deanship were devoted to the
problem of the "differential treatment of students" and he made a dis
tinguished contribution to its study. In his program each applicant for
admission to the university was regarded as an individual with special
aptitudes and needs. It became the dean's lifework to find "techniques
of measuring or estimating native abilities" so that the student's "fitness
to profit by training" might be predicted and a reasonable degree of
success in his educational experience be assured.

A first step toward the goal of making education fit need was to de
cide who was fit for education. Johnston when he became dean walked
into the midst of a protracted and often bitter fight over entrance re
quirements.

In the early days Folwell's view of the problem was that the univer
sity must be the apex of an educational system resting on the broad
base of the state-supported primary and secondary schools which he
had helped to call into being. There was to be a steady progession from
level to level, with the unfit falling away in the process. Practical ne
cessity had, however, forced the university to take anyone who knocked
at the door, so that theory and practice could never be reconciled in
Folwell's precise mind.

In Northrop's time the university had grown out of all its old home
spun garments and new ones had to be provided. The inclination of the
president was to cut these according to the design with which he was
familiar, that of the New England school concerned chiefly with offer
ing a classical education. A new formula for admission to the univer
sity, worked out in collaboration with superintendents and principals
representing the various parts of the state, still emphasized the values of
the traditional system. Three levels of high school achievement were
recognized: "pass," "pass with credit," and "pass with honor." To be
accepted by the university a high school graduate's record must show
a steady balance between mere passes and passes with honor so that he
emerged with an average pass with credit. These credits must be in
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specified subjects, with English, Latin, and mathematics in undisputed
possession of authority over the student mind.

Immediately the heads of secondary schools became dissatisfied with
what they had done. In practice the system seemed inflexible. Com
plaints against it were many. The university occupied the position of
autocrat snobbishly concerned with the interests of the few, indifferent
to the needs of the many. It admitted dull students who had slavishly
followed regulations and excluded superior students with special apti
tudes and interests. To a private school such a degree of authority might
be allowed; in an institution supported by the state for the benefit of
all, this autocratic temper became intolerable. The university must not
attempt to tell high schools what they must teach. It could not reason
ably demand that every boy and girl should know in his first year of
high school whether or not he wished to continue with higher educa
tion and prepare to meet rigid requirements.

The sessions at which these matters were discussed became lurid
with personal feeling. Newspaper accounts gleefully underscored the
hostility of tone, reporting that "denunciations" were "hurled" back
and forth across the conference room. Northrop complained reproach
fully that every attack upon the university's policy was a personal in
sult to himself. Dean Downey stood firm while the superintendents and
principals shouted their protests into the wind.

Into this struggle Johnston, then still a professor of anatomy with
scores of what would have seemed to be more immediate interests, had
injected himself to play his favorite role of heretic-at-Iarge. Before u
gathering of the honorary scientific fraternity, Sigma Xi, he seized oc
casion to present his dissenting views.

"Our system of public instruction," he declared, "instead of being
alive to the needs of the young . . . is the most antiquated of human
institutions. . . . [It] disregards the needs and capacities of the in
dividual and fills the minds of all with a pabulum that is supposed to
make every man a president, a great artist, or king of high finance. The
schools rebuff youthful curiosity and stifle youthful enthusiasm, the
two prime movers in human achievement. . . . Then the university
faculty accepts that dwarfed and misshapen child and sets about the
impossible task of making a man of him."

The crisis so unsettled the judgment of responsible people that a high
school principal confessed to having changed the grades of two of his
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students in order to defeat the university's regulations. A scandal was
averted only by the voluntary withdrawal of the two young men.

Vincent inherited this problem as one of the many of his first year
at Minnesota. While the old dean remained in office Vincent felt "in
honor bound" to enforce his regulations. But to endorse them was quite
another matter. The question was immediately reopened and turned
over to the newly created University Senate. It was undoubtedly be
cause he had been on the side of rebels against Downey's policy that
Johnston became the dean's successor.

Almost his first act in office was to simplify admission requirements.
A high school diploma became the passport to higher education. All
the complicated bookkeeping in first-, second-, and third-rate credits
was unceremoniously tossed out the window. Strait-jacket regulations
with regard to languages were relaxed sufficiently so that the potential
engineer and the potential business executive might make their way
into the university without being suspect as interlopers. New specifica
tions recognized the respectability of history, of the social sciences, and
even of vocational subjects, of which a candidate for admission might
offer a modest number. The "differential treatment" of students had be
come something more than a hopeful phrase.

Having provided this loophole for the educable student whose quality
had not been discovered in high school, Johnston gave his next atten
tion to the superior student, as the National Research Council was at
that moment urging colleges and universities to do. The system of
honor points (three for an A, two for a B, and one for a C, with a cor
responding schedule of demerits for marks below passing grade) was
designed to seek out those wh(') were noticeably adept in one field or
another and to stimulate their progress. As Vincent's phrase expressed
the purpose, it was "to throw out a dragnet" for the gifted student so
that education might be accused no longer of following a deadening
routine of devotion to mediocrity.

Curiously, the able student showed a disposition to elude detection.
Enrollment in this "honors course" was, at first, negligibly small. It
was only a year or two before that Woodrow Wilson, then still at
Princeton, had commented ruefully upon the infinite capacity of the
human mind for avoiding knowledge. At Minnesota, too, several col
lege generations had to pass and two world wars intervene before C
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ceased to be cherished as the gentleman's grade and intelligence became
respectable.

But all these efforts to appraise each student mind separately and to
discover the level of effort appropriate to its quality were found, in the
end, to be mere preparatory experiments. Johnston, in uninterrupted
correspondence with other educators, was clarifying his views all the
while and progressing toward the production of more accurate tech
niques of measurement. To do so was urgently necessary, for the uni
versity was still growing out of the old disciplines. Enrollment increased
between 1913 and 1916 by forty-seven and a half per cent while reve
nue increased by only a little more than three per cent. The faculty
had grown scarcely at all. Without better methods of teaching the level
of instruction was certain to fall and without special insight into indi
vidual needs students were more likely than ever to be herded through
stereotyped routines.

In 1917 Johnston began to evolve the system of admission that ex
ists today. He wanted (and finally established) an entrance examination
that would test, not knowledge of specific subjects but general aptitude
for college training. The university's present regulations for admission
have developed directly out of his experiments. Students in the top ten
per cent of graduating classes from schools on the accredited list of the
Minnesota Department of Education may be admitted by certificate.
All others must achieve a college aptitude rating of 40 or higher, that is,
they must be among the top sixty per cent of candidates for admission.
The aptitude rating, a composite of high school grades and special
examination scores, offers a screen for sifting talent of the exact kind
that Johnston spent his academic career in developing. An acknowledg
ment of his educational principle is found also in the fact that Minne
sota encourages the enrollment of students who show high aptitUde in
special examinations even though they lack high school diplomas. John
ston was forever in quest of the superior student no matter where he
might be found, no matter under what handicaps of early experience
he might suffer.

The Johnston formula for admission was designed to do four things:
to save young men and women who could not possibly succeed in col
lege from the humiliation of failure; to estimate in advance the poten
tialities of high school students and, by this kind of foresight, to offer
them programs suitable to their talents; to admit superior and ambitious
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students who lack formal training and find a means of improving their
intellectual equipment that society eventually may profit; and to dis
cover the highly gifted person at the beginning of his academic career
so that, without any preliminary waste of effort, he may be trained for
true creative work.

Throughout his administration Vincent was preoccupied with the
problem of "adjusting traditions to the new situation" in the academic
world. Himself a product of a mating between the humanities and the
social sciences, the president felt a special sympathy with the claims of
these subjects to representation in college curriculums.

In all discussions of such matters between him and the dean, Vincent
sought the advice of his faculty. An adviser who often put a fine point
to a crucial issue of educational policy was William Schaper of politi
cal science, soon to become the central figure of Minnesota's cause
celebre in the history of academic freedom.

Schaper was an enthusiastic supporter of the view that the university
must offer "systematic vocational training in the social sciences." In
the great democracy of thought that Vincent created about him, sig
nificant starts were made, within the Arts College, toward the develop
ment of Minnesota's School of Social Work and its School of Business
Administration.

Despite this seeming emphasis on innovation, new techniques, and
new experiments, the traditional values of a university were not ig
nored. Vincent undertook to preserve them by putting them into the
care of the most responsible and fastidious intelligences he could find.
To the English department he brought Elmer Edgar Stoll, destined in
the course of his thirty years ,at Minnesota to become recognized, first
in Germany, later in England, and finally in his own country, as the
greatest of living Shakespeare scholars. Wallace Notestein, that liaison
officer extraordinary between departments, was the first to mention to
Vincent the name of his fellow townsman from Wooster, Ohio, who
had taken his A.B. and M.A. at Harvard and his Ph.D. at Munich.

No man ever guarded more scrupulously the abstract values of
scholarship than Stoll has done. In a moment when Freud had just be
come a kind of demigod, with universal authority over all considera
tions of the mind, inside and outside the realm of art, he opposed his
view that the plays of Shakespeare and the poems of Milton had been
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psychologized out of all recognizability as works of literature. It was
not true, Stoll insisted, that literature and life are synonymous, nor was
it even the artist's objective that the one should be a close copy of the
other. The Satan of Paradise Lost was not merely an incredible and ir
ritating glorification of the rebel dictator in human society, nor was
Iago a pathological monster, candidate for nothing more dignified than
the strait jacket or the therapeutic bath. Each moved in a special realm
of literary convention; the emotions of each were significant as enormous
amplifications of aspects of human psychology. Furthermore, Milton
and Shakespeare were not men of supernal intelligence who had an
ticipated in their greatness and betrayed in their limitations the think
ing of the twentieth century; they were men of their time, limited, at
the source of passion, by the bigotry, the standards of morality, the
social outlook of their day.

This interpretation served, as Logan Pearsall Smith once observed,
to "brush much cobweb out of academic criticism." It served also to
put Stoll in a position of unique respect among scholars as the em
bodiment of an unmatchable code of intellectual integrity.

As a teacher Stoll became, for serious students, a stimulant and a de
light. As brilliant in conversation and on the lecture platform as he is
in print, every line - written or spoken - characterized by the wit of
precise judgment, he captured the good undergraduate intelligence
even more readily than he captured the mature critical mind. He made
no weak concession to popularity. (Once the son of an influential dean
was ruthlessly presented with the humiliation of a D, but this did not
quite match in Catonian firmness the act of a Minnesota dean who
flunked his own son and required him to repeat the course.) But in the
end Stoll had won his proper following among men who honored him
for his place among scholars and took an unregenerate delight in his
numerous critical feuds, who admired him publicly for his character
and treasured him secretly for his eccentricities.

Joseph Beach, losing as he grew older his youthful look of vulnera
bility, became each year more vigorous as teacher, as scholar, as de
fender of academic ideals. He continued in the period of the Vincent
administration, when every man of ideas felt that the climate had be
come favorable to growth, to work a variety of fields. His own poetry
appeared in many magazines and he became a leading champion of the
work of other poets, virtually the discoverer, as far as academic ap-
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praisal was concerned, of Carl Sandburg, Vachel Lindsay, Edwin Ar
lington Robinson, and Robert Frost.

Believing literature to be a living force for the enlightenment of hu
man kind, Beach began his series of studies of contemporary novelists.
He anticipated by many years the recent rediscovery of Henry James as
the father of the modern method in the novel and he opened up to the
author himself - as an interviewer once revealed - the secrets of The
Technique of Thomas Hardy. On the firm ground of classical scholar
ship, he laid the foundation of an appreciation of the art of today, not
attempting to glorify its interests as unique discoveries but merely to
analyze them as reflections of man's continuous effort to express his
needs. To a later period belong Beach's important studies of strictly
contemporary writing.

Personal vitality and an intellectual reach as wide as the social world,
combined with an aptitude for original thought and original scholar
ship, made Beach the student's ideal. He filled his house with under
graduates and exercised over sophomoric clamor the discipline of an
exquisite courtesy. He was capable in his earlier days of performing
neat surgical operations on pretentious young minds, exposing to the
view of everyone but the subject unhealthy conditions of prejudice,
ignorance, fatuity. But as he grew older and ever more vigorously con
cerned with essential values he practiced such clinical demonstrations
only upon the posing elders of literary criticism.

Also in the English department, Martin Ruud, disciple of Professor
Klaeber, worked with the fastidious exactness of his master in the field of
Middle English. His interests were comparatively austere and the most
nearly frivolous thing he ever did was to evolve a theory which was
later generally accepted of how the pronoun she had come into the
language. Ruud always was accorded the special respect that students
like to offer to unique distinction. His purblind eyes looking out from
behind thick-lensed glasses found much that was of interest in under
graduate life - the Ibsen Club, for example, and anything in the way
of Scandinavian study. There seemed to be in his temperament a happy
meeting between scholarly pursuit and those concerns that have come
to be called placatively "more humane."

Joseph Morris Thomas had come to be head of the department of
rhetoric and public speaking in the last year of the Northrop adminis
tration but his development as teacher and administrator was associated
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with the Vincent period. Of Vincent, Thomas once said that the for
mer president of the university was one of the two men to whom he
had, in all his life, given unreserved admiration.

Out of Saugatuck, Michigan, where he was born, and the University
of Michigan, where he received his Ph.D., Thomas had brought a pi
quant combination of the high style of diplomacy and the irrepressible
urchin character of Yankee wit. In a public address before his colleagues
Thomas once told a story of how he had scolded and shamed into Phi
Beta Kappa stature a young woman who had been failing, out of in
verted intellectual snobbery, to work to the level of her capacity. Later
the girl's father asked him how he had managed to put spirit into her
work. "I did nothing," Thomas insisted, "except to give her a kick in
the pants now and then." There was a shocked look from the girl's
mother and Thomas added, "Of course it was only a metaphorical
kick." To which the father responded, "The pants were only hypothet
ical."

"A Metaphorical Kick in the Seat of the Hypothetical Pants" be
came the title of an address for which Thomas was famous and in
which he talked back to powers of his own university, denied the fea
sibility of universal education, and urged the renascence of learning
through a return to aristocratic standards for admission to college.

Thomas's career offered a demonstration of the functioning of aca
demic freedom, for while he set his back severely against certain tend
encies of Dean Johnston's program in the Arts College and allied himself
with the Brahmins of education, he rose to be assistant dean of the
senior college. Sharp-tongued but friendly, grimly predictable as far
as his sense of justice was concerned but engagingly unpredictable in
his social approach to students in class and out, he achieved the durable
benevolence of a much older brother. To a long line of admiring stu
dents he was their wickedly amusing "Tommy."

The arrival of psychologist Karl Lashley in 1917 was a major event.
Looking in his classroom rather like a fugitive from a volume of Blake
drawings (with clothing and a quizzical manner added), Lashley was
enormously stimulating to students. It seemed to the astute ones among
them a peculiarly delightful irony that this pupil, disciple, and collabo
rator of John B. Watson, this devotee of scientific exactitude, should
create about him such an atmosphere of fantasy. Of unearthly slender
ness, crowned by a mist of wildly disordered hair, Lashley seemed to be
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forever in hot, preoccupied pursuit of one of his many passions. These
included rats, chamber music, and informal nightlong seminars on a
great variety of abstract matters. Yet at Minnesota, in addition to being
one of the most unexpectedly delightful of teachers, he wrote and pub
lished a series of important research papers in the field of behaviorism.
From these beginnings the significant work of later years at Chicago
and Harvard was to develop.

The department of psychology had to wait until two years after the
close of the Vincent administration to come fully of age, however. In
1919 it achieved the long-desired separation from philosophy and under
the direction of its new head, Richard M. Elliott, became recognized
as one of the Arts College's most distinguished divisions.

Besides redesigning the program of the department as a whole and
giving sharp impetus to work at the graduate level, Elliott concerned
himself with providing in the elementary course a more solid base on
which to build later knowledge. His work provided a model that was
copied widely in other universities. From being tenth in enrollment
among departments of the Arts College, the department of psychology
advanced rapidly to a place close to the top of the list.

To the history department Ford lent his creative energy, bringing in
two men in particular who put their signatures permanently to aspects
of the development of educational theory at Minnesota. Solon Justus
Buck followed Ford from Illinois to become professor of American
history and superintendent of the Minnesota Historical Society. Buck
found the latter organization, all but forgotten since prestatehood
days when the pioneers in their exuberance had founded it, huddled
into a basement corridor of the capitol. Before he left Minnesota to be
come, later, archivist of the United States and curator of manuscripts
of the Library of Congress, Buck had established the Historical Society
in a handsome building of its own, put its collections of pioneer papers
in admirable order, and made its position in the life of the community
secure.

A year earlier there had come also directly from Illinois a man who
was to touch the community life of Minnesota at many points. Ruddy,
handsome August Charles Krey was born in Germany, brought to this
country in early childhood, and educated at the University of Wiscon
sin. Though medieval history is his field, Krey's extracurricular interests
always have been numerous and sizzlingly contemporaneous. Every-
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thing from government to golf received its share of his abounding vi
tality.

To the department of physics which had been so long self-renewing
and self-sustaining through its graduates Vincent gave injections of
new blood. Arthur Compton in his growth toward Nobel Prize stature
had a quiet moment at Minnesota. As an instructor in 1916 he under
took the investigation of a magnetic structure upon the scattering of
X-rays, using a recording ionization spectrometer built in the shop un
der his own direction.

In geology a vigorous figure, William H. Emmons, joined the fac
ulty in 1911 as successor to Christopher Hall. He had been trained at
the University of Chicago and just before coIning to Minnesota he had
been assistant geologist of the United States Geological Survey.

Vincent, who missed no opportunity to extend the service of the
university to the state, made this appointment with the special purpose
of reviving Minnesota's own geological survey. This had been author
ized with the greatest enthusiasm in 1872 when the founding fathers
were curious to know what Inight be the wealth of the land they had
come to possess. N. H. Winchell directed his "X-ray eyes" into every
corner of the state and examined its resources in twenty-four annual
reports besides the seven volumes that made up the final report. In 1900

a conclusion was made of the undertaking when Winchell resigned to
go into private practice as a consultant.

Because Winchell had been relieved of all teaching responsibility
early in his career to devote his entire time to the survey, there had
seemed to be a divorce between this enterprise and the university itself.
Vincent gave it a permanent home in Pillsbury Hall, a long-time direc
tor in William Emmons, and an energetic staff made up of geology de
partment members. Believing it to be "one of the principal functions
of the university" to put all the information it could gather at the serv
ice of the citizens of the state, the geological survey has continued to
function vigorously and uninterruptedly since 1911.

Emmons was one of the outstanding geologists of his day, as the So
ciety of Economic Geologists acknowledged when they selected him
as one of a handful of living men to be awarded the Penrose Medal. Be
fore his thiry-four years at Minnesota were over, Emmons had trained
six hundred geologists for work as teachers, in research organizations,
or as private consultants in mining and petroleum companies.
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The Arts College in Vincent's time was a stimulating place; its con
gress of original minds had representatives from all departments. Though
the six years of the third president's term at Minnesota were, after all,
too short to bring about a complete rebirth, Johnston, the hand-picked
heretic-at-Iarge, continued to carry on the regenerating influence. Dis
ciples of Vincent and successors of Johnston were to move the pro
gram many steps forward thirty years after the departure of one and
ten years after the departure of the other.
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WEN Vincent became pte,ident of tbe university, Dr. Hugh
Black of the Union Theological Seminary sent a word of endorsement
in advance to his program.

"I know," he wrote, "as few people in the East here know, the tre
mendous importance of these great state universities. Beyond the fringe
of the eastern states, the whole future of education, it seems to me, de
pends on them. You will bring to your university the very element it
needs."

It seems probable that Dr. Black was thinking, in part, of the fact
that Vincent, as a product of the spirit that created the Chautauqua
movement, would know well how to use his position to broaden the
scope of education so that its influence might be carried to the far cor
ners of the state. As an educator of Dr. Black's insight could not fail to
be aware, it was the intimate relationship of the state university to the
people that gave it importance.

The Chautauqua movement was one of the first large-scale efforts
to broaden educational opportunity for those whose early training had
been meager or spotty. Vincent had been in the midst of it from the
moment of his birth.

He was the son of John Heyl Vincent, who came out of Alabama
to begin a preaching career at the age of eighteen and to achieve the
status of "elder" in the Methodist church at twenty-five. At the height
of his later career as bishop, Vincent launched the experiment in adult
education to which the name of Lake Chautauqua, on whose banks it
had its beginning, became attached. Born in a tent on a Methodist camp
ground, the original idea was merely to provide a summer training pro
gram for Sunday-school teachers. Presently it widened its operation to
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The campus as viewed from the ·west side of the Mississippi in the Vince7Zt
period. Elliott Memorial Hospital, at right, u'as newly c071Structed.

Folwell Hall "freely mixes eleme7Zts of e7xry known style"



The Cass Gilbert plan for the campus caused 11Tllch "'..vrangling among regents and
citizens, who argued 07.Jer its adoption in the first decade of the twentieth century.
Though many details were subsequently modified, architects of the future were

committed to the general features of the plan.
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College girls of 19°4 as glimpsed betu.:een classes Oll t!)e
steps of the old library

Tbe old library, now Burton Hall- an "oversize Greek
temple of engaging inconsistency"
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Richard Burton, "as vivid and variable
as the theate1' of spectacle"

COURTESY OF MRS. w. L. BENEDICT

Alfred Owre, early Dentistry dean,
on one of the biking trips that char
acterized this "little giant of individu
ality"



MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC LIBRARY

Cadets drilling on the parade ground in front of the armory

Pillsbury Memorial Gateway, erected by Sarah Pillsbury Gale in
memory of her father, GO'C'CT7lOr Jolm S. Pillsbury



A horticultural meeting on the farm campus in /9/2, a
forammer of the adult educati07/ idea

W. W. Pendergast, left, first principal of the School of Agriculture,
was succeeded in this post by H. lV. Brewster,

cellter, and Dexter Dwight Mayne



Oscar Firkins made the English lan
guage dance a ceremonious pavan

Elias P. Lyon fought
for full-time medical i7lStrllctors

George B. Frankforter was "genial
as a deacon, aloof as a monk"

Richard E. Scammon led
research ill problems of growth



A word from the wise - Cyrus Northrop gives fatherly academic
advice to his successor, George Edgar Vincent



GUY STANTON FORD

They have guided the destinies of the Graduate
School in the past four decades

ROYAL N. CHAPl\lA:'> THEODORE C. BLEGEN
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Anne Dudley Blitz, long-time
dean of women, counseled
tbousa71ds of students in her
offices in Shevlin Hall
(below)



Dr. ]. Anlla Norris pioneered
phy sical education for W07Jlen
at Minnesota. Norris GY7l171a-

siu7Jl (belo~u:) is named
in her hOllor.
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An avenue on the farm campus - Haecker Hall in the foreground, Agricultural
Engineering building, center, and Coffey Hall, left

The beauty of the farm campus was created by Samuel B. Green, who made the
walks attracti'L'e and labeled trees and shrubs with their botanical names, thus

combining instruction with beauty



EDWARD M. FREEMAK CLYDE H. BAILEY

Scientists of the l/lli·versity's Departmellt of Agriculture

HERBERT K. HAYES ROSS A. GaRTNER



DAVID F. S\VENSO", JOHN B. JOHNSTON

Luminaries in the College of Science, Literatlire, and the Arts

WILLIA:\1 AN/)ERSO:>l JOSEPH M. THOl\IAS



Presidents all- William Watts Fol7.:..:ell, Cyrus Northrop,
George Edgar Vincent, and Jlm'ion LeRoy Burto71

The tonner home ot Govemor Pillsbury, fiTSt occupied by the Vince7Zts
as the home of university presidents. Foh.vell lived across

the street, Northrop around the comer.



When Burton became president in
/9/7, the United States was at war,
and scenes like the one below,
showing a Students' Army Train
ing Corps class in airplane mechan
ics, 'Were common on the campus
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offer a great number of people of every faith an intimate glimpse of
liberal education.

It is difficult to convey to residents of the Midwest an accurate im
pression of the dignity and sobriety of the mother Chautauqua. When
the idea left its home base it suffered land change into something piti
fully impoverished and very strange indeed. The "Chautauqua enter
tainments" that wandered from village to village along the highroads
of Minnesota were haphazard and unimaginative combinations of self
improvement societies and vaudeville shows. To them William Jen
nings Bryan brought his emphatic talents and so did lady slide-trombone
players and barber-shop quartets. One of the ablest graduates was Edgar
Bergen, who introduced his original bits of American folklore under
the tents of the Chautauqua system. But Mr. Bergen probably would
not claim to have had any such sober educational intent as the mother
Chautauqua possessed.

Bishop Vincent's idea was to enable American citizens to sit for a
time at the feet of the best intelligences of the day. To the Atheneum,
the hall which supplanted the tents on the home field, he invited Phil
lips Brooks, Charles Eliot, Jane Addams, Julia Ward Howe. This recep
tive forum of democracy also gave men like Anthony Comstock an
opportunity to be heard. It was William James who said of Chautauqua
that in its meetings he found "a foretaste of what human society might
be were it all in the light with no suffering dark corners."

It was perhaps because he himself had had little formal training that
Bishop Vincent felt so great a responsibility to open up opportunity to
others like himself. As Dr. John Finley once wrote of him:

"John, the Chautauquan, had lived in solitary places ... he had not
had a college training; he had not heard the great voices of his day,
though fortunately he had heard the voice of his God. He made good
his own losses through self-discipline, through indefatigable reading in
English, through the study of Greek and French, through foreign
travel. . . . What he had lost but found for himself he wanted the
multitude to have. That is what the scientist would call the etiology of
the movement."

George Edgar Vincent claimed humorously to have been the founder
of Chautauqua. As a boy of nine he had gone with his father and his
father's close ally, Lewis Miller, to look at the old campground and
see if it might not be used for a larger purpose. He had leaped from
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the boat as it neared the shore and so was, he insisted, the first to touch
the ground as it became rededicated to education.

But it was not merely an amiable joke to say that Vincent's educa
tion as an educator began in that moment. He was as close to his father
as it has ever been given a son to be. His summers were spent at Chau
tauqua. He sat at table with a generous sampling of the intellectuals of
the world and learned to speak their language as readily as the average
subadolescent learns to speak the language of sport. At twenty-one,
just after his graduation from Yale, he began to preside at Chautauqua
sessions and to introduce lecturers; at twenty-two he became literary
editor of its publishing enterprise, the Chautauqua Press; at twenty
three he was made vice-principal of the Chautauqua System; and at
twenty-five principal of instruction. Like his father he had become a
kind of "elder" at an early age.

Vincent's immediate predecessor as principal had been Dr. William
Rainey Harper, later to become president of the University of Chi
cago. The result of this intimate association was that in 1892 when the
university opened and Dr. Harper began making raids on educational
institutions to find its most brilliant young men, he immediately caught
up George Edgar Vincent and launched him on a career as teacher of
sociology.

When he came to Minnesota Vincent was still president of Chau
tauqua Institution and its aim of offering education to all the people
everywhere was in the forefront of his mind. He now had a new out
let and it was one of his announced intentions to make the university
"statewide" by a broad development of extension services.

The idea of offering instruction outside the ordinary academic rou
tine was not new at Minnesota. On the St. Paul campus extension work
had begun early and its success had been conspicuous. Efforts to woo
skeptical farmers had resulted in the establishment of many services
like those of county agents, conductors of institutes, demonstrators of
farm management, and leaders in clubs for boys and girls.

On the Minneapolis campus, too, there had been many sporadic ef
forts to catch the interest of students other than those enrolled in regular
courses. Professor Pike had created his pioneer night classes in engineer
ing in 1881. In the nineties Professor Judson developed courses in his
tory to which the word extension was applied. An "Extension Division
of the Department of Economics and Political Science" was formally
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established in 1909 and that date is sometimes taken as the debut of the
idea at Minnesota.

But there was still no formal organization, no centralized authority.
Extension work was improvised by energetic members of individual
departments often quite without the encouragement of the heads of
those departments. In the years just before Vincent's arrival lineal de
scendants of Professor Pike's courses had a kind of emaciated existence.
Ambitious young men, under the general guidance of Professor John
Gray of the economics department, registered in fairly large numbers
for instruction in advertising and salesmanship and in business law. Pa
thetically small groups came together to study labor problems. Dr.
Anna Phelan began her long career of service to the creative arts by
assembling forty or fifty students to study the short story. Dr. Jenks,
by carrying to his classes in anthropology such arresting bits of news
as that women reach the peak of their charm for the male in the early
teens, filled his lecture hall.

Despite these efforts, the president's report of the year before Vin
cent's coming took a defeatist tone in its discussion of extension work.
"Public school teachers," it observed more in sorrow than in anger,
"prefer something inspirational or popular . . . and from teachers these
evening groups are generally recruited." The report added ruefully,
"It is scarcely possible that regular university courses . . . ever will be
demanded by large enough groups to make them self sustaining."

Vincent, however, was not a defeatist. He knew that the chief diffi
culty, faced by anyone who wished to create an extension program for
a statewide university, was the implacable, snobbish hostility of the
Brahmins of education within the institution itself. Such men were
strongly inclined to believe that opportunity should be reserved for the
elect. To encourage extension work was to open the citadel of culture
to an invasion of barbarians. Destruction lay ahead for those who at
tempted to admit to the company of academic aristocrats any part-time,
night-time beggars of scholarship. Forearmed with the knowledge that
such attitudes threatened the cooperative spirit which he tried in any
academic struggle to evoke, Vincent proceeded cautiously with his
plans. The choice of a director for the General Extension Division which
he meant to create seemed to him a particularly important matter.

The list of men from which a selection must be made was, however,
far from long. Few state universities had well-developed extension di-
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visions. Vincent interviewed the head of each. One of these men had
qualifications so admirable that he was later to move, step by step, to
one of the highest posts in the gift of the academic world. But Vincent
did not offer him the assignment. "I cannot," he said, "appoint a man
who does not have a classical education. The director I want must be
in a position to stand up before any dean and talk back to him as an
academic equal."

Once more Vincent found his good judgment supported by good
fortune in his choice of an ally. Richard Price, a tall, thin man with
the kind of driving energy that leads to the high places of achievement
(with an occasional detour through the hospital for observation of
stomach ulcers) had exactly the background that Vincent required. He
had taken his master's degree in classical philology at Harvard and had
returned to his native Kansas to become organizer of the extension di
vision at its state university. After four years of experience there he
was nicely ripe for Vincent's plucking.

Price arrived in July 1913, and with a budget of forty thousand dol
lars at his disposal (the gift of the legislature for the specific purpose of
creating a General Extension Division) he began his campaign to con
quer a broad empire of instruction. Through a breathless summer he
and a small staff operated out of suffocating second-floor rooms of the
oldest, least well-ventilated building on the campus to give administra
tive design to an extremely complex operation. In Price's charge were
night classes of all departments, correspondence courses, lectures and
entertainments sponsored by the university, and the work of the Mu
nicipal Reference Bureau.

Even in those pre-radio days, before the ether waves had been made
to carry so much in the way of improving conversation about Shake
speare, the United Nations, euthanasia, atomic power, and the "musical
glasses," Price discovered that the audience for the kind of stimulation
the university had to offer had been inadequately canvassed. New stu
dents in great numbers rushed in through the doors he opened and with
in a year the total enrollment in all branches had more than doubled.
It continued to climb through the years preceding America's entry into
World War I until it had reached nearly four thousand. Night classes
were made available in half a dozen Minnesota communities. Short
courses, like one for retail merchants, attracted to the campus scores
of men who had never before conceived of the university's having any-
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thing to offer them. The lyceum bureau presented lectures to towns
which would otherwise have had little in the way of intellectual fare.
Prisoners in state institutions were encouraged to take correspondence
courses. One inmate with a very great deal of time to himself (in a
moment of heedless enthusiasm, attributable to his youth, he had oblig
ingly bashed in the head of a woman whose husband found her a nui
sance) took course after course, receiving all A's but one, a B.

There were many lively moments to mark Price's progress. One
crisis turned on the question of whether or not the Extension Division
should be provided with its own faculty, as was true at the University
of Wisconsin. Economy settled the matter in the end and Price was
authorized to draw upon the services of regular faculty members in
all departments. But this process of "drawing" often more nearly re
sembled a tug of war. School men of the time were intensely jealous
of their prestige and many felt that lecturing on extension programs
threatened their dignity.

Clothed in the immaculate respectability of his Harvard degree in
classics, carrying the sword and buckler of faith in what he was ac
complishing in service to the state, the director won more fights than
he lost. He found many faithful allies. "Dicky" Burton, already the
idol of women's clubs from Maine to Mexico, taught courses in mod
em drama. "Papa" Jules Frelin, whose girth equaled his height and was
exceeded in amplitude by his geniality, offered a popular introduction
to French, and Oscar Burkhard another in German. Charles Savage
opened up the wealth of classical literature in a course called perhaps
a little too elliptically Greek in English.

Another bit of ground over which there was much angry traffic in
the early days covered the question of what credit and how much
might be granted toward a college degree for work done in extension.
Toward the idea that part-time students ever could be anything better
than slightly tamed barbarians one group of faculty members was bit
terly hostile. Price had to put on full armor as a Greek in good stand
ing to win this engagement. A superb moment occurred when the
University Senate threatened to go solemnly on record as favoring the
principle that only work done at regular daytime sessions in campus
buildings could count toward a degree. Price rose, then, in all the gran
deur of his earned right to defend the cause of culture against careless
heresy.
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"Is education, then, a matter of astronomy?" he demanded. "Does
it derive its authority from the movements of the sun? According to
the principle just set before you, if a class meets in a particular univer
sity building, under a particular instructor at four o'clock, that is edu
cation. If a class meets in the same building, under the same instructor
at seven o'clock, it is not education but something inferior upon which
the university dare not put the stamp of its official sanction."

The point was carried and the senate officially accepted the prin
ciple that all extension classes in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth
were to be considered classes in residence. The credit principle became
firmly established and, in theory at least, a student could earn a diploma
from the University of Minnesota today without ever having seen
either of its main campuses.

One reason why Price was popular with the statewide audience
which Vincent wished to reach was that he genuinely understood the
problems of the small communities and desired to serve them. He had
been at the university less than two months when he helped to organize
the League of Minnesota Municipalities, one purpose of which was to
create a clearinghouse of information about problems of city manage
ment. Under the eye of the university there came into existence a new
kind of public service designed to make available to officials of one
community the experience of others in dealing with administrative
issues. Whether the concern was one of taxation, assessment, relation
ship to railroads or public utilities, planning of plant, or scheduling of
pensions, the director of the Extension Division stood ready to offer
assistance in devising a program.

The League of Minnesota Municipalities which Price helped to cre
ate is a cooperative association of villages and cities. Memberships are
held in the names of the communities, not of individuals. It was chiefly
to serve the league that Price was inspired to add to the responsibilities
of his division a new agency, the Municipal Reference Bureau. Sup
poned by the university's budget, furnished with a home on the cam
pus, supplied with library and reference staff, the bureau constitutes a
kind of laboratory in government. Like all the other service agencies
of the university, it has a double function: first and most important
that of offering research opportunities for students, and second that of
maintaining a place for the diagnosis and cure of administrative diffi
culties of villages, towns, and cities.
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In the first year of its existence, the Extension Division was given a
pattern that has proved to be serviceable throughout the years. Though
its functions have multiplied and its enrollment has grown fantastically,
the fundamental purpose, outlined by Vincent and implemented by
Price, has remained the same. It is to serve as "merchant of light" to
anyone in need of help whether that need be as small as the desire of a
handicapped person to take a correspondence course in the English
novel or as great as the need of a town to solve a primary problem. The
Chautauqua has encompassed a broad field.

Vincent invented and exploited fully many techniques for making
the university statewide. When he first came to Minnesota he discov
ered that there were still skeptical observers who refused to be per
!>uaded that such an institution could ever justify its existence. Despite
the reverence in which Northrop had been held, a rural taxpayer here
and there had clung to his doubts. Occasionally an uncompromising
soul would accept an invitation to speak to the university community
and use the occasion to rebuke his hearers as parasites, sluggish repre
sentatives of a leisure class that would never be able to repay the state's
investment. Vincent decided to combat this lingering hostility by going
himself into the four corners of the state to demonstrate how useful an
institution a university can be.

Again the Chautauqua technique was followed. "University Week"
offered an extension course in miniature, a glimpse of a liberal educa
tion such as might disarm the skeptical and attract the sympathetic. Its
programs were made up of lectures, dramatic entertainments, musical
recitals, discussions. These spacious forums made room for the consid
eration of every aspect of the human struggle for well-being from pub
lic health to art.

But the fundamental purpose was to reconcile the ways of higher
education to the people of the state. To make the project worth while
the people had to be encountered in large numbers and Vincent with
his thorough knowledge of the Chautauqua brand of showmanship
evolved a plan for doing so. The troupe of wandering educators would
go out to a far corner of the state to make the circuit of a cluster of
neighboring towns. Their program would include a play for one night,
a lecture for a second, a recital for a third, a debate for a fourth, and
so on to the end of the week. From community to community the sev-
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eral units would move until the whole program had been completed.
And then they traveled on to another cluster of towns in another corner
of the state.

Vincent himself was the center, the vital, animating influence of
University Week. Never, perhaps, did his brilliance find happier ex
pression than when he was performing this missionary task for the
university and doing it with a success far beyond his own expectations.

From this beginning has developed the vast enterprise of the Depart
ment of Concerts and Lectures, today under the direction of James
Lombard. Each year its offerings reach nearly a million and a half peo
ple. Most of the events occur on the Minneapolis campus of the uni
versity and chief among the occasions for bringing together huge
audiences are commencements, convocations, and programs of the Art
ists' Course. In addition to these there are events of which Vincent was
more particularly the inspirer: the three thousand offerings of the Com
munity Program Service. This division of the university sends out
speakers, musicians, educational entertainments of all kinds to schools,
colleges, club sessions, and community-sponsored meetings. Broaden
ing Vincent's view of the statewide university, these travel throughout
the neighboring states as well as within Minnesota's borders - to North
Dakota, South Dakota, and into western Wisconsin.

Eventually the voice of the university was to reach much farther
still through its radio station KUOM. Curiously, Vincent, the most
popular of public speakers in his time, remained to the end of his life
quite unwilling to accept broadcasting as a medium for himself. He
would not go on the air. Once the sponsors of a dinner at which he was
to speak thought they had trapped him by arranging without his
knowledge to put the session on the air. When he learned of the plan
in the course of the dinner, Vincent was still obdurate.

"But you're on," the announcer said. "There's nothing you can do
about it."

"Oh yes there is," Vincent retorted. "I will use the words syphilis
and damn in the first line I speak."

"I didn't go on," he reported gleefully in recounting the incident.
Radio experimentation began at Minnesota in I 9 I 2 as an activity of

the electrical engineering department, but with America's entry into
World War I the government killed off all amateur transmission. In
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1920 C. M. Jansky, Jr., of electrical engineering revived operations
with the daily transmission of weather reports on an experimental li
cense. By 192 I his station had extended its radius and, as Station WLB,
became an official outlet for government information concerning crops
and markets. Other activities included broadcasts of musical programs
and of the first reports of home football games. These were managed
by having play-by-play notes relayed from the sidelines to the station
in the Electrical Engineering building.

With the development of radio telephone broadcasting, WLB em
barked upon regular schedules and established itself in January 1922
as a pioneer in the field of education on the air. Its operation has been
uninterrupted ever since.

In the mid-twenties commercial radio overtook and passed these ex
perimental beginnings, but so cordial a relationship existed between the
university and its rivals that it was possible for campus programs to be
released through the studios of WCCO, Twin Cities outlet for the Co
lumbia Broadcasting System. It undoubtedly helped to keep the associa
tion sympathetic that the commercial station's director, Henry Adams
Bellows, was a former member of the university faculty in history.
Later, in 1926, WLB returned to its home in the Electrical Engineer
ing building with a complete plant and a schedule - considered breath
lessly daring - of four hours a week instead of one.

The General Extension Division did not, of course, fail to perceive
how useful the radio station could be to its purposes and by 1930,
when Ray Lyman Wilbur of the Department of the Interior called
upon educational institutions to "step fearlessly and emphatically into
the broadcasting field in the interest of adult education," it already had
a well-planned program of broadcasts from the farm campus and of
instruction in modern lan~ages.

Another landmark was reached in May 1938, when the station, still
known as WLB, began to share with WCAL of St. Olaf College,
Northfield, a wave length of its own with all daytime hours at the dis
posal of the two institutions. A large-scale operation was possible at
last and the station moved into new quarters in Eddy Hall. It was pro
vided with full equipment for broadcasting, besides regular programs
from these studios, live records of convocations and other special great
occasions from Northrop Auditorium, football reports from the sta
dium, and farm programs directly from the St. Paul· campus.
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Finally in October 1945, the call letters were changed to KUOM
so that the University of Minnesota might have a more appropriate
identification for its outlet.

Education on the air at Minnesota has been under the resourceful
direction of Burton Paulu since 1938. Like many others of Minnesota's
teachers and directors his period of service was interrupted by the war.
Mr. Paulu served the Office of War Information as a specialist in radio
but returned to the university immediately after the close of World
War II.

Certain enormous advantages may be claimed for the broadcasting
program of an educational institution. These include complete inde
pendence of outside pressure in the planning of schedules and in the
choice of material, a total absence of obligation or temptation to satisfy
the juvenile tastes of the listening public, and a virtually inexhaustible
source of stimulating subject matter for features of every sort. Its news
reports and commentaries not only are kept free of the blight of hidden
bias but they are enriched by interpretive material drawn from the
brains of many experts in the university circle. Its musical programs,
though they are able to explore the wealth of the literature from its
lightest to its most exacting forms, are not required to pass dreary
hours loitering in the squalid slums of composition. Indeed, the dilemma
of radio in the broad field, which has sometimes been described as that
of having to choose eventually between sponsorship by government
for propaganda purposes or sponsorship by private individuals who
have surrendered any sense of responsibility toward mature taste in
entertainment, has been by-passed by the university station. The re
sult is that its program at any moment may be counted upon to offer
material to which a self-respecting adult may listen without suffering
a sense of having succumbed to secret vice.

Among the specific advantages enjoyed by KUOM are the oppor
tunities to broadcast occasional concerts of the Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra and to present special events, such as convocation addresses
by famous speakers, to the statewide, regionwide audience.

Among the responsibilities that it has invented for itself are those of
sponsoring the University of the Air, which broadcasts many lectures
of special interest direct from the classrooms on the campus, and of
opening up to some one hundrecl thousand pupils of secondary schools
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the lively new forms of instruction invented by the KUOM School of
the Air.

Vincent's desire to use the General Extension Division as agent to
carry the profits and the pleasures of the creative life to all the people
of the state has been fulfilled far beyond the limits of his conception.
For the Chautauqua movement now has not merely covered the state
but filled the air.
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~CENT. whose high per.;onal style often made his admirets
wonder how he had managed to elude assignment to a diplomatic post
at the ambassadorial level, never for a moment suffered from the diplo
mat's occupational disease of chronic equivocation. What he believed
must be said, not bluntly, but with a courteous firmness that left no
possibility of misinterpretation.

His study of the task of refounding the university and of strength
ening all its departments left him dissatisfied with the College of Edu
cation. It had been established as a separate unit by direction of the
legislature in 1905; but, as Vincent observed tartly, in the decade of its
existence it had failed to achieve distinction. Distinction it must have
in order to justify the faith of the state. If, as Folwell had insisted, the
university must be the "roof and crown" of a statewide system of edu
cation, its training school for teachers could not be allowed to suffer
from an uncertain sense of direction. Only a strong man as dean would
be able to remodel the college satisfactorily.

At the University of Illinois there was a man of whom many col
leagues in the field of education had fallen into the habit of speaking
in superlatives. In response to a request for recommendations, E. B.
Bryan (later president of Ohio University) once wrote:

"May I call your attention to the best man (not one of the best men)
in this country for such a professorship, Professor L. D. Coffman....
He is a fine scholar, an excellent administrator and the best man I ever
saw before a class. . . . He is the type of man who would make an
excellent dean for such a department as you mention."

It was Guy Stanton Ford who had first mentioned Coffman's name
to Vincent as a possible dean. The two men had served together briefly
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on the faculty at Illinois and each had had occasion to observe the
qualities of the other. Vincent went to Urbana to see for himself and
was immediately convinced that this was the man for whom he had
uttered an administrator's prayer.

The personal history that made Coffman a resolute exponent of the
democratic ideal in education is strewn with evidence of the deep sin
cerity of his faith. From the very beginning he had had to work hard
to make a place for himself in the academic world. Though the first
steps of his progress sound heroic, it is clear that in the freshness of his
youthful vitality Coffman thoroughly enjoyed them.

He was born on a farm near Salem, Indiana. His father had died
young, leaving Mrs. Coffman to take over the. management of the prop
erty. But despite the fact that she had a farm on her hands, Mrs. Coff
man was determined that her son should have his own way of life and
that his usefulness should not be exploited to the disadvantage of his
desire for a formal education.

(A woman of great dignity and understanding, she appears to have
been guiltless of any wrong toward her son after the initial one of
accepting, in a moment of lassitude, a sister's suggestion that the boy
be named Lotus Delta for a character in a forgotten novel. Coffman
accustomed himself to the Lotus, little as he deserved to have attached
to him a symbol of dreamy forgetfulness, but he was said to wince at
the Delta. The intimates of his college days arbitrarily assigned to him
the nickname "Jack" because he looked so little like a Delta and acted
so little like a Lotus.)

In Coffman's repertory of personal anecdotes there was one at his
own expense having to do with his choice of a career. Quite without
benefit of "vocational guidance," of which as administrator he was to
make so much, he let whim decide the issue, so he said. The moment
came when he must make a final decision as to whether he wished to go
to Indiana University at Bloomington or to the State Teachers College
(then the Normal School) at Terre Haute. His mother awakened him
early on a September morning to put the matter straight before him.

"Lotus, have you decided," she asked, "whether you are going to
Bloomington or to Terre Haute? I must know today.... If you are
going to Bloomington you will not need to eat on the train. But if you
are going to Terre Haute I must kill the chickens for your lunch."

Coffman concluded the story with the comment that in that moment
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his vocational destiny was settled. The odor of his mother's chicken
sandwiches rose to his nostrils and he said, "I am going to Terre Haute."

His destiny, however, did not stay settled so lightly. He was gradu
ated from Terre Haute in 1896 and became, immediately afterward,
principal and superintendent of the schools in his community. Three
years later he married and seemed to be committed to the life of the
village schoolmaster. Following the tradition of the time he taught a
variety of subjects - English, physics, and German among them - tuck
ing hlS administrative duties into odd comers of a full day. But his
interest in higher education had not died on the day when he was sup
posed to have made the final decision in favor of chicken sandwiches.
1n his own formidably ambitious way he began working for a bache
lors degree at Indiana University.

Chierly by correspondence he filled in the gaps of his background
and satistied the reqwrements for graduation. '1 his tour de force might
well have sated the ambition of any but a genius of energy. Coffman
set immediately about earning a master's degree. This, too, he took
pardy by correspondence, commuting once a week to Bloomington.

Acquiring degrees was a habit with him now. Out of his salary as
supervisor ot the training school at Charleston, Illinois, he and his wife
saved enough money to finance a year at Columbia. There educational
theory, simmering in every school of the country, had come to a boil
and Coffman was at home in its laboratory atmosphere. The year
stretched into two years when Coffman was asked to give as well as
to hear lectures. No doubt feeling very slack to have let it take him so
long, Coffman received his doctor's degree at the end of the second
year.

The subject of his dissertation, suggested by Henry Suzzalo, pioneer
of educational sociology, was "The Social Composition of the Teach
ing Population." From this study Coffman derived an item of faith
that remained with him always. Instruction in the primary and sec
ondary schools of the United States, he discovered, had been dismally
inadequate and as a direct result many students of higher education
were foredoomed to failure.

His sampling of the commodity, the public school teacher, showed
many curious things. Most of the young men and women to whom the
training of tomorrow's citizens was entrusted were themselves too
young to vote. Though every state of the nation supported schools for
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the training of teachers, few who made their way into classrooms had
attended them. These young, untrained people did not regard teaching
as their profession; the village schoolhouse was merely a way station
on the route to some other goal. In rural districts one bright farm boy
after another served as teacher in the small, unsupervised school and
all that really was asked of him was that he be able to maintain disci
pline with his fists whenever necessary. Most public school teachers
were recruited from underprivileged homes where no resources existed
to support a proper program for training in a profession. A steady
stream of quite indifferent young people exploited the school system
to help themselves toward other careers. As a wit of the day once said:
"Teaching is not a profession but a procession."

It became one of the purposes of Coffman's life to make teaching
not merely a profession but one with high technical standards.

From Columbia Coffman returned to his old task. Almost immedi
ately the University of Illinois wanted him to join its staff and become
creator of a new program in the field of teacher training. This oppor
tunity appealed enormously to Coffman who had always yearned after
an assignment in which he couId put his ideas to work. But he hesitated
to accept it out of loyalty to Livingston Lord who as president of the
teachers colIege at Charleston had made it possible for him to go to
Columbia. Lord, however, was generous as always; he shared Coffman's
time with Illinois for a year. The old routine of commuting between
two educational institutions began again.

Coffman had been at Illinois on a permanent basis for just three years
when Vincent began a campaign to draft him for Minnesota. The offer
was refused twice but Vincent persisted, knowing that he had some
thing to offer which Illinois did not have: a deanship. Coffman once
had written, "I am convinced that we shaH never have a professional
school in education as long as it remains a department of the college
of liberal arts." That was the situation at Illinois. Vincent played entic
ing music on the string of freedom. At Minnesota the way lay open
for the development of a professional faith. Coffman could not resist
this offer.

But he had a fight on his hands even at Minnesota. Never before had
anyone tried to build up a strong, distinctive school of education within
a state university. There had been distinguished successes only in pri
vate schools like Columbia and Chicaso. Coffman felt that "education
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like the sciences has passed through its period of apprenticeship." He
wanted to create an experimental school that would foster research, a
school so vigorous that there should be no longer an exodus of teachers
from the Midwest to the sacred shrines of the East. When he talked of
these hopes his colleagues looked at him blankly, completely bewil
dered by what he was saying.

At the time of his arrival, registrants in education courses were scat
tered through several colleges, many in Liberal Arts, a large block in
Agriculture, a few in Law. The Arts students in particular had been
inclined to snub the College of Education. Even those who expected
to become teachers themselves yearned after what they regarded as
the superior cachet of an Arts degree. To a man of Coffman's tempera
ment it seemed intolerable to be made responsible for the standards
and techniques of a specialized field without having the power to con
trol the development of those standards and those techniques.

It was not that he had Napoleonic delusions of grandeur. On the
contrary, his view of himself was modest. To the educator who gave
him his first assignment he had written: "I want to emphasize the fact
that there is nothing remarkable about me - just an ordinary school
master who is willing to work." As an intimate of many years and a
sharer of many battles once commented: "He was the most palpably
honest man I have ever known."

But work hard with palpable honesty he did, through the long hours
of a full day. Discussion with his wife, the most receptive of confi
dantes, often extended his schedule far into the night.

The first maneuver in the campaign for a school of professional cali
ber was to follow the Vincent method of conducting raids on other
institutions to find the best available men for specialties that had been
insufficiently represented. Coffman did not even wait to arrive in Min
nesota before he had caught up Melvin Haggerty, who was to be at
his side in all the period of reconstruction of the college and then to
inherit the deanship from him. Haggerty was a fellow native of Indiana
who had gone on to Harvard to get his doctor's degree under Mtinster
berg. He came to Minnesota as professor of educational psychology.

It had shocked Coffman to learn that in all the years of its existence
for the purpose of training teachers the college had had no professor
who specialized in high school instruction. He filled in the gap by in
viting Leonard Koos to join the faculty and presently Professor Koos
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was covering Minnesota, county by county, collecting and correlating
data with regard to curriculums and administrative practices in sec
ondary schools.

A second step was to persuade the regents to adopt a resolution
recognizing the College of Education as the official agency for teacher
training. The same statement provided that all candidates for teaching
positions must be certified by the College of Education and that rec
ommendations of candidates should be a university function adminis
tered by a bureau under the supervision of a committee named by the
University Senate.

Coffman began then to round up his straying flock. There were first
the students in education who had grown up on the St. Paul campus
and perhaps had only very vague notions that any other campus ex
isted. A Division of Agricultural Education had come into existence
during the period when the administrative structure of the university
had grown by the most casual kind of accretion rather than by plan
ning. Vincent and Coffman agreed that the link must not be allowed
to remain so loose. At first the authorities of the St. Paul campus were
inclined to be possessive; the process of institutionalization seemed to
have conferred an artificial sacredness on existing arrangements simply
because they had come to be. But Coffman had a firmness of his own
and he was capable of bending the rigidity of custom. This was to be
his metier when he came to the presidency; he found excellent practice
during his deanship.

Though the war interrupted his effort and the loss of Vincent de
layed his program, Coffman did in the end succeed in establishing the
entity of his college. An agreement reached with the other deans
Johnston in Arts and Thatcher in Agriculture - resulted in a settle
ment of all jurisdictional feuds. The faculty of the College of Educa
tion was to have the powers and duties "usually ascribed to the faculties
of other professional schools." Beginning with the year 19 I <)-20, there
was to be no more nonsense about the sheep's whimsically selecting its
own fold. Students entering the junior year, if they hoped to receive
a teacher's certificate, must be registered in the College of Education.
To make sure that no more sheep should stray Coffman divided the
college into departments and put stout fences about each of them.

New units were- added by absorption and affiliation. The college
acquired a department of art education by taking the Handicraft Guild
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of Minneapolis into its organization. Its program of vocational training
was expanded by cooperation with Dunwoody Institute. When the fed
eral government became generous once more and through the Smith
Hughes Act appropriated funds for the training of teachers in home
economics, agriculture, and industrial education, Coffman and Thatcher,
stanchest of collaborators now, designed a program for three new de
partments, all stoutly attached to Education's fold.

A particularly important unit was Education's laboratory, the Uni
versity High School. Created in 1908 and housed, after the fire, in the
rebuilt shell of the old School of Mines, this unit had had an existence
approximately as artless and undisciplined as that of the most variable
adolescent on its roll. During Coffman's time its prestige became almost
embarrassingly great. From ninety-eight just before his deanship began,
it,> number swelled to a somewhat unwieldy two hundred and twenty.
The virtue of the dean's experimental method had been widely adver
tised among parents and they clamored to have advanced methods prac
ticed on their own experimental young.

The finest and most enduring evidence of Coffman's creative energy
revealed itself in his passion for research. He possessed, in its most
indefatigable form, the genius of curiosity. To the members of the
faculty like Fletcher Harper Swift, whom he found already possessed
of the desire to find guiding principles in a wilderness of data, Coff
man had added others like Haggerty and Koos. Presently the College
of Education was surcharged with zeal to weigh the imponderable and
to test the intangible.

The first manifestation at Minnesota of Coffman's preoccupation
with the challenge of the untried was the creation of the modest little
Bureau of Cooperative Research. With a fund of twenty-five hundred
dollars received from the State Board of Education this group em
barked upon a survey to discover what were the prevailing standards
in the teaching of arithmetic and spelling and what was the cost of high
school instruction in the state. When the data had been gathered and
interpreted Coffman found that there was no money with which to
publish the results. But he did not allow himself to be discouraged. He
persisted in his efforts to interest fellow teachers in the results of his
investigations. The second thrust into the darkness made by his Bureau
of Cooperative Research brought up data with regard to the failure of
high school students to complete their courses. This time Coffman
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managed to get the material published. As he resigned from the dean
ship of the College of Education to become president of the university,
he urged eloquently that the research effort be put on a secure and per
manent basis.

In an educator of Coffman's type the passion for original investiga
tion is virtually imperishable. It survives all the rigors of penury to the
very last gasp of undernourishment. In a bad moment Washington
came to Coffman's aid. The university was chosen as a research station
of the federal Bureau of Education and Professor Koos became the
bureau's special collaborator.

But Coffman did not allow his own project to be shuffled out of
sight. Within a month of the establishment of the research station, Coff
man had won the approval of the board of regents for the establishment
of a permanent Bureau of Educational Research with himself as direc
tor and Koos and Haggerty as his collaborators. A year later, in De
cember 1920, when he was himself in the president's office, he was able
to persuade the executive committee of the board to vote: "That an
item of $10,000 a year for each year of the biennium be added for the
purpose of educational research."

Perhaps no other feature of the University of Minnesota identifies it
quite so particularly as does this unit (now called the Bureau of Insti
tutional Research, operating under the academic administration of Vice
President Willey. This group of teachers, made up of members of the
faculties of the many colleges and departments, has studied techniques of
instruction, admission requirements, administrative practices, and the
progress of students. No tradition is regarded as sacred. In fact, the
moment a practice tends to become rigid, "we begin," as Coffman
once permitted himself to boast, "to test it, check it, look for better
ways of accomplishing the same purpose." The constant adjustment of
methods to make them conform with whatever facts scientific analysis
of them might reveal was, Coffman thought, "a prominent, if not the
most prominent characteristic of the University of Minnesota in recent
years."

As Vincent's delegate and disciple in the task of refounding the uni
versity, Coffman's success had been very nearly complete. He had
come to a college quite without distinction, without a guiding philoso
phy of any kind. It could not command the loyalty even of those who
were obliged to use it. At the end of the five years of his deanship, he
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had transformed it into a unit of the university which embodied its
spirit at its very best. And besides serving as creative administrator he
had continued to be an immensely stimulating teacher. If the students,
at the close of his seminars, did not applaud as Woodrow Wilson's
students are said to have done at the close of many a history lecture,
it was only because they were too preoccupied with the ideas that
had been showered upon them. They left Coffman's classroom always
in spirited exchange of attitudes, theories, and conjectures.

In 1920, still young in spirit, still an eager follower of every phase
of student life, Coffman was ready to take up another task in the de
velopment of a democratic university.
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ON A ho' July d,y in '9'3 P,,,,ident Vincen, 'nd , committee
appointed by the board of regents traveled to Duluth to inspect farm
lands which might be added to the holdings of the substation there for
the further expansion of its experiments.

Everyone in St. Louis County seemed to wish to dispose of property
and an exhausting pilgrimage along its highways and down its lanes
occupied the long morning hours. A persistent wind blew light dust
into hair, eyes, and teeth of the university men. They were entertained
presently at luncheon by a leading citizen and when the meal was over,
Vincent was asked, as always, if he would not "say a few words."

With his habitual air of being surcharged with energy even under
these depleting circumstances he got to his feet. "Gentlemen," he be
gan, "your committee from the board of regents has this day covered
the whole of St. Louis County - and vice versa."

This example of ready wit delighted his audience. But what was
happier still was the evidence it managed to enclose of a high-spirited
sense of being in rapport with the purposes of the Agricultural Depart
ment. In no corner of the university was Vincent a more welcome
visitor than on the St. Paul campus.

It helped his relations with his colleagues, to be sure, that no major
task of reform needed to be accomplished there. In the Department of
Agriculture a group of highly trained men worked harmoniously to
gether to lift the responsibilities of their division out of the old way
of loose improvisation to the most exacting professional level.· Dean
Albert F. Woods and his right-hand man, Professor Freeman, found
themselves in sympathy so complete that the latter was able to testify,
"He and I have worked together as parts of one man."
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Events of the years before Vincent's arrival had helped to persuade
the agricultural community that leadership in Minnesota had its good
at heart.

The enormous success of the School of Agriculture on the St. Paul
campus and of the several branch schools scattered about the state had
impressed everyone, and, in 1907, Knute Nelson, one of Minnesota's
representatives in the United States Senate, persuaded the Congress to
pass a bill adding another fifty thousand dollars a year to the federal
subsidy of land-grant colleges for further extension of the experiment.
The new funds were to provide for the training of teachers to go into
the many agricultural and home economics programs in public school...
Following the university's example, the Minnesota legislature had pro
vided for such instruction, at the secondary level, in some two hundred
schools of the state. In Vincent's phrase, Minnesota was throwing out
a dragnet to catch all the educable.

In 1910 Dean Woods announced the results of a long-range investiga
tion conducted by the experiment station in the interest of the farmer's
prosperity. On eighty-one farms scattered throughout the state costs of
production had been studied closely and several disturbing discoveries
had been made. The most important of these was that though the aver
age farm returned no more than five per cent on its capital investment,
ambitious, misguided men were often persuaded to borrow money for
expansion at six, seven, or even eight per cent. This invitation to bank
ruptcy, in Woods' opinion, was prompted by the farmer's "lack of
knowledge of his business." To cure this ignorance was the job of the
university.

Woods set about discharging this duty in various ways. Short courses
and institutes multiplied. The university sponsored contests. On its
experimental farms it demonstrated new techniques. Knowing that some
times the showy accomplishments of the demonstration farms disheart
ened more than it stimulated the worker whose fundamental equipment
was meager, Woods took the news of easily accomplished improve
ments in techniques directly to the farmer in his own field.

To this practical and immediate help he added the long-range bene
fits of research. The Hatch Act had given the Department of Agricul
ture the lead over the rest of the university in this particular; Woods
stepped up the rate of production of bulletins and reports on every
aspect of the experiment station's work.
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He fought the good fight of applied versus fundamental research.
With deft irony he rebuked the academic snobbery which still insisted
that agricultural botany, agricultural physics, and agricultural chemis
try "were simply the reflections of the glories of pure science into the
dark, unfathomed caves of everyday living." Such men as Pasteur,
"whose great work was done with domesticated . . . animals and in
dustrial agriculture in the broad sense, failed to sensitize the blind spots
in the minds of the pure scientists." Toward finding a cure for this at
titude Woods directed his missionary zeal.

Long before the recognition had become general Dean Woods fore
saw the need of planning for economic security on a global basis. He
wrote: "If we are to feed and clothe the increasing population of the
world, and still retain some time for culture and recreation, we shall
need to conduct scientific research in all fields to an extent hitherto
undreamed of."

He had about him the right sort of lieutenants for such a campaign.
Freeman, one of the most resourceful innovators in all the university's
history, had gone from botany to the St. Paul campus to create the first
department of plant pathology to be established in any American uni
versity. Interested in every aspect of human experience, articulate on a
wide range of subjects - moral, social, and esthetic - he made his mind
the stage of a brilliant pageant of ideas. For thirty years this entertain
ment was continuous, stimulating, and varied.

From the duties of creating a tight pattern for agricultural educa
tion and of administering its details, he had energy enough left over to
invent traditions (such as the presentation of the "little red oil can" for
student achievement), to serve as recorder of the farm campus's more
fantastic moments in floods of light verse, and to continue through a
long life to serve as universal uncle to alumni. His semiannual "Letter
from Home" covered every aspect of student life, contemporary and
historical. In one such document he created a vivid picture of the de
partment's first small experimental plot for plant pathology occupied
by "Stakman and Alden Potter counting smut heads in oats and barley,
arguing endlessly and so vehemently . . . that they seemed oblivious
of the fact that they were sitting on . . . barbs of Cenchrus tribu
loides."

Archie Dell Wilson, another typical product of Minnesota's own
tradition, passed through every phase of the department's work en
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route to a major assignment. He was first manager of the farm, later
instructor in the college, later still director of the farmers' institutes,
and finally, in 1909, when the legislature created the Division of Agri
cultural Extension, designer of a pattern for this unit. Knowing all as
pects of the task of serving the farmer, Wilson proved to be the ideal
guide of extension work and served effectively as director of agricul
tural extension until he resigned in 1921 to engage in farming.

Vincent, whose responsibilities in other departments had proved to
require drastic treatment, had comparatively light work on the farm
campus. To draw it closer into the design of the university as an inte
grated unit he had chiefly to overcome the snobbery that previously
had tended to isolate its faculty. Among the men this was professional
and intellectual; among their wives it tended to ravel out into dreary
and distasteful social manifestations.

Vincent was impatient with the snobbery that relegated agricultural
research to an inferior place in the academic world. To overcome this
attitude he used every new appointment to broaden and strengthen the
department's scientific base. New men of distinction and prestige were
added to the graduate faculty. Dean Ford of the Graduate School lent
his enthusiastic support and presently a genuine understanding between
the two campuses began to be evident.

An important feature of Vincent's campaign of reconciliation was
the encouragement of what h~ called "intermigration." His diplomacy
canceled the oppressive notion that a visa of the mind had to be offered
before the psychological distance between the campuses could be
crossed. In this he had the energetic support of Mrs. Vincent. Product
of a sophisticated society though she was and intense as was her ab
sorption in the arts of painting and writing, the president's wife was
addicted also to horseback riding, fishing, and hunting. Rural Minne
sota had for her a great deal more charm than had the atmosphere of
the most earnest urban salon. She found many of her most congenial
friends on the St. Paul campus. They were forever in her house for
evenings of dancing.

But Vincent wanted an actual link between the campuses. This took
the form at last of a special transportation system between them. The
practical necessity was great. Students who had to go back and forth
found the delays of the ordinary interurban streetcar service distress
ing and, in the dead· of Minnesota winter, all bt:It intolerable. Theoreti-
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cally class schedules were staggered in such a way as to allow for these
migrations, but there were many farcical flaws in the best arrangements
that could be devised. A home economics student of the pre-Vincent
period remembers, with a trace of her original bitterness, the fact that
in order to reach her hygiene class on the Minneapolis campus on time
she had to forgo lunch. And there she sat, hunger gnawing at her vitals,
while she listened to pious pronouncements about the necessity of ab
solute regularity in taking one's meals.

The intercampus car line now travels a direct route between cam
puses many times a day through a pleasant stretch of semirural country.
Intermigration stimulated by Vincent nearly forty years ago has be
come so much a matter of daily routine that few can remember why its
artificial encouragement should ever have seemed necessary.

An item of American folklore insists firmly that service on such spe
cial car lines induces the development of a particular kind of engaging
eccentricity. In the best period of its history the intercampus special
was presided over by a curious figure. "Skipper" Spencer, the car's con
ductor, was more dedicated to the academic spirit than any member of
the faculty. Feeling himself to be the spiritual son of Herbert Spencer,
he had dropped his own family name to adopt legally that of his intel
lectual benefactor. Feeling also kinship to the ideas of Emerson, he re
christened himself Ralph Waldo. He had ideas on every subject and
held forth about them with the greatest eloquence to the "captive audi
ence" of his intercampus seminar. His attitudes in social and economic
matters resulted in curious but pleasing gestures of direct action. When
he thought the fare had been raised too high he refunded pennies from
his own pocket to impoverished students. Intellectually he showed a
similar decisiveness. The first reader of Oscar Firkins' book on Emer
son was, of course, Skipper Spencer. He pronounced it to be "the most
delightful of all possible misinterpretations." With such forays into the
life of the spirit he claims place among other explorers of university
history.

Perhaps the most significant item of the collaboration between Woods
and Freeman was a new over-all plan for the department's work. To
eliminate, once for all, traces of agricultural education's awkward growth
they designed for it a smart uniform which made the most of its assets.

This pattern anticipated the one created by Robert Hutchins for the
"radical change" in the academic dress of the University of Chicago.
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The work of the Department of Agriculture was organized into groups
of related subjects. Dairy and animal husbandry, each of which previ
ously had gone its own way, were brought together in one natural al
liance. Entomology, plant pathology, and botany, mutually dependent
subjects, mutually helpful when any new discovery was made, were
brought into another cooperative combine. Similar affiliations were ef
fected between agronomy and soils, between agricultural economics and
home economics, between agricultural chemistry and soils.

Planning for each of these divisions cut across other lines of demar
cation and the logic of subject matter was allowed to dictate policies
and programs; the old considerations of departmental pride and pres
tige were allowed to have no weight. Instead of wasting faculty effort
in designing four different and distinct programs - for example, in plant
pathology one for college, one for school, one for experiment station,
and one for extension - an over-all campaign was planned in which
each of the four could play an appropriate part.

The advantage from the standpoint of the unification of effort is
obvious. A community of interest and responsibility was created in
which the youngest boy in the school and the most intensely absorbed
researcher in the experiment station shared. They looked together to
ward the fulfillment of an ideal that both understood and respected.
There can be scarcely any doubt that the extraordinary atmosphere of
sober congeniality that is immediately noticeable to a visitor on the
farm campus is in part to be attributed to the psychological insight evi
dent in this plan.

Admirable as the new design was from the standpoint of those who
were concerned chiefly to see that useful work was accomplished in
the field of agricultural study, it did not please everyone. There were
those who felt that the school, having had a tremendous success from
its beginning and having saved the face of the university when there
appeared to be no other way of earning its original grants from the
federal government, was now being treated like an orphan. The acri
monious murmurings continued but the suave voice of the president,
supported by those of Woods and Freeman, politely drowned out those
of counterrevolution.

Three of the appointments upon which Vincent might well pride
himself as ones that broadened the base of the department's scientific
operation were made in 1913 and 1914. With a big, benign boom, Ros-
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coe Thatcher arrived as the first of the new explorers of the caves of
everyday living. He was a product of the system of training which the
nation's agricultural experiment stations had developed. Thatcher had
worked as graduate student in one of these and served as director of
another before he came to Minnesota to be professor and chief of the
division of agricultural chemistry in 1913. In recognition of his impor
tant service to northwest agriculture his name was given to the rust
resistant wheat developed on Minnesota's own experimental farms. Just
as the grain has the hardihood to survive under difficult circumstances,
so the man whose name it bears had hardihood to spare in helping sev
eral important American educational institutions to grow.

Gentle, little Frederick J. Alway came to Minnesota in 1913 as pro
fessor of soil chemistry. His attitude toward his task was dramatized
in an answer which he once gave to a student who wanted to be told in
one sentence wherein lay the fascination of science. "If you stick at it
long enough," said Professor Alway, "someday you will be able to do
something that no one ever did before." The delight of the creator was
in him and he made many contributions to the tradition of the De
partment of Agriculture. Not the least of these was the fact that, as a
Heidelberg Ph.D., he was hardly a man to be dismissed by the pure sci
entists as a journeyman worker.

Professor Alway came out of Nebraska to Minnesota and he later
brought after him another distinguished scientist, Ross Aiken Gortner.
A peculiarly dramatic personal history gave Gortner the advantage,
with his students, of trailing clouds of unhackneyed romance behind
him. His father, a missionary of the Methodist church, took his family
to Africa when his sons were very young. At a station in Liberia which
came to be known as the white man's grave the elder Gartner very
soon died. The mother, too, fell very seriously ill and while she was
cared for in her delirium by a family of native Christians, her son Ross
disappeared. He was traced at last to a native village a mile away where
he had learned to speak the tongue of the people and turned himself
into a fairly plausible white version of a Kru.

Later, living once more in America with an impoverished and des
perately sick mother, Gartner enacted on a Nebraska frontier his own
version of the Abraham Lincoln story. While he crowded the work
of prep school and college into five years, he made himself completely
responsible for the physical care of his mother. He had done all the
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housework, including the day's baking, before he appeared for his first
class at 7: 15 A.M. In the evenings, after the chores were done and his class
preparation had been completed, he read his way through his father's
extensive library, skipping only one volume, Caesar's Commentaries. He
had tried this, too, but having no background for the study of Latin
he found it a little too difficult to pick one word at a time from the dic
tionary.

Minnesota was a good place for such a pioneer because the univer
sity under Vincent, its Graduate School under Ford, and the farm
campus under Woods were all in the process of pushing back frontiers.
The "things untried" that Alway had recommended to Gortner as a
beginning student, these two men were to undertake together through
a long career. At the very moment of his death Gortner was at work
with Alway on a comprehensive study of the sulfur metabolism of
plants. His influence was felt so widely in research that his death left
gaps in projects then under way in almost every field of agricultural
science.

An example of the independence and imaginativeness with which
the St. Paul campus lived its own life was the introduction into the fac
ulty of William P. Kirkwood. This well-trained man, a graduate of
Macalester College and later a teacher there, had invented a career for
himself as interpreter of farm life in a regular feature of a daily news
paper. His approach was thoughtful and informed, so that for once a
feature on rural life revealed a knowledge of its economic importance
and was not concerned at all with comments of patronizing approval
upon its simple, wholesome virtues.

Vincent snatched up Kirkwood and made him official spokesman of
the St. Paul campus as editor-in-chief of its many publications. An
other clear, intelligent voice was added to the many that now inter
preted theoretical studies for the benefit of the practical farmer.

In Woods' time circumstance and opportunity added many new serv
ices to the basic ones of school, college, extension, and experiment sta
tion. There were substations and demonstration farms scattered about
the state, a forestry school at Itasca, a forest experiment station at Clo
quet, a fruit-breeding farm at Zumbra Heights. Altogether there were
fourteen distinct units, each concerned in an immediately helpful way
with improving the outlook for agriculture.

Nor could the department any longer suggest that it was the univer-
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sity's neglected child. Of the total sum the legislature was asked at each
biennium to supply, thirty-five per cent went to Agriculture. This did
not include the large sums supplied by the federal government for sup
port of its projects.

Vincent's sympathy had helped to create at last an institution larger,
more adaptable, more responsible than anything the author of the Mor
rill Act had imagined. In the school, boys were being trained to return
directly to the fann equipped with every weapon theoretical instruc
tion could supply against the waste which, as Dean Woods estimated,
ran each year to thirty million dollars. In the college experts of every
kind were being trained to go out as teachers, research men, adminis
trators. In the experiment station long-range studies of fundamental im
portance were helping to push back ignorance. From the several agencies
of the Extension Division small armies went out to carry the news of
improvements to every corner of the state. In the field of agricultural
education Vincent had had complete success in making the university's
service statewide.

The academic year 1916-17 saw finis written to a phase of the de
partment's development. It was known in December that Vincent had
resigned. His friendship had covered small issues as well as large in the
growth of a harmonious life on the St. Paul campus. When a regent
from the farming community sternly struck from the budget an item
to cover the purchase of butter plates (that students might learn how
to set a table) Vincent plead for the butter plates as harmless symbols
of a gracious way of life. When an alumnus complained of the extrava
gance that had allowed the purchase for a recreation room of a sofa
that seemed to him unnecessarily large, Vincent inspected it and re
ported that in his judgment it wasn't large enough. He had made him
self very much at home on the St. Paul campus and its leaders knew
that he would be missed.

The second disruption occurred in January when Dean Woods an
nounced that he had accepted the presidency of the Maryland State
College of Agriculture. His organizing task at Minnesota had been ac
complished. He left behind him the impression that he had improved
the outlook for agriculture throughout the state immeasurably, both
academically and practically. His final word to his following was con
tained in a statement of principles which urged upon the farmers of the
region the philosophy that "organized agriculture is better agricul-
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ture"; and that the foundation for community success must ever be the
cooperation of worker with worker in farmers' clubs, county farm
bureaus and development associations, farmers' elevators, cooperative
creameries, credit associations, potato warehouses, horticultural socie
ties, and livestock associations.

"Ninety per cent of the farmers are not satisfied with the returns
from farming," he wrote. "The majority ... believe that business in
terest is organized against them.... [But] when the business of agri
culture is as efficiently organized . . . as other forms of business, the
clashing will cease and there will be a general improvement in all forms
of business. The established acts and laws require the United States De
partment of Agriculture and the Agricultural Colleges of the several
states to promote the general welfare by promoting the development
of agriculture and rural life in every way."

To that end he himself had made a distinguished contribution.
And then in April there came the declaration of war on Germany.

By the end of the month only one hundred and fifty of the four hun
dred men in the College of Agriculture were left on the farm campus
and a week later there were only thirty. All the rest had gone either
into the services or into "the army of food producers" on the farm.

The forces of disintegration, seizing as always upon the moment of
weakness, attempted to bring about a further collapse. There were mur
murings among the separatists who always had held that the Minne
apolis campus with its emphasis on theoretical matters dominated the
program of the farm too much. A few overearnest alumni of the school,
who for very good reason felt an intense loyalty toward the place
where they had spent six months out of each of three extremely happy
years, developed martyr fixations. The school had lost the prestige of
the old days when the college had scarcely existed. It needed its own
budget, its own registrar, its own faculty (with none of those over
bearing young student-instructors from the college among them).

Patiently but vigilantly, Vincent and Woods fought in their last
hours at Minnesota for unity. The school must not be withdrawn from
the closest associations with the college, nor the college from the ex
periment station. All must be under the control of the philosophy that
what mattered was the welfare of agriculture and that this could be as
sured only by attracting to a smoothly functioning institution the most
expert teachers in the field.
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The acrimonious voices gradually died away. The sentimental ones
became mellow with reassurance. Among the leaders there was never
any doubt of what must be done now that Woods was leaving. Free
man, who loved research, did not aspire to an administrative post that
would have taken too much of his time and he resisted the clique
that would have advanced his right to become Woods' successor. In
the end the board of regents decided against bringing a new man into
an organization that was functioning well. Thatcher became dean of
the Department of Agriculture and director of the experiment station
and Freeman the dean of the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and
Home Economics.

For several years the vocabulary of administrative techniques troubled
deans and regents. It was awkward that on the St. Paul campus a col
lege and a school were subdivisions of a department whereas on the main
campus departments were subdivisions of colleges. To have deanships
within deanships and directorships within directorships made arrange
ments seem to be those of a Chinese puzzle. There was a momentary
thought of making the head of the farm campus a vice-president of
the university in charge of agriculture and a supplanter of the presi
dent in case of his absence. But in the end everyone agreed to forget
the difficulties as trivial. The organization which looked complex was
actually quite simple. It put a neat envelope of discipline over all the
closely related enterprises of instruction - those of secondary school,
those of college, those of postgraduate study, those of adult educa
tion, those of laboratory, those of field demonstration. All these to
gether constituted the department and within its flexible discipline the
parts functioned smoothly.

Thatcher and Freeman worked together as harmoniously as Woods
and Freeman had done in the past. Their talents proved to be quite
ideally complementary. Thatcher was impulsive and liked innovation.
He reorganized the experiment station on an institutional basis, intro
ducing the project system to which each of the divisions made its con
tribution. He liked the quick decision and justified it by saying: "When
I make a snap judgment I'm wrong thirty-five per cent of the time and
when I make a soberly considered judgment I'm wrong thirty-five per
cent of the time. So why not save myself all that energy?" Freeman,
more cautious, more typically academic, held back Thatcher's racing
enthusiasms just enough of the time.
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This collaboration continued until 192 I when Thatcher was lured
away to become (after other administrative assignments in the East)
president of the Massachusetts State College at Amherst.

Between the time of Folwell's struggles in the IS70S and the appear
ance of Walter Coffey as Thatcher's successor, the Department of Ag
riculture had had an uncertain development that was at first very slow
and then, all at once, completely accomplished as though with the ease
of a miracle. But the magic was composed comprehensibly of elements
of insight and discipline.

Men of high stature came and went and were replaced by others
equally vigorous. The philosophy that animated the thought of them
all could be resolved into a few simple statements. Farming, they be
lieved, was a scientific operation. That operation must be conducted in
a climate of natural, biotic hazards. Only by studying and understand
ing the fundamental character of those hazards could the enemies of
agricultural welfare be found out and defeated. If the farmer was to be
lifted permanently from the status of peasant to that of confident cre
ative worker, an uninterrupted and endless effort must be made to
bring ever wider and wider ~reas of knowledge under control and cul
tivation. To that task the Department of Agriculture addressed itself,
and it was, in the next thirty years, to make a very large contribution
to the outlook for prosperity not merely in Minnesota but in the entire
world.

Having accomplished his regenerative intentions in the schools of
Law, Medicine, Education, Liberal Arts, and Graduate study, having
created the Extension Division, and, finally, having helped to put Agri
culture more securely on its way toward distinguished service, Vincent
resigned. When he came to Minnesota it had been his intention to stay
ten years. "In that time," he once said, "any executive should be able
to put all his ideas into execution. If he has been successful his task
will be accomplished; if he has not been successful, he should certainly
retire anyway."

The critical nature of Minnesota's needs had encouraged him to
speed up the tempo of his effort and after six years he felt that he had
done all he was equipped to do. The invitation to become president of
the Rockefeller Foundation seemed to him like a "summons." If it had
been a question of a call to another university, he said, it would have been
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easy to decline but "to have a share in the development of a unique insti
tution, to cooperate in working out plans for the promotion of human
welfare at home and abroad" - that was quite another matter.

When the news was given out that he was to go, the representative
men and women of the faculty seemed to rise to their feet in sponta
neous salute. There could have been, they said, "no finer superior of
ficer ... no more considerate one." He had been just and honest and,
by virtue of the "deepest gentilitY" of nature, kind.

The Minnesota community joined in a demonstration that had sud
denly taken on the warmth of familial devotion. Beyond them leaders
of the academic world in the West rose up to testify that the example
of his liberal faith had sustained them all in their own bad moments of
doubt.

But perhaps Vincent's finest quality was his essential modesty. He
believed not in himself as a designer of purposes but in the purposes
themselves. The peculiar grace of his temperament managed to resolve
the extremes of his excellences. Though he was unshakably devoted to
the highest standards, he managed to be sympathetic always with any
conscientious effort; though he was firm in following a program, he
was never guilty of the dehumanized harshness of the zealot; though
he was himself a vigorous originator and creator, his preoccupation
with his own ideas was not so great as to make him unaware of origi
nality and creativity in others. Because he lacked the egotist's desire
to put the imprint of his own individuality permanently upon the uni
versity and upon its tradition, he brought into the faculty strong men
who were well equipped to become his successors. Teachers and ad
ministrators like Ford and Coffman returned this courtesy by keeping
his ideas alive through many years of consistent development.

The enthusiasm that he brought to Minnesota had only begun to be
felt fully when the moment came for him to leave. So his colleagues
said to him not "Hail and farewell," but "Farewell and hail!" For the
end of his administration marked a new beginning of his influence.
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Presidents Can't Go Home Again

~ choice of Marioo LeRoy Burtoo as Vinceot's successor flat
tered Minnesota's ego. Though he was not quite a native son, the new
president had lived in Minneapolis with his widowed mother from the
age of eight and he liked to tell student audiences that he had earned
his right to an education by selling newspapers on the city streets.

Because he had to make his way quite unaided, Burton did not com
plete his undergraduate work until he was twenty-six. From Carleton
College at Northfield, where he took his A.B., he went out to serve
as principal of a school in a small Minnesota town. For three years he
awaited an opportunity to lay his hands on a scholarship that would
enable him to do graduate work. A chance came at last to enter the
divinity school at Yale. Though this was not precisely what he wanted,
Burton seized upon it. A short detour through the realm of grace ob
viously could do no harm to a man who had his eye on a career as col
lege administrator. At Yale he had a distinguished record and his doctor's
dissertation on "The Problem of Evil" was selected by the university
for publication.

The pace of his progress quickened. Within two years he held three
important posts: professor of systematic theology at Yale, pastor of a
large church in Boston, president of Smith College.

In 19IO when he went to Northampton he was thirty-six years old,
mature enough to serve as father substitute for his students; young
enough so that there was always a romantic tinge to their devotion.
Eminently successful as head of a woman's college, he increased en
dowment by a million dollars and gave his alumnae a heritage of memory
that was richer still.

When he "came home again" to Minnesota in July 1917 this benign
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and genial careerist told audiences that the peak of his ambitions had
been reached. He asked nothing better than to spend the rest of his life
dealing with the problems and challenges of the greatest educational
institution in his own state.

At forty-three Burton presented a fine image of rugged energy. He
stood six feet two inches tall; to the assets of broad shoulders, a sturdy
physique, and a boyish amiability, he added, as though with an impu
dent flourish, the advantage of red hair. He made much of this attribute
in all his encounters with campus problems. "I have red hair and sand
in my gullet," he would say, "and I am going to talk to you with the
brutal frankness of a blood relative." This gambit pleased students who
liked to see dignity sacrificed to gain the advantage of intimacy.

Few executives can have taken up new tasks in more discouraging
moments or occupied their posts during periods of more untidy chaos.
Throughout Burton's administration (which was not, after all, long)
nothing went comfortably, nothing in the academic pattern seemed
familiar, and certainly nothing was serene. Simply to survive required
fortitude and Burton had need of the gravelly qualities of endurance of
which, as folklore told him, the gullet was the seat.

Between the time of Burton's election and his assumption of office,
American society had suffered an abrupt, complet~ly disorganizing
change. The United States had entered World War I.

During April 1917 the atmosphere on the campus had lost its languor.
No one thought of stealing moments of leisure on knoll or riverbank.
Professors of higher mathematics or animal biology entered their class
rooms wearing the look of glassy inattention that is associated with in
spiration and then, as though under the influence of the oracle, began
to speak, with unsuspected eloquence, of the pretensions of the Prus
sians to world power. One by one or en bloc the male students disap
peared from the campus to make brief return visits in uniform. Spring
continued to open its "little buds stickily," but the drama that once so
delighted and appalled Edna St. Vincent Millay played to an inatten
tive audience.

Nor were students the only ones to disappear. Three deans - Coff
man, Ford, and Vance - immediately packed their bags and left for
war work in Washington. The Medical School lost fifty-seven profes
sors in the course of the great migration. Teachers of chemistry went
into ordnance; teachers of astronomy were drafted to give instruction
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in navigation; teachers of history wrote pampWets for the Committee
on Public Information. Five pages of Burton's first report as president
were required to explain where the faculty had disappeared.

Loss of a sense of direction affiicted the university even more acutely
than the loss of students. Decreases in enrollment ranged from forty
per cent in the Law School to only six per cent in the Arts College,
where gains among women offset the loss of men. A matriarchal pat
tern established itself in student affairs. Energetic women became edi
tors of the Daily and the Gopher. Other publications lost their identi
ties and appeared only as stringently shrunken features of the Daily.
Fraternities, their numbers reduced to groups of eight or ten, moved
out of their University Avenue palazzi and into the obscurity of little
dwellings in the side streets. The university presented the look of any
family group threatened in dignity and security by the circumstances
of war. Its older members had gone away to fight; younger members
stayed resentfully at tasks that had come to seem somehow shameful;
women bravely assumed unfamiliar responsibilities; no one knew quite
who he was or where he was going.

With a cheerful show of resolution Burton undertook to put to
gether the fragments of academic routine that lay shattered all about
him. But the effects of shock were still evident on the campus and the
president's first responsibilities must have proved to be distressing in
deed.

In 1917 the United States was quite unfamiliar with the suffocating
atmosphere of world intrigue. Flung suddenly into it, the citizenry be
came panic-stricken. In every state leaders transformed themselves into
zealots of patriotism and fanatics in the effort to hunt down anyone
whose enthusiasm seemed to be less flaming than their own. Such men,
suddenly converted to belief in the necessity of war, as suddenly be
came convinced that many of their neighbors were guilty of passive
resistance if not of active sabotage.

Minnesota straightway set up a Commission of Public Safety with
headquarters in the capitol. Its function was to hunt out treachery in
its hiding place and to destroy its elusive reptilian power to poison so
ciety. Before Burton had arrived to become acquainted with his faculty
a dozen of its members stood accused by the commission of various
crimes of apathy and overt mischief.

It seemed at the moment not to matter to the inquisitional spirit that
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many informers preferred to be anonymous or that many slightly more
courageous zealots declined to appear in person as accusers. Nor did it
seem to be significant to the commission that most of the letters they
received were the work of illiterates whose information about the aca
demic world was confined to the outskirts of vagueness. They referred
to "rabid pro-Germans" and offered fantastic misspellings of the names
of those they denounced.

When Burton came into this troubled family circle he was told im
mediately that "all but one" of the members of the German department
were in open rebellion against their own country. One by one these
teachers were interviewed and asked to make statements in their own
defense. All were able to clear themselves easily of any suspicion of dis
loyalty. In a small masterpiece of eloquence Frederick Klaeber de
nounced his denouncers. For an American citizen who had given a long
life to the task of helping to educate many college generations of Ameri
can men and women to be accused of gross disloyalty was, Klaeber
said, "an outrage which I shall not easily forget." Standing stanchly on
his record as a devoted disciple of democracy, he still had the hardi
hood to turn on those who had suspected him of being pro-German to
say: "The high spirit of scientific and technical research fostered by
the German laboratories must be adopted by America if she is to win
the war,"

But apart from the many who were able to clear themselves with
personal declarations of innocence, there were conspicuous figures
whose positions appeared to be much more vulnerable. These were
asked to hold themselves in readiness for a summons to appear before
the board of regents. Among them were Dean Alfred Owre of the
School of Dentistry and Professor William Schaper, head of the de
partment of political science. Neither of them believed in war as an
instrument for the settlement of international disagreements and both
had said so publicly. Schaper had joined with other Minneapolis citi
zens in signing a telegram sent to President Wilson in March of 1917
urging that he keep America out of the entanglement of a European
war.

The two men were called before the board of regents on the same
September afternoon. Dean Owre was admitted first. He went into the
session with his usual air of being quietly but tenaciously in possession
of both his poise and his principles. In response to leading questions he
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answered simply that he was a pacifist, had always been one, and ex
pected to continue to be one. The board, attracted by his resolution
and perhaps disarmed by the recollection that he had always been re
garded as an eccentric, asked him next what he was prepared to do to
help the war effort. Dean Owre replied that he was raising foxglove
for the production of digitalis which he expected to turn over to the
government. There was little that could be done with such a man and
Dean Owre was politely dismissed with the suggestion that he get back
to his inlays, his cloisonne, his poetry, and his foxglove.

Between the interview with Owre and that with Schaper, there was
a curious and pathetic interlude. A woman of the farm school faculty
had been denounced for her failure to make any contribution to Red
Cross work. She appeared before the tribunal obviously exhausted by
anticipatory fears. Had she, she was asked, refused to contribute to war
work? She burst into a flood of tears and a confluent freshet of prot
estations. If one taught sewing all day one had little inclination to start
in again during one's private time especially when one had a sick mother.
Tears ... protests ... tears ... The regents were touched and
abashed and dismissed their second candidate for discipline with the
suggestion that she create a little time for public service.

Then Professor Schaper appeared. A man who for sixteen years had
been considered an authority in the field of political ideas, who had been
used to having his attitudes treated with respect, suddenly found him
self challenged in his own field as though he were childishly irrespon
sible and, what was worse, potentially vicious. His resistance was height
ened when he discovered that no specific charges were to be brought
against him, that he was to be faced by no accusers. He could not,
like a theoretical pacifist, simply say the pacifying things that were
expected of him. Instead, he responded with challenge for challenge.
Though he considered himself to be a loyal American citizen and as
such wished to see emergency laws enforced, he felt no enthusiasm for
the war. Though he wished to see his own country triumph, he did not
believe that "the Hohenzollerns should be wiped out root and branch"
or that the German government should be destroyed. It would be "un
wise policy" to attempt anything so drastic; it would be counter to
American tradition and to Wilson's publicly declared objective. Worst
of all, Schaper could not "boost" for the war because he had close rela
tives in the German army as well as in the American.
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With each answer the tension of the session grew and with each in
terchange the spines of judges and of the accused grew more com
pletely rigid. At last one member of the board, in outraged impatience,
flung at Schaper the accumulated effects of having too much adrenalin
suddenly poured into the bloodstream. "You are the Kaiser's man," he is
remembered to have said. "You want the Kaiser and the Crown Prince
to dominate the world, don't you?" Schaper with impatience that was
no less indignant retorted: "That is an accusation, not a question. It is
absurd."

So the issue was settled in favor of hysteria. Schaper was dismissed
from the room and then recalled to hear the resolution just passed by
the regents. It declared that "his attitude of mind whether due to con
scientious considerations or otherwise and his expressed unwillingness
to aid the United States in the present war render him unfit ... to
discharge the duties of his position" and resolved finally that his rela
tions to the university "be, and the same are, hereby terminated."

Professor Schaper, who had believed that action could not possibly
go so far, asked that the charges against him be put in writing and that
he be given an opportunity to answer them in detail. But the board re
fused to reconsider its decision.

It was regarded as a moral victory by no one. Within an hour the
regent in whom indignation had flared highest found his anger cooled
and his conviction threatened. To his son he protested, "I didn't want
to fire that man, but he gave me no chance to save him." Another re
gent suffered a wound to his sense of justice that never healed. Feeling
that he had been bullied by a too prevailing confrere, he knew that a
shadow and a blight had fallen on an old friendship.

It would be easy to say of the episode that it showed the spirit of the
inquisition demanding a victim. But it seems clear in retrospect that this
was far from being true. Conscientious, troubled men whose minds felt
the weight of an unfamiliar responsibility found themselves forced into
the position of exploring the private minds and convictions of three
equally conscientious, troubled people. The innocence of the first two
was obvious; there was a tragicomic effect to their transparent guile
lessness. By contrast the stubborn resistance of the third seemed, for a
dismally mistaken moment, monstrous. The regents played the roles of
a set of King Lears, hurt, baffled, their insight blurred by passionate,
elemental feeling. Schaper had played the role of a male Cordelia. He
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loved his country according to its desert, no more, no less. And in the
fall of 1917 that seemed to be far from enough. The tragedy of mutual
misunderstanding wrote itself into the history of the university.

There was an almost immediate effort to reopen the case. President
Wilson asked his commission on labor conciliation to consider the pos
sibility while its members were in Minneapolis on another matter. Felix
Frankfurter told his associates on the commission that in his opinion,
the regents' action constituted "a plain case of czarism, the very thing
America is fighting." But though members of Schaper's own depart
ment, like Cephas Allin and William Anderson, sought another hearing,
the judgment stood.

Schaper went into business, prospered briefly, suffered in the post
war blight, and finally with the help of Minnesota friends made his
way back to the academic world as head of the school of finance at the
University of Oklahoma. A picturesque legend, once generally be
lieved, that Schaper had been at one time reduced to peddling washing
machines from door to door was fortUnately not true. But his miseries
of the spirit weighed on Minnesota's conscience. To this aspect of the
story there was to be a sequel, exactly twenty years later.

If the disloyalty cases were designed to make Burton's first year as
president uneasy, the debacle of the Students' Army Training Corps
made it actively miserable. So little time intervened between the inspira
tion for this plan and its execution that the whole experiment seemed like
a clamorous and inept improvisation. Emergency conditions seemed to
require that the War Department and the university enter into an alli
ance, but it proved to be one of the marriages made in haste that must
be repented at leisure.

The draft law calling into service all able-bodied males between the
ages of eighteen and forty-five was to go into effect on August 30,
1918, but facilities did not exist for putting so huge a number into ac
tive training. The planners conceived the idea that many of the younger
men could be absorbed into the pattern of military discipline by draft
ing the colleges and universities of the country, as well as the men, and
transforming these institutions into camps.

It was late in August when this scheme was put before the presidents
of virtually all the reputable schools of the country. Almost as though
at the sound of the bugle these startled administrators were brought to
gether at Fort Sheridan and told that, having just cut their faculties to
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the minimum in anticipation of a gready reduced enrollment, they must
make ready instead to teach many more than their ordinary numbers.
And they were expected to accomplish this transformation of campus
into camp in less than a month.

Circumstance intervened to add a narrow margin to that allowance
of time. The influenza epidemic made it impossible for the university
to open until a week of October was gone.

The exalte mood of patriotism, prodded to reckless fervor, achieved
a sort of disheveled miracle. Quarters had been found for more than
three thousand enrollees; a new curriculum had been contrived for
them. Heroes of the latter enterprise were Professor A. B. White, who
created overnight a course called War Aims; Professor William Stearns
Davis, who wrote a textbook, Roots of the War, and Professors William
Anderson and Mason Tyler, who were Davis's collaborators.

In addition to the three thousand troops of the "collegiate section,"
the university was responsible for an equal number of students who
were quite unlike its ordinary enrollees. These were the young engi
neers and agriculturalists who, since April, had been assigned to special
wartime training as mechanics, blacksmiths, radio operators, carpen
ters, and electricians. Now all six thousand men were absorbed into the
hastily and awkwardly organized administration of the S.A.T.C. They
were housed in two huge commercial structures, the Exposition build
ing which stood high above the Falls of St. Anthony near the site of
the university's first preparatory school and the Maxwell building near
the border between the Twin Cities.

Physical demands of the S.A.T.C. routine were, by design, suffi
ciently severe so that no young slacker might imagine he had found a
comfortable s!de pocket of the war. Reveille sounded at six-thirty. Into
the dusk of the Minnesota fall and winter this totally undisciplined
soldier-student tumbled to march first to breakfast and then for two
hours over the paved streets of Minneapolis in a rough equivalent of
military drill.

President Burton's message to the incoming students warned them
that they would be required to participate in "bayonet training to de
velop the offensive spirit," but in reality nothing so dramatic ever hap
pened. There was simply a monotonously repeated trooping over high
ways to the serious impairment of normal traffic and to the ultimate
benefit of no military outlook, offensive or otherwise.
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Through a long day the S.A.T.C. students served erudition "by the
numbers," marched to classes, marched back from classes, marched into
the mess halls for the evening hours of "supervised study."

Everything went wrong with this program from the very beginning.
Academic and military authorities were straightway at each other's
throats over absences from the classroom because of conflicting duties
on guard or at kitchen police. The influenza epidemic was at its height
and it was a dull morning when two or three student-soldiers did not
tumble forward on their faces at reveille to be carried away to the hos
pital at Fort Snelling. Boys who had been hardened by no preliminary
training found it impossible to conduct their double duties as soldiers
and students. The "era of the big sleep" settled heavily upon the uni
versity. The library, to which in the course of the endless academic
day members of the S.A.T.C. were permitted to retire between classes,
became the scene of a Widespread collapse. Horizontal lines of olive drab
decorated every table. Then the revolt of nature against excessive de
mands made simultaneously on mind and body reduced the mess hall
at study hour to a state of passive resistance such as no disciplinary
measure could control. And in the end even the classrooms passed un
der the spell. The entire male population of the university - with the
exception, of course, of harried teachers - seemed to have succumbed
to the potent charm of some subversive Prussian witch who did not
wish to see the world made safe for democracy.

This situation would have been grim (or one might say Grimm)
enough if only students of the usual type had been involved. But the
disturbing truth was that the university had become responsible for a
group of young men a third of whom, as Dean Johnston estimated,
would in no other circumstances have gone to college. Lacking both
the aptitude and the desire for higher learning, they had applied for en
rollment in the S.A.T.C. simply as the least unpleasant of the alterna
tives which the war situation left open to them.

These students, even in the first weeks when the excitement of an
unexpected drama kept them awake in classes, showed themselves to
be quite incapable of absorbing instruction at the college level. Their
contemporaries on the Minnesota campus remember the incredulous
misgiving that blanked out the ordinary undergraduate skepticism in
the faces of these young men as they heard Oscar Firkins say in a lec
ture of the survey course in English literature: "The style of Spenser
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is willowy; it is billowy; one might almost say pillowy." Sleep, even
without a pillow, was their only possible refuge.

When the armistice was signed, the demoralization of the S.A.T.C.
became complete. The unhappy routine dragged on for a few weeks
more, then, just before Christmas, the whole effort was dropped and
the members of the corps were discharged from the army. The great
majority of them had done such miserable work that they left college
without taking the quarter's examinations or claiming academic credit.

In Dean Johnston's opinion "the poor planning and mismanagement
of the S.A.T.C." had made the experiment "an unequivocal failure." Its
"deleterious effect on student morale" was felt throughout the year.

The experience, disturbing and pointless though it had been, pro
duced one positive result. This was to convince Dean Johnston of the
absolute necessity of continuing his studies of aptitude for college as
shown in high school tests. There were to be no more mass invasions
by the hopelessly ineducable if he could prevent it. On the other hand
students who showed high aptitude must be captured even though
financial help had to be found for them. The investigations of the next
decade and the decisions with regard to university organization owed
much of their fervor to the shuddersome awareness of an educational
problem that the nightmare of 1918 had left in the academic mind.

Even while the S.A.T.C. was undermining the confidence of the less
stalwart in the value of higher education, Burton was vigorously push
ing his plans for the physical betterment of the university. He was able
to do so with assurance because he knew that he had the high respect
of the legislature. At his first appearance before them, one member had
said: "That man will cost the state of Minnesota millions of dollars.
Every time he comes down here and asks for anything all the members
of the legislature will tumble over each other in their efforts to give
him what he asks."

Just three days after the armistice was signed Burton persuaded his
board of regents to ask the legislature for several millions of dollars
spread over a period of years with which, first, to shore up the poor
professor's crumbling solvency and, second, to build up the university
plant, which, though it was not crumbling, was full of holes that
needed acutely to be filled.

The Comprehensive Building Program permitted the university to
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make a start toward putting on modern dress. Its older buildings,
grouped around the knoll near the site of the now demolished Old
Main, represented a past era of architectural inspiration. There one sees
still a random harvest of esthetic notions lacking an over-all design.
The buildings of florid style as well as those of aspiration after classical
purity all claim the affections of students, old and new, chiefly for their
highly individual and often quite surprising extravagances.

What Burton hoped to see was the revival of the plan designed long
before by architect Cass Gilbert which called for structures of har
monious simplicity to be grouped around a central mall. The president
wanted an auditorium (it must be named, he said, for Cyrus Northrop)
in which students could be exposed, with some degree of comfort, to
music, art, and theater. (In Burton's time only the armory offered its
Spartan shelter to ceremonial occasions.) It seemed shameful that every
high school in the city had better facilities of this kind than the uni
versity had to offer. Burton wanted a lively center of the arts, a place
where pictures could be displayed, recitals of chamber music could be
presented, singers could sing, and dancers dance. Students, he said, "lit
erally craved" such privileges. Their response would be instantaneous.
And he added:

"We are very short-sighted if we fail to see the bearing of this point
of view upon the real work of the university. A richer student life
means that better intellectual work will appear in the classroom. When
the human spirit is awakened it spontaneously acquires new interest in
everything that is beautiful and good and true. . . . A rich, abundant,
unified, coherent student life is essential to the attainment of our pri
mary purposes."

What he imagined was to come about, in surprising measure, as he
saw it. The Comprehensive Building Program, which called for the
erection of scores of new buildings on the several campuses within a
period of ten years, was the chief accomplishment of the Burton ad
ministration and it remains the monument to the president's effort.
Though he presented himself to colleagues, legislature, and students
always as the intensely practical man, there was enough in his tempera
ment of the seer so that he was able to glimpse the future of the univer
sity as a physical entity and to make an important start toward bringing
it to reality.

The fall quarter of 1919 began again in the atmosphere of calamitous
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success (if large enrollment be the measure of triumph). There were
students, students everywhere and no adequate facilities either for hous
ing or for instruction. Before the war the largest enrollment of full
time collegiate and professional students had been 631 I. Now there
were more than 8000.

Burton believed the war had made young people more acutely aware
than ever before of the need for thorough training. But there were
other reasons for the great increase. Students whose academic careers
had been interrupted by army service converged simultaneously on the
campus; numbers that would normally have been spread through many
classes were concentrated in one. The legislature had guaranteed the
tuition of veterans, so that the opportunities for higher education were
made available for the first time to a large group of "Saturday's chil
dren." The situation, as Burton saw it, was both good and bad - good
because the university had at last received the full, spontaneous endorse
ment of all the people of the state; bad, because classrooms were over
crowded, teachers were overworked, supplies were inadequate.

The president, obviously, had become discouraged. He wrote: "Our
financial difficulties have been extremely perplexing.... Our one aim
has been to meet the situation day by day and to fulfill as best we could
our obligations to the students and to the citizens of the state."

By December, only two and a half years after his arrival, he had de
cided to go. The University of Michigan offered many enticements of a
personal as well as a professional kind. Besides all this, Burton treasured
a special predilection for the tradition of the first big state university.
His Minnesota speeches contain many wistful references to Michigan's
excellences of program and of practice. Ann Arbor's Hill Auditorium
represented the realization of a fine ideal. The fact that Michigan had
drawn its students from every comer of the nation seemed to be at
once the cause and the measure of its success. Just as the founders of
Minnesota had looked admiringly toward Michigan when they were de
signing their own university, so Minnesota's hard-beset president looked
toward it as toward completely realized perfection. It was inevitable
that he should want to go.

But his last days at Minnesota, like his first, were full of trouble. He
undertook to give them character by inaugurating the "Better Minne
sota Movement." But after a slightly evangelistic start in pursuit of
salvation, zealous students found that they had been encouraged actu-
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ally to do nothing more than to pull up fences and barbed-wire en
tanglements which, in their suggestion of prison camp exclusiveness,
marred the charm of the campus in an effort to prevent the heedless
from wearing paths across the knoll. Quite soon students were once
more taking short cuts across the knoll and the "Better Minnesota
Movement" was seen to have contributed inadvertently to this ruth
less march.

But while the dutiful followed such gallant, though weary, leads,
another group of students was at work blowing up a crisis over aca
demic freedom.

A new publication appeared on the campus in the fall of 1919.
Foolscap managed to be more readable than the usual magazine of its
kind by the obvious, if seldom used, device of exploiting faculty skills.
Along with the familiar flourishes of undergraduate audacity and the
occasional bits of evidence of undergraduate talent, its pages reflected
many mature and original intelligences. To it Mary Ellen Chase con
tributed stories and articles, Joseph Beach offered a sheaf of poems.
Carl Sandburg, after a visit to the campus, sent back a provocative essay
on the creative spirit as he had seen it among students.

At no time, however, did Foolscap endear itself to the administra
tion. One minor scandal centered around a cover satirizing the fall pas
time of "riverbanking," which many thought too true to be quite
tasteful. Another blew up over the mischievous ways of the humor
editor, who, like all undergraduate humor editors throughout the his
tory of the printed word, was never so happy as when he could man
age to slip a dubious joke past the distracted eye of the editor-in-chief.

To these indiscretions Foolscap added in its December 1919 issue a
far more disturbing audacity. A long editorial on academic freedom
questioned the president's assertion that the right of free speech was
jealously guarded at Minnesota. With jaunty, youthful self-love Fools
cap assured its public that observant students were not deceived by the
"embarrassed insincerities" of instructors who followed prescribed or
ders in interpreting their subjects. The editor knew what he knew
"when deans applaud because they have to . . . when professors say
things they do not mean." Such pliability, Foolscap insisted sternly,
must always result in "degradation to the individual teacher who for
the sake of his meager livelihood puts hypocrisy before self-respect."
An institution suffered "undeniable disgrace" when its policies "neces-
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sitated such conduct on the part of those of its faculty whose opinions
are at variance with orthodox belief."

The president, Foolscap acknowledged, was not to blame. "His de
sire for academic freedom is unquestionably as great as ours." But "So
cial and political conditions . . . more powerful than any institution,
or its president, make it impossible . . . to realize the desire of our
hearts."

The political conditions of which the young editors were thinking
had their most frenzied manifestation in the witch hunt for "Reds" in
Washington then being directed from the office of the attorney gen
eral, A. Mitchell Palmer. The inquisitional impulse, having taken on
the sanctity of patriotic fervor, had tended to spread and the colleges
were, as always, under suspicion among the timorous of being hotbeds
of radicalism. Remembering the Schaper case and another abortive
comedy of the war period in which a distinguished professor of history
at Minnesota had been threatened with investigation simply because in
a public address he had traced the background of the German military
spirit, Foolscap assumed that the new witch hunt would seize upon the
university faculty as victims.

But the faculty, too, remembered the Schaper case. It did not intend
to be caught unawares once more. Discussion of the Foolscap charges
and of the possible dangers of the situation became so general and so
heated that the local chapter of the American Association of University
Professors asked President Burton to call a meeting of the general fac
ulty to consider the question officially. The session was held in Feb
ruary and again the exchanges were characterized by a stem-lipped
desire to uncover the truth. Though most of the active participants in
the discussion were clearly of the opinion that the Foolscap charges
were groundless, even frivolous, minor notes of disagreement rumbled
through all the talk. The request for a secret ballot resulted in the
discovery - most unwelcome to the majority - that in the opinion of
thirty-three members of the faculty restraints upon complete freedom
did exist at Minnesota. The final result was that a committee headed
by David Swenson and including Alfred Owre was appointed "to in
vestigate, hear testimony, gather and sift evidence and sense the feeling
of individual faculty members."

Early in June the faculty came together again to hear the result of
the committee's work. Now at last the discussion had passed out of the
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realm of scandal and into that of sober, academic consideration. The
bright-eyed eagerness of students to be as irritating as possible was for
gotten and the future of the university as a place of the spirit was kept
clearly in sight.

The report, which seems in its steady, unwavering clarity of style
to bear the signature of the committee's chairman, Professor Swenson,
began by saying that the investigation "had been broader in scope and
more important than a mere determination of the specific degree of
accuracy and justification attaching to an editorial expression of opin
ion." There was inevitably a certain elusiveness about the question of
restraint upon freedom of speech because the problem, "psychological
in its nature, was often a matter of tacit understanding, recorded . . .
much more clearly in a feeling of what might . . . impend rather than
by what had already happened." The committee found enough of this
elusive feeling "to suggest that the university has here a real and serious
problem."

Upon scrupulous analysis, the elements in this tainting of academic
freedom were discovered to be four: in the community as a whole, "a
post bellum intolerance and its concomitant of fear"; in the academic
officials, "a certain readiness to receive criticism of faculty members
whose long service should act as a presumption in their favor," instead
of which these men were left "unjustifiably on the defensive"; in the
minds of men representing forces external to the university, an aggres
sive and impudent willingness to spy on teachers and "to exert pressure
upon the authorities"; and finally in the university community itself a
tendency to succumb to the idea that "the university instead of having
for its chief function the orientation of the student within the world
of thought ... is an institution for the indoctrination of opinion."

The report concluded its discussion with an admirable statement of
principle: "An institution of learning endowed by the State cannot . . .
make itself the champion of any narrowly conceived particularity of
spirit; it cannot, therefore, make itself responsible for the private activi
ties of its teachers, and consequently cannot afford to lay down for
these activities any special rules either written or established by tradi
tion other than those which the laws of the land and social decorum
require."

Two final recommendations were, first, that the University Senate
go on record as throwing the full weight of its collective judgment into
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the fight to maintain academic freedom and, second, that it ask the
board of regents to accept as a guiding principle that of dismissing no
member of the faculty for his opinions, public or private, without re
ceiving the advice in the matter of a committee of men from his own
department.

The senate hearing this report excitedly asked for particulars to sup
port the four points listed. The committee declined to name names of
those whose testimony had been taken and threatened to resign if any
pressure were brought to bear upon them to force the violation of con
fidences. At last the committee agreed to make a full report to a meet
ing of the general faculty under conditions of secrecy that would
protect the vulnerable. The session never took place. Professor Swen
son selected place, day, and hour but President Burton reached the con
clusion that it was too late in the academic year to hope for anything
in the way of decisive action.

When the fall quarter opened in 1920 Burton was the president of
another university and Professor Swenson was on leave at still another.
However, the episode did not ravel out into nothingness. It was part
of the chain of circumstances that led to the university's taking a vig
orous lead in matters of academic freedom and tenure. Professor Swen
son's committee report, commenting on a situation created by war
hysteria, improved the dismal occasion to write into the history of the
university a firm and effective statement of the inalienable rights of
the teacher.

It mattered little that Foolscap became a sacrifice on the altar. Its
editors had made urchin attacks on the sensibilities of others. Even men
like Professor Swenson who were ready to defend its ideas could not
defend its taste. The report for the year 1919-20 submitted by the dean
of student affairs contains one line of comment. Firmly and without
explanation he wrote: "Foolscap will not be printed next year."

The Burton administration began and ended in the atmosphere of
tension and misgiving induced by the war. Its great achievement was
the Comprehensive Building Program; its major drama the inconclu
sive one of the struggle for academic freedom. Burton, a man of great
personal attractiveness, had found himself obliged to face the most bur
densome of conditions, ones which universal good will had been unable
to solve. The crises of the war years at Minnesota had exhausted him
and he was glad to go.
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A cartoon printed in the Daily at the time of Bunon's departure
showed him in the role of a jaunty young man disappearing over the
horizon with the University of Michigan (jeune {iUe en {leur) clinging
to his arm. The University of Minnesota stood wistfully in the back
ground saying (apropos of the building program): "And just when I
was going to get a new dress like hers."

But the president's situation was actually not a fortunate one. He
left Minnesota a very sick man. He was to struggle through four and
a half years of martyrdom with problems no less exhausting than those
he had faced at Minnesota. It is evidence of his great strength of spirit
that in a longer period of service at Michigan he was able to give emi
nent satisfaction to his new associates. But it is also a little ironic that
he should have left Minnesota because he was willing no longer to cope
with the rudimentary problems of a university in "the brick and mortar
stage" only to become known at Michigan as "Burton, the builder."

His experience at Minnesota, too shon, too inconclusive to prove
anything else, demonstrates perhaps that presidents of colleges, like
other creative wanderers, are likely to find that "you can't go home
again."
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Republic ofFree Minds

IN AN mly address" president of the Dnivewry of Minnesota
Lotus Delta Coffman quoted the brilliant suggestion of a colleague that
when Adam walked with Eve in the Garden of Eden he was overheard
to say (presumably by the angel just arrived with the flaming sword):

"You must understand, my dear, that we are living through a period
of transition."

This wry comment reflected the belief, later confirmed by eighteen
years in the presidency, that humanity's period of transition is continu
ous and permanent. The phase of transition spanned by Coffman's life
as university executive was one in which enrollment steadily increased
while revenue per student threatened constantly to shrink. Worldwide
depression following World War I had denied jobs to those who pre
viously had gone straight from high school into the work of office or
manufacturing plant. Hoping to find profitable use for unwanted lei
sure these young people had gravitated into the colleges and universi
ties. But at the same moment hard-pressed legislators, facing the same
conditions of depression, became more reluctant than ever before to
spend money on what they regarded as the dispensable fripperies of
education.

The world in general had to cope with the same problem: that of too
many people and too few resources for their support. In business and
industry only the rash theorist dared to suggest - and then only under
his breath - that the solution might well be to kill off the surplus popu
lation. But where the universities were concerned certain theorists re
laxed and spoke their minds freely. Decimation, they said, was the cure.
The outcry went up against the folly of mass education. People who
wanted to save money first raised this plaint and presently to their
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voices were joined those of the classicists of education who felt that
standards had been debauched by large classes. The chorus was swelled
finally to full volume by the perennial dissenters who, in any crisis,
persuade themselves that whatever is must be wrong.

Throughout his career Coffman took as his theme the justification
of the big university on the ground that only such an institution can
provide the facilities and faculties needed by the professions and the
specialists. Two important items of his credo were, first, the theoretical
belief that it is a chief right of every man living under a democracy to
have an opportunity to fulfill his potentialities through education and,
second, the practical conviction that by a reorganization of the ma
terials of education these can be made available to the student as readily
in a big university as in a small one.

In January 1920, when Marion LeRoy Burton resigned from the
presidency, a movement began immediately to draft Coffman for the
job. Old associates like Francis G. Blair, superintendent of public in
struction in Illinois, were his enthusiastic supporters. Mr. Blair wrote,
"I consider him one of the best men in the field of education today."
No less devoted in their support were the teachers of the Minnesota
community, many of whom sought the ears of the regents to pour out
endorsements of Coffman as the man who had created a College of
Education so satisfactory that it was no longer necessary for students
to "make pilgrimages to the East" in search of sound training.

The regents did not need to be persuaded. One of them had sup
ported Coffman for the presidency at the time of Vincent's resigna
tion. Two others put him at the head of their lists of candidates.

Many alumni groups, having no specific candidate in mind, urged
that a member of the university's own faculty be selected. The name
of William Reynolds Vance, still dean of the Law School, was sug
gested, but the regents - not knowing how soon he was to be lured
away to Yale - decided comfortably that he belonged where he was.
And so, without opposition among the regents, Coffman was selected.

The general faculty can hardly be said to have been pleased. Educa
tion, a late-comer among the colleges, had little prestige and some of
Coffman's utterances had alienated those who represented the New
England tradition. He believed, for example, that "nothing would pay
larger dividends than for faculties to become students of the art of
teaching and the materials of instruction." The idea that they might
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be expected to go to school once more - and to a strict specialist in
being a schoolmaster - was one that chilled the spirit of many a mem
ber of the faculty in the spring of 1920.

Late in March Coffman still did not know that he was under con
sideration for the presidency of his own university. What kept him
walking the floor at night was a tangle of questions about what to do
with five other offers that had come to him, including the presidencies
of two other institutions. When at last he asked discreetly for a raise
in salary, the regents offered it to him with the presidency thrown in.
His modesty made him reluctant to accept; his sense of duty made it
inevitable that he should do so. In a moment of serious economic crisis
for the whole agricultural region of which Minnesota is a part he ac
cepted the task of keeping the university alive and of keeping it big.

He was almost immediately in the thick of battle. Himself a positive
and perennially youthful man, he encountered in the Irish pugnacity
of Pierce Butler a force which he felt obliged to dominate. His first
sessions with the regents were ruffled by storms of misunderstanding.
Butler, his nostrils still quivering with distaste for the faint odor of
radicalism which during the Burton administration he thought he de
tected in every encounter with the faculty, showed a disposition to
seek a large share in the actual management of the university: the
choice of teachers, the direction of policy in various departments. Coff
man bristled with tension at what he considered to be an invasion of
his realm and an attack on his authority.

Hints of warfare between the president-elect and his board reached
the ears and the tongues of faculty members who had a personal inter
est in such reports of bad weather. They reached also those represen
tatives of the general public who can be counted upon always to seek
any storm in a port. Under these influences conditions worsened until
the president of the board, Mr. Snyder, found himself holding down
what was virtually a full-time job as conciliator. Finally, after a special
evening session, the difficulties were resolved and notes of mutual apol
ogy, having the terse manliness of exchanges between Brutus and Cas
sius, passed between the two chief combatants. Snyder's final comment
was the slightly rueful one, "Mr. Coffman leaves no doubt in anyone's
mind who is to be the president of the university."

It is curious that there could have been any doubt from the begin
ning. Coffman was a lover of sport, a hunter, a fisherman, a master of
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the revels on many a camping trip, an indefatigable attendant at foot
ball practice. His delight in wrestling was so great that his son found
a certain embarrassment in attending matches with him. Coffman be
came so engrossed in the performance in the arena that he began un
consciously to imitate the convulsions of the participants and to do so
with such energy as almost to shake his more passive neighbors from
the nearby benches. A man so surchanged with energy could not be
expected to be the docile performer of secondhand functions.

Coffman's first public utterance (not yet his inaugural) was made
at the commencement exercise in June 1920. In the course of an expres
sion of intention he offered a brief survey of the accomplishments of
his predecessors, calling Folwell a "seer" with insight far ahead of his
time, Northrop "a master builder of character," and Vincent the unifier
of the university. It was clear that he wished to identify himself with
Folwell in such efforts as that of making a sharp distinction between
the work of junior and senior colleges. He wished to identify himself
with Vincent in the program of making the teacher's task not merely
a legitimate, full-time profession but one having the highest standards
of workmanship.

He did not in his early career speak with any effect of brilliancy, for
his delivery was dry, his style factual. But his gift for educational states
manship could not have been questioned by anyone who listened
closely to what he said. The power of persuasion grew in him as his
educational values became ever more clearly representative of the best
thinking of the time. Though he never acquired anything resembling
Vincent's glitter, he had in the end an effective utterance, mixed of
candor, conviction, and incorruptibility.

Still before he could be inaugurated - the occasion had been set for
May 1921 - there were brisk preliminary skirmishes to try the new
president's power of endurance. The first was a crisis over funds. The
university had planned its budget of expenditures for the biennium
1921-23, and then in recognition of the stringency of the times had
reduced all requests to those of a bare subsistence level. But the appro
priations committee of the house of representatives was not satisfied
and slashed the budget still more. Theodore Christianson, chairman of
the committee, later to be governor of Minnesota, had never learned
how to make the politician's soft answer that turns away wrath. Quite
bluntly he said that the university must get along with $3,000,000 less
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than it believed to be absolutely necessary for maintenance and im
provements. Of this sum the regents considered that $1,3 15,000 was
being gouged out of actual running expenses, leaving the institution not
merely poor but threatened in its very existence, at least as a school of
respectable standing.

If "academic serenity" is ever anything but a slack, rachitic phrase,
it was certainly nothing but that as applied to the Minnesota campus
in the spring of 192 I. Everyone in administration, faculty, and student
body was tense with the excitement of the shared catastrophe to "our
university." The Alumni Weekly had been playing Cassandra all year,
wailing that this was an "hour of decision." The university must fight
to maintain its high place or be content to drop "to the level of a super
high school with vocational training." The budget cuts made the worst
predictions seem to be all but inevitable. "The crisis is upon us," the
editor shouted in his largest headlines. "It is impossible to believe that
any thinking person in Minnesota is willing to see the University retro
grade to the position of an institution of mediocrity."

Coffman addressed an eloquent letter to Christianson urging recon
sideration of the budget. Outworn equipment in the engineering and
physics departments must be replaced if students were to be prepared
properly. Positions left vacant since the war must be filled if the once
high level of the staff was to be restored. The alternative would be the
hUIniliating one of having to look to Iowa, Wisconsin, and Illinois for
future lawyers, doctors, and engineers. What other agricultural states
had done in the midst of an economic depression surely the Minnesota
legislature could manage to do. Wisconsin, Michigan, Montana, and
Oregon all were increasing allowances generously. "The Regents,"
Coffman concluded, "have made every reasonable effort to reduce their
original requests to the lowest possible minimum. . . . To attempt to
operate on a smaller amount than this will imperil the very existence
and future of the institution."

Mr. Christianson, who was himself a graduate of the university, class
of 1906, regretted the necessity of seeIning niggardly but he continued
to interpose his bulk, which was formidable, and his conscientious reso
lution, which was even more vast, between the university and its ob
jective.

In this moment the whole community of faculty, students, and
alumni became militant. Organizations of graduates held meetings,
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passed resolutions, deluged the capitol with letters, telegrams, tele
phone calls, and personal visits. Leaders of political groups made pil
grimages to wrestle with the consciences of committeemen. Women
in club activities added their urbane and judicious persuasions, ac
knowledging, as one of them, Mrs. Frank Warren, said, that "although
the crying need of the state in everything is economy," still the univer
sity had its own urgencies that must not be denied.

Coffman in this first crisis of his career as president was the most
restrained and correct of diplomatists. He rebuked those who flung
irresponsible charges at Christianson's head, saying that the appropria
tions committee had shown a conscientious desire to serve the univer
sity as well as it could. He issued a statement to the Daily, saying that
"there must be no meetings . . . to promote sentiment in favor of
appropriations for the university." The administration, he said, took
this attitude not because it did not wish to have the advice of faculty
and students but because a program for the university could be prop
erly presented only by its appointed authorities.

Of this the students took the view usually adopted by youth toward
the discretion of age. "President Coffman is undoubtedly right," com
mented Eugene Glasgow, chairman of a committee organized to call a
student mass meeting, "but I cannot see what harm this meeting can
do and it is quite conceivable that some good may result. We, as stu
dents, are suffering because of poor facilities, congested conditions, and
inadequate teaching staffs and know better than could anyone else the
actual condition of the university. We surely are entitled to express our
disapproval. The meeting will go on as planned."

Subcommittees worked all night before the demonstration was to
take place, getting handbills printed. With these a "legion of minute
men" greeted early arrivals on the campus. Other students had placed
placards in every building on the campus so that no one could be un
aware of the drama of the day. When second-hour classes were dis
missed, the sound of bugle and drums declared the state of emergency
in a way that no young spirit could resist. Four thousand students fol
lowed the band and presently the parade grounds at the southeast end
of Folwell Hall became one great, vociferous creature, cheerfully de
fiant of any discipline that might be brought to bear upon its temper.

The contagion of the cause now had raised the temperature of every
one on the campus. Excitement expressed itself riotously in a dissonant
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clamor of shouts, cheers, and bugle calls, augmented by the hooting of
cars and trucks on University Avenue. (The drivers of these vehicles
had no idea of what the commotion was about but contributed to it
their own irrelevant comments of approval for any form of high spirit.)

In the midst of this crisis of sound, Coffman appeared at the first
floor entrance of Folwell and tried to address the crowd. Scarcely a
word could be understood by the students on the ground at his feet.
He disappeared to come out, a few moments later, on the third-floor
balcony. Speaking this time through a megaphone, he urged that "noth
ing be done to discredit the institution or to put us in a poor light be
fore the legislature."

But he played that day the role of a judicious Brutus in competition
with a full cast of young Mark Antonys. Undergraduates, Law School
alumni, rooter kings took turns at being inflammatory and the meeting
played upon overwrought feelings to create a moment of intensely
shared loyalty.

In the end the sober patience of Coffman, the discreet insistence of
representative citizens, and the student demonstration did have the
effect of concentrating attention on the university's needs so that these
could not be dismissed as the mere extravagances of the state's nonpro
ductive dependents. The budget was revised again so that the Alumni
Weekly was able to report in jubilant headlines, "The University
Wins." On more sober second thought it added that the final figure
for state aid had been brought "within a few thousand dollars of the
amount set . . . as the minimum on which the university could re
spectably continue."

The significance of the faculty-student-alumni uprising lay in the
spontaneity with which widely dispersed groups of citizens came to
gether to express faith in the university and in its purpose. The whole
demonstration became, even in its noisiest aspects, a kind of seculariza
tion of a ritual of devotion. Once more the university was refounded as
a manifestation of the will of the people to preserve, develop, increase,
and share the good things of its culture.

It was in this mood that Coffman, only a few weeks later, was offi
cially inaugurated. The president may well have been thinking, indul
gently, of the student gathering which he had failed to disperse when
he called the history of public instruction in America a "romance" and
traced "the struggles of a free people to establish a system of popular
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education" through beginnings in poverty and charity to fulfillment as
"the expression of . . . the faiths and aspirations" of a proud people.

He was thinking, certainly, of the recent struggle with the appro
priations committee when he said: "The constant extension of educa
tion to lower economic levels epitomizes the struggle of the race for
human freedom. It is the struggle of the masses to secure an education,
combined with their ability to profit by it and to use it intelligently
that gives us confidence in the . . . integrity of democracy. Everyone
recognizes that such education is expensive, but the expense is insignifi
cant in comparison with the enormous gain society receives from it."

To this threefold theme Coffman's career as educator was to be de
voted. The first duty of the university was to offer thorough training
for the professions to the largest possible number of applicants, since
the best abilities may be discovered in the least promising places and
since abilities of every sort need to be developed for the service of a
"republic of free minds." The second duty was to reorganize the ma
terials of education in order to offset the tendency toward fragmenta
tion inherent in specialized training. The third duty was to preserve
individuality within a huge institution by bringing together "a high
minded, right-minded faculty."

"The University of tomorrow," the president concluded, "will have
a social vision as well as an effective kind of individualism. It will be
dedicated to the making of a better world to live in. It will not neglect
its duty as guardian of the treasury of civilization nor as pioneer on the
frontiers of knowledge, but will acquire a new breadth of interests and
sympathies, outlooks, intellectual tastes, and appreciations in harmony
with the age in which it lives and to which it owes its being."
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hE docade of tho '9'00 scarcoly had passod ;nro h~tory bolo" it
moved on into the crepuscular realm of legend. It was a time, the myth
makers repeat, when once more there were giants in the earth, mis
chievous and immoral ones, perhaps, but none the less creatures of
color and stature and audacity. All social communities of any size de
veloped vast orgiastic dramas of defiance and unrest as the unpopular
law of prohibition seemed to encourage excesses of every kind from
the drinking of alcohol to the letting of blood.

The mood of doubt took possession of the minds of writing men
and the debunking era began. Biographers made an intensive search
among heroes for feet of clay. The psychoanalytical method in criti
cism searched out the flaw of character that had made each conspicu
ous great man of the past gnaw in secret upon his heart. In poetry and
fiction the most gifted men of the first half of the century rose up,
most of them showing faces strained by the outraged passion of disbe
lief. They made an exhilarating, if tragic, procession before the world:
Eliot, Pound, Masters, Dos Passos, Anderson, Fitzgerald, and Heming
way.

It would have been remarkable if the universities had been unaffected
by that temper of the time and of course they were not. But it says
much for the quality of leadership at the University of Minnesota and
also for the stability of the student body (one might almost say their
phlegm, since Winston Churchill has restored the word to a place of
dignity among those descriptive of the affirmative traits of man) that
its life was so little shaken by these storms.

Ever since World War I there had been apprehensions among the
university's more volatile friends about radicalism on the campus. In
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May 1920 an organization called the Seekers was under the watchful
eye of such a person. He communicated to the president of the board
of regents the alarming information that the impertinent members of
this group actually were using a room in Folwell Hall as a place for
the dissemination of their subversive ideas. He named as ringleader an
undergraduate who earlier had given himself an unattractive conspicu
ousness by presenting the name of Eugene Debs to a mock convention
of Socialist students meeting in the armory. (Thirty years later this
upstart student had become the highly prized head of the department
of philosophy in one of the more circumspect and conservative of east
ern colleges for men.) "I gain the impression," wrote the worried coun
selor in a letter which obviously had been dictated but not read, "that
atheism, communism, free love, etc. is openly advocated in this organi
zation as well as the advancement of the purposes of a political party,
namely, the socialist party."

The same overzealous correspondent later claimed the time of the
president of the board of regents to report to him that Carl Sandburg
was to lecture at the Little Theater. "My information," he wrote, "is
that he was a member of the communist party. I guess that's bolshevik."

This curious misapprehension about one of the most stanch of pa
triots and democrats was characteristic of the confusion of the time.
Carl Sandburg's visit, to read from poems which have claimed for him
an honorable place among the creative men of the century, was spon
sored by the English department. The occasion had a clearly defined
effect on the youthful population of the campus and resulted in the
final collapse of Minnesota's share in the romantic movement. Under
graduate artists following Sandburg's advice that they "try to write
poems about the Minneapolis gas-plant" became disciples of his school.
But though his subversive influence went no farther, the worried ob
server of campus affairs still persisted in the view that "introducing this
man to the university is another instance of the careful propaganda
that the radicals are working out."

There was a flash or two of resentment at least on the periphery of
the university world over Sinclair Lewis's novel Main Street. As a cor
respondent of the Alumni Weekly pointed out, "Doc" Kennicott, a
central figure of the book and almost its only completely sympathetic
one, spoke grammar so faulty as to appall the sensitive ear. Were the
standards at Minnesota actually so low, the correspondent asked, that
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a "Doc" Kennicott could escape from two years of premedical train
ing in the Arts College still clinging to so primitive a notion about the
anatomy of the English sentence? Others took up the question either
to decry Lewis as a disloyal son of his native state or to uphold his
right of free speech to offer any criticism of the Midwest that he
thought just. The central issue about the effectiveness of the curricu
lum was lost in a flurry of irrelevant eloquence.

Another view of the large midwestern university, seen through a
novelist's eyes, roused a modest amount of soul-searching. The Barb, by
William McNally, a Minnesota alumnus, criticized "American higher
education" for a variety of faults but identified as its most virulent
disease "Greek-Ietter-itis." Fraternities, the author believed, and their
spirit of snobbery put a blight on the educational process.

But an overwhelming majority of observers, inside and outside the
university, reached the conclusion that at no time had Greek-Ietter-itis
seriously threatened Minnesota's health or mental balance. Within the
inner circle of the fraternity, social values were very little different
from those that prevailed outside. Indeed, the fraternity presented a
kind of microcosm of the university as a whole. Stanchly as each group
insisted that congeniality was the basis for membership, leaders knew
that they had to entice potentially noticeable campus figures into their
houses. One man was invited because he had played football at high
school and was a candidate for the team. Another man was a "Phi Bete"
in the making and had to be urged to join in the expectation that his
grades would raise the level of the group as a whole. There was even
a premium upon the bright boy who had to earn his way through col
lege, and at Minnesota no stigma attached to the brother who waited
on table to earn his board. Within the houses that lined University
Avenue were to be found no special minority groups leading a syba
ritic existence of great grandeur, but just the campus world in little.

The worst that could be said of fraternities and sororities at Min
nesota was not even that they existed to glorify the principle of exclu
siveness (which they did in no way more obtrusive than does any
club) but simply that their expenses put a special burden on the men
of moderate means whose sons and daughters made up the great part of
the student population.

Self-conscious "barbarians" managed sometimes to persuade them
selves that the community of Greek-letter men and women was po-
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litically powerful and tended to dominate campus life. It is probable
that, during the twenties, the fraternity bloc banded together to con
trol elections to offices that were chiefly social in character. But it was
only in this comparatively insignificant way that its machine was able
to function. Editorships, roles in plays, all assignments demanding capa
bility went in casual, unself-conscious acknowledgment of democratic
principle to those who made the most plausible show of being fit for
them.

Undergraduate life at Minnesota offered its own version of the
French proverb "Plus ~a change, plus c'est la meme fois." The more
student habits changed in and out of fraternity houses, the more they
remained the same. The "bull sessions" of fraternity row were con
cerned with the same topics (a. Sex; b. Jobs; c. The Future of the
World) that interested the men in the boardinghouse around the cor
ner. Dancers at the winter formal behaved very much as did the dancers
at the Common Peepul's Ball. And when the pajama parade occurred
in April (coincidentally with the lighting of the fires of spring) barbs
and Greeks were not to be distinguished from one another in that
ritualistic dress.

The crucial need of the twenties was for centers of social life in
which the whole student community could come together comfortably.

It was in the early years of the decade that the need of an audito
rium and a stadium became evident to everyone. Though the "Golden
Gophers" had had a long and distinguished history, adding in various
epochs to the annals of sport such "immortal names that were not born
to die" as Johnny McGovern, Bert Baston, and Bronko Nagurski, they
had lived a truly Spartan existence as far as training quarters were con
cerned. The arts were treated in an equally cavalier and indifferent
manner. Indeed before the 19205, football and the arts were neighborly
in the old armory. On the ground floor hard by Northrop Field the
Golden Gophers had their lockers. On the floor above was the gym
nasium where basketball matches were played, the victims of "cor
rective gym" were prodded reluctantly through their paces, and on
bad days military drill took place. And here, too, on punitive folding
chairs graduates listened, in anything but uplifted spirit, to commence
ment exercises, and the general public. no more happily, assembled often
for lectures and concerts.

The facilities for conducting the full life of civilized man outside
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the classroom were far from adequate and the restless, demanding un
dergraduates of the twenties set out to put matters right.

A goal of two million dollars was set as the sum necessary to build
an auditorium and a stadium, and all of this had to be raised by popular
subscription since it was understood from the beginning that such lux
uries must come directly from the people who believed in them. So
there began a great campaign to entice nickels, dimes, and dollar bills
out of the pockets of alumni. At luncheons and dinners the hat was
passed again and again. Committees waited upon the more reticent and
secretive of alumni in their offices and such sessions always ended with
the veriest Scrooge putting his signature to a subscription pledge.

But the greatest occasions came on football days when Roman Boh
nen, campus rooter king, and George Lamb, another student actor, put
on an exhibition of clowning as purely American in its essence as the
clowning of Deburau was typically Gallic. Lamb in the role of Andy
Gump lent the persuasion of parody to the cause and his half-strangu
lation, half-screaming eloquence never failed to bring a shower of coins
to help fill the account. Bohnen observed in later years that he all but
sacrificed his speaking voice for the cause. But it remained one of the
most effective voices of its time on the American stage and screen.
Perhaps the broken tremulousness of Candy, as Bohnen played the role
in the film version of Steinbeck's Of Mice and Men, echoed the sudden
quaver of the young rooter king when zeal for the stadium drive
reached a shattering peak in the midst of a sharp October blast.

Out of this zeal the stadium was created. And out of it, too, there
came at last the home of the arts for which President Burton had
longed. The handsome and commodious Cyrus Northrop Auditorium
rose at the head of the mall on the new campus to become the setting
for convocations, concerts, commencements, and all the incidental in
terests of the academic year. To the university's group of buildings
devoted to the arts, there was added in the same period the Music
building. In contributions to the arts, the clamorous and rebellious
twenties served the university well.

The desire of the undergraduate to play an affirmative role in the
life of the campus had other manifestations less pleasing to the admin
istration than the campaign for stadium funds. At intervals of a few
months all through the twenties groups of rebels rose up to make
declarations of independence against rules or to defy tradition.
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Such a rebellion centered around a young man who was suspended
by the dean of student affairs for having visited a fraternity house
with the smell of alcohol tainting the air about him. He was a con
spicuous figure on the campus, president of the All-University Student
Council and also of the Law School Students Council. The fact of his
having achieved pre-eminence among undergraduates made him a shin
ing mark for disciplinary action and the dean felt obliged to enforce
the letter of the law against him.

There were, however, circumstances on the other side that made it
seem harsh to push penalty to the limit. He had broken off his aca
demic career during World War I to enlist as a private. His service
had been highly creditable and he had emerged as a lieutenant. With
as much in the way of actual experience under fire as most Americans
in World War I had seen, the young law student evidently felt himself
to have been released automatically from schoolboy regulations. Nich
olson, the dean of student affairs, took the orthodox view that rules
were rules until they had been officially rescinded. The president and
later the deans sustained him in the judgment that drinking even away
from the campus made a student liable to suspension. Indeed the Rules
and Regulations stated explicitly that in matters of "misconduct" the
university might exercise the right of discipline whether "such mis
conduct" had taken place "upon the university campus or elsewhere."

But the temper of the student body was different in the twenties
from what it had been in the seventies and so were its methods of re
bellion. Undergraduates no longer uprooted fence posts by way of
defying authority. They let their hostilitY escape into print. A publi
cation appeared under the heading The Rubber Gun of which "Judas
Priest" and "Baron Munchausen" claimed editorship. It was a noisy and
reckless little affair in which Dean Nicholson was accused of being
"the Kaiser Wilhelm of the University." The student who had reported
the episode was called "stool pigeon . . . traitor . . . favor-seeker."
All students' organizations were described as being "as powerless as the
Eighteenth Amendment," and the methods of authority were called
those of "the Proscription." An editorial urged students to "wake up
to the fact that we are living in the days of Democracy and Liberty
that one man's word is as good as another's."

The malapropos reference to the Eighteenth Amendment offers a
clue to the confusion of the student mind. Presumably the editors of
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The Rubber Gun wished to see undergraduate organizations strength
ened; yet they pointed up their impotence by likening it to that of an
almost universally unpopular law. What the students had betrayed
inadvertently was the truth that in a time of changing mores any
authority seemed odious.

The rebels found powerful support in this issue. Regent Pierce But
ler interested himself in the case of the suspended student and per
suaded Governor Preus to call a meeting in which the whole matter
might be reviewed. Dean Fraser of the Law School spoke vigorously
on behalf of his young man. In the end a special committee composed
of Deans Ford, Fraser, Dowrie, and Nicholson and Comptroller Lobb
recommended mitigation of the penalty. The president, who had sup
ported Nicholson in the interest of solidarity, felt obliged to yield
when so many of his other deans voted against the original judgment.
The student, after making proper expressions of regret, was permitted
to return to classes at the beginning of the next quarter.

Coffman was a believer in discipline. He submitted to a program of
rigorous self-regulation; as president, he expected to administer a policy
of student control. To have his judgment thus set aside made him un
comfortable. To the president of the board of regents he confided the
impression that he had "passed through the most strenuous experience"
of all his Minnesota career. He was "sorry to write in this strain" but he
felt that what the year had accomplished of good was "all lost." He was
"the object of criticism by certain members of the Board who unwisely
interfered and gained their point." He was disturbed about the "radical
group of students" who would feel justified in their rebellion. Disci
pline, he was sure, would be "more difficult to maintain." There would
be more "rubber guns" trained humiliatingly upon his office.

But this was the myopia of conscientiousness. Coffman did not al
low himself to retreat far enough from the immediate responsibility to
view the broader outlook upon the problem of discipline. To reassure
him that his authority as president had not been undermined, the Uni
versity Senate immediately reaffirmed the old rules with regard to ex
pulsion and added that cases of misconduct sufficiently serious to
warrant permanent dismissal should be referred finally to the president.

There were other "rubber guns" but now the student mind had
turned once more to the faults of faculty and curriculum rather than
to those of the administrative officials and discipline. The "Angels' Re-
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volt," also of the early twenties, was a fledgling flutter. Its conscien
tiously destructive manifesto against the Arts College declared that "by
some mistake" instruction in the sciences appeared to be "adequate"
but that teaching in the English department had been made "as un
interesting as possible." Discerning fellow students did not need the
testimony of later years to persuade them that most of the revolting
"angels" were majors in English.

The truth was that the chaos of the time had thrown its ragged
shadow over the campus. No one was willing, in the twenties, to accept
values on the arbitrary authority of any man or group or organization.
As the student editors of The Rubber Gun had persuaded themselves
happily but uncritically to believe, "one man's word is as good as an
other's."

The undergraduate world had found its voice and was determined
to make its opinions heard. These included the belief that education
needed to be redesigned to suit the requirements of the modern world
and this belief the president of the University of Minnesota shared.

Positive in his ideas, vigorous in his readiness to do battle for them,
perennially boyish in his zeal, Coffman was stubbornly determined to
exercise his prerogatives as well as to serve his responsibilities.

What the president was too close to the problems of administration
to see was that the processes of growth were going on all the while
quite comfortably and healthily in the student world. Rebellion which
in the early days had manifested itself as a physical repudiation of any
restraint had achieved in the twenties the beginnings of maturity in a
genuine concern with intellectual values and moral attitudes. Students
were still capable of making naive interpretations of their rights. A
man should be allowed to take a drink. Courses should be made "in
teresting." But the radicalism about which the friends of the university
gave themselves so many sleepless nights was actually no more than an
impatient gesture made by a college generation that had grown mature
too fast under stimulating but nerve-racking circumstances. The inept
and angry enthusiasms of the twenties were the necessary preparation
for the sober, self-disciplined concern with national and international
problems which the student body of the thirties was to show.

Fortunately for Minnesota it had a president who was able also to
grow in stature as a representative of his profession, and it was to the
problem of redesigning education to satisfy the needs of more exacting
students in a more exacting world that Coffman addressed himself.
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DESPITE the une"'Y temper of the time, the rebellious angel and
the law student "with vine leaves in his hair" were far from being
typical students. An overwhelming majority followed a pattern long
since established by the circumstances of the university's situation. Set
down in the very heart of the largest community in Minnesota, made
up of the populations of Minneapolis and St. Paul, the university in the
twenties drew its own undergraduate membership, as it always has
done, in heavy proportion from the families of the neighborhood. This
group of citizens is as homogeneous, as self-reliant, as nearly normal
as any to be found in the United States.

From a home in which breakfast-table talk of politics follows the
middle way with a leaning toward conservatism, the Minnesota stu
dent may travel as much as twenty-five miles from the suburbs of the
Twin Cities to reach the campus and to that home he returns at night.
As a daytime member of the university community he does not lose
his identification with the social life of his parents' milieu; he does not
identify himself with an academic bloc. He is clearly the foreshadow
ing of the citizen he is to become - casual, unmoved by crises, pre
occupied with many things that do not have strictly to do with the
world of which he is momentarily a part.

Partisans of "university spirit" sometimes have occasion to regret
this detachment. Traditions do not flourish in such an atmosphere.
Freshmen are likely to ignore blandly the arbitrary authority that pre
scribes the wearing of little green hats. Student publications struggle
and frequently die in a climate that is not in the least like that of a
small-town college hothouse. Alma mater imposes comparatively little
upon her sons and daughters in the way of sentimental obsession.
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However, from Vincent's time forward she has offered a great deal
of intellectual stimulation. Indeed every president after Northrop was
vitally concerned to make the campus a center of cultural activity. Vin
cent had put an end to the tradition of "chapel" as a daily routine and
had replaced it with the weekly convocation. A practiced ringmaster
of Chautauqua lions, he had had only to sound his whistle to have them
all come bounding into the arena, rich of voice and full of challenge.
He had opened a new world to Minnesota undergraduates who had
previously been more familiar with the homely homily than with the
voice of the generation. Vincent's conviction that a university must be
a place for full expression of the creative spirit had resulted in an end
less succession of plays, fairs, pageants, and bouts of public speaking on
the campus.

Burton had mourned the absence of a large center for the presenta
tion of such interests and had swept away to Michigan where a fine
auditorium already existed. Coffman, more resolute, set himself the task
of providing the background for a varied program of legitimate extra
curricular activities. His administration saw a tremendous flowering of
original experiments in art galleries, student plays, and music on vir
tually every third night in recital hall and at symphony concert.

Though the Minnesota student comes and goes and is in no sense a
prisoner of the academic world, he has been encouraged to come fre
quently to exercises other than those of the classroom, and it is fortu
nate that he comes of his own free will. He yells himself appropriately
hoarse in support of the Golden Gophers and brings an enthusiasm no
less sincere than that he feels for his football team to the endorsement
of a multitude of other interests.

An unforced liveliness of response is perhaps the most noticeable
characteristic of his temper. Showing neither the sluggishness of the
undernourished imagination nor the overstimulation of the kind of
student who seems to be forever in anxious quest of the nearest psycho
analyst, he is sufficiently alert without being provocative, interested in
trying the new without being self-consciously avant-garde. He feels
few of the tensions of jealousy or snobbery because he knows that his
reasonably comfortable way of life is much like that of everyone with
whom he is associated. Many in his circle of acquaintances are partially
self-supporting. His dress is casual and was so long before a motley of
plaid shirts and blue jeans became the universal wear of the American
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campus for women as well as for men. Even in the twenties he had
begun to create new traffic problems where they were already great
by driving a jalopy across town to his classes. In this as in everything
that he does he displays a quiet determination to be on his own.

The Minnesota student body offers a cross section of the middle
income group from which its members spring. The typical student's
debt to Scandinavian ancestors, the most easily assimilated of all immi
grants to America, is declared in the ease with which he becomes a
part of the university world and the equal ease with which he returns
to his family setting. He draws from thirty-five other European strains
of which German and Irish are perhaps dominant and, though he has
probably thought little about it, he might well acknowledge himself
to be the most comfortable, and least complicated, product of the
American heritage.

That he was a good sort in the twenties several of his former teach
ers have testified. From Maine there came, in that time, a shrewd and
detached observer of the Midwest. Mary Ellen Chase took both an
M.A. and a Ph.D. at Minnesota before returning to the East to become
one of the most successful teachers of English that Smith College has
ever had. The talents that were later to make her a popular novelist
had their debut in the classrooms over which she presided while she
wrote her thesis on Thomas Hardy. Her wit explored all the perils of
freshman composition as well as all the resources of English literature
and her classes became famous for the evidence they offered that schol
arship and entertainment were not necessarily incompatible. To the
fact that this relationship was cordial on both sides Miss Chase has tes
tified in her autobiographical study, A Goodly Fellowship, one chapter
of which deals with her Minnesota years.

In a sudden access of generosity, circumstance sent to Minnesota
in the same period, also as teacher of English, Marjorie Nicholson, who
was later to go to Smith and finally to Columbia University. Her live
liness of style, in and out of the classroom, matched that of Miss Chase.
Many fortunate undergraduates remember the early years of the twen
ties as the time in which two women vied ~ amiably to bring literature
to life as Jane Austen and Virginia Woolf might have done had they
been contemporaries and had the insight of the academic authorities
happened to bring them simultaneously to Minnesota.

There was, in this extraordinary moment, on the edge of the Min-
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neapolis campus a boardinghouse in which many unmarried members
of the faculty lived, Miss Chase and Miss Nicholson among them. Provi
dence, in a mood as relaxed and humorous as that of the time, had
given the proprietor the name Mrs. Scripture. The flow of argument
and challenge up and down that table has become legendary in the
mind of anyone who ever had a share in it and the phrase "according
to Scripture" has taken on new meaning for many a Minnesotan, past
and present.

But if there was little need to worry, in the twenties, about the be
havior of individual undergraduates, there was much reason for con
cern about their rapidly growing numbers. Many young men and
women enrolled in classes at the university for three, four, or five quar
ters and then disappeared without explanation. This scholastic death
rate proved to be so preoccupying to university officials that the period
might be set down as one in which emphasis shifted from the problem
of student morality to that of student mortality.

Coffman believed profoundly that it was the duty of an educational
system to open opportunity to every man. In his discussions of the
outlook for the university he returned again and again to the idea that
no arbitrary limitation could be put on enrollment in order to keep
the institution from growing too large. Rather, money must be found
to expand services. The point was not to preserve numbers but to "sal
vage abilities."

A startlingly large part of enrollment - approximately sixty per cent
- was to be found, during the twenties, in the freshman class. In that
first year the loss of students was appalling. Coffman insisted that a
cure for this wasting academic disease must be found. It was not true,
he pointed out, that the quality of classroom work had fallen off. An
increasingly high percentage of students earned good grades. The rec
ords of those who dropped out were only slightly less good than the
records of those who remained in college. In a majority of instances
student mortality could be attributed either to lack of money or to
poor health.

Even when there was a clear example of academic failure the uni
versity must not exonerate itself lightly. Among the chief causes of
failure, along with lack of intelligence in the student and lack of char
acter for which the stuttering inadequacy of nature alone could be
blamed, were lack of proper preparation and lack of a sense of direc-
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tion for which the stuttering of the educational system must accept
responsibility.

Coffman had no quarrel with the view that one of the traditional
functions of higher education was that of training an intellectual elite
for leadership. No one, he observed, would attempt to deny that the
needs of society required that more, rather than less, attention should
be paid to leadership. But he did not believe that ability was the exclu
sive possession of anyone group of human beings. It must be sought
out and encouraged wherever it revealed itself. It was a principle with
him that in addition to leadership society needed "intelligent follower
ship." A democracy that failed to develop strength of perception and
of understanding in the largest possible majority of its members was
inviting death by gradual atrophy.

The size of a university had, as Coffman saw the problem, nothing
to do with its ability to perform its task. If a school had a hundred
students and an inadequate staff, it was too large; if it had twenty
thousand students and yet managed to provide a well-equipped faculty
and facilities to meet the challenge it was not too large. The obligation
was always the same: to provide for the individual student the treat
ment that was right for him.

It was in an atmosphere of tense earnestness that this struggle to
salvage student abilities was enacted at Minnesota. One of its curious
results was the long-drawn-out war of attrition between Coffman and
the dean of the Arts College. Equally honest in their devotion to the
cause of education, these two men wrestled together, "in dubious bat
tle," through one crisis after another and were never able to make their
values completely agree.

To a latter-day analyst of their public statements there appears to
have been a wide area of agreement between them. Both wished to see
the university free itself from the charge of being a gigantic hopper
grinding its way automatically through material flung into it at random
and producing chiefly waste. Both saw clearly the need for what Dean
Johnston called "the differential treatment of students."

But a fundamental difference of emphasis put an unbridgeable psy
chological distance between them. In his concern with salvaging abili
ties, Johnston thought first of the educational elite. His chief desire
was to attract and hold students of high talent. He was quite willing
to see students belonging to the middle range of ability admitted to
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the university if they were assigned "to courses of less than four years
designed for general information and vocational training." Such stu
dents, he felt, had a legitimate claim upon the resources of the univer
sity that they might be trained as "self-reliant citizens to understand
the social implications and values of their everyday work." But at the
bottom of the scale Johnston found a group of "somewhat less than
one third of the present matriculants who could be denied admission
without doing injustice to any considerable number of individuals."

To Coffman any such impulse toward large-scale rejection seemed
to smack of intellectual snobbery. It was, in his estimation, the task
of the university to discover and to nourish abilities. By reorganizing
the materials of education, by discovering new techniques of instruc
tion, he hoped to broaden to its widest extent the possibilities of "edu
cation for democracy."

Often the conferences of Coffman and Johnston ended for one with
a stubborn, schoolmasterly reiteration of his uncompromising attitude
and for the other with a frustrated, even a resentful, sense of having
been rejected. It is a reflection of the tragedy of conflict in the realm
of ideas that two men who took their theoretical responsibilities with
intense seriousness and who very nearly understood one another should
still have missed harmony by so slight, yet so disturbing, a distribution
of pitch.

For his part Coffman continued to urge that each teacher help to
justify the large university by maintaining a close personal relationship
with students. To the general public he offered many a reminder of
the fact that in any college there is likely to be only a small percentage
of genuinely inspired instructors, ones whose images and accents the
nostalgia of the alumnus could in later years recall clearly. If great
teachers always were few, it was probable that more such men would
be found in a great university than in a small one.

In his determination to justify the university as "a place of the
spirit," Coffman undertook to chart for newcomers the "untrodden
ways" of the academic world that these ways might seem less formid
able and forbidding. From the first of his predecessors, Folwell, he had
picked up unconsciously and consciously, too, many threads of edu
cational philosophy. (The congeniality between the president and his
neighbor, who now in retirement at ninety continued to work daily
in the library, was great. On Coffman's appointment, Folwell con-
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gratulated him confidently but offered the warning that he would feel
often as though he were riding five circus horses simultaneously.) Like
Folwell, Coffman saw the university as the "roof and crown" of a
closely integrated statewide system of education. Like him again he
saw that the "genuine university" must make a sharp distinction be
tween the work of junior and senior colleges with the senior college,
freed of all restrictions of petty discipline, able to offer professional
training of the most exacting sort.

Coffman had picked up the threads of Vincent's philosophy, too. He
saw the university as a unit with all its parts neatly articulated into the
whole. His administration, like Vincent's, stressed the necessity of mak
ing the institution serve the people of the whole state by serving as
individuals each of its representatives in university classrooms. The tri
umvirate - Folwell, Vincent, Coffman - gave the university its pattern;
but it was Coffman who as specialist in education, as highly trained
administrator, brought all the threads together into a tight design.

During the twenties the university gave sober and mature thought
to the problem of improving its physical appearance. In one instance
this program took on something of the tense determination associated
with the operation of face lifting.

Folwell's urgent suggestion, made in the early years of his adminis
tration, that the university be removed to a new site, possibly at Lake
Minnetonka, had been prompted by his shrewd perception that the
milling district of Minneapolis would inevitably attract, by a route
that lay uncomfortably near the campus, all the railroad lines centered
in St. Paul. The fulfillment of that prophecy had become long since a
nagging commonplace of university life. Since 1885 when the regents
had imagined innocently that they were serving the institution by sell
ing a right of way through the campus to the St. Paul and Northern
Pacific Railroad (later simply the Northern Pacific), its cars had hur
tled violently along the edge of the old cluster of buildings, reducing
to the tragedy of impotence the delicate operations of many depart
ments. Pathologists, bacteriologists, physicists, chemists all joined in a
prolonged plaint that vibration ruined instruments, that smoke and cin
ders reduced to squalid comedy all the immaculate purposes of the lab
oratory, and that noise completed the ruin of academic seclusion.

Even in 1908 the university had begun to regret its bad bargain with
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the railroad and tried to get the right of way vacated. But the sug
gestion roused no sympathetic response from the world outside the
university circle - either among railroad officials or among legislators.
A more conciliatory approach had to be found and the university be
gan to talk about elevating the tracks, about depressing the tracks,
about putting a tunnel under the campus. The railroad listened atten
tively and during the Vincent administration there were frequent con
versations in which officials, backed by legal and engineering aids, talked
together in the most amiable manner. But "the law's delays" still re
sulted in stalemate. Even the fact that C. W. Bunn, general counsel for
the railroad, was a close friend of the university and one of its former
lecturers in law did not help in the end and the problem was passed
on from college generation to college generation.

In August 1920 Coffman found himself in the midst of the old strug
gle. The president of the board of regents, however, assumed the chief
responsibility for continuing the discussion. To him a spokesman of
the railroad offered, after twelve years of negotiation, the somewhat
languid assurance: "I do not wish you to gain the impression that we
are unmindful of the university campus situation." Regent Snyder re
sponded with the perfection of tact, which survived four decades of
major and minor crises, that the final and complete removal of the
tracks was greatly to be desired and added, "If you . . . succeed in
accomplishing that end, the Alumni will hold you in grateful remem
brance."

His tact had to conquer the uncertainties of two more years of cam
paigning before an agreement was reached. Rerouting took the trains
over the nearby Great Northern tracks and left to the university its
original broad surfaces on which to complete, in the future, its stadium,
its set of athletic buildings, its new engineering group, its new library,
and its new law school. "J;'hough the price of this face lifting was many
times over what the university had gained in the first place by granting
the right of way, no one thought of this irony as the face of the cam
pus no longer frowned with tracks.

This was the beginning of the period of the new campus. If the
university was refounded from an academic standpoint in the Vincent
administration, it was re-created physically in Coffman's time. The old
campus consisted of the group of buildings circling around the Knoll
in which architects operating under the guidance of no central plan
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each had indulged his own fancy freely and sometimes with curious
results. The old library, now Burton Hall, had in fact had two archi
tects, one for the exterior of the building and one for the interior. This
curious arrangement resulted in an oversize Greek temple having,
indoors, a maze of passageways that only men with the talents of ex
plorers can hope to master. The theory of one campus wit that "un
fortunately the two architects never met" would seem to be borne out
by the building's engaging inconsistency.

No less curious from an architectural standpoint is the building
named in honor of Folwell. This stronghold of the liberal arts is a
monument both to strength and to liberality, so freely does it mix ele
ments of every known style in its massive bulk. (It is, however, a libel
invented by the ungenerous to say that its roof, adorned by a congress
of chimneys, was in the original design further decorated with gar
goyles.) The charm of the old campus lies in its infinite variety, re
flective of the fact that many minds contributed, sometimes a little
whimsically but always devotedly, to its creation bit by bit over many
years.

The new campus, which began to reveal its character in the twen
ties, is of a very different sort. Its over-all plan was created by Cass
Gilbert, who had been a resident of Minnesota before he became the
demigod of the skyscraper. Through the late years of the century's
first decade regents and citizens wrestled together in a series of tense
struggles over finding the money to pay his ten-thousand-dollar fee.
They wrangled, too, over the suitability of his design, over materials
to be used in buildings, and over the total expense of the project. Dur
ing the years of World War I, the blueprints and models were put
away and all but forgotten. But in 1920 they were brought out again
and it was evident at once that the scattered buildings already con
structed had committed architects of the future inevitably to the Gil
bert plan. Many details had been significantly modified, however, and
Gilbert's plan for limestone structures in the Roman Renaissance style
had been quite discarded.

The Chemistry building showed instead a severely practical treat
ment in red brick of the idea of functionalism in design, but as though
by way of concession to the tradition that schools are temples of learn
ing, a row of Ionic pillars had been imposed upon its fa~ade. These
pledges to the cultural enterprise and endorsements of its long history
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have in the eyes of the Minnesota community their own kind of appro
priateness. The long-needed library, dedicated in 1924, showed a simi
lar exterior design. A free translation of Cass Gilbert's plan created the
Mall with the new red-brick buildings outlining in neat precision its
long rectangle. The look of casual accretion that marked the growth
of the old campus was as sharply in contrast to the plan of the new as
the largely unsupervised multiplication of functions that characterized
the university itself in the period up to 1910 was in contrast to the
disciplined philosophy of education that characterized development
thereafter.

But the comparatively placid tasks of devising a policy for the huge
university and of providing a new plant in which its thousands could
be properly trained for service to democracy occupied only a small
part of Coffman's time. He was never without a crisis and, though he
took his ~ghts hard, brooding about them through many a long night,
he never passed any by. It was still his philosophy that, if the board
of regents wanted him to be president, preside he would over every
emergency.

In the twenties he was obliged to cope with another installment of
the Medical School controversy. The wounds caused by the Vincent
reorganization had not healed. An eloquently articulate group of irrec
oncilables among Twin Cities practitioners felt that, having created
the institution, they had been unceremoniously ushered out the back
door and the key turned against them. Like a character in Edith Whar
ton's The Age of Innocence, they were "baffled and angry and wished
to remain so."

In December 1921 the medical publication Journal-Lancet com
mented at length on a meeting of the Minnesota State Medical Asso
ciation at which discussion had turned upon affairs at the university.
In a mood that suggested neither shame nor regret, the editor reported
that "great acrimony, bitterness, and loss of dignity" had been exhib
ited. The discussion, he said with an air of urchin satisfaction, "was a
joy and a treat [as] the lie was passed back and forth with a great
deal of freedom." It was the sense of the meeting that there was a
great need "to improve the medical situation at the university."

The objections to existing conditions were many. Too much atten
tion was paid to graduate work. The autonomy of the school had been
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destroyed. There was no leadership in the development of educational
policies. Fundamentals were taught too much as pure science, too little
from the point of view of application. The clinical facilities of the
hospitals of the Twin Cities were left unused. The dean should be a
man trained as a physician. Graduate instruction should be taken out
of the hands of the dean of the Graduate School and returned to the
Medical School. The advice of the medical profession should be sought
in the development of policies.

These criticisms were directed actually against Dean Lyon for the
sin of having no M.D. degree and against the Mayo Foundation for
the fault of lending to Rochester the prestige that belonged to the
medical profession of the Twin Cities. Dean Lyon, with his character
istic restraint and dignity, could answer only that he believed in himself
as a medical educator, that he had been able to liberalize the curricu
lum, to improve the dispensary, to provide better library facilities, to
organize student internship, and to draw the Medical School into the
pattern of the university as a whole. He further suggested that the uni
versity in unifying its program of graduate study was merely follow
ing a principle accepted generally as an advance in educational theory.
He refrained from suggesting, as a less perfectly secure educator might,
that the whole catalogue of complaints amounted to nothing more
than an expression of preference on the part of a vehement minority
for an outmoded and ill-organized method of instruction.

Much was made of the fact that the Elliott Memorial Hospital had
begun to take paying patients instead of being "developed along charity
lines." To the implication that the university was poaching on the pre
serves of the private practitioner Regent Mayo felt obliged to retort
that he had never been able to accept "the idea that God created sick
ness for the benefit of the doctor" and that such "attempts at trade
unionism" served the interests of the profession poorly. Nor was he able
to see any ethical reason why the university should be obliged to carry,
as a deficit, the cost of operating the hospital when self-respecting pa
tients were able and willing to liquidate it.

Politics inevitably made its way into the controversy. Governor Preus
was urged to appoint to the board of regents the same Dr. Charles Ly
man Greene who had opposed the Mayo affiliation. This he declined
to do but he did in fact regretfully replace Charles Sommers, who had
served the university so long (virtually as its unpaid comptroller in
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earlier days), by Dr. Egil Boeckman "who was opposed to the Mayo
Foundation originally."

In the hope of quieting criticism the board of regents in January
1921 appointed a committee of disinterested observers to make a sur
vey of the medical situation. This group consisted of Dr. Frank Billings
of the Rush Medical College in Chicago, Dr. J. M. T. Finney of Johns
Hopkins, and Dr. V. C. Vaughan of the University of Michigan. Con
trary to what had been the pious hope of the minority, this committee
of detached observers made an eloquently eulogistic report. The fac
ulty had made important contributions to medical knowledge. Gradu
ates demonstrated the excellence of their training in the high posts to
which many had been called. Dean Lyon was "able, honest, conscien
tious." In national conferences he was "prominent" and his opinions
had "great weight."

The only concession made by the committee to the critics of the
Medical School was the suggestion that "the duty of selecting a dean
should be entrusted to the medical faculty."

But President Coffman felt that the dean had, in effect, received a
vote of confidence. So did the dean himself. Though he wrote to Guy
Stanton Ford that affairs in the Medical School had been "both discour
aging and encouraging" he went stanchly about his own plans.

These looked toward the rapid development of the school both in
its physical aspect and in the human resources represented by its teach
ers. In the twenties there was a gratifying movement among private
citizens to contribute to the expansion of Elliott Hospital by creating,
as memorials to friends and relatives, new units for medical work. Dr.
Frank C. Todd, before his death in service during World War I, had
been head of the university's department of opthalmology and oto
laryngology. As a tribute to his memory friends raised a fund for the
creation of a hospital branch to bear his name.

In 1922 Mrs. George Chase Christian gave, as a memorial to her hus
band, a quarter of a million dollars with which to build and equip a
hospital for the treatment and study of cancer.

A year later, the contagion of benevolence having swept the com
munity, William Eustis made the first of his series of contributions to

the university's funds.
Eustis, born in New York State in 1845, had been intended by his

father for the blacksmith's trade. But circumstances had intervened to
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spare him such a waste of his talents. As a boy of fifteen he fell, in the
course of doing his farm chores, and his hip was injured so seriously
that, what with neglect and inept treatment, he became crippled for
life. The leisure thus expensively acquired he spent in training himself
for the law. In the early 1880s he migrated to Minnesota and became
one of its leaders in affairs, business and political.

Having earned a fortune in real estate, Eustis began as he approached
eighty to distribute his earnings. The chief part must go, he decided,
for the care of children who were handicapped as he himself had been.
This hearty man, with the physique above the waist of a wrestler, re
membered, as he came to die, his own early sorrow and also an early
promise made to himself to relieve such suffering in others. To the
university he gave, during his lifetime, first a million dollars and then
a half-million more. At the rate of ten thousand dollars a month his
securities were given over and along with them his office buildings
and his parcels of land.

At his death it was discovered that this bachelor had left most of the
rest of his estate to many generations of children by adoption. With it
the Eustis Hospital was erected and added to the university's cluster of
units for study and healing.

Still darts continued to be flung at the Medical School. Its standards
were too high. Students were being driven out of Minnesota to less
exacting institutions. In a time when there was a need for more doc
tors they were being sidetracked into other professions simply because
the Medical School was unwilling to receive them. Patiently its officials
explained to worried regents that facilities were being strained to the
utmost. The medical faculty was "willing and anxious to admit all
students who can be properly trained." To attempt more "would be
unjust to the students as well as detrimental to the public welfare." On
the basis of its plan of limiting registration to students of creditably
high standing in premedical work, the school could boast legitimately
that it had almost no mortality among its matriculants.

The determination of the Medical School to cling to its high stand
ards, while it raised the school's prestige before the world, resulted in
new crises. Between 1909 and 1926 the number of beds in the Uni
versity Hospitals had increased from twenty-four to three hundred and
the cost of operation from $5000 a year to $3I 5,000. In an effort to
unify medical services in Minneapolis and to create a more economical
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system of caring for the sick, the university tried to persuade the city
council to build a new general hospital close to the campus where fa
cilities for patients and opportunities for students could be pooled.

It would have been necessary to raise $3,600,000 to build such a hos
pital and of this sum the General Education Board of the Rockefeller
Foundation was ready to contribute $1,250,000. But this would have
been the gift of an organization now headed by the very man, George
Vincent, who had alienated many by his reorganization of the Medical
School. Again an eloquent minority protested that Greeks bringing
such gifts were to be feared and they had no difficulty in communi
cating their doubts to the city council.

Throughout the twenties negotiations continued with now a spurt
of hope and again a languishing of interest. In the end they broke down
completely and the university was obliged to notify the Rockefeller
Foundation in January 1928 that the board of regents was unable to
take advantage of its offer.

But Coffman's undeviating support of Dean Lyon had helped to build
up a Medical School with a distinguished faculty dedicated equally to
the interests of teaching and of research, committed to the highest
standards of scholarship - an acknowledged leader among institutions
of its kind.

By his firm resistance to outside pressure Coffman had preserved the
integrity of one branch of the university. He was soon to be involved
in a series of controversies for the protection of its integrity as a whole.
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LICE during the passion-torn twenties the university had to make
stubborn fights for its freedom. First it was obliged to establish the right
to control its classrooms; second, it was obliged to establish the right to
control its finances. Both episodes offered echoes of "battles long ago,"
and the triumph in each instance had a special kind of satisfaction. For
in the course of each a ghost seemed to be laid forever.

The struggle for academic freedom had the value of persuading stu
dents to join faculty and administrators in a united front against the
world. For many years the Reverend William B. Riley of Minneapolis
had been seizing upon every opportunity to challenge the right of the
university to direct the student mind. He took the view of the "funda
mentalist" preacher that "the word of God" was his province and he
resented with the greatest bitterness of spirit any effort to invade his
territory. What he loosely called "the teaching of evolution" by "rank
modernists" offerecl what he considered to be an example of such tres
passing.

Dr. Riley was a figure of national importance among fundamental
ists. Addressing their official congress at Fort Worth, Texas, in 1923,
he had declared with unconscious humor that "evolution is on its last
legs and will expire shortly." Two years later the dreary guerrilla war
fare against ideas reached a kind of climax in the incident of the Scopes
trial in Tennessee. This case was tried to determine the validity of the
Whitfield Act which forbade the "teaching of atheism and evolution"
in the public schools. To the defense of Scopes came Clarence Darrow,
the liberal lawyer and champion of difficult causes; to the support of
the fundamentalists came William Jennings Bryan, a former secretary
of state of the United States. In the sweltering summer of 1925 these
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men set upon one another with unedifying rancor and the chief result
of the duel was the death of Bryan, who collapsed in the midst of the
trial. This tragic final chapter of a personal history that once had been
distinguished found an ex-statesman protesting solemnly and stubbornly
that, no matter what science might say, man was not a mammal.

The inflammability of the atmosphere of the twenties made minds
catch fire from any heat that glowed intensely in the neighborhood and
presently other states, including Minnesota, had evolution trouble.
Urged on by Dr. Riley, the ministers of the Anti-Evolution League
became particularly indignant against university teaching. Splitting an
infinitive in the same bold stroke with which they laid the issue wide
open they declared their fierce decision "to no longer endure this con
dition."

Year after year, Dr. Riley kept on bombarding the university with
his challenges to its authority. Speaking before a student convocation
in the armory he had once been interrupted by a group of students'
lowering through a skylight the stuffed figure of a monkey. But such
ribaldries were not the rule, as the discussion went on and on.

In March 1926 Dr. Riley made a frontal attack in full force and
suggested once more that he travel to the campus to deliver an address
called "Should the Teaching of Evolution Be Longer Tolerated in This
State University?" Frederick J. Kelly, the dean of administration and
assistant to the president, considered that the tone of this topic was
unsuitable to a forum that was supposed to be judicial and unpreju
diced. The university's official invitation to Dr. Riley was therefore
withdrawn. He might still have addressed any group of students that
came together unofficially to hear him. But Dr. Riley chose to feel
that he had been turned away. He talked in anger of getting an injunc
tion "to bar from the university all textbooks teaching evolution."

But the law gave him little comfort. To accomplish any such pur
pose he would have had to proceed patiently through court after court
to establish the point that somehow laws protecting freedom of wor
ship were being violated. Patience was not one of Dr. Riley's virtues.

Instead he rented the great Kenwood Armory auditorium and had
his angry word. The subversive works which he listed as evidence of
the university's mischievous influence proved to be merely standard
textbooks, none of which had anything to do with Christian faith or
even Christian ethics. But he continued to be under the impression that
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he had a right and a duty to supervise teaching. It grieved him deeply
that though he had visited "university after university speaking to stu
dents by the tens of thousands in every part of the land," the university
in his own community had never "officially recognized" him. He re
peated the charge that "an evolution combine" existed at the university
and he urged taxpayers to help him carry his fight to the legislature.

In March 1927 he brought off his coup. A bill presented to senate
and house would have made it illegal for a teacher in any tax-supported
school of Minnesota "to teach that man either descended from or as
cended from a lower order of animals."

The university community was prodded impolitely out of its clois
tral serenity and for two days the campus boiled with protest meetings.
The formal resolutions of the Arts faculty, sent to the university's
friends in the house of representatives by Dean Johnston, affirmed with
an appropriate coolness belief in the need for freedom in research; be
lief in the scientific soundness of the ideas under attack; faith in the
unity of truth; and distaste for the irresponsibility of public figures who
allowed their printed propaganda against the university to degenerate
into scandal-mongering.

Several of the deans permitted themselves more informal and spright
lier comments. Lyon warned that the issue was by no means a trivial
or laughable one but that it might well open the way to "a return to
medievalism when none dared think otherwise than as indicated by
authority." Fraser, obviously pleased with the possibility of the fu
ture embarrassment of bigots, observed that the law could not possibly
be enforced since a teacher could continue to put the ideas of evolu
tion safely before students so long as he was careful to explain that
he merely quoted an accepted authority. Sigerfoos in one puff blew
away a fog of angry obscurantism by saying that biologists through
out the civilized world were virtually "unanimous in the acceptance
of the 'Doctrine of Organic Evolution'" and that the biologist pre
sented the subject not as "the science of evolution" but as part of the
science of biology. Ford nudged the intellectual conscience of his state,
with a characteristic winking shrewdness and good temper, by saying
that should the influence of the fundamentalists prevail, Minnesota
would need to replace the gopher with the blind mole as state symbol.

The climate of indignation proved to be enormously stimulating to
students. On a Wednesday morning when they expected life to offer
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nothing more exciting than a surprise quiz, they found instead that they
were being enrolled as soldiers in a march against the Inquisition. The
Daily announced in the blackest and most formidable of headlines that
the university faced an emergency, the worst in its entire history. Class
rooms at the first hour were showered with copies of a petition (writ
ten by the Daily's gifted managing editor, Howard Haycraft) urging
the legislature to drop the bill. A "flying squadron" of three hundred
undergraduates covered the campus from Pillsbury Gate to Elliott Hos
pital across Washington Avenue. Ellis J. Sherman, president of the
All-Student Council, called a mass meeting to consider the crisis. At
noon, five thousand students crowded into the armory. There were no
folding chairs of the kind that lent a modicum of comfort to a ceremo
nial occasion. All standing, the students heard an open letter to the leg
islature read from the platform. "You cannot legislate against thought;
you cannot legislate against truth," the document cunningly repeated
over and over again. At each reiteration the students shouted their ap
proval with a volume that would have done credit to a football game
in which the Golden Gophers were scoring satisfactorily. A total of
4563 signatures were put, that day, to the monumental scroll sent to
the legislature.

It was important that the students should express an opinion, for
Dr. Riley had intimated many times that the "evolution combine" had
managed somehow to gag undergraduates who were yearning for an
opportunity to speak out against their oppressors. Until late in the night
after the meeting students crowded into the Daily office to put their
names to the petition.

On the same day Coffman spoke before a joint session of the educa
tion committees of house and senate in the capitol. He was in the em
phatic mood to which any threat against the integrity of the university
roused him. For years he had been displaying what was for him ex
traordinary tact in devising soft answers with which to turn away the
wrath of conscientious clergymen. But now the issue was different. A
police surveillance of the mind might be imposed upon his teachers and
he was determined to prevent it.

The central point of his argument was that the university must be
preserved as "a republic of free minds." If one group were to establish
authority over the perfect freedom of this republic, another group and
another would soon attempt the same thing. In the end self-dependence
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would be quite destroyed. Minnesota had been in the past peculiarly
free of outside pressure and this well-established reputation had been
a factor in bringing to the faculty many men who valued favorable
conditions of work above considerations of salary. No amount of
money could repair the damage that would be done to a teacher's self
esteem were he obliged to acknowledge any other discipline than that
of intellectual conscience. The proposed bill, Coffman said, would
"bring ridicule . . . not only in neighboring states but in every land
from whose native stock we have drawn those who sought in their
day freedom from state efforts to enforce dogma that they thought
outworn."

With the blunt, boyish vigor that was characteristic of every mo
ment of conflict in his life, the president ended with the suggestion that
if the university were put under the arbitrary authority of the legisla
ture scholars would "shun it as they would a house with a smallpox
sign on it."

Other colleges and universities of the state, though they were as
private institutions unconcerned with the threatened regulation, chose
the occasion to express their solid agreement with Coffman's point of
view. The practice of dragging ideas off to jail, had it been endorsed,
might have spread to them as well. Through their presidents, Dr. Don
ald Cowling and Dr. S. F. Kerfoot, the faculties of Carleton and Ham
line spoke out vigorously against the measure.

When it came to a vote, at last, the anti-evolution bill was rejected
by the senate, 55 to 7. The house allowed it to trail its wounds away
to death in committee.

There could be no question, Professor David Swenson pointed out
in the Daily, that the complete unanimity of the educational commu
nity had brought about this result. With a perfection of decorum as de
bater, matched by unwavering resolution, Swenson had met Dr. Riley
in every forum of opinion that either of them had managed to create
during the half-dozen years just past. Now he warned the students that
"misunderstandings and confusions [regarding the relationship of sci
ence and religion] still persist." The university "and its constituency"
must "do whatever is in their power to remove them." That the uni
versity has followed his advice may be assumed to be true from the
fact that no similar issue has arisen since.

The student body played as appropriate a part in the end of the
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fight as they had in its beginnings. There was no more cheering in
the armory; no bonfires on the field outside Folwell Hall. Undergradu
ates did not wish to imitate the spirit that made fundamentalists gloat
over the belief that "evolution is on its last legs." As a student leader
commented: "The matter is dead. We are glad of it and that is enough."
But the success was chiefly Coffman's, for it was he who had insisted
that the issue of academic freedom be faced openly and won on its
merits.

A much greater problem was already in the making, with the uni
versity and the state government sparring guardedly for advantage in
a question of authority. This issue, too, Coffman insisted on bringing
into the open and fighting out on its merits.

The background of this anxious hostility between university and
state reached deep into the history of Minnesota's beginnings. Its most
conspicuous earlier episode had involved President Northrop in a higWy
personal duel for honor and prestige with an agency called the Board
of Control.

At the turn of the century the legislature had created this board to
manage "the charitable, reformatory, and penal institutions of the
state." Northrop, thinking understandably that the university belonged
to none of these classifications, had endorsed the plan. But he discovered
that the capitol took a different view and presently the president found
himself in an awkward position. His teachers were, by implication,
grouped with criminals, the insane, and the indigent as being, all alike,
unruly and incompetent.

Procedure required that heads of all departments make lists of sup
plies needed for three months. These were turned over to the Board
of Control for its consideration. It was the privilege of the members
to cut these requests at will or even to disallow them entirely. Friends
of the university like Senator John A. Johnson (later to be one of
Minnesota's most successful governors) thought the regulation inept,
perhaps even illegal. But a suit to determine whether or not the state
was within its rights resulted in the decision that the university was,
indeed, a "charitable institution." The Board of Control, irritated by
this challenge to its authority, established restrictions that were still
more strict.

On the fringe of the dispute the professors buzzed in chronic annoy-
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ance. It seemed to be quite impossible to make the board understand,
for example, that a laboratory man needed what he needed at a par
ticular moment, not three months later. Conway MacMillan, who had
a lively talent for exposing humorless pretension wherever he found it,
was the author of a memorable joke at the expense of the purchasing
agent. It had been his habit to go twice a year into the woods near
Osceola, Wisconsin, to gather live material for dissection in his botany
classes. The mosses and liverworts that he brought back cost the uni
versity nothing but his railroad expense. When this item appeared on
his account the Board of Control scented mischief and instructed Pro
fessor MacMillan to make formal requisition for any material he needed
so that the purchasing agent might provide it in an orderly way. It
gave MacMillan wicked delight to ask, in his next requisition, for ar
chegonial turfs of Marchantia, sporophytic stages of Polytrichum, and
other substances of which the disgusted purchasing agent had never
heard. Grudgingly he permitted the Osceola trips to be resumed but
he insisted on believing that MacMillan had invented these needs simply
to embarrass him. For his part MacMillan insisted, when he resigned
in the midst of the struggle, that it was the Board of Control that had
driven him out of the academic world and into the advertising business.

There were other episodes even more ludicrous. An electric clock
in the library failed to move through a whole summer session for want
of two new cells which when they were finally replaced by the head of
the Engineering College cost eighteen cents. A teacher who had failed
to make proper specification of the amount of paraffin needed in his
department found the item disallowed. He went to Northrop protest
ing angrily that his course would have to be dropped. The president
discovered that fifty cents would save the curriculum from being scut
tled. With the air of a latter-day Solomon he took a coin from his
pocket and said, "Go; purchase your paraffin."

The highly histrionic misery of everyone in the university was re
flected in an editorial printed in the Alumni Weekly. Never in its entire
history had the university "faced so serious a situation." Two paths
lay open; one led "to increased usefulness and honor," the other to
"rapid degeneration and decay." The Board of Control, the editor sug
gested with the outraged severity of a conscientious chaperone, wished
to lead the university down the latter garden path.

In the state elections of 1904 the controversy became a campaign
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issue. John A. Johnson, running for the governorship, charged that
contracts were being "made in secret and the business of the public
withheld from the public itself. . . . Freedom should prevail ..."

His election completely changed the climate of the capitol and in
its sympathetic air Northrop went before the legislature to ask for
relief. But he chose, as his way had always been, to make a personal
rather than a public issue of the problem. The tone of his appeal was
that of fatherly misgiving as he said: "I have put the best twenty years
of my life into this university and I don't want to see the work of my
life destroyed."

In just such a way he had said to many a teacher who came to him
threatening to resign, "Don't you love me?" The method often had
worked. It did with the legislature. Many who had been thought to be
Governor Johnson's stubborn opponents hastily changed sides with the
air of small boys caught in mischief, and a bill was passed that removed
the university from the authority of the board.

By a curious rhyming of circumstances the situation neatly dupli
cated itself in 1925. But the conflict of interests when it appeared again
had to be settled on a different basis. Coffman was not the sort of man
who could exorcise anything malignant by a gesture of unassailable
virtue. A principle had to be established; a difference of opinion had to
be settled on its own terms.

Another coincidence brought into opposition two figures of equal
resolution who were destined to meet in head-on clashes over and over
during their public careers. It had been Coffman's first duty as presi
dent to fight the battle of the budget with Theodore Christianson, then
a member of the legislature. Now he had to do the same thing again.
For Christianson had become governor and he was no less concerned
with problems of economy than he had been before.

Indeed conditions required him to be even more alert to the possi
bility of saving money. The agricultural community of Minnesota was
experiencing advance tremors of the coming economic collapse. All the
officials in the capitol felt a stiffening of the will to retrench and Chris
tianson, in collaboration with W. I. Norton, had redesigned the state
government to that end. One of the new agencies, the Commission of
Administration and Finance, was intended to do, on a broader scale,
exactly what the Board of Control had tried to do earlier. Its mem
bers - comptroller, director of the budget, and purchasing agent - were
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to keep the institutions of the state in order and ensure their economical
operation.

Many groups throughout the state felt immediately that the heavy
hand of arbitrary control had been put upon them. They released their
hostility in a familiar American way by giving the commission an
impudent nickname. Its members were never referred to except as "the
Big Three."

There was no question this time but that the university had been
put under the guardianship of a state agency. Coffman, too, was restive
under Christianson's program. Though he could not be accused fairly of
extravagance as administrator, he was still determined to be president
and he was quite unwilling to have any part of the responsibility for
the management of the university go out of his hands. A situation
which even his conciliatory predecessor had found difficult he was
bound to find impossible.

His first step toward a solution of the problem was to consult with
the dean of the Law School. Fraser made two important discoveries.
One was that the territorial laws of 1851 had given the university an
inviolable right to be governed exclusively by its own board of regents;
the other, that the state constitution adopted in 1858 had confirmed
this right. The terms of the constitution "perpetuated" the university
as an institution in no way dependent on the legislature. Rather, in
Fraser's opinion, "it is a public corporation, not subordinate to, but
co-ordinate with the Legislature."

The university did not immediately brandish this big stick. Rather it
chose to walk softly - in step with the new agency but discreetly with
drawn from it. In June 1925 the president of the board of regents, Mr.
Snyder, addressed a tactful letter to the CommisSion of Administration
and Finance in which he and his cosigner, President Coffman, agreed
to submit budgets under the new laws but "with the express under
standing" that acquiescence "shall in no way . . . be considered to be
a waiver of the constitutional rights and immunities" of the regents.
The communication was brief but it managed to set around the whole
area of the university's integrity an electrically charged fence of legal
reservations and warnings.

Both Coffman and Fraser knew that eventually the issue would have
to be fought out in the open. Through the summer of 1925 they cor
responded, quite happy to find themselves knee-deep in precedents that
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assured "the rights, immunities, franchises, and endowments of the uni
versity." One difficulty presented itself. For sixty years the regents had
never "asserted their authority as against legislative action." Northrop's
personal plea and personal triumph had weakened rather than strength
ened the university's position as a self-dependent institution.

Fraser chose to lean rather on a precedent established at the Uni
versity of Michigan. Between its founding in 1826 and the year 1850
that university had been under the supervision of the state legislature
and in all that time it had floundered in seas of contradictory impulse
and direction. A special committee of investigation, appointed in 1840,
had commented tartly on the folly of refusing to let institutions develop
naturally under their "immediate guardians." Everywhere in the Union,
the report said, there had been a lamentable tendency to "dose univer
sities to death" with legislative prescriptions. A supposed right to do so
did not justify such fatal solicitude.

When the Michigan state constitution was adopted in 1850, it had
given the university "the freedom of a body corporate." From that
moment it had prospered. Many other institutions created by the will
of the people had followed its example. Minnesota in particular was
modeled after its design; the very language of the Michigan constitu
tion had been borrowed to hedge around its rights.

Still, as in the incident of the Board of Control, the university con
tinued for more than a year and a half after the creation of the Big
Three to follow its regulations punctiliously. Then, in September 1926,
a crisis arose that forced the university to take a stand.

The precariousness of the teacher's economic position had begun to
worry administrators everywhere in America. In earlier days there had
been an unconscious tendency to exploit the fact that university men
like their work and prefer to stay in the academic atmosphere even
though they are aware that they could earn more money elsewhere.
But faith that this would always be so wavered as business and indus~ry

showed a readiness to draw away the best intelligences. Shrewdly man
aged institutions were able to attract faculty leaders from colleges and
universities that lacked insurance programs and pension plans. It was
thought that Alfred Owre, who had grown up with the Dental School
at Minnesota and who, as dean, had become the author of its great
prestige, had been persuaded to leave because Columbia \vas a more
considerate and provident employer.
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President Coffman and former President Folwell at the laying
of the coruel'stone of Memorial Stadium in 1924
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At the tum of the century, S011Ie fans saw the football game
at Northrop Field without buying tickets

Dr. H. L. Williams, right, and Bert Page, left, ~<.L'atch a practice game of
the 19°4 champiollship team
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The Gophers of 1885, when football rc;.'as just beginning to C011le
into its WJJ71 as a collegiate sport

A sextet of famous Minnesota fuilbacks of the t7.;.'clltieth celltury 
Sheldon Beisc, Otis AlcCreery, Carl Lidberg, Larry BuNer,
Herbert !oesting, and Bronko Nagurski
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A view of Northrop Field about /9/8

Memorial Stadium, against an industrial backdrop of grain
elevators, factories, and railroad yards
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DR. LOUIS .T. COOKE WILLIAM H. SPAULDING

Great sports mentors of iHinnesota
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Bernie Bierman, left, shows the Little Brov.;ll Jug to Christy Walsh,
right, sports ~Titer, as Frank G. McCormick looks on

Dr. George Hauser, Bierman's line
coach, 'I..vas a Gopher gridiron star

Bernie Bierman '-watching his
Golden Gophers in action
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Left, Herman Glander, the "campus cop," 071 the recezvmg end with
Preside1lt Coffman as the batter ill all extracurricular game; right, Guy

Stanton Ford never got o-ver his youthful passion for baseball

On the Ulli'L'ersity Golf Club links - Lotus D. Coffman,
Fred B. Snyder, Guy Stmzton Ford, and William T. ;l,Jiddlebrook



DR. HAROLD S. DIEHL

DR. LEO G. RIGLER

DR. OWE?\, H. WA~GE1\"STEEN

Leaden in medicine

DR. CECIL J. WATSON



DR. MAURICE VISSCHER

e1ltistry and nursing

DR. \VILLIA1\1 H. CRAWFORD

DR. \nLLIA,\\ A. O'BRIEi'

I~ATHARI'E DE:"SFORD



Melvin E. Haggerty succeeded Coffman as deall
of the College of Education

William R. Appleby created the School of Mines
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Carly Ie Scott beside a portrait
of Emil Oberhoffer

lVlrs. Carlyle Scott,
impresario for the campus



Frederick ]. Alway, left, came to Minnesota in 1914 as professor of soil
chemistry. Here he is shown with Henry Schmitz, Agriculture dean.
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Elvin C. Stakman 'with a cosmopolitan group of studellts
from Scotland, Canada, China, and India

Andrew and Willia'm BOH found time for sports after their retirement
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Edmund G. W illia711son co
operated ill establishing C01l11

seling services at Minnesota,
aud, as dean of students, has
coordinated all student wel
fare activities

Edward E. Nicholson, traditionalist ill student discipline



At the laying of the cornerstone for the library - William Watts Folwell,
Guy Stanton Ford, and Frank K. Walter

The library, faci7lg the S71O'I.~·-CO'i.'ered .\:fall



President Lotus D. Coffman

The studem-filled lounge of Coffman Memorial Union



STRUGGLES FOR INTEGRITY

As Richard Scammon had described the dilemma: "A professional
man's capital is in his head. He is not like the owner of a factory where
the tools of production are undamaged by the owner's death. When
a teacher becomes ill, his capital is endangered. When he dies, his capi
tal is destroyed.... We must protect against debility and death."

With Scammon as its adviser the university began to explore pro
tective plans. The next budget sent to the Big Three showed an item
of forty-five thousand dollars to be expended for the purpose of put
ting an insurance program into effect.

The Big Three rushed into troubled conference with President Coff
man and Comptroller Middlebrook. The vagaries of the academic mind
had been difficult enough before, but this was quite without precedent.
It had to be unequivocally disapproved. The cost of an insurance plan
would be great and would grow greater. If it were adopted other state
schools would soon make the same demand. The fever might even
spread to state employees. The taxpayers, through their representatives
in the legislature, must be allowed to pass upon it.

"If this item," the statement of the Big Three concluded, "or any
part of it is included in any quarterly or supplementary estimate sub
mitted to the Commission, we would be obliged to disapprove it."

The decision left the university in the humiliating position of a de
pendent son rebuked for gross extravagance by a sternly just father.
But the university was, in fact, in no such position. By no means all of
its revenue came from the legislature. As a land-grant college its per
manent funds were at the disposal only of the regents; the legislature
had no authority over money derived from leases. Nor had it any con
cern with federal funds or with students' fees.

When these considerations were pointed out, the Big Three merely
reiterated its opinion that the university had no right to dispose of its
own funds. The practice of the legislature was to take all income into
account in making appropriations for university support. The implica
tion was clear that if the university took to spending its pocket money
on frills and indulgences, the state, as sensible parent, would feel free
to cut its allowance.

In July 19Z7 Coffman, with an air of cheerful pertinacity, told the
Big Three that he had asked the regents to include in the budget for
the coming biennium the same item of forty-five thousand dollars
for faculty insurance. The chairman of the commission replied with
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equally cheerful resolution that it would "decline to authorize the ex
penditure."

Coffman and Fraser knew now that the moment had come to bring
the deadlock to an end by asking the courts to decide the question.
Through another summer these most correct of conspirators planned
their campaign by correspondence. Fraser had suggested that a "friendly
suit" be instituted based on the refusal of the state auditor to issue a
warrant for the payment of an item of university expense. The funda
mental point was to determine whether or not the state had this kind
of authority over the university. To tie the details neatly together it was
agreed that the invoice which the auditor would refuse to approve
should be a small debt incurred for actuarial service in preparing the
insurance program.

So the "Chase case" began. Another small irony was involved in the
name attached to the litigation. Ray Chase, the state auditor, was a
graduate of the university. Later he had earned his way through the
Law School by teaching rhetoric in the English department. It was dur
ing this period that Northrop had had his duel with the Board of Con
trol. Chase's salary, like that of every other member of the faculty,
once had been withheld for several weeks by the board's action. But
now he was on the other side of the old struggle and, in the popular
mind, the action became associated with his name.

He did, indeed, seem to wish to sidetrack the case. Just as Coffman
and Fraser were planning their strategy, the auditor informed them
that the Big Three had decided, after all, to honor the invoice. Dean
Fraser felt as though the arena had suddenly been removed from under
him. He suspected, as he wrote to the president, that the commission
was reluctant to face the court "because there is danger not only to
their control over the university but over practically everything else."

The troubles of the Big Three multiplied daily. But, with resistance
suddenly stiffening, it changed its mind once more and went through
with the "friendly suit." The case was tried before Judge Hugo Hampf
in the Second Judicial District court of Ramsey County.

Dean Fraser's brief was a masterpiece of lucidity and also of witty
phrasemaking. Central to his argument was the point that the independ
ence of the university, as an institution coordinate with the legislature
itself, was guaranteed by the state constitution. The evils found, in
Michigan, to flow from legislative control would be endlessly dupli-
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cated in Minnesota if the Big Three were allowed to win. The control
of the university would pass out of the hands of regents chosen for
their disinterested readiness to serve the will of the people and into the
hands of "a commission whose outlook is necessarily political."

Nor was it, in Fraser's view, hysterical to fear that the university
under guidance so political might degenerate into mediocrity. With the
evolution case still clearly in mind, he suggested how easy it would be
for the governor or the commission to yield to the pressure of a bigoted
minority and refuse to make appropriations for the teaching of biology.
Anyone's view of what was unsound or subversive in political philoso
phy might result in the scuttling of the department of political sci
ence. Not even the Medical School was safe, for who could say, with
any degree of security, that Minnesota might not one day have a gov
ernor who felt so strongly about vivisection that he would destroy the
school to keep it from destroying dogs.

Abandoning in his peroration the cautious language of the law and
indulging in a flourish of eloquence, Fraser concluded: "The approach
of tyranny may be scented in this tainted breeze."

Though abstract ideas about freedom and integrity cannot be ex
pected to have for spectators in a court of law the obvious attraction
offered by pretty killers, the atmosphere in which Judge Hampf heard
the "friendly suit" was alert with concern. A unique audience had come
together for a unique occasion. Prominent alumni dominated the crowd
and they all wished the university to win.

Two months after the special term day on which the "Chase case"
was tried, the judge handed down his decision. It was in favor of the
university. "The people speak in the constitution," he wrote. "They
establish by the constitution . . . agencies to serve them. The Board
of Regents is such an agency for the government of the university. The
Board can no more waive or transfer its powers to the Legislature than
can the courts or the governor."

The appeal to the Minnesota Supreme Court required six months
more. On June 7, 1928, the arguments of Dean Fraser for the university
and of the attorney general for the Big Three were marshaled again
before Judge Royal Stone. His opinion made the university position
impregnable. "The whole power to govern the university . . . was
put in the Regents by the people . . . no part of it can be put else
where but by the people."
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The university may be said to have won. But in the opinion of both
judges it was more particularly the rights of the people that had been
sustained.

There was a brief epilogue to be played out before the university
could withdraw finally from its career before the courts. Its self
dependence was challenged, without much dignity this time, in the
case of Fanning versus the University of Minnesota.

Many campus interests had been interrupted awkwardly during the
major trial of its history. The long-delayed program for erecting dor
mitories for men (or "boys" as the regents persisted in calling them)
had had to be dropped until the university's rights could be established.
Then just when its situation seemed to have become secure forever,
one more feverish attempt to curb its independence was made.

No one who looked seriously at problems of education doubted that
the university required dormitories. In his first annual report, Folwell
had said: "The question of cheap boarding is one which will require
attention very soon and the solution of it will affect very sensibly the
attendance." In [870 he returned to the point, saying: "I am clearly of
the opinion that the institution would gain greatly if it could offer a
considerable number of lodgings at low or nominal rates. . . . We
must make it possible for a young person to live decently on $3 a
week."

But the solution had not come soon. Indeed, after six decades the
dormitories for men were still nowhere but in the air. Maria Sanford
Hall for women had solid reality on earth, but it, too, was inadequate
to the needs of the time.

Coffman, a follower of Folwell in many particulars, agreed with him
in this as well. If the large university was to justify its existence it
must manage to provide comfortable quarters for its students and not
allow them to be dispersed throughout a largely indifferent urban com
munity.

But with a site selected, high on the riverbank, with architects at
work on plans, with arrangements for financing perfected, and with
the authority of the Supreme Court that the university was a mature
and responsible agency capable of designing and carrying out its own
plans, a further quibble was thrust in the way. A group of real estate
owners in the neighborhood of the university had conceived the idea
that it had become their inalienable right to provide lodgings for stu-
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dents. They resented competition and went to court in an effort to ex
clude the university from what they imagined to be their field.

It was embarrassing to the attorney in the Fanning case that the Min
nesota Supreme Court had so recently declared the university to be a
public corporation. It was necessary to be ingenious to find a chink in
armor so formidable. He hoped that he had found it when he argued
that "The university, like a school district, is a quasi-public corpora
tion and a governmental agency created for educational purposes." If it
strayed beyond its sphere as an educational institution to build shelters
for students it became, in his implied opinion, a quasi-public nuisance.
"There appears to be," he said derisively, "no crying need for building
dormitories at the university for monumental purposes or otherwise."

But the court refused to be baffled by so humble and insecure a pre
fix as quasi. It declined also to be impressed by the benevolence of the
various Messieurs and Mesdames Squeers who stood ready to offer stu
dents parental hospitality in their private homes. In June 1929 Judge
Grier M. Orr filed the decision that "the University acting through its
board of regents has the power and authority to issue and sell . . .
bonds . . . for the purpose of creating a fund to erect and equip the
said dormitories."

So the university ended its long tour of the courts. At last its right
to freedom of action had been established. Three challenges had been
issued against it during the twenties but in each incident the university
had drawn new strength from the will of the people. The university, it
was decided at last, was not to be the university of zealous minorities,
not the university of political powers, not the university of the gover
nor or of the legislature, not even the university of the state itself, but
quite simply and unalterably the university of the people.
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IF EVERY educational institution may be said to have an identify
ing characteristic that of the University of Minnesota undoubtedly is
a preoccupation with self-study. This does not partake of the anxiety
of the hypochondriac; rather it represents the desire of the scientist to
know how things work that he may help them to work better.

The university's myriad explorations of how students study, teach
ers teach, and administrators administer have been intended primarily,
of course, to discover ways by which more young men and women
may find more of the resources of education made more rewardingly
available to them.

It may be said that the experimental spirit was blown into the uni
versity with the opening of the doors to admit William Watts Folwell.
He came to Minnesota as an apostle of "the new education," dreaming
in his poverty-stricken prep school of "the genuine university" which
should be the crown of a closely coordinated system of statewide edu
cation. A radical idea upon which he had insisted from the first days of
his administration was that of the need to make a sharp distinction be
tween the junior college and the senior college in "the genuine univer
sity." It had seemed necessary to the conservatives of the time to deposit
this latter-day Joseph, this "seer of visions," in the first conveniently situ
ated well they could find. But the experimental spirit, which disappeared
from the central administration under Northrop, merely dispersed it
self through the virtually autonomous colleges and departments. Left
to themselves, men like Owre in dentistry, Klaeber and MacLean in
English, White and Notestein in history, Allin in political science in
vented their own high standards and experimented tirelessly to improve
techniques of scholarship. Under Vincent the experimental spirit was
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fully released once more in the greatly broadened resources of the re
organized university.

Coffman, more than any of his predecessors, was concerned with
remaking the university fundamentally. His experiments in the twenties
and thirties, leading to the creation of the University College and the
General College, trace out the pattern of his thought.

One of his first utterances as president was concerned with the need
to "reorganize the materials of education." Both the students who
showed capacity for le~dership and those who must be trained, as the
president said, for "followership" should be offered designs for educa
tion better suited to their needs.

Dean johnston's studies of student mortality also had helped to fix
the attention of the entire faculty on the inadequacies of existing rou
tines. To study them more intensively there was created, in 1924, the
ComInittee on Educational Research, one of the most tireless groups
that ever vivisected educational theory and practice. Its membership
included representatives from every college and department, but the
president's appointments were reserved in each branch for men who had
already shown themselves to be concerned with the endless effort to
improve upon the techniques of education. Among them there ap
peared, as they always appeared when two or three were gathered to
gether to search the collective conscience of the university, Johnston,
Paterson, Owre, Scammon, Freeman, Haggerty, Fraser, and Ford.

A philosophy of education began gradually to take shape that was
designed to make the best of the two worlds to which Coffman and
Johnston gave their loyalties. The president was preoccupied with the
responsibility of the university to see that "the road to intellectual op
portunity should never be closed" to any traveler. Dean Johnston,
though he recognized the obligation of a state university to do the best
that it could by students on several levels of intellectual capacity, was
primarily interested in the elite. What was needed to satisfy both was
a program sufficiently flexible so that the university could perform the
comparatively humble task of teaching "people in general to live bet
ter" and at the same time engage in the great task of advancing human
knowledge by training creative minds for original work. "The dif
ferentiation of life itself," Coffman said, demanded the pliable response
of the university to many different kinds of challenge.

From the beginning of his career as executive Johnston had believed
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that educational patterns wanted drastic revision. The talk before his
dining club, which resulted in his being drafted to head the Arts Col
lege, had pointed out that internal organization "should have reference
solely to efficiency in teaching and research." The first "natural sub
division of the university," he said, was that of the "department based
upon the relations of the field of knowledge." The multiplication of
divisions, which in the modern university had become fantastic, was
the result of the clamor for prestige made by men of driving ambition
who wanted to be rulers in minute spheres. Johnston thought it should
be immediately reversed. Administration should be simplified "by the
creation of large departments based on close relationships of subject
matter."

This statement, made in 1913, anticipated many that were to be made
later by other executives in other universities. Indeed it may be said to
have sparked the movement toward interdisciplinary studies which is
one of the most significant in education today.

Even before the Committee on Educational Research had begun its
experiments of self-appraisal, the influence of Johnston made itself felt
in the effort to liberalize curriculums. For the benefit of students who
saw relationships of subject matter not apparent to shapers of standard
courses, several intercollege programs were created. Business and Agri
culture collaborated on one such plan, Business and Engineering on
another. But it was obvious that these concessions to the principle of
flexibility were not enough. Completely shaken out of any compla
cency that Johnston's uncompromising criticism had failed to touch,
the university surrendered its collective mind to the task of reorganiza
tion.

Inevitably the same group of vigorous deans came together in Coff
man's Committee on Administrative Reorganization. To the names of
Coffey, Ford, Fraser, Haggerty, Johnston, and Lyon was added that of
James Lawrence, Kelly's successor as assistant to the president. Because
their number suggested, even to unsuperstitious faculty members, the
notion of mystical authority, the group was always referred to as the
Committee of Seven.

Its first recommendation to the regents was that the president be
authorized to create a new service for the unusual and superior student.
With the permission of a special examining committee, made up of rep
resentatives of all schools and colleges, such a young man was to be
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permitted to choose the courses that he wanted where he found them
without reference to classic patterns. (The careful language of the
document speaks of "modifications and substitutions," but it was in
tended that latitude should be wide.) This was different from the lib
erty already allowed to the "special" student, for this work was to "be
accepted for credit" toward a degree.

In June 1930 the regents passed favorably on the plan and in August
Coffman appointed the first examining committee. "University College"
was the name assigned to the new unit.

John Tate, of the physics department, first chairman of the com
mittee, had had wide experience with gifted students in his own de
partment. He agreed with Johnston that they required and deserved
particular consideration. Civilization, he pointed out, had changed rap
idly but the winds of teaching doctrine had not shifted correspond
ingly; the atypical student with special interests of his own often was
left becalmed in the academic doldrums.

Tate was not, however, indulgent. Of the one hundred and fifty
young men and women who applied for special consideration in the
experiment's first year, only twenty were accepted. The rest, mere
fugitives from discipline, were sent back to their own colleges to work
out their difficulties.

Those who were enrolled in University College immediately justi
fied the effort. A high percentage took their degrees with honors. In
1932 the total registration had been allowed to increase to forty-four
students per quarter and Tate commented that, because of the rapid
growth of intercollege curriculums, problems of adjustment seemed
unlikely to multiply. Twenty years later there had been no appreciable
increase but the chairman, J. William Buchta, continued to be of the
opinion that University College fills a need for the unusual student. In
a world where a new profession is invented every day, there will be,
for a long time to come, many enterprising young men who must carve
out niches that are all their own in the educational world.

Having done what it could for the student who found himself beset
by difficulties because his talents were of a special order, the Commit
tee of Seven turned to the much more difficult task of providing for the
student who was not at all sure what his talents were or where they
might be hidden. This group, which had for so long baffled educators
of the traditional school, began in the thirties to be of the greatest in-
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terest to educators of the new, experimental type. The term general
education had its debut in the language of teachers and, everywhere in
the United States, theorists began offering definitions of what this still
vague thing might be. Training the average citizen for the more com
fortable and profitable living of his life might be an acceptable start;
but much needed to be added in detail.

Into this discussion Robert Maynard Hutchins quite suddenly and
disturbingly exploded. The brilliantly impatient young president of
the University of Chicago had decided that his own institution must
straightway be reborn and that, to signalize its regeneracy, it must put
on completely new academic dress.

The amount of space given by the newspapers to Hutchins' report
of his one-man revolution seems amazingly generous considering that
nothing more violent than the death of an academic tradition was in
volved. But interest was great and Hutchins' spectacular approach made
it still greater. The board of trustees at Chicago, on recommendation of
the university senate, had, Hutchins said, adopted a "radical" plan. "An
tiquated machinery" had been scrapped and along with it, all names
long familiar to the trade of education -"graduate school," for example.

In its new scheme, the University of Chicago would consist of the
professional schools and five divisions in the arts: the humanities, the
biological sciences, the social sciences, the physical sciences, and the col
lege. Swept out with the other academic rubbish went all old-fashioned
devices for measuring achievement. "The multiplication of credits"
would no longer estimate readiness for graduation. Intellectual maturity
as displayed in a final examination was to be the only test. For this ex
amination a genius might be ready at the end of one college term; a
brilliant student at the end of a year; a merely competent one at the
end of four years. Hutchins wanted to honor initiative and brilliance
in the attack on the citadel of learning, not the heavy slogging of the
foot soldier of education.

With an attractive mixture of candor, audacity, and wily innocence,
Hutchins confessed that, having shattered one world to bits, he was
not at all sure what sort of new world he expected to see take shape.
He knew that he wanted for those who had previously been "bored to
death through four years of college routine" a better kind of "general
education." But neither he nor anyone else could say at all certainly of
what a good general education should consist. If he were to have his
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way (which, he said parenthetically, would "doubtless be very unfor
tunate") he would give tool courses only to those who really needed
tools. "Although university presidents," he concluded, "make a pro
fession of omniscience, I cannot say what we ought to think or what
the result of our thinking will be."

It was not quite true, as Hutchins seemed to suggest, that, like a
young Lindbergh, he was about to take to uncharted skies, hoping to
find his way by the dead reckoning of pure, unaided intelligence. All
these ideas had been in the air of the educational world for a long time.
As this chapter has noted, Johnston had spent twenty years preaching
the desirability of blocking out large areas of knowledge in related
fields as the logical subdivisions of a university. Coffman from his first
day in the presidency had urged, just as Hutchins did, "promotion of
cooperation in research." He had anticipated the suggestion of a great
need to "adjust the institution to the individual."

What a private institution can accomplish by ukase, a state university
must be content to bring about at the slow pace of evolution. Hutchins'
revolt benefited other colleges and universities by demonstrating that
heresy against tradition is not followed inevitably by disaster and disso
lution. Experimenters everywhere took heart from his audacity.

One line in Hutchins' report particularly interested such men. Under
the new plan, he said, "graduation from the college, without distinction,
will mean an honorable exit for the man who wishes only a general
education."

An honorable exit for its large group of similar students was exactly
what the University of Minnesota was seeking. Such a young man was
likely to enter the Arts College, flounder unhappily through a year or
two of work for which he was ill prepared, and then return to civilian
life haunted by a sense of having been cheated of his democratic birth
right because he had little to show for his effort.

To the Committee of Seven it seemed to be a fantastic waste of the
student's time, of the teacher's effort, and of the university's facilities
to require indifferent students to labor through courses in languages,
in the laboratory sciences, in the "tool" studies which they would never
use. Unrelated fragments of scholarly beginnings cluttered the minds
of many a housewife and many a citizen; they kept these things merely
as souvenirs of a frustrating experience. What did a slightly painful
glimpse of the viscera of a frog, incident to a beginning course in
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zoology, contribute to the usefulness in after life of the potentially use
ful rearer of children? What did a hazy recollection of the maddening
whims of irregular verbs add to the perceptions of a man who was
destined to earn his living in one of the many nonspecialized services
of society's daily life? The Committee of Seven realized that, in its
relations to many a student, the university had laboriously piled to
gether stepping stones that led to nothing at all; it had distributed tools
of study that could only be tucked away to rust in mental attics.

The Committee of Seven recommended therefore in February 1932
that the regents create a new unit to experiment with the techniques
of general education. For the students whose needs were met by no
existing service of the university, an entirely new effort was to be made.

Between two of the men primarily concerned - Coffman and John
ston - there was, however, a serious difference of opinion about what
the new unit, in fact, should be. Though he was never so blunt as to
say so publicly, Johnston thought of it as a means of providing for the
students who could not be expected to do satisfactory work in the usual
college courses. Coffman was so blunt as to say that he did not want
"a dumbbell college."

His public statement, in an open letter to the Daily, described the
new effort to solve an ancient problem as an "experiment, an adventure
in the field of higher education." Its courses, he said, "should be open
to the most gifted students in the university" and anyone "should be
privileged to elect membership" on its rolls.

The Committee of Seven took a less stubbornly sanguine view of
the possibility of providing, in the new unit, a kind of mission to the
brilliant nonconformists among students. Its official statement of plans
suggested that five groups of students might be expected to benefit by
enrollment. Only the first of these, as the committee hoped, would be
made up of students who chose the program voluntarily either because
they found it suitable to their needs or because they did not expect to
be able to pursue a full four-year course. All the other groups were
composed of students who must accept the new unit as second choice
because, for one reason or another, they lacked "training in specific
subjects" or "ability to pursue prevailing curricula" in the college for
admission to which they had applied originally.

From the beginning practices with regard to admission have brought
to Coffman's experimental college students with special problems of
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scholastic adjustment. Each college within the university establishes its
own standards of admission. These are based, usually, upon an appli
cant's rank in his high school graduating class, upon his performance
in aptitude tests, or upon an average struck between the two scores.
Students who fail to meet the requirements of the college of their
choice are not automatically consigned to the university's newest unit
but because a high school diploma alone admits them to its course, many
are persuaded to apply for membership.

But in 1932 Coffman was not yet quite ready to admit that his adven
ture in general education had any but positive aspects. He had his way in
giving to its first phase a glittering design. Fortunately, he had his way
also in the choice of a name. The committee, in a moment of feeling
peculiarly exalte, had suggested that it be called "the Institute of Social
Intelligence." On second thought everyone shuddered and the name
"Junior College" was chosen. But because this was to be so different
from junior colleges already in existence the name was changed again
finally, this time - to "General College."

To the support of his ideas of what the General College should be
the president brought a young educator of missionary zeal. Malcolm
MacLean had known Minnesota as a graduate student and had gone out,
not many years before, to participate in the University of Wisconsin's
educational experiments at the Milwaukee Center. He returned to Min
nesota bringing with him a buoyant faith in the purposes of the new
project.

His own preliminary statement of a plan suggested that the principal
need of students which the General College hoped to serve was "a vivid
picture of themselves and of the world in which they lived." Instead
of studies devoted to the close examination of fragments of learning he
wanted to offer "overview courses," designed to get at the heart of
those problems upon which, as Coffman had once said, "students must
exercise judgment later on." What he produced, in the end, was some
thing quite unique, a curriculum to which the best creative minds of
the university had contributed their finest insights into the fundamen
tals of their fields.

With the aid of his brilliant steering committee, MacLean was able
to design a program from which, indeed, the most gifted students might
have taken profit. Capitalizing, for example, on every man's concern
with his health, he outlined a course in human biology which told the
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story of life "from the ovum to the grave." It touched upon every
aspect of the general problem from cell growth and heredity to com
munity health and viral statistics, "the bookkeeping of humanity."

An overview course in physics and chemistry, created by Professor
Buchta, had as its purpose that of directing the student's eye toward
the "physical phenomena involved in familiar observations." The mir
acles of everyday life were the materials of a course which undertook
to answer such questions as "What is the chemical compound common
to paper . . . rayon, pine lumber, straw, cellophane, cotton cloth, dy
namite, and photographic film?"

A study of basic wealth, preaching the doctrine of conservation, ex
amined the resources of coal, iron, soil, and animal life in relation to
the growth and spread of civilization. The study of mathematics was
brought down out of the empyrean of pure scientific beauty and made
to reveal itself as something that could help man to understand how
much interest he could afford to pay on a loan or how to get the most
return from a life insurance policy.

Developmental psychology would cease to be merely a mouth-filling
phrase, it was hoped, for students who had been made aware that it
referred simply to the technique of learning to grow up so that one
might live rewardingly with father, mother, wife, children. The Forma
tion of Public Opinion course was intended, not to wrap up complexi
ties and abstractions in a special set of scientific terms, but rather to
open the minds of students to the realization of how they came by their
ideas through newspapers, magazines, advertising, and the various enter
prising agencies of propaganda. The course in the Background of the
Modem World was designed to show that the appearance on the stage
of the twentieth-century spectacle of a Stalin, a Chiang Kai-shek, a
Nehru is the culmination of a series of events reaching far back through
the centuries. The study of fine arts made no apology for offering stu
dents standards for the estimation of values in moving pictures. The
term euthenics was lifted from the list of obscure words and restored
to general use as a description of the art of beautifying one's surround
ings, on one's own hearth.

Essential to MacLean's program was the hope of getting the best
teachers in the university to participate in the experiment. In this he
was completely successful. Though he had, for the first three years, no
faculty of his own a lavish assortment of deans and deans-in-the-making
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invented courses for him and actually taught them. Two future presi
dents of universities were intimately concerned. Frederick Hovde (now
at Purdue) was assistant director and Alvin Eurich (now president of
the State University of New York) codesigner extraordinary of new
types of examinations. It could not be said that the university had en
tered halfheartedly into the experiment. If one purpose of general edu
cation is to expose young people, in need of awakening, to minds that
have encompassed a broad view of the human condition, then the fac
ulty, in the generous surrender of time and effort, conscientiously hon
ored the experiment.

Another purpose of MacLean's program was to experiment with
new techniques of instruction. All the aids of ear and eye were em
ployed - phonograph, screen, radio. MacLean's own courses in reading
and writing were conducted on a laboratory basis. Examples of effec
tive composition from current periodicals were analyzed into their ele
ments. To avoid the fault of many an academic course in writing, that
of allowing principles to rattle around in minds that found no applica
bility for them, he introduced the notebook system of the professional
writer. In every way that the imagination of innovators could suggest,
the immediate usefulness of education was kept before the skeptical, the
distractible, the maladjusted in the hope that their doubts might give
way before this patient pressure.

Through the spring of 1932 the university experimenters continued
to consult together. Some of them clearly lost heart. Johnston saw his
faculty being tempted into long hours of preparation for new courses
though there was no possibility of their being relieved of responsibility
for old ones. Already his view of the experiment had faded from the
couJeur de rose in which Coffman and MacLean painted its possibilities.
When Johnston expressed these doubts, the president merely answered
with a brisk demand for cooperation and faith.

A home was found for the new unit when the College of Dentistry
moved to handsome new quarters across Washington Avenue in the
medical center. Its old building was renamed Wesbrook Hall in mem
ory of the dean whose medical school it had once housed. But if the
clumsy old structure had a presiding genius, still in residence, it must
surely have been Alfred Owre, who had himself always been an inde
fatigable experimenter and, in his wide range of cultivated interests, a
believer in the principles of general education. Old-fashioned and hud-
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dIed though the setting was, it should have been sympathetic to the
unique purpose of the General College.

In the fall of 1932 Wesbrook Hall opened its doors. A total of four
hundred students were enrolled at the first session, prepared to take a
two-year course leading to the new degree associate in arts.

For eight years the General College was under the vivid leadership
of MacLean. During that time he and his associates felt themselves to
be continuously under challenge from all sides. There were the tradi
tionalists who felt their life commitments to be somehow threatened by
the very existence of something so new. And there were the ardent
cherishers of novelty to whom nothing is ever quite radical enough in
its break with the past. As MacLean remembered a decade later on the
occasion of a reunion at Minnesota:

"We battled for room space, for supplies, equipment, academic and
clerical assistance, for counseling as an integral part of the work . . .
for visual education men and machines to illuminate our general edu
cation and for budget allowances to support them all. And we ran into
a multitude of problems, whipped many of them, made passes at others
and left others still unsolved."

This description would perhaps satisfy many an experimenter in
problems of general education as the one that fits the work today
wherever it is being undertaken. The chronic and normal state of mind
of these men is that of questioning, reappraising, adapting. As MacLean
has also said:

"Only by the continuing analysis of student abilities, aptitudes,
interests, skills, achievements, motives, and other personality factors
conditioned by interaction with their college, home, social and civic
environments can we identify their common and unique needs and so
shape curricula in general education to meet them."

The work has ever to be done over and over again in response to the
daily challenges of a constantly changing world.

At Minnesota the experiment in general education was conducted
under a strong spotlight and the history of its development has affected
the development of many another similar institution. There are several
reasons for this besides the prevailing individuality of MacLean. One is
that the General Education Board of the Rockefeller Foundation sup
ported the Minnesota undertaking in part and underwrote the publica
tion of the several studies made by analysts of its procedures. Some of
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these have become the guidebooks by which later explorers have made
their way through new country. Another reason why Minnesota be
came a sort of center of the faith is that there gathered round MacLean
at various times nearly all the young men and women who have inter
ested themselves in the idea of tailoring education to the needs of stu
dents. Gradually this group has been, in part, dispersed throughout the
country. From Texas to Berkeley to Washington State University they
spread the influence of concepts developed at Minnesota.

As the program expanded at Minnesota, after the first three years,
those sacrificial deans 'and members of Graduate School faculties began
to feel the burden of the commitment they had made to the General
College. Gradually they retreated once more to their own realms. De
spite the imaginative contribution they had made, their departure was
saluted by the General College "with lips but half-regretful." What
MacLean really wanted was his own staff made up of experimenters
like himself whose chief concern was the student. Presently he had a
sizable company of them.

In 1940, MacLean resigned to become president of Hampton Insti
tute (later, he went to the University of California as professor of edu
cation) and, after a period as associate director of the General College,
Horace Morse became its head, the first to bear the title of dean.

But with the change in faculty the essential design of the college did
not change. It was still committed to the idea that "the essence of a
good general education lies in the basic wants of man." To satisfy these
wants "core courses" were developed in several fields: mental hygiene,
home relationships, vocational orientation, and social or civic compe
tence. The first of these, supported by the college's elaborate and ex
tensive counseling system, undertook to reveal the student to himself.
The second was designed to reveal to him the rich potentialities of his
immediate environment. The third tried to discover to the nonspecialist,
with no vivid interest in any professional or creative pursuit, a means
of earning a living that lay within the range of his gifts. The fourth had
as its purpose that of relating the individual to society, not as a vague
abstraction labeled "good citizen of the world" but more modestly as
a sound member of a group. In brief, the Minnesota concept of general
education was that it should attempt to produce the healthy man, ready
to rear a healthy family, to make a healthy contribution to everyday
affairs as a member of a healthy community.
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All its experiments have been designed to further these ends. Typical
of its efforts has been the complete remodeling of examinations. The
purpose of these new instruments of measUrement is much less to de
termine the amount of factual information a candidate for the associate
in arts degree has acquired than to determine the extent to which he
has matured in the course of his instruction. Quite as much as such ex
aminations measure the strengths and weaknesses of the individual stu
dent they measure the strengths and weaknesses of the system. As the
great reservoir of questions and answers is explored again and again
by disciples of general education, it is hoped that new techniques will
suggest themselves to meet new needs, in new situations.

For the first eight years of its career the college concentrated chiefly
upon two problems, that of developing a new, more extensive, more
intimately explorative system of counseling and, second, that of broad
ening its own concept of general education. In 1940 wide study of the
problem of vocational courses began and presently, despite the adverse
conditions produced by the war, the first of such sequences were intro
duced. With these the college has experimented actively, undertaking
to respond to any new need in business or in the professions. As the
latter have tended to become more jealous of their standards, gaps in
the daily work program have been left to be filled by others. For exam
ple, in the hospital where trained nurses tend more and more to become
collaborators of the doctor, practical nurses have found a place. Like
wise, library technicians have filled a need in another realm where fully
trained people tend to become specialists. In this new field the college
is trying the untried once more, estimating new needs, attempting to
meet them, abandoning the effort if it proves unproductive and trying
something else.

One way of estimating the success of an experiment is to examine
the numbers that have found it rewarding. Enrollment in the General
College was four hundred for the first quarter of 1932 when the ex
periment began. Within a year it had nearly doubled. By 1936 it had
reached the thousand mark where it remained until World War II cut
its ranks even more disastrously than those of the other colleges and
departments had been cut. There was, however, a corresponding inrush
of students after the close of the war. Though this abnormal condition
gradually has been corrected, the enrollment continues to be high as
compared with prewar figures. It seemed to have become static at thir-
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teen hundred to fourteen hundred students, but "wars and rumors of
wars" are likely to unsettle it once more.

The tacitly acknowledged tradition of the General College once was
that it constituted a refuge for students who wanted to enter the uni
versity but who found that they were ineligible for any other unit.
A humorous acknowledgment of having made Hobson's choice some
times reveals itself in the conversation of the General College student.
A faculty member once offered a lift to a hitchhiker en route to the
university and in the course of the conversation inquired how the
young man was getting on. "Oh, pretty good," the boy answered.
Thinking to improve the occasion by suggesting a correction in gram
mar, the faculty man said: "You mean pretty well, don't you?" The
boy looked up slyly: "Oh no, not that good, Professor. I'm in the Gen
eral College."

But as the years have gone on more students have tended to elect the
General College even though they were eligible for others, thinking
the chances of survival to be better there in the difficult first year.
More students from other colleges have asked the privilege of electing
General College courses. A larger proportion of enrollees have chosen
to complete the full requirements for the associate in arts degree, con
sidering it to be an asset in a business career.

In its nineteenth year the General College has satisfied another am
bition by moving to better quarters in Nicholson Hall, following the
removal of the social sciences to their new home, Ford Hall.

At nineteen the General College is still a young institution; yet it
feels the pride of accomplishment. This pride is based upon three con
tributions to the theory and practice of education.

First, for the student who has lost his way and become discouraged,
it has provided a refuge where, free from a sense of pressure, he is able
to recover faith in his abilities. Its policies of orientation and rehabilita
tion have restored not a few young men and women to their proper
places in the world of education, enabling them to transfer after a time
to the college of their choice and to do there not merely adequate
but sometimes superior work.

Second, for the group which Dean Morse has called "the average
middle class of the population, 'the people' about whom the politicians
talk" it has provided an immediately usable kind of instruction. The
courses which constitute what its theorists call "terminal education"
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are complete in themselves, offering significant comments on the ex
perience which, as citizen, the student must soon encounter. It is, per
haps, as mission to the middle class that general education clarifies and
justifies its values.

Third, through its counseling system and its development of new
techniques in instruction and in examination it has emphasized the im
portance to the student himself of his identity as an individual and the
importance of his share in the society to which he belongs.

Begun as an experiment, the General College continues to be an
experiment in the minds of the members of its faculty. They consider
themselves to be in the midst of the effort to find out what a good
general education really is. After nineteen years it is, for them, still
an adventure.
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Wealth from Waste: The Engineer's Magic

IN OCTOBER '935, the board of tegents, with the air of making
total war on an ancient enemy of indecisiveness, passed a resolution
creating the Institute of Technology. The measure brought together
under one administrative head the cluster of scientific interests, Engi
neering, Architecture, Mines, and Chemistry. The possibility had been
discussed of including also physics and geology; but in the end these
were left as departments of the Arts College.

For many years, through one presidential administration after an
other, the desirability of bringing about this affiliation had been con
sidered. But the sensibilities of deans, jealous of the integrity and the
prestige of their separate units, had had to be considered. Feuds of
seemingly insoluble ferocity had made brave men hesitate to set off
new fires of controversy. The talk went on in an atmosphere of desul
tory defeatism until at last time (and a retirement or two) produced
a new situation of which the regents could take advantage.

There had always been sound teaching in the several divisions. In
some, men of high distinction had pushed the level of instruction so
high that they had become important figures in Graduate School work.
Chemistry had an enviable reputation and the experiment station of
the School of Mines had made genuine contributions to the advance
ment of science. But Engineering had lagged behind.

This situation was true of most of the engineering schools of the
country. Industry had done little to stimulate interest in training at a high
level. It was able to absorb into routine jobs all able graduates. Since
no pressure of economic competition existed to force young men to
make the sacrifice of time required for graduate education, they in their
tum created no demand for advanced instruction. Even after W orId
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War I, when in other scientific fields America had at last become aware
of its chance to take the lead in research, engineering alone seemed
to remain outside the atmosphere of enthusiasm for exploration.

This is not to suggest that engineering students themselves were a
sluggish lot. At Minnesota they had always been among the most pic
turesque members of the community. Their annual St. Patrick's Day
parade (continued today) offered perhaps the most trenchant and cer
tainly the most ribald comments made by any group, at any time, on
the follies of the academic world. Their enormous vitality as displayed
on that day when floats wove their way along the highways of the
campus excited each year the surprise and even the envy of other stu
dents, who recognized that they had, as members of a college, no such
unity of spirit.

But the engineers tended, for the rest of the year, to live a life apart.
They had their own publication, the Techn%g, the serious contribu
tions to which sometimes excited as much awe as the frivolous ones
excited alarm in the minds of the censorious. They had their own social
occasions and even their own dramatic organization, the Arabs, which
clung to its identity even after other student clubs for the production
of plays had allowed themselves to be absorbed into the University
Theater. The engineers were rugged, resourceful, and independent to
the extent of constituting themselves a separate society within the
university world.

The origin of this temper may be discovered, perhaps, in the early
history of the college. By the terms of the Morrill Act, the university
as a land-grant institution was required to offer training in "mechanic
arts." Engineering and Agriculture, for which the act explicitly pro
vided, were therefore the first-born twins of the system. But like the
first-born of parents having no great amount of wealth they suffered
in the early days from the sacrifices required of a large family.

In the matter of buildings Engineering had done reasonably well
because its claims could not be denied. But as Medicine, Dentistry, and
the other professional schools appeared, each with its highly vocal con
stituency clamoring for rapid development, Engineering tended to be
shouldered about unceremoniously when funds for expansion were be
ing apportioned. In the years 1912 and 1913 the college took possession
of two buildings - Main Engineering and Experimental Engineering-
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which nearly forty years later continue to be the strategic bases of
these operations. But equipment was so inadequate as to be virtually
obsolete. As one dean put the matter tartly: "It would be of more
service in a museum than in an experimental laboratory." In North
rop's family of colleges, Engineering felt itself to be the rejected child.

This situation made tempers sharp and the struggle for survival
tense and personal. When Vincent came to the presidency he put En
gineering on his list for reorganization. It had to wait its turn until
the placid transformation of the Law School and the bitterly contested
change in the Medical School had been accomplished. But at last the
moment came when Vincent could give his attention to Engineering
and with this crisis came characteristic action.

The dean, Vincent decided, needed to be replaced and nothing was
to be gained by temporizing. Before a meeting of the entire faculty
of the college he stood up resolutely, and demanded that each mem
ber cast a vote of "confidence" or "no confidence" in the administra
tive head. Professors were to use red slips, assistant professors blue
slips, and instructors white slips. Having dropped their ballots in the
box they were to pass from the hall and the meeting was concluded.
So was the career of the dean, for the vote went against him.

As he had done in putting new foundations under other colleges,
Vincent began looking for the right dean. His first choice fell upon
a member of the department who had demonstrated unusual capacity.
But Professor William Brooke happened to care more for teaching
mathematics and for spending his leisure as oboe player in the Min
neapolis Symphony Orchestra. As he said to Vincent about his over
wrought colleagues: "Those fellows will fight each other until there's
a new dean and then they'll fight him. I don't want to be a dean."

The naming of John Robins Allen of Michigan was the last im
portant appointment made by Vincent, who left the presidency com
fortably assured that Engineering had been put into strong hands.

But it was a time when problems did not stay settled. Dean Allen
walked into the chaos of World War I. The monstrous shadow of the
S.A.T.C. fell particularly large over the College of Engineering. The
vocational program created for its enrollees required the faculty to
teach surveying to nine hundred skeptical young men, most of whom
would in no other circumstances have been in any college. With a
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sigh, not of desperation but certainly of relief, Dean Allen presently
walked out once more into the directorship of a research institution.

Burton took over the unfinished business of reorganization in En
gineering. Again he raised the question of affiliation of related colleges
and succeeded in having the dean of Chemistry made dean also of the
College of Engineering and Architecture.

Architecture had had a truncated career at Minnesota. As one of
Folwell's many enthusiasms, it had made an early start but the effort
had seemed unrewarding to his successor and in 1892 all courses in the
subject were dropped. As soon as Vincent came a start was made
toward restoring it and in the year 1912- I 3 seventeen freshmen re
ceived instruction in an introductory course. In his search for a vig
orous figure to head a new department and to make it expand rapidly,
the president's eye lit upon Frederick Mann, one of Minnesota's former
students who had traveled far and made himself distinguished.

Mann had been graduated from the College of Engineering and he
had been a lineman on one of the most famous of Minnesota's early
football teams. Later he had worked his way through a postgraduate
course in architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and become a teacher in a succession of institutions, last of all at the
University of Illinois, where Vincent's gaze seemed frequently to turn
when he needed energetic new men. Like Ford and Coffman, whom
Vincent had abducted almost bodily (when they at first demurred),
Mann found Minnesota to his liking and stayed to the end of a long
career. In recognition of the fact that he made, almost immediately, a
distinguished contribution to the usefulness of the college, its official
name was changed. The College of Engineering and Architecture it
presently became. Architecture is now a separate school within the
institute.

Mann had a talent for discovering excellent teachers. From Paris he
brought Leon Arnal, who added to a broad knowledge of his special
sphere a wide knowledge of the world that delighted his students.
After him came a company of teachers all of whom proved to be hardy
perennials of scholarship and of the civilized life - Rhodes Robertson,
Donald Heath, Robert Jones, and Roy Jones. The hiatus between the
old and the new in architecture which certain leaders have seemed to
regard as unbridgeably wide they crossed easily with the confidence
of men who know that the tradition of taste is continuous and that
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only those who are themselves genuinely eclectic can understand its
basic principles.

The School of Chemistry, under the direction of Dean Frankforter,
had long been concerned with creative effort on the highest level both
in undergraduate teaching and in the research work of individual mem
bers. But it was not immune from the kind of feud that periodically
shattered the nerves of whole faculties in all the colleges brought to
gether in the institute.

Despite the fact that he is remembered with gratitude by all the
distinguished men who have been his students, Frankforter had an
aloof temperament and eccentric habits of work that alienated some
of his colleagues. One of these, in a moment of zeal and rage, brought
charges against him before the board of regents ranging from mal
administration to misappropriation of university materials. Vincent,
about to leave the university, turned over the problem to a committee
of impartial professors of law. The worst of the accusations could be
and were - immediately dismissed. But there was a remainder of vague
doubt and Frankforter, having defended himself with gallantry, showed
a greater gallantry still by voluntarily stepping down. Taking as occa
sion his appointment to war work in Washington, he asked "to be
relieved" of his administrative duties. Creator of the school and scru
pulous nourisher of its distinction, he preferred to preserve its useful
ness rather than to see it torn apart in a struggle to vindicate himself.
After the war, he returned to Minnesota as professor and remained at
his task, with the perfect dignity of self-esteem, until time for his re
tirement.

Burton's solution of the tangle of problems which he inherited in
the field of technology seemed to be an inspired one. He chose Lauder
Jones of the University of Cincinnati to be dean of Chemistry and
straightway made him also dean of the College of Engineering and Ar
chitecture. The choice was indeed ideal, for at Cincinnati Jones had
participated in pioneer work aimed at bringing about the same intimate
cooperation between related fields toward which Minnesota was striv
ing. The Cincinnati plan had become a model which many other insti
tutions followed.

A major achievement of Dean Jones's brief career at Minnesota was
the establishment of regular classes in graduate instruction to replace
the informal and personal methods that had prevailed in Frankforter's
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time. He also made a significant stan toward the creation of a division
of chemical engineering by persuading Charles A. Mann to join his
faculty.

For thiny years at Minnesota Professor Mann presided over an ac
tivity which he himself liked to call the controlled and disciplined
"magic" of everyday life. It was his habit to remind the public gath
erings which as leader in his field he was asked frequently to address
that it was the chemical engineer's task to create wealth out of waste.
Man's work had been lightened, his pain eased, his surroundings im
proved by the many products derived from sources once considered
to be useless: glass from sand; cellophane and plastics from aspen;
glues and paints from casein; wool from soybeans; wood alcohol, com
bustible gas, acetic acid, all from the humblest of objects, the corncob.

Because he viewed his task with the creative man's imagination Pro
fessor Mann retained throughout his academic career the ability to com
municate enthusiasm for it. When he came to Minnesota in 1919 his
assignment was to expand the program in industrial chemistry toward
a full program in chemical engineering. His energy and organizing
skill was so great that within five years he had been made head of a
separate division. Students had been attracted in large numbers by the
reputation of the new course and it became one of the distinguished
assets of the depanment.

Like his fellow chemist Frankfoner, Mann's creative interests were
not limited to his academic specialty. He was an enthusiastic musician,
an executant on several instruments though the cello had always his
chief devotion. Among faculty members and their families he organ
ized a musical society to which the modest, but unnecessarily self
derogatory, name Crochets and Quavers was given. Crochets and qua
vers there certainly were in Professor Mann's life but these were the
tragic and touching vagaries from which, as Aristotle said, no excellent
soul can expect to be immune.

In 19ZO the academic problems of Engineering continued to become
involved with human problems. Even for Dean Jones, the coolest of
administrators, the hot uncenainties of the daily adjustment proved
to be plaguing. He found that he preferred the comparative peace of
a teaching assignment to the crises of a double deanship and he re
signed to go to Princeton.

Meanwhile the School of Mines had continued the rugged but placid
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tenor of its way under Appleby. It had adapted itself to a variety of
crises such as the burning of its building and having to accept sanc
tuary from the College of Engineering. The Mines experiment station
before the century was in its teens already had taken up the study of
the low-grade ores of Minnesota's iron ranges. But it remained out
side the developing plans for the Institute of Technology because the
dean clung to the identity of his school with the tenacity of a man
whose personal popUlarity was great both with his students and with
representatives of industrial interests. Enrollment remained fairly static
at one hundred students until the sudden upsurge, during the early
1920S, of belief in the beneficent influence of education gave it half
that many more.

In 1916 the university entered into a cooperative agreement with
the United States Bureau of Mines whereby the federal government
agreed to maintain one of its experiment stations on the campus if the
university would provide a proper building to replace the old inade
quate one. World War I delayed completion of the project but at last,
in 1922, a new station was erected. It continues to be one of the largest
and best equipped buildings in the world for ferrous metallurgy.

Now it was Coffman's turn to try to clear up the wreckage of the
war years. When Burton resigned he had left the College of Engineer
ing and Architecture and the School of Chemistry once more without
a head. With the appointment of Ora Miner Leland the parade of the
deans ended. For fifteen years Leland played the role of conservative
steward of his trust. A conspicuous achievement of his administration
was the erection in 1923 of a home (or rather a sizable segment of a
building) for electrical engineering. The development of the units went
on as before, showing a ruggedly asymmetrical growth with strength
unevenly distributed.

To Chemistry came many men of distinction. Samuel Colville Lind
had received recognition as one of America's outstanding scientists for
work done in the field of radium investigation. He had studied with
Madame Curie in Paris and the aura of modern magic wrapped him
impressively about when it became known that he brought with him
to Minnesota, as a loan from the National Research Council, one hun
dred thousand dollars' worth of radium. Many honors gathered about
his head during his long career at Minnesota but he bore them all with
the casual grace of a man whose vitality seemed to be nearly inde-
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structible. Looking no older in 1948, at the time of his retirement, than
he had when he first came to Minnesota, Lind went directly to Oak
Ridge to begin a new career as director of atomic research.

The invitation to Lind to join the faculty stated tacitly the intention
of university leaders to let their institution share in the inevitable ex
pansion of the work of teaching science which World War I had
brought about. Germany, which had held the lead so long, had reck
lessly thrown away her advantage in 1914 and it became clear that
American universities had a brilliant opportunity to take over from
the European centers of learning the task of training the scientists of
the next generation. What was needed chiefly was a large faculty
trained to direct graduate work. A significant contribution to this pro
gram was the establishment by the National Research Council, with
the financial assistance of the Rockefeller Foundation, of postdoctorate
fellowships in the natural sciences and in medicine. Lind began to cre
ate such a faculty and the results showed very soon in the amount of
research work at a high level in which the university was engaged.

Because of Lind's broad knowledge of the scientific fraternity as
well as his prestige in it he was able to bring to Minnesota such men
as Isaak M. Kolthoff of the University of Utrecht, who was appointed
professor of analytical chemistry in 1928 and who later became chief
of the division. His work in synthetic rubber has been perhaps his most
significant contribution though his interests as scientist are broad and
his interests as disciple of general culture are broader still.

Lloyd Reyerson, who took his bachelor's degree at Carleton, his
master's at the University of Illinois, and his doctorate at Johns Hop
kins, joined the Minnesota faculty as instructor in 1920. In the year
1927-28 he went to Germany on a Guggenheim fellowship to work
in his special field of colloid chemistry and returned to become at last,
under the perfected plan of the institute, assistant dean in charge of
the School of Chemistry.

Lee Irwin Smith's name adds another to the list of the benefactors
of mankind who have come together in the chemistry laboratories at
Minnesota. His share in the development of the uses of vitamin E has
been highly significant and though to the millions who have benefited
by his discoveries he and all other research men like him continue to
belong to the company of the anonymous great, his colleagues know
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and have conspicuously acknowledged his achievements. A gifted in
terpreter of the temper of science, Smith has in such essays as his
famous consideration of "The Importance of Useless Research" pointed
out the necessity of keeping the atmosphere of investigation free that
laboratory men may make their zigzag way toward the discoveries
that often change the look of human destiny.

Lind's distinction as a man of science and his success in the School
of Chemistry continued to envelop him in the mantle of the magician
as he appeared to his colleagues. And so it was to him that the admin
istration turned for guidance when in 1935 it became possible to realize
the long-standing desire to create the institute. The retirement of Ap
pleby had cleared away the last psychological hurdle and Coffman
gave voice to the unanimous opinion that the time had come "when
the various technological fields should be more concerned with inter
departmental relations ... and [with] inter college cooperation."

When the board of regents had cut the knot in the tangle of tech
nological interests by creating the institute, the president named a com
mittee to put the fragments together again. Its chief duty was to find
a dean. When the group returned to his office to report the failure of
their mission, Coffman announced with characteristic finality that the
matter had been settled by default. Lind was to be the dean himself.
Ora Leland, with whom adaptability was a salient virtue, assumed the
title dean of administration. The duties of the post were never quite
clearly defined, however, and, as a curious by-product of a situation
that released the scholarly spirit to break out where it might, Leland
became a leading American authority on the bibliography of golf.

Though Lind foresaw a future of crowded activity in the field of
engineering research "now that we are entering upon a period of more
intense competition and of the higher development of our raw ma
terials," his own interest was still fixed firmly upon chemistry. It re
mained for individual divisions to direct the pressure of the times
toward the development of their own interests.

Even before the creation of the institute, activities in certain of the
technological fields had shown a lively tendency to follow the inspira
tion of events and to quicken their pace. The year after Lindbergh's
solo flight to Paris, Minnesota, seeming to feel that it owed some special
support to the lifework of a man who had been born on its soil, estab-
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lished its department of aeronautical engineering. Its beginnings in 1928
were characterized by the frugality that usually attends the launching
of new experiments in a democratic institution. Most of its equipment
was the free gift either of industry or of the armed services of the
United States. The department was long housed in the basement of
the armory where it seemed to be grateful for the "exclusive use" of
some nine thousand square feet of laboratory space.

Curiously, the future of aeronautical engineering as a branch of col
lege instruction was by no means secure even in the 1930S. When Dean
Lind made his survey of the institutes he found one dean who believed
that its development would be an important feature of engineering
education and another who was quite willing to say that it had no fu
ture at all. At Minnesota this negative view was quickly dispelled as a
result, partly, of the enthusiasm of the head of the department, John D.
Akerman, who sought - and assembled - a faculty of leadership so
marked that within a decade of the school's establishment its graduates
were employed in more than forty of the aeronautical concerns of the
country.

Akerman's own specialty in the field of research (for which he soon
attracted such grants as are awarded by the National Advisory Com
mittee for Aeronautics) has been airplane design and construction. The
other major specialty of the department has been the investigation of
the stratosphere. Jean Piccard has contributed drama by demonstrating
that the exploration of this realm of knowledge is not the exclusive
province of the literary descendants of Jules Verne. His 1937 flight
from Rochester in a composite balloon added a chapter to the litera
ture of science that must have made the writers of science fiction, for a
moment at least, bitter with jealousy before they became overwhelmed
with admiration.

The suggestion made by Coffman long before that human institu
tions maintain their precarious existence in a chronic state of transition
was exemplified brilliantly in the history of the institute's first decade.
Brought to realization in the midst of the depression, it passed through
that time of trouble and change only to enter into another, that of
World War II. It was true, of course, that all other departments, in all
universities, were enduring the same transitions. But a unit of admin
istration that was trying to achieve a solid, permanent pattern could
not be expected to find such influences stabilizing.
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Nonetheless the institute survived the depression with many gains.
The successful calamity of economic collapse which had ironically
produced a "golden age" for research for many departments served
those of the institute particularly well.

Engineering laid eager hands on the bounty of the federal govern
ment to make its debut in many new fields. One of these was fluid
mechanics. The project took the university back to the scene of its
beginnings. The hydraulic laboratory, built on Hennepin Island with
funds from the Works Progress Administration, stood literally "within
the mist of St. Anthony Falls" as the somewhat lyrical pioneers liked
to describe the situation of the first preparatory department building.

This research unit, opened under the direction of Lorenz Straub, is
one of the most complete of its kind in the world. Its miniature rivers,
harbors, dams, and spillways are subjected to artificial floods and tides
and observers are able to study at intimate range the effect of natural
phenomena on hydraulic structures. Space and time have been brought
under the control of the man who throws the switch; the practical
benefits to engineering research have been of the first order of impor
tance.

Other divisions seized upon their share of the W.P.A. funds made
available to the university. Two buildings, on the periphery of the
campus where academic seclusion abruptly gave way to industrial en
terprise, were purchased from the estate of a deceased tractor company
and transformed into laboratories on the grand scale. Momentous crises
in the lives of railroad engines and airplanes could be subjected here
to close scrutiny and careful diagnoses. Here Akerman could test his
new designs for airplanes in huge wind tunnels. And here a community
that must maintain the stability of its operations under weather con
ditions that perform arpeggios, up and down the temperature scale,
from I 10 degrees above zero to 40 degrees below could study many
aspects of its chances for survival. In a structural laboratory equipment
was provided for freezing and thawing at will so that engineering ex
perts might learn to predict what would happen to materials when Min
nesota began freezing and thawing in its own whimsical way.

The older departments presently became involved in intensely prac
tical research projects for the benefit of human society. Electrical en
gineering conducted experiments in electronics and immediately trans
lated theory into practice by investigating for commercial companies
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problems involved in the manufacture of such items as hearing aids and
acoustical tiles. A still more immediate service was that of opening all
the facilities of electrical engineering to the State Highway Depart
ment for the testing of headlights and of signaling equipment.

The experiment station of the School of Mines demonstrated as well
as did any unit of the institute the service aspect of the university's
function. Established in the pioneer period by the board of regents for
the purpose of promoting "the development of the mining and mineral
resources of the state," the station had steadily expanded its facilities
and, in 1922, had a laboratory so well equipped that the secrets of iron
ore could not very well elude investigators.

A crucial problem of Minnesota's economy was involved in the pros
pect of losing, sooner or later, its important iron industry. The alterna
tive was to find a means of treating successfully and profitably the
almost inexhaustible store of low-grade ore. The job of the experiment
station was to work a minor miracle: that of developing machinery
and methods whereby the ore-bearing minerals of the Mesabi and
Cuyuna ranges could be transformed into iron ore of quality suitable
for steel making.

The university'S many years devoted to the study of "taconite" have
proved to be a wise and farsighted investment for the state. This rock,
approximately one third good ore and two thirds waste, exists in such
enormous quantity in Minnesota that successful separation of the good
ore would result in the production of enough steel to satisfy America's
needs for many generations to come.

Edward W. Davis's laboratory work on taconite mastered each of
the steps necessary for the separation of the valuable ore. Then straight
way another problem appeared. In the course of the processes of re
covery the ore was reduced to a very fine powder which, at first,
showed a maddening inclination to blowout of the furnaces in which
it had been placed for smelting. A new beginning had to be made and
a new miracle was eventually achieved. This was the invention of an
other process which converted the powder into lumps of material that
could not blow away. Once more a project of vast importance to the
prosperity of Minnesota and to the service of industry everywhere
seems to be en route to full effectiveness.

These were the projects of the thirties on which the shadow of the
war crisis fell. They had to fit themselves as unobtrusively as possible
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into the vast program developed for the training in special skills of
thousands upon thousands of young men in the armed services. As it
had been obliged to do in World War I, Engineering became host to
a group of students quite different, both in interest and in potential
accomplishment, from the kind it was used to. Its facilities for instruc
tion had to be geared to a new kind of operation. That this proved to
be completely successful indicates how well both the government and
the university had profited by the dismal lesson of the S.A.T.C. For
if the war period did little to advance instruction of the kind in which
universities are interested, it did not even temporarily damage morale
of either staff or student body.

With the close of the war, the institute found that it had still an
other period of transition through which it must pass. This was at least
a familiar crisis: the state of being dean-less. In July 1947 Dean Lind
retired and the choice of a successor proved to be difficult. While
Thomas A. H. Teeter, dean of the Summer School, doubled with skill
and tact as executive officer of the institute the search for a permanent
head began once more.

Again circumstance rhymed upon its favorite themes. Just as had
happened after World War I a tremendous rush of students clamored
at the institute's door. But this time numbers had to be reckoned by
the thousands. Electrical and mechanical engineering each had more
than a thousand candidates for degrees and the total enrollment was
more than five thousand for 1946-47, and only a little less than that
number in the next academic year, when conditions had begun to settle
back to normal.

Another theme on which circumstance rhymed was the postwar
stimulation to research. The desire to apply war discoveries to peace
time conditions seized upon all academic minds simultaneously. Of such
minds the institute had at least its full share. Typical of the time was
the incident in which John Akerman of aeronautical engineering went
out one afternoon to buy surplus material from the government and
came back with an idea for a giant research laboratory.

Few things more dramatic than the acquisition of the Rosemount
Center had occurred in all the university's history. This had been one
of the government's great war plants, the Gopher Ordnance Works.
On twelve thousand expensively condemned acres of land fifteen miles
south of the Twin Cities it had erected eight hundred buildings for the
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mass production of powder. Delays and crises of various kinds had
kept it from being put into full operation until after the Battle of the
Bulge. A few months of gigantic effort lay ahead of the Gopher Ord
nance Works and then suddenly, with the end of the war, it became
a gigantic scrap-heap, depopulated, empty, a tragic souvenir of the
wastefulness of war.

Then, again suddenly, it was reborn as a place of usefulness and
enterprise. Minnesota men, harassed by the lack of research facilities,
saw in Rosemount a fabulous laboratory for the cooperative effort of
scientists in all branches. Medicine, engineering, agriculture might work
there, side by side, and in certain projects contribute significantly to

each other's investigations. The government, more acutely aware than
ever, since World War II, of the importance of research to the future
of the whole people, was sympathetic with the plans outlined by the
university. In the end it was arranged for eight thousand acres and one
hundred seventy-two of the buildings to be made available to various
research divisions.

Presently aeronautical engineering was deeply involved in major ex
ploits in supersonic aerodynamics. By arrangement with the Bureau
of Ordnance and the Office of Naval Research, Rosemount has become
the home of a supersonic tunnel in which, it is hoped, air velocities
eight times the velocity of sound will be achieved. In engineering it
would seem to be necessary to speak no longer of research "levels" but
rather of research velocities. In aeronautical engineering a limit of
swiftness may already have been reached.

In October 1950 the institute devoted three days to celebrating the
fact that some of the needs of its expanding program had been met.
New buildings for mechanical, aeronautical, and chemical engineering
were dedicated with appropriate salutes to the duties and opportunities
of the future. From these ceremonies Professor Charles Mann was miss
ing, for his death had occurred a year before. But the firm functional
simplicity of the modern structure that houses chemical engineering
testifies substantially to the energy of the man who did so much to
bring it into being.

And finally the dean arrived. Athelstan Spilhaus (who owes his first
name, no doubt, to a British mother and his surname to a father who is
a citizen of the Union of South Africa) had his training in part at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Natural gifts made him a re-
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search man and World War II turned him into an inventor so that
when he came to Minnesota, at thirty-eight, he had already distin
guished himself as teacher, investigator, meteorologist, oceanographer,
creator of the bathythermograph, and officer of the United States army
air forces. Ruddy, decisive, full of opinions, and immensely creative,
Spilhaus has the air of a man born to ride a team of four colleges.

The institute may be said to have filled out its pattern of growth
where it was uneven before, to have achieved a proper balance between
undergraduate and graduate work, between teaching, research, and
service to the state.

It stands ready to meet the scientific challenge of tomorrow.
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Postgraduate College: A Unique Project

I2HAPS the most significant attribute of the creative intelligence
is its perennially youthful response to the challenge of a newly recog
nized need. Faced by a new crisis it catches fire instantly with the
thought that "something must be done about this."

Because his mind was almost uninterruptedly prodded by the con
viction that "something must be -done" Coffman was able to make
many contributions to the theory of education in our time. Of these
his creation of the Center for Continuation Study was perhaps the most
distinctive.

He himself would not have claimed that there was anything strik
ingly original in the idea out of which sprang this "graduate school of
adult education." An early letter describing the new experiment be
gins, "The adult education program at the university is not new." It
goes on to enumerate the many agencies within the various departments
that previously had undertaken to keep constantly before the alert and
curious members of various professions the latest news of what was
going on in laboratory or research center. Short courses for farmers,
for school men, for homemakers; correspondence courses of the Ex
tension Division; Summer School instruction; classes in regular aca
demic and professional divisions scheduled for late afternoon - all these
had been designed to serve the man or woman who showed a creditable
desire to fight off rigor mortis of the mentality. But soothing and stimu
lating as these melioristic efforts might be they still did not accomplish
enough in Coffman's view. Too scattered, too little specialized, they
failed to satisfy what he perceived to be a crucial need of twentieth
century society. And so he was inspired to form a quite new educa
tional pattern in which highly developed techniques meet and satisfy
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a variety of specific needs. There is still nothing else in the educational
world quite like Minnesota's Center for Continuation Study.

An interesting little human incident set this challenge directly be
fore Coffman. In 1933 he addressed a group of ministers who had asked
the university to plan a program of study by which they might re
cover some confident knowledge of their world. The effort to cure
men's souls during a time of acute economic depression had made many
aware that, for a major part of their task, the old seminaries had not
prepared them adequately. In the realm where the problem of achiev
ing the peace of God lay close to the problem of economics, of soci
ology, of psychology, they felt insecure and quite unable to serve as
reliable guides.

In the course of his talk to these men Coffman offered a serious warn
ing. It might well be, he suggested, that the decline of interest in formal
religious observances could be attributed to the failure of the clergy
to take up residence in the twentieth century, to their tendency to
linger in the Gothic twilight of the past. Being men of spirit, who had
already taken a first step toward migration into the present, they re
torted:

"What have the colleges and universities done to help us?"
Immediately Coffman realized that something important had been

said. The retort of the ministers might have been echoed by many
other groups. What indeed had the colleges and universities done to
help professional men and women who might be laboring, consciously
or unconsciously, under a sense of guilt because they knew their tech
niques to be out of date? The fear that his hand has lost its cunning
haunts the mind of every self-respecting worker whether he be doctor,
engineer, teacher, or businessman. And Coffman knew that something
must be done.

In many ways professional men and women had testified to this
sense of needing help in order to keep afloat on the swift current of
contemporary thought. Doctors, lawyers, and engineers had organized
their own means of extending education into adult life. Their technical
journals undertook to distribute the news of late advances in method
and the meetings of their learned societies were devoted, in part at
least, to the discussion by experts of important new discoveries. But
again, as Coffman believed, the effort was too scattered and too little
specialized. This spotty rain from heaven might happen to nourish a
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mind or two that was ready for it but much of it must fall on barren
ground. Such sessions held in public places, often in an atmosphere not
unlike that of a political convention, must necessarily lack the sus
tained and concentrated effort that is required to keep the mind alert,
indeed to keep it even conscious.

As the depression deepened in the Midwest, Coffman became more
and more concerned with the problems of enabling education to offset
its evil effects. Just at the moment when he had begun to prepare a
new attack on the problem of postgraduate education unexpected help
came to him from the United States government.

The Works Progress Administration had asked for suggestions from
the university about legitimate, creative projects that might contribute
to the effectiveness of its own program and at the same time provide
labor for the unemployed. The administration offered a list of a dozen
possibilities. Well toward the bottom the president, in the wistful
mood of one who thinks that there is no harm in trying, tucked in a
description of his own pet scheme for adult education. Washington's
eye, which at the moment was caught by the shine of any idealistic
venture, fixed eagerly upon this item. And so the realization of a dream,
dreamed whole and in detail, became assured.

What Coffman achieved that actually meets the eye is a red-brick
building which stretches out comfortably around a comer of the old
campus directly across from Pillsbury Hall. Less than a decade and
a half after its creation this unit manages in its ivy-covered serenity
to look as old and as secure as any in the university scene. It is dormi
tory, social center, seminar, and classroom building, all in one. With
living quarters for seventy-eight students, with library, reception hall,
and dining room, the center is able to sustain both its physical and
intellectual existence under its own roof. In addition to all else, it has
a chapel which may have been the president's unconscious tribute of
gratitude to the group of men who first suggested the idea of which
the center is the embodiment.

There had been, during the days when the center was under con
struction, an animated discussion as to what its name should be. It was
the shrewd suggestion of Dean Russell Stevenson that an effort be
made to escape from the inflexibility of the stereotype by avoiding
the phrase adult education. Its hint of patronizing concern with the
intellectual life of an underprivileged class chilled the dean's sympa-
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thies as it did also those of Dean Malcolm M. Willey. The latter, how
ever, promptly vetoed his brother dean's suggestion that the new unit
be called the Institute for Technological Progress. Others offered such
wonders of ingenuity as Adult Center for Advanced Study, Institute
for Continued Higher Education, Institute of Sustained Learning and
Study, and Institute of Neo-Study. Willey made the suggestion of
Center for Postgraduate Study and Harold Benjamin offered the modi
fication of "Continuation" for "Postgraduate." So by the order of the
board of regents it was christened on June 15, 1936.

Benjamin, who had been assistant dean of the College of Education,
became the first director of the center. His preliminary announcement,
with emendations offered by the president himself, laid particular em
phasis upon the fact that this was to be a serious experiment in educa
tion at a high level of postgraduate effort. Professional groups were
invited to confer with the director about what schools or institutes
might be needed but, in every instance, the university would "engage
the faculty, prepare the plan, and assume the full and complete respon
sibility for the conduct of the course." The explicitness of this state
ment was designed by Coffman to make quite inescapably clear the
idea that the center was to house no exercises in occupational therapy
for adults who had been frightened, by the conditions of the depres
sion, into a vague desire to "better themselves."

The center received its first students on November 13, 1936, when
it opened a school in cooperative management. Coffman in his dedica
tory address insisted once more upon the experimental character of
the undertaking and other speakers, accepting their cues from him,
made merry with the idea of the humble uses to which the building
might be put when its high-flown purpose had failed.

But it did not fail. In the first four months, four hundred men and
women had responded with enthusiasm to the new opportunity. They
came chiefly from Minnesota's own city and country districts, though
even in the beginning there were a few visitors from outside the state.
They studied, in that early period, such things as nursery school train
ing, problems of probation and parole, social welfare administration,
and hospital supervision. There were also four separate weeks of insti
tutes for physicians and surgeons.

Even in this brief testing period the Center for Continuation Study
had shown, in outline, what its tradition was to be. The great majority
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of the courses offered throughout the history of the experiment have
been for professional men and women who have interrupted active prac
tice momentarily in order to improve their techniques or to broaden
their theoretical knowledge. A majority of the students have been hold
ers of academic degrees, many of advanced degrees.

Doctors have made particular use of its facilities. More than any
other group of professional men they have found themselves to be in
need of refresher courses. Progress in theoretical knowledge latterly
has been so fast that their realm has come to be rather like that of the
Red Queen in Through the Looking Glass.

"... here," says that lady, "it takes all the running you can do to
keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else you must
run at least twice as fast as that."

The center has helped doctors to "run twice as fast as that" and
kept many from becoming old-fashioned before they could hang their
diplomas on their walls.

To the center Dr. Harold Diehl has paid high tribute. In his opinion
it has supplemented the university'S medical program admirably. By
using the full-time staff of "its strong fundamental and clinical depart
ments" to spread the word of late discoveries, it has created a medical
teaching center that has offered "distinguished service not only to phy
sicians but also to citizens of the entire region."

Association with a new educational experiment often has the in
tensity of a love affair. The relationship of the first director to the
center proved to be a mere flirtation, fervent but brief; that of his suc
cessor showed immediately the pattern of permanent devotion.

Julius Nolte had been a nominee for the post of director when the
center was first being discussed and to him Coffman turned when, after
less than a year, he again needed a collaborator in the development of
the idea. Proteus of the academic world, Nolte, trained in the law, felt
a sincere and quite inexhaustible curiosity about the doing of every
sort of job. Before joining the staff of the university, he had had a
variety of assignments in many different realms and he was as much at
home among manufacturers, miners, and businessmen as he was among
teachers and research investigators.

At the center it was his task to anticipate the educational needs of
lawyers, engineers, public health officers, druggists, and welfare work
ers, and his spontaneous sense of kinship with each group in turn made
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him an adept initiator of new techniques for the distribution of knowl
edge. Above all he wanted the center's intellectual fare to be solid and
nourishing - no mere hors d'oeuvres for the dilettante. He was deter
mined to avoid those patterns of instruction, borrowed during the de
pression from the tradition of the Danish folk school, which merely
decorated the surface of a man's social existence. The center must be
a place where doctor, lawyer, or social scientist could spend a brief
period in the intensive study of a particular aspect of his professional
subject in order to fill in the gaps left in his background as the advance
of learning passed him by.

In the second year of its existence the center multiplied the number
of institutes many times over. It had been considered sufficient at first
to let one follow another at a comparatively placid rate of one a week.
But presently a three- or four-ring circus began with several schools
meeting simultaneously. Numbers of students enrolled in the institutes
varied from fifteen to a hundred and the center could not have accom
modated them had all enrollees wished to occupy the dormitory rooms.
But many from the urban area did not need these privileges and the
traffic through the center settled into a very busy but well-ordered pat
tern.

The principle was established that most of the instruction was to be
done by members of the university's own staff but that whenever an
expert was needed whom the faculty could not supply he might be
imported. The teacher usually numbers among his virtues an enthusi
asm for his task that makes him comparatively indifferent to the face
of the clock. He does not share with many other workmen the hys
terical fear of being exploited. Though staff men were paid no extra
fees for lectures at the center, Nolte had little difficulty in attracting
the ablest and busiest of them to his institutes.

Requests for use of the center became so many that often schedules
could have been made for two years in advance. To so strict a program
the director was unwilling to bind himself. Immediate, unexpected
needs were forever showing themselves and often they seemed to have
priority over items in the file of projected institutes.

On one occasion an alumnus from Duluth agreed to meet a friend
after a football game in the lounge of the center. It had been a long
time since he had visited the campus and, as he presently told the di
rector, he did not even know the purpose of the building in which he
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found himself. Nolte explained and had once again the satisfaction of
seeing his own enthusiasm set fire to the mind of another.

"We could use this place in my business!" the visitor from Duluth
exclaimed. "There are so many of us going, each in his own way, about
the job of removing the overburden in the open-pit mine. We need a
postgraduate institute for mining engineers on the latest methods."

And presently such an institute was arranged.
The director made a habit of seeking out new needs, of digging them

out wherever they lay hidden under the debris of inertia, of sniffing
them out wherever the scent of danger to society could be traced. He
attracted money from the national foundations and from public service
funds to spread the news of new treatments for poliomyelitis, to sub
ject the curriculums of primary and secondary schools to thorough re
examination, to bring country doctors up to date on new methods of
treatment. Everything came under his guiding hand, from "diagnostic
radiology" to "advanced instruction on administrative procedures of
directors and supervisers of Extension."

Far the largest among the professional groups that came regularly
to the center still was that of medicine. Every other week during the
entire year there would be a refresher course in new methods for gen
eral practitioner, specialist, technologist, nurse, hospital administrator.
The program became so big as to require its own adviser to collaborate
with the director. For many years the tradition of postgraduate instruc
tion in medicine reposed in the person of Dr. William O'Brien.

It may be said of this man that he was the very embodiment of the
passion for learning. When he first came to Minnesota in 1921 he had
been a graduate of a medical school for seven years. During that time
he had engaged in private practice and had served as medical officer
in the United States army during World War I. Yet he came to the
university for the express purpose of taking his entire medical course
over again because, as he said, he must know much more before he
could go on treating patients.

But he found the academic atmosphere congenial and instead of re
turning to the practitioner's office he remained in the classroom as
instructor in pathology. His genius for teaching was immediately evi
dent to all his colleagues. This gift reflected a spaciousness of spirit
that made room for a vast amount of erudition and for equally vast
amounts of good will and human understanding.
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If Falstaff had been a good man he might have been rather like
"0. B." At least the mightiness of the Shakespearean line is required
to evoke him. He was "a fellow of infinite jest." Euphoria woke in
every man just to see him on a platform and along with that great pleas
ure came an enduring affection.

Within the university O'Brien moved on from his instructorship to
the post of pathologist in the hospital. From the weekly conference
which he instituted in his own division grew the staff meeting which
continues to be a feature of the hospital routine. The tradition of good
will, forbearance, and understanding - in the midst of dreadful can
dor - that made these sessions successful continues to preserve that tone.
O'Brien organized in this period two distinguished courses. One in
medical technology won attention and imitation all over the country.
Another enterprise, the orientation clinics for freshmen and sopho
mores in the Medical School, made the debuts of these students as dra
matic and engrossing as the most romantic beginner ever dreamed that
they might be.

In the larger community O'Brien had a wide following, attracting
into the sphere of the university'S influence many who might have re
mained unaware of it but for his striking example. He was in constant
demand as toastmaster, as radio speaker, as popularizer of medical sub
jects in print, as president of organizations like the Minnesota Cancer
Society. Everywhere he took the news of science to men who could
not fail to receive it sympathetically, so lively did O'Brien make it.

Because he had so many points of understanding with the doctor
who wanted to go back to school, O'Brien was able to provide exactly
the kind of instruction such a man required. For ten years and more
he was the designer of one of the most vigorous programs in post
graduate medical education ever put before the profession. In the midst
of his strenuous activities he died, on November 15, 1947, to be suc
ceeded a few months later by his former pupil, Dr. George N. Aagaard.

Like every other unit of instruction the Center for Continuation
Study felt the rough hand of the war. Brushing fiercely over the whole
of civilized society, it toppled over this enterprise in passing. In the
summer of 1943 it was decided that the university must take over the
center to house one of its war projects, the training of students in
the language program. O'Brien immediately protested in the name of
medical leaders. "For six years," he wrote, "they have supported the
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university program in larger numbers than any other group. Their
classes ... uninterrupted sessions from early morning until late night
. . . need a place for concentration on one subject at a time. They rec
ognize the importance of the Center as a complete educational unit for
living and learning."

The blessings of the system brightened into complete understanding
as they took their flight. It was precisely the fact that a man could shut
himself up with his subject for a week or so of monastic consecration
that gave the center its unique advantage.

Still the work went on. During the war years, the number of courses
fell to less than half of what it had been and total registration also
dropped. But the average number of enrollees in each course rose stub
bornly as though in this bad moment the clients of the center were
offering a vote of confidence. Roaming now like peripatetic scholars
from classroom to classroom and hotel to hotel, enthusiastic followers
of the program continued to go wherever an institute found a home.
The center had distinguished itself by something better than mere sur
vival during the war; it had solidified its prestige.

After the war it was discovered that the average enrollment had
risen from approximately one thousand in the first year to five thou
sand in the postwar years. Everything else about the center also carried
out the predictions that might have been made during its first few
months about its potential usefulness. Doctors came to it most often
of all. If to their number were added dentists, pharmacists, public health
officers, nurses, and medical technicians, this group would make up
nearly half of the registrants. Educators, the second largest group, have
made up fifteen per cent of the total. Businessmen have looked for pro
fessional rejuvenation often enough to make up twelve per cent of the
total enrollment. Leaders in state and municipal affairs have added an
other ten per cent to the enrollment, demonstrating the faith of a con
spicuously useful minority that politics, too, should be a profession,
not a game.

It is not difficult to paint a composite portrait of the man who uses
the Center for Continuation Study most often. He is a professional
man in his thirties, holder of at least one, often more than one, academic
degree. It is his opinion as a conscientious critic of his own performance
in the practice of an intellectual skill that ten years is long enough to
go without taking in a refreshing breath of classroom atmosphere.
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He does not, of course, have the center entirely to himself. He is
joined by men in their forties and even fifties. But taken altogether
the company of older men barely equals that of men in their thirties.

Many women also attend institutes on various subjects: nursing, of
fice management, and problems of social work. A minority of adults
enroll in special courses that do not require the background of college
training. But it is for the young professional man who knows that
learning is a process that must continue as long as intellectual vitality
survives that the center really exists.

No one at Minnesota imagines that it provides an intellectual foun
tain of youth or that it is in the business of producing for business and
the professions an endless stream of immaculate Fausts. But as Julius
Nolte has expressed the underlying faith:

"From the standpoint of individualism it is at least as tragic for a
physician to be shoved into mediocrity by advances in the technique
of his profession, as it is for a mechanic to be robbed of his job by tech
nological changes. . . . Society having invested large sums in the train
ing of the professional man cannot afford to scrap him prematurely."

The center has justified the insight of the man who was its creator.
As Richard Price has said: "Not to every man is it given to conceive
a unique educational project, to organize the plan, work out the details,
to pass on the blueprints, to win the necessary support, to perfect the
essentials of the organization, and then to launch the enterprise on its
destined course."

It was given to Coffman to make this unique contribution to educa
tional theory. The Center for Continuation Study reminds Minnesotans
daily of a rare combination of assets in that creative mind - foresight,
good will, and, above all, a common sense that amounted to genius.
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Counseling: The Minnesota Point of View

IN THE d,ys of the Folwell admin~tIation, the president of the uni
versity knew everyone of his students by name. When he met a young
man on the campus he would greet him with soldierly briskness, saying:
"Good morning, John J. Jones." The intimate problems of students
were very much his affair, as he interpreted his duty. Once he led a
young woman from door to door of fourteen houses in the neighbor
hood of the university before he could discharge the responsibility of
finding her a room.

The regime of Northrop was no less paternalistic. The president
entered into extensive correspondence with prospective students and a
characteristic event of his day was the long, intimate conference with
a batRed freshman. Man and boy would pace the office side by side,
the president's arm about the other's shoulders, while a full statement
of aspirations, aptitudes, and accomplishments was coaxed forth.

These homely impulses toward the creation of a counseling system
may be said to have established a tradition at Minnesota which has
resulted, at last, in a program as full and as vigorously under the con
trol of scientific principle as any such agency of guidance can ever be.
The sense of responsibility for the welfare of students has advanced
from the stuffy realm of haphazard benevolence into the invigorating
air of personality study on the critical and objective level.

This process began early at Minnesota. It may not be too ingenious
to suggest that it had its start in the brief period of John Dewey's
association with the university in the I890s. At least those who guided
the evolution of educational ideas at Minnesota were disciples of
Dewey and echoers of his belief that "Education is a process of liv
ing and not a preparation for future living." They shared Dewey's
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view that "this means to give each student command of himself, it
means to train him that he will have the full and ready use of all his
capacities."

During the 1920S and 1930s, under the compulsion of President Coff
man's determination to justify the big university by showing that it
could be a thoughtful shepherd even of a huge flock, the techniques
of appraisal and adjustment advanced rapidly. But the roots of this
growth must be sought in much earlier years when the university was
developing a strong psychology department and a strong department
of educational psychology manned by students and followers of Thorn
dike and Watson.

Another influence that stirred the faculty at Minnesota to a close
study of its own practices in an effort to make education a "process
of living" was Dean Johnston's intense preoccupation with the precise
measurement of student capabilities and with the placement of each
individual in the niche appropriate to his need.

And though he remained resolutely outside this trend, Edward E.
Nicholson should be mentioned first of all. Traditionalist though he
was in matters of student discipline, he made the significant contribu
tion of seeing, before anyone else at Minnesota had done so, the neces
sity of creating a clearinghouse for guidance problems.

Long before he became dean of student affairs, Nicholson had been
concerned with problems of adjustment. As instructor in chemistry
he had noticed that fraternity men tended to fall below the average
level in scholarship and he took upon himself the task of being a kind
of father confessor to the whole group. He kept an eye on their fi
nances as well as on their academic progress. After half a dozen years
of conscientious improvisation Nicholson was given official recogni
tion when, in 1917, the board of regents created the office of dean
of student affairs.

There was, however, nothing very magnificent about this trans
lation to deanship. Instead of one office in the Chemistry building,
Nicholson had two; instead of working quite alone at the problem of
keeping a huge family in order, he had one assistant and two clerks.

"Dean Nick," as he came inevitably to be called, had a generous
minded and unselfish interest in the welfare of students. During the
quarter-century of his deanship the student body grew tremendously
and its psychological crises were multiplied many times over by the
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influences of war, depression, and changing mores. Dealing with young
people of the dangerous age in the most dangerous of all centuries
he had more successes than failures and his office was ever ready to
receive new burdens and assignments as problems of housing, loans,
social activities, and discipline became more numerous and complex.

In giving the dean his nom de guerre students made ironic and rue
ful acknowledgment, not of his likeness to "Old Nick," but of an almost
total dissimilarity. There was in Nicholson little mischief and little
sympathy with mischief-making. His complaints to the president of a
deterioration in student morality were not infrequent. He invented a
calendar of sins in which smoking by women, "running around bare
foot," and loose, speculative talk on a variety of forbidden subjects
seemed of an enormity equal to the sins of stealing and cheating in
examinations.

But inflexibility was merely the fault of his virtue of idealism. An
untrained pioneer in the field of student counseling, he showed a pat
tern of inconsistencies not unlike that of the average father. Good will
and conscientiousness frayed out at the edges into anxiety and stem
caprice. Yet his usefulness as coordinator of many agencies counter
balanced his limitations. He became for many generations of students
the image of the essential father with whom life must have its clashes
and uncertainties but with whom it was none the less good, at least in
retrospect.

Nicholson held his post as dean of student affairs until his retirement
in 1941. During the quarter-eentury of his earnest attention to certain
kinds of student problems, other agencies of guidance grew up spon
taneously in several offices. Dean Johnston worked constantly at his
studies of scholastic performance. His philosophy urged the recogni
tion of four levels of educability. Applicants who stood lowest in en
trance tests should, he suggested tactfully, be advised not "to seek
entrance" to the university but be guided in vocational training else
where. It was he who first formulated the idea that those in a second
group who showed "moderate ability" but "who are now doing poor
work" be provided with a special course in the Arts College that would
lead not to a baccalaureate degree but to a certificate given on com
pletion of a shoner program. The third group he considered to be
capable of making its way profitably through the usual course. With
a fourth group, that of gifted students, he was particularly concerned.
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For them he urged the creation of scholarships and other inducements
that would discover them wherever they might be.

Into this sympathetic atmosphere there came during the same period
of 1915 to 1940 a great many men in the closely related field of edu
cational psychology: Melvin Haggerty, M. J. Van Wagenen, J. G.
Rockwell, and Thomas Raymond McConnell. To each of them the
most significant aspect of the Minnesota tradition seemed to be its
readiness to study techniques with an eye to their improvement.

Throughout the 19ZOS these men, representing various branches of
the educational system, worked together on batteries of tests and on a
variety of experiments the purpose of which was to disclose to the
student himself the mystery of his individuality and to show him what
he might expect his years at the university to give him.

In 1923 President Coffman's Committee on Educational Guidance
issued what has been called a "Magna Carta" of students' rights. Its
recommendations took a searching view of the difficulties presented
to a freshman by the new world of higher education into which he
had come with a mixture of dewy-eyed expectation and sluggish self
doubt. It insisted that he be told more precisely what the university
could do in preparing him for a profession or vocation and what, in
stern reality, the possibilities of those life assignments were. It urged
that he be given orientation courses to broaden his view of the possi
bilities of various fields of learning. It restated the right of the student
to have an adviser of professional caliber capable of making and of
interpreting a full personality profile. It insisted on the necessity of
special vocational guidance for women, who had, in that innocent time,
notions of destination still more vague than had the young men. The
importance of psychiatric help for the unstable was pointed out for
the first time in such councils. To stimulate the brillant student the
committee suggested the adoption of a "quality credit rule" which
would allow him to reduce his time in residence by one credit for
every five honor points earned in excess of the number required for
graduation. Magna Carta also suggested pointedly that teachers needed
not only to learn to teach better but also to be larger minded men and
women in the discharge of their duties as counselors of youth.

For the next decade representatives of every college and depart
ment worked conscientiously at the task of devising tools with which
to implement the purposes of Magna Carta. Coffman's Committee on Ed-
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ucational Guidance was given permanent status as the Committee on
Educational Research. It studied every aspect of the problem from
class instruction to the benefits of extracurricular activity.

(The university has never changed its mind about the importance
of such investigations but has added steadily to its facilities for the
close examination of teaching techniques. Today the budget of the uni
versity provides for the work of two separate agencies of this kind.
The Bureau of Educational Research concerns itself with general
problems of instruction, as these suggest themselves to members of
the faculty of the College of Education, and also with special surveys
of school conditions everywhere. The Bureau of Institutional Research
is devoted to the appraisal of the University of Minnesota's own prac
tices. Advisers on its projects are members of a University Senate com
mittee which includes representatives of all the colleges. The staff of
this bureau exists to implement the proposals of the committee and to
provide a laboratory for the study of such matters as the efficiency
of the university's instruction. The Bureau of Institutional Research
is the present-day inheritor of Coffman's idea, the instrument of its
continuing effectiveness.)

During the 1920S Professor Donald Paterson of the department of
psychology worked constantly at devising and then revising tests for
college aptitude. A battery of such examinations was leveled at every
candidate for admission to the university. At fifteen centers scattered
throughout the state the minds of high school graduates were inspected;
the college aptitude rating of each was registered in Dean Johnston's
office. These tests were not intended to exclude. Any sovereign citizen
with a high school diploma could still enter. Indeed nongraduates of
high school might enter, too, by passing well in examinations. The pur
pose of the tests was simply to give an intimate view of the intelligence
of each student.

Under Coffman's constant prodding, the university devoted itself
to the study of its own programs and practices. Academic ambassadors
went to every college in the country to investigate experimental tech
niques in vocational counseling, psychological guidance, and methods
of leading new students comfortably into the "learning situation."
Freshman Week was instituted as a period when newcomers had the
campus to themselves; freedom from other pressures enabled them to
become familiar quickly with the uses of the library, the geography
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of their new world, the facilities for service, the mood of the uni
versity.

The creation of the Student Health Service, to which each week's
crop of Minnesota colds and allergies might be taken for processing,
tended to eliminate anxiety, always an important factor in the failures
of freshmen. Students whose psychological tests had shown them to
be unstable were encouraged to return often for consultation. The uni
versity undertook to diagnose in advance the psychological difficulty
of the overwrought young man who was likely to collapse into in
capacity through loss of a sense of direction and to identify the hys
terical girl who would burst into tears whenever she was called upon
to recite in class. The cause of the difficulty of each was explored and
a way out of tension indicated.

Vocational counseling was expanded into a major function. While it
aimed at a minimum of paternalism, the university's program called for
as much practical help as possible in charting a student's course realisti
cally.

By 1928 the university had established as a stable technique the
process of classifying all freshmen. The next step in the development
of a closely coordinated program was the creation in 1932 of the Test
ing Bureau. This was put under the direction of Edmund G. William
son, who had joined the department of psychology six years before
and who was in the process of earning his doctorate at Minnesota.

Williamson was young, vigorous, and enthusiastic, and he needed
to be, for in 1932 economic blight had reached the university and
there was little money with which to develop the new educational
unit. But with a stubborn squaring of the jaw, this believer in the
philosophy of responsibility spoke sharply to laissez-faire tradition
alists:

"The smug retort 'we cannot be expected to coddle our students'
sounds suspiciously like a defense mechanism; certainly it violates the
basic psychology of incentives to learning. Students will learn if they
attempt what they are capable of learning and if they are properly
motivated to learn."

Economic and social conditions had sent to college many young men
and women who were unable to find jobs and who felt that higher edu
cation offered hope for security in later life. But the mortality among
them was high and their wasted effort produced a correspondingly
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increased waste of the taxpayers' money. Williamson like Johnston
regarded testing as indispensable to the discovery of the proper place
for each educable student by an intensive study of his individual needs.

Still the most important of the bureau's set of measuring devices
was the Minnesota College Aptitude Test, resolved now into a com
paratively uncomplicated design. It consisted of four hundred and
eighty questions calling for the correct definitions of words. This guide
to the adequacy of a student's general preparation was supplemented
by a variety of other tests such as the Minnesota Mechanical Abilities
Test devised under the direction of Professor Richard Elliott and, for
students of high promise, special tests like the one in mathematics of
which Professor Brooke was the creator.

The tasks of Williamson and his associates were many and curious.
One was to strip away the fripperies of glamour in which certain pro
fessions had become adorned so that they attracted students who had
no aptitude for them. Most disheartening of all was the discovery
that superior students needed to be coaxed into the acknowledgment
of their gifts. It was, as Williamson commented, "a terrific indict
ment" of the educational system that fine intelligences constantly were
being leveled down to mediocrity because no one knew quite what to

do with them and because their very existence seemed somehow "un
democratic."

Through the thirties the preoccupation of various agencies of re
search with problems of education became intensified as more and
more colleges and universities of the country began to concern them
selves with the need for the differential treatment of students. Dean
Johnston's office had become a clearinghouse of ideas, and the tests
originated at Minnesota were widely borrowed and adapted. The inev
itable next step was for the American Council of Education to establish
an Advisory Committee on Testing and for Johnston to become its
chairman. The rest of his academic career was devoted to the develop
ment, before the national audience of educators, of testing devices to
which he had given so many years at Minnesota.

It may be regarded as the measure of his conscientiousness that when
he retired in 1937 Dean Johnston was still profoundly dissatisfied with
what had been accomplished. His final letter to the faculty under
scored once more the tragic waste of human potentialities that required
the university to receive many more students than it could serve. He
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passed out of the academic world, as he had passed out of many a con
ference with President Coffman, looking baffled but unpersuaded. The
difference of opinion between them was that the president wanted to
use experimental techniques to reclaim every kind of human intelligence
while the dean wanted to use experimental techniques to make fertile in
telligences yet more productive and not to bother with trying to strike
water out of rock. But there had been between them also sufficient com
mon ground to keep Minnesota strenuously at work in devising new edu
cational methods. Whatever may have been Johnston's own severe
exercise in self-appraisal, his quiet persistence had made him a creative
thinker of the first order. His figure still stands out conspicuously on
the promontory of educational leadership.

Coffman's contributions to the task of saving the individual from
being stampeded by the mass in a great university were many and all of
them significant. But none proved to be more so than was the work
of the Committee on Educational Research which maintained the test
tube and X-ray outlook upon problems of examination, curriculum,
and guidance. In 1937 after the death of Haggerty the committee passed
into the keeping of Dr. T. R. McConnell, a recent appointee to the
College of Education from the University of Iowa.

The investigations of the committee were directed toward finding
definite answers to specific questions. By what methods could success
or failure be predicted in the field of law, of medicine, of dentistry, of
business administration? Examinations of what type could be counted
upon reliably to estimate progress of students in the General College?
How reliable and valid were the qualifying examinations for entrance
into the College of Education? What contribution to a knowledge of
zoology was made by requiring students to produce drawings in the
laboratory? How did the performance of students in the Introduction
to Physical Science course of the Arts College compare with that of
students in the General College overview in Physical Science? How
well had graduates of the university who had gone out into society
between the years 1928 and 1936 made their peace with the problems
of adult life?

The results of these studies were not mere contributions to the
drawer marked "file and forget." Most of them resulted directly in
changes that led to a more rewarding rapport between teacher and stu
dent, between student and subject matter.
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During all these years the dean of student affairs and the dean of
women had continued to have their own realms of authority. The
office of Dean Nicholson continued to supervise loans to students, to
handle disciplinary crises, to ensure the purity and solvency of under
graduate publications - the Daily, the Minnesota Quarterly, Ski-U
Mah, and the Gopher - to explore and solve housing problems. Under
his influence the scholarship record of fraternity men had risen above
the average for the student body as a whole.

A succession of deans of women had kept a maternal eye on dormi
tories, cooperative cottages, private rooming houses, sororities, the
Women's Self-Government Association, and the honorary society Mor
tar Board. The tradition of the deanship of women had had many fine
moments at Minnesota. The first occupant of the post, Ada Comstock,
later had become president of Radcliffe. Her successor, Margaret Swee
ney, had continued in her own highly cultivated and sensitive indi
viduality all the values of gentle breeding. Jessie Ladd had seemed to
a grateful generation of college women the embodiment of the ma
ternal spirit. Anne Dudley Blitz anticipated the temper that more and
more began to dominate the problem of counseling by conceiving of
her responsibility as that of a liaison officer whose "most useful func
tion is to put a student in touch with the particular officer or service
which can help her to solve her problem whether it concern health,
vocation, finances, emotions, or curriculum."

The university continued to develop a point of view toward stu
dents from which, as Donald Paterson had observed earlier, the soft
sentiment of an official Pollyanna was scrupulously excluded. Problems
of maladjustment must be studied with scientific objectivity. The au
thorities were so fearful of seeming to take a lachrymose interest in the
handicapped that when the Speech Clinic was created under Professor
Bryng Bryngelson, Coffman insisted firmly that the purpose of this
unit was to train students in the special problems of debate, public dis
cussion, acting, and oral reading. Only quite incidentally would the
clinic concern itself with the difficulties of the stutterer. The facilities
of the departments of otolaryngology, psychology, neurology, and
sociology were to be put at the disposal of the new unit. As its other
interests gradually were returned to the depanment of public speak
ing where they properly belonged, the Speech Clinic survived as a
unit of the counseling program.
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Progress toward the unification of the various agencies of guidance
took another step when, in 1938, Williamson turned the Testing Bu
reau over to his assistant and collaborator, John Darley, and became
himself coordinator of personnel services. In 1941, the retirement of
Dean Nicholson made necessary a complete revision of the counseling
program, bits of which had sprung spontaneously from scores of minds
and which could now, at last, be unified in a central agency. Out of
the president's office, out of the psychology department, out of the Col
lege of Education and the Committee on Educational Research, threads
of philosophy had been spun and now all were ready to be woven to
gether into a tight design.

The Committee on Administrative Reorganization, basing its ap
proach on the beliefs that the importance of the individual student "as
a person" must not be lost from sight and that there "must be on the
campus some official or officials to whom students may turn with their
human problems for discussion, aid, and advice," presented their charts
and plans. Out of the committee's deliberations there grew a service
unit which, at the time of its creation, was unique in the land-grant
colleges.

Under a new officer, all the welfare activities were brought together.
The dean of students took in charge most of the interests that had
belonged previously to the dean of student affairs and the dean of
women: loans, scholarships, counseling, housing, student social life, in
cluding that of fraternities and sororities. The university's old problem
of whether or not it was to allow itself to be regarded as a "godless
institution" found a solution under the new dean's supervision in the
office of the coordinator of students' religious activities.

The number of foreign students at the university had grown fast
under the spur given to the development of graduate work, so that the
walks of the two campuses began to look as cosmopolitan as Pennsyl
vania Avenue or the Rue de la Paix. The dean of students made his
office a clearinghouse for the consideration and solution of their special
needs. During World War II, and after, the counseling of veterans
became another large assignment. The Speech and Hearing Clinic, now
acknowledged to be an agency for the service of the handicapped, has
concerned itself with the difficulties of lispers, the hard-of-hearing, the
left-handed.

In addition to this broad and generous expansion of the duties of
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the two former deans, the dean of students made himself responsible
for the conduct of the Students' Counseling Bureau, lineal descendant
of the university Testing Bureau but renamed because its functions had
become extended over so much wider an area.

To the task of appraising aptitude alone, the university and the As
sociation of Minnesota Colleges have brought a greatly increased sense
of obligation. They now test students of the entire state in the ninth
grade to the end that their secondary school teachers may know how
to guide them toward preparation for college. The batteries of tests,
now under the supervision of the American Council on Education, are
given again in the twelfth grade, supplemented by still more tests of
fered at the time of registration at the university.

This is, however, only a part of the present-day functioning of the
counseling program. The bureau assists students in the choice of voca
tional goals. It helps them to master basic education skills. Members of
its staff listen to every sort of personal problem so that there is no
longer any need for the timorous to feel lost or neglected among the
university's thousands.

An important part of the bureau's work is that of conducting psy
chological tests. In the 1940s, Dr. J. Charnley McKinley and Dr. Starke
Hathaway of the psychiatric division of the University Hospitals de
veloped their famous Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. In
recent years it has been used as part of the battery of tests applied to
students to gauge the mental health of each and to predict which ones
may sometime face the hazards of maladjustment. The Minnesota Mul
tiphasic Inventory is credited with having had a profound influence on
practices of psychiatric diagnosis everywhere in the country.

The philosophy of many religious groups, which reserves to the
church the right to offer counsel touching on matters of morals and
faith, makes it impossible for the university to require all students to
take the multiphasic test. On an entirely voluntary basis, some sixty
per cent do so each year. Many repeat the test at intervals to follow
their own progress; others ask that it be given to them when they find
themselves failing to adjust comfortably to their problems.

It was appropriate that Williamson, who had worked so long toward
the close coordination of the functions of counseling, should become
the first dean of students. To the unique contributions of Johnston and
Paterson as pioneers in the work of appraisal and guidance, he had
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brought a strong sense of organization so that Minnesota may be said
to have had from the time of the establishment of the Testing Bureau
the first genuine counseling center among the universities.

All these precollege services and services made available to students
in need of personal advice are supplementary to the full program of
faculty counseling on academic matters. Each college has its own stu
dent personnel service. Each student entering the Arts College, as fresh
man or sophomore, is provided with a special counselor by the Junior
College counseling office. This member of the faculty reviews the stu
dent's record and test scores and assists in planning his program. After
registration the student is assigned to a permanent adviser for the year
to whom he may go with any scholastic problem. In the third quarter
of the sophomore year when the student is almost ready to enter the
Senior College or one of the professional schools, the Senior College
office stands ready to offer guidance. Finally, the student in his junior
year is assigned to a major adviser who helps to plan work for the
remainder of his college career. This assignment is usually made in
the department of the student's major subject. Patterns of personnel
service in the other colleges are similar.

An unconscious desire to become lost would have to be strong in
deed for a Minnesota student to be able to conceal himself completely
from the eye of some one of the many agencies of guidance. In addi
tion to all the others, the Arts College has set up its Student Work
Committee, the responsibility of which is to interpret and enforce aca
demic regulations. To it a student may appeal at any time for help in
making his way toward his goal as an individual seeking an education.

The "Minnesota point of view," as it has been defined by Dean Wil
liamson, has two identifying features. One is the attitude of the coun
selor toward the student with a problem. He is no aloof recipient of
confidences but rather a participant in an experiment in understanding.
It is his role merely to assume active direction of a process of discovery
the end of which will be the solution of a difficulty. The other identi
fying feature is the emphasis on a program of research which utilizes
the facilities of all departments of the university in a cooperative proj
ect intended to broaden and deepen comprehension of student psy
chology.

The purpose of counseling is "to cure, not to punish." The student
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in crisis is "treated as an individual who needs special assistance." The
whole process is designed "to effect his rehabilitation within the limits
of his potentialities."

So the old rigid attitudes which invented elaborate lists of sins has
disappeared; the harsh certitudes of arbitrary authority have given way
to a program of adjustment guided by scientific principle.

Since the teens of the century, when the preoccupation with the
differential treatment of students began, the university has had to deal
with a great variety of minds. At the top level it has assumed guidance
of intelligences as independent, as dominating, as destined for leader
ship as that of Harold Stassen. It has found its authority challenged by
such high-minded, provocative undergraduates as Eric Sevareid and
Harrison Salisbury were in their time. It has listened to the question
ings of such satirists as Max Shulman. Yet through depression and war,
through crises of every kind that the young have had to face, it has
kept its history unmarked by outbursts of crime, suicide, indeed by
any of the tragic evidences of serious maladjustment. Its student lead
ers have found their way comfortably to positions of importance; its
average students have maintained a firm hold on solid values. For this
success the counseling system may be thanked.

The dean of students and the Counseling Bureau have their head
quarters in Eddy Hall, the oldest building on the campus. Brightened
by the colors with which Johns Hopkins, the university's specialist in
such matters, relieves the monotony of institutional design, the rooms
in which Folwell made his start toward a counseling program with a
handful of students now see daily dramas involving thousands of young
men and women. To the bureau they may bring any difficulty - as
intimate as one of courtship, as grievous as the contemplation of suicide.
In all the years few have gone away unhelped.

It was one of Coffman's chief purposes to justify the large univer
sity by showing that it need not be careless of the welfare of the indi
vidual student. He insisted that by knowing young men and women
better than they know themselves, the university must learn to show
them their way. Of all the efforts of his administration the development
of the counseling program and of the "Minnesota point of view" would
satisfy him most.
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Depression into Hope

hE ,hieri., began witb thc off-stage rumble of the depe."ion. Vct
as the academic year of 1930-31 opened, the university seemed to have
found a little island of security. Enrollment in most departments had
increased and a sanguine interpretation suggested itself. In times of
stress, people said, "it is the college man who gets the job."

President Coffman himself grasped at this hope, unsubstantial as he
may have known it to be. It was time, he suggested, for the university
to have a permanent endowment. The federal government with its
original land grants and the state government with its allowance to the
university of a share in occupational and royalty taxes on ore had rec
ognized in principle the right of the institution to such a fund. The
income from these sources was, however, "too small to be significant."
The university needed one hundred million dollars in its own right if
it was to help "build a state in which there would be little or no pov
erty and in which the cultural attainments of life will be realized."

But the answer to this radio appeal was silence and by January the
legislature was busily at work whittling down the university's requests.
For the new biennium the stern fathers in the statehouse appropriated
two thirds of what the university had asked, approximately the same
allowance that had been made two years before when enrollment had
been much smaller. It may have given the legislators a sense of serving
the ends of poetic justice when, in a time of business depression, they
eliminated the hope of a new home for the School of Business. Perhaps
by the same token they were unwise to eliminate the psychiatric hos
pital which might have proved to be bleakly useful in the same emer
gency.

Floyd Olson had just become governor of Minnesota, swept into
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office on one of the waves of insurgency that have washed over Min
nesota politics in many times of crisis. The newly created Farmer
Labor party, saying to Republicans and Democrats "a plague 0' both
your houses," had brought about a coalition of the restless and dissatis
fied in both rural and urban areas. Olson with his wit and his bright
bravado, with the twang of the pavement child on his tongue and the
gift of empathic concern for any human problem deeply embedded in
his temperament, was the properly variable leader of such a partner
ship. Under his expert guidance it prospered through an interval longer
than has been allowed to most third parties in Minnesota. The formula
for this unfamiliar kind of cooperation worked in no other hands as
well.

Had he been a petty man, Olson the governor might have remem
bered that Olson the student of long ago had had little reason to love
the university. In 19II he had been dropped from the Law School for
nonpayment of fees. He received his degree elsewhere in 1915. But
his drama-loving temperament found this merely an amusing irony
when he became a guide of the university's destiny and he felt no
desire to even the score with an alma mater that had rejected him.
Quite to the contrary, he took satisfaction in reproaching the "false
economy" practiced by his predecessor in office, Christianson. Olson's
inaugural address urged that appropriations for the educational insti
tutions of the state be enlarged precisely for the reason that such a
policy would "assist the people in our unemployment situation."

But the shadow of fear layover the minds of the legislators and
the appropriation for the biennium cramped the university's plans.
As the Minnesota Daily observed philosophically: "To many legisla
tors the University is just another big institution which must be aided
by the taxpayer's contribution." The ambivalence of such men in their
attitude toward the educational process was certain, in a time of in
security, to veer sharply in the direction of distaste. Book-learning but
tered no parsnips, some hungry folklorists protested.

Coffman, however, did not permit his own view of the university'S
place in the community to become blurred. He saw it more than ever
as a "public service corporation" owing its existence to the sovereign
will of the people and bound to use its facilities in their service. He
fought vigorously against salary cuts for his faculty on the theory that
its members had always lived simply and that no new vows of poverty
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should be exacted of them. But his chief concern was with the idea that
the university had an obligation "to utilize its scientific resources to the
utmost to create better living conditions and to create new wealth."

His practical plans for doing so will be considered in other chapters
on the School of Business and the Department of Agriculture.

In the early years of the decade it became disturbingly evident that
many students were going to be in serious trouble. More of them than
ever before applied for loans. Funds began to be exhausted and philan
thropic enterprises failed to fill up the deficits. Charity basketball games
accomplished little more than to express the good will of the com
munity toward the needy student. It was clear that such efforts would
not fill his stomach or even pay his fees.

By the spring of 1933 the wind of depression blowing out of the
East had reached its full chilling destructiveness in the Midwest. It blew
the paycheck to tatters and the undergraduate who was dependent
upon his father's resources found that there was no money left for
education. The recent graduate was in an equally unhappy situation.
The bright world, toward which he had looked through four or five
years of training, suddenly became cheerless, with all its lights dimmed
and many of its dark streets marked "no thoroughfare."

Coffman realized in that dismal spring that the crisis stage had been
reached. He called the attention of Governor Olson to the fact that
Minnesota was threatened with becoming guardian to a vast army of
disenchanted young people. At a moment when it is proper for the nor
mally hopeful young man to regard the world as his oyster, it was
dangerous to offer only the empty shell. Olson, who knew what it was
to be a penniless student, agreed. He named Coffman head of a com
mittee to outline a plan for student aid. Within a month of the first
meeting in August 1933 a proposal was ready and Washington pre
pared to put it into immediate operation. With a grant from the Fed
eral Emergency Relief Administration the experiment was started in
November, the first effort of the kind to be tried in the United States.

Its success was immediate and in February 1934 the F.E.R.A. ex
tended the program to include all non-profit-making collegiate institu
tions of the country. Through Coffman, Minnesota had given itself the
satisfaction of creating what was certainly one of the important fea
tures of the government's program for conserving the energies of youth
in a time of crisis.
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The administration of this statewide program of emergency relief for
students was broken down into units of which that of the university
was, of course, the largest. A spe~ial committee of experts, headed by
Malcolm M. Willey, university dean and assistant to the president, was
appointed to select the recipients of federal aid and to assign them to
work so that they might feel that they were paying their way. Tasks
were not invented artificially, but a great many were found. Between
classes these young men and women served as examination-readers, cafe
teria assistants, typists, translators, laborers on buildings and grounds,
compilers of indexes, even as art models. The allowance of each was
fifteen dollars a month. To this sum Olson added enough more from
his funds so that a student might receive a maximum of twenty-five
dollars a month. This help did not constitute an invitation to reckless
living, but, for the frugal student in a time of depression, it very per
ceptibly narrowed the margin of insecurity.

The federal students were chosen carefully. The painful experiences
of S.A.T.C. days reminded the university that it did not want to gather I
together another such collection of changelings. Dean Willey insisted ~

that the university must accept no mere fugitives from disaster but l
rather that it must find a better than average group of people who 1
wanted education. J

First selected for relief work were students already enrolled in the '
university; after them new students with superior academic records j
were considered. Sons and daughters of families actually on relief were ,
accepted only if they satisfied the usual requirements for admission. A ~
sensible provision kept the balance between men and women what it 1
had been in recent years: sixty per cent to forty per cent. The look of jl
the campus remained normal except, perhaps, that it was busier and
brisker than usual.

A pleasant result of this careful planning was that the federal stu
dents made up an alert, healthy, and harmonious group. Faculty alarm
ists had warned that within three months they would constitute a
hand-picked psychopathic ward. Feelings of inferiority would taint all
effort. Socially the federal students would be misfits and all the fresh- j
ness of youth would be corrupted by a bleak sense of specialness.

Nothing of the kind happened. Quite to the contrary they proved
to be well-adjusted young men and women who liked their tasks, liked ~

the university, liked each other. Best of all they liked their courses and
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profited by them. As a group they earned more A's than B's, more B's
than C's, and - startling news - a negligible scattering of D's and F's.
Eighty per cent steadily maintained an average of C or better. From
the standpoint of the teacher the situation was millennial.

It was no less ideal from the standpoint of administrators. Never had
there been so adaptable a group. Coffman, who had always insisted on
frequent re-examination of hIS own procedures, studied the work-relief
program closely. A questionnaire was sent to federal students to ex
plore their states of mind. Did the student like the work to which he
had been assigned? Was it in harmony with his interests? Would he like
something else better? The answers were persistently cheerful; it might
almost be said that they were perversely cheerful since students of
their age are likely to find much wrong with the world. A large ma
jority felt that they had been treated with understanding and asked
for nothing better than they had received. So little did they regard the
label "federal student" as a stigma that they actually organized as a
group. They gave parties and dances. To their banquet at the end of
the year Governor Olson and President Coffman were proudly invited.

The work-relief program went under many aliases during the period
when Washington's agencies, with alphabetical nicknames, merged rap
idly one into another. It became at last part of the National Youth Ad
ministration. But in each phase it had genuine success, justifying all of
Dean Johnston's theories about the differential treatment of students
and above all providing for the first time the means of bringing in
gifted, but impoverished, young people as he had always insisted the
university must manage to do.

Students in residence did not make up the whole company of people
under stress for which the university assumed partial responsibility.
There remained the recent graduates whose special training in the arts
and sciences was of little use to a society that had for the moment to
concern itself exclusively with the crude fundamentals of survival.
Harry Hopkins, then administrator of the Federal Emergency Relief
program, believed that such people who had taken the trouble to train
themselves for service in serious enterprise did not deserve to be left idle.
They must be given work to do and it must be work that would appeal
to their trained minds as having permanent value. Hopkins thought
immediately, of course, of the universities, where intellectual projects
are constantly simmering at the back of academic minds.
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The plaint of the research man always has been: "If only I had time
. . if only I had a little assistance." Quite suddenly in the world which

the depression had so fantastically dislocated there was not a little but
a great deal of both. Washington and the universities undertook to
bring skilled workers and useful projects together. They did so with
conspicuous success. The period which satirists of the American scene
have described as one of boondoggling, of leaf-sweeping (inertia lightly
disguised as activity worthy of the amoeba), is remembered by many a
scholar as "the golden age of research in the universities."

The program was begun in December 1933 and continued for a dec
ade until World War II wrote finis to an important chapter in the his
tory of laboratory investigation. At Minnesota a small army of workers
on the Minneapolis campus and another on the St. Paul campus pushed
to completion more than five hundred projects. Men and women on the
rolls of the government agencies known successively as the Civil Works
AdIninistration, the Works Progress AdIninistration, and the Work
Projects Administration provided a reservoir of man-hours the like of
which had never before been made available to scientists. In field and
laboratory, engine room and library, they performed hundreds of rou
tine tasks that previously had absorbed the investigator's energies. It
had never made sense, as one Minnesota man said, "for a professor . . .
to spend most of his time writing letters, washing glassware, and feed
ing animals. The professor feels this, too, and very often he just won't
initiate research because he knows how inefficiently he will have to
do it." For a time during the thirties he was relieved of all these ham
pering concerns.

It is no polite fiction, designed to flatter the foresight and resource
fulness of the universities to say that much of enduring importance
was accomplished in this "golden age." Dr. Maurice Visscher has testi
fied that many of Minnesota's important cancer studies "could not have
been carried on at all without this assistance." What looked like boon
doggling to the thoughtless was a boon to those who had the imagina
tion to use it properly.

The tone of campus life during the thirties was dominated by the
disciplined sobriety of the federal students and of the research army.
But the uncertain temper of the world outside seized upon the bright
minds of atypical undergraduates and filled them with a questioning
restiveness. Indeed they gave the impression of having swallowed seis-
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mographs; their sympathetic nervous systems registered the effect of
social earthquakes everywhere in the contemporary world.

It was the time of the Jacobin Club and the intellectual leadership
of such young men as Eric (then Arnold) Sevareid, Dick Scammon,
son of the university's Dean Scammon, Lee Loevinger, Phil Potter, and
Sherman Dryer. Together they touched off such an explosion of mock
political conventions, mass meetings in favor of this and denunciation
of that, petitions and campaigns of reform as the campus had never
seen before. All the social, moral, and esthetic issues of the day were
explored in frequent forums held in the Men's Union (now Nicholson
Hall) to which visiting thinkers were invited and at which they were
mercilessly grilled. The rise of fascism, the course of the Communist
adventure, the progress of the Oxford movement to outlaw war (not
Dr. Buchman's Oxford movement to popularize sin) kept the minds of
the young rebels constantly boiling with enterprise.

One of their projects was to get rid of compulsory military drill.
This had been a feature of the curriculum ever since the signing of the
Morrill bill, which stated that the colleges receiving its endowment of
lands were to teach agriculture and mechanic arts, "without excluding
other ... studies and including military tactics."

For sixty years this wording had never been questioned as ambigu
ous and the land-grant colleges 'had assumed that, in return for federal
support, they were under an obligation to train young men for national
defense. The warning of World War I had prompted the War Depart
ment to organize the Reserve Officers Training Corps in the colleges
and this program had been in operation since I9ZO.

Presently a rumble of protest began to roll through the col
leges, echoing the pacifist sentiment of the democracies. The Univer
sity of Wisconsin was the first to challenge the idea that in the matter
of drill, duty whispered low, "Thou must ..." The Wisconsin legis
lature, ever sensitive to the mood of its close neighbor and collaborator,
the university, voted to make military training optional. The action
stirred rebellion elsewhere. Episodes occurred at California, at Mary
land, and at Ohio. DePauw abolished compulsory drill. School men dis
cussed the problem anxiously and the learned journals were filled with
predictions about the future of the program.

At Wisconsin drill, as an elective, did not prosper. Enrollment fell
each year and, once more, tempers became short in discussion of the
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Morrill Act's true intent. Writing for the Nation in an article provoca
tively called "Don't Be Silly," Zona Gale, novelist and regent of the
University of Wisconsin, suggested ingeniously that the government
intended to require students to take military training no more than it
required them to study agriculture or mechanic arts. It merely set all
these possibilities before the free son of the republic and invited him
to take his choice.

This opinion found solid support in a decision made in 1930 by the
attorney general of the United States, William Mitchell, who said that
"an agricultural college which offers a proper and substantial course
in military tactics complies sufficiently with the requirements . . . even
though students are not compelled to take the course."

Perhaps Mitchell, as a former Minnesotan, exercised a special influ
ence on Minnesota minds. However that may be, response to his de
cision was immediate and scores of peace-loving organizations and
individuals throughout the state began to bombard the regents with
petitions that drill be made optional.

With students the problem was far from being purely theoretical.
In his autobiography, Not So Wild a Dream, Eric Sevareid has de
scribed the protest of his generation. He, the members of the Jacobin
Club, and others like them found "something revoltingly ignoble about
the process of jerking ... arms and legs this way and that to the
shouted orders of a beetle-browed sergeant."

There were episodes of open rebellion. A philosophy student with a
brilliant record offered to make a test case. He refused to attend drill,
was tried by his officers, and found guilty of a serious breach of disci
pline. It was thought that the president would be obliged to expel him
from the university. But Coffman, who believed profoundly in the
rightness of compulsory drill, refused to have a martyr thrust upon
him. He cited extenuating circumstances and reinstated the student.

More vivid incidents were needed to give publicity to their point of
view and the students did not lack the imagination to supply them.
One of their forums was brought to a climax of satisfying tension when
every young man in the room rose to his feet and the group recited in
unison the Oxford oath: "I will not bear arms for flag or country."

The success of this scene intoxicated the rebels and stimulated them
to still greater enterprise. A "peace strike" against the university was
the thing, they decided, to catch the conscience of the student body.
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Its climactic feature was to be a mass meeting which Governor Olson
would address.

They asked permission to use Cyrus Northrop Memorial Auditorium
and the request was refused. It would have been irony indeed to have
asked Northrop, the most even tempered of presidents, to preside even
in spirit over a meeting that was at once pacific in purpose and aggres
sive in tone. What concerned Coffman, however, was that the univer
sity which he had defended against dictation from the legislature should
not seem to be intimidated by students. He had been generous toward
the rebels but he saw no reason why generosity should be forced to
wear the look of submission.

The meeting took place on the steps outside Northrop Auditorium.
Again it achieved a satisfying climax when Lee Loevinger spoke with
his usual vigor. "Next time," he shouted, "when they come and tell us
that we must invade the land of some other . . . misguided people . . .
we will not listen to the scream for slaughter."

While students shook their fists, with paradoxical passion, in the
faces of everyone who suggested that they might someday have to
fight, faculty leaders undertook to reconcile the two sides by offering
new interpretations of the purpose of training for national defense.
Dean Johnston and Dean Freeman were men who could never remain
comfortably on the outside of any discussion of ideas. Each offered to
his colleagues a plan for modernizing military instruction. These were,
in essence, the same.

Johnston, anticipating the concept of "total war," suggested that any
future struggle would require "the organization of the whole people."
It would be wasteful surely, he suggested, to train men and women
of college aptitUde for routine fighting when the high development of
their native abilities would be needed to "support the military arm."

Freeman, in a series of papers contributed to scholarly journals, fol
lowed a similar pattern of thought. Since defense of the nation was
what everyone wanted, then let college students of law, government,
public health, medicine, and dentistry be trained to make the contri
butions to national defense which they, as experts, alone could make.
He wanted "an educational approach to military training." If only this
were done "the irritating problems of compulsory military drill" would
"vanish into thin air."
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But it was not so easily dispelled. Talk "about it and about" went
on with everyone clinging doggedly to his own point of view.

That of Coffman was clear and unmistakable. He deplored, as he
said many times, "all forms of excessive emotion and super-patriotism
that lead to war" but he could not persuade himself that it was within
the power of one nation to abolish war. America itself had made "little
progress in developing sentiment favoring peace." She was not even a
member of the League of Nations. While his own country remained
outside every effort to promote methods of cooperation among nations
he did not look for millennia1agreements that would make military pre
paredness unnecessary, no matter what some of his idealistic students
might say.

The sum of what he had observed in the world scene had given him
the realist's awareness of unfinished business and of unsolved problems.
In 1928, before Russia had decided finally to make a national policy of
mystery about its procedures, Coffman had been an invited guest of the
country and his lifelong habit of appraising administrative methods had
made him sure that the difference of philosophy between East and
West could only grow greater. He had been in the South Pacific as
educational adviser to New Zealand and Australia; there, too, he had
seen evidence of serious disturbance to world economy and world se
curity. Though he lacked the temperament that might have made an
other man of equal insight and less modesty set up in business as a
prophet, his knowledge of the world as it existed had enriched his
genius of common sense and enabled him to see. through the fog of
uncertainty that clouded other minds. What he saw, in the midst of the
R.O.T.e. crisis, was the foreshadowing of the crisis that led to World
War II.

This was the only contest that he lost, as president. In 1933 the out
look of the board of regents had been changed by the appointment to
its membership of three men and one woman belonging to the Farmer
Labor party. As one of its first acts the new board by a vote of six to
five adopted a resolution making military drill optional.

The belief has persisted that Olson deliberately "packed" the board
to further the ends of his own "radical" philosophy. The testimony of
two men intimately concerned indicates that this is not so. Mr. Snyder,
president of the board, once observed in a letter to a former colleague:

"The Governor has appointed four so-called radicals. . . . Strangely
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-enough ... [they have been] assimilated by the Board and no radical
action has appeared as a result of their appointment save and excepting
the abolishment of compulsory military drill. . . . I have found in my
long service that the responsibility of serving on the Board mellows the
judgment and the views of those who become Regents."

Still more significant is a story told by George Lawson, one of Olson's
appointees and still a member of the board. The secretary of the Min
nesota Federation of Labor holds no academic degree and it was a com
pletely unexpected turn that conversation took one day when the
governor asked him suddenly: "What do you know about the univer
sity?" Lawson replied that he knew very little. "Then," said Olson,
"you'd better begin learning because I'm going to make you a regent."
Lawson demurred and, still more surprised than wary, named reasons
why he should not be appointed. Olson was unmoved. Seriously on
guard at last, Lawson protested: "But I may not be able to do the
things that you want me to do there." Olson laughed. "There's just one
promise I want you to make me," he said, "that you'll attend all the
meetings."

"And that," Lawson has testified, "was the beginning and the end of
Olson's effort to influence my vote on the board of regents."

This was exactly as Coffman himself would have had it. He had
fought to keep the university free of outside pressure; he wanted to
believe that the men who ~erved it were influenced only by a mature
and disinterested desire to represent the will of the people.

Yet it was inevitable that he should not manage quite to believe that
this was so. In the midst of the military drill discussion, he was chal
lenged one day by a young member of the legislature's committee be
fore which he was presenting the university budget. "Mr. Coffman,"
the legislator asked, "what is your salary?"

The same question, put to Vincent many years before, had so out
raged the earlier president's sense of privacy that it is said to have been
one of the causes of his resignation. In Coffman it roused only a vig
orous contentiousness.

Slowly he removed his glasses and passed a hand down over the
back of his head. These signs of anger, held under strict control, were
familiar to his intimates. A witness to the incident waited exultantly
for the rebuke that he knew would follow.

"Young man," Coffman said, "I am glad to tell you my salary. [He
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named the figure.] I'm sure you would like to know also about my
other earnings. Inside Minnesota I accept no fees for speeches. Outside
the state I do. When my expenses have been paid I tum over what is
left to a scholarship which myoid college, Education, has done me the
honor to create in my name. . . .

"I think you should know, young man, that I could double my salary
tomorrow by accepting a standing offer that I have elsewhere. One
reason why I don't accept it is that I received this university from my
predecessor unburdened and unhandicapped by political influence. I
shall never resign until I can hand it on to my successor the same way.
And that I could not do today. Young man, have I made myself clear?"

He always made himself clear because his own attitudes were un
clouded by any haziness. When he found himself obliged to accept
defeat in the military drill episode, he fitted even this into his philoso
phy of freedom for the university. There was at the moment, he ob
served patiently but regretfully, no "public sanction for this social
need."

In the first academic year after abolition of compulsory military
training enrollment in the R.O.T.e. dropped, as it had done at Wis
consin, to a small fraction of previous figures. The War Department
withdrew the infantry unit, leaving only those of the coast artillery and
signal corps.

It is an interesting irony that the men most prominently involved as
students in the fight against drill were among the early volunteers for
service of one kind or another when World War II began. Lee Loev
inger, who had said that he would not "listen to the scream for slaugh
ter," went on the first naval mission to England and Eric Sevareid's
voice became one of the most familiar in the world as radio interpreter
of the news from every hazardous theater of action in the "war for
survival." His autobiography contains a rueful postscript to his mo
ment of rebellion at Minnesota. "Why," he asks himself, "... did we
... help, however minutely, to disarm our country? We, along with
college men and women all over America, were involved in an aston
ishing paradox."

The exacting responsibilities of the thirties - to keep students in
school without allowing them to become slack-minded pensioners of
government; to open the doors ever wider, in the emergency of the
depression, to all who could help themselves by education; to further
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the public service duties of the university; to make it, in short, a re
liable "servant of democracy" - all these burdens picked up with en
thusiasm day after day exhausted Coffman's energies. In the midst of
what seemed to be his perennial youthfulness he suffered a severe heart
attack. During the academic year of 1937-38 it was necessary for him
to take a leave of absence.

In July he returned from Arizona sure that he had put himself once
more in condition for work. But on a September evening after he had
worked several hours on an address for the opening convocation, he
lay down in his study and died.

It seems curious that so strenuous a life should have ended with so
little struggle. A stubborn defiance of the limitations of strength and
of all outward circumstance had always characterized Coffman's tem
per. As a boy he had educated himself by teaching while he learned
through well-disciplined days and nights of double duty. As a young
man he had climbed quickly from one academic level to the next with
the inextinguishable vitality of a man who, though he claimed no bril
liance, possessed an unmatched enthusiasm for his task. As dean, he had
faced the patronage of the more prestigious colleges of the university
and laid firm hands on one after another of what he regarded as the
responsibilities of his position.

He had come to the presidency quite aware that the aristocrats of
the world of higher learning looked down their classic noses at his field
and that the holders of still newer deanships feared him for what they
took to be the narrowness of the pedagogue; yet he survived to receive
the ungrudging acknowledgment that he had served the interests of all
as an educational statesman. Within his board of regents he had found
hostilities that touched on every aspect of the powerful man's desire
to put the imprint of his individuality (complete with prejudices) upon
educational theory; Coffman, with his resignation in his pocket, had
balked every effort to deny him the right to choose his teachers, main
tain them in office, protect their right to teach under no other authority
than that of conscience. Though he was himself a conservative, he re
fused stoutly to open the doors of the university to the more eloquent
champions of conservative philosophies that they might "clean out nests
of radicalism." Quite as stanchly he refused to allow his university to
become "a sounding board of propaganda." He ended as he had begun
by requiring that it be a stronghold of the liberal mind, "open and
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tolerant, ready to face new situations and to interpret them in terms
. . . of social welfare."

He left at Minnesota a monument to his reputation as an educator.
This is not the handsome student center that bears his name. It is ap
propriate enough that this should be the physical reminder of his in
fluence. More than any builder of Minnesota he believed that it was
an essential part of the student's education to be exposed to the graces
of life, some of which are made manifest in the music-filled lounges,
the sunny terraces, the game rooms, and the ballrooms of Coffman Me
morial Union. Yet this is not the place where his energetic spirit per
sists.

If Vincent may be called the refounder of the university, Coffman
may be considered, quite as properly, to be the builder on the new
foundation of the university's present structure. The design of a mod
ern university - this is Coffman's true memorial.
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